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Romaniz:ation of Chinese Words 

This book uses the Pinyin romanization system of Chinese to English. Pinyin is 
standard in the People's Republic of China, and in severa1 world organizations, 
including the United Nations. Piny抖m凡， which was introduced in China in the 1950￥ 
replaces the W组á.de-Giles and Ya址le sy严st优ems. In some cases, the more popular spelling 
of a word may be used for clarity. 

Some common conversions: 
Pinyin Also Spelled As Pronunciation 
Qi Chi chε 

Qigong Chi Kung chë kiíng 
QinNa Chin Na chin nã 

Jin Jing jTn 
Gongfu Kung Fu gδng foo 
Taijiquan Tai Chi Chuan 江 jë chüén 

For more in岛rmation， please refer to The People's R，φublic 01 China: Administra
tive Atlas, The Reform 01 the Chinese Written Language, or a contemporary manua1 of 
style. 
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in Xinzhu Xian ( 新竹躲)， Taiwan (台湾)， Republic of 
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Master Jin's death. 
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rods, and many other weapons. With the same master he also studied White Crane 
Qjgong ( 氯功)， Qin ^句 (or Chin Na， 擒拿)， Tui Na (推拿) and Dian Xue massages 
(黠穴按摩)， and herbal treatment. 

At the age of sixteen, Dr. Yang began the study of Ytmg Style Ta扩iquan
(揭氏太植拳) under Master Kao Tao (高潘). A丘er learning from Master Kao, Dr. 
Yang continued his study and research of Taijiquan with several masters and senior 
practitioners such as Master Li, Mao-Ching (李茂清) and Mr. Wilson Chen 
(珠威伸) in Taipei ( 台北). Master Li learned his Taijiquan from the well-known 
Master Han, Ching-Tang (辑庭堂)， and Mr. Chen learned his Taijiquan from Mas
rer Zhang, Xia吨-San' (强祥三). Dr. Yang has mastered the Ta扩i barehand sequence, 
pushing hands, the two-man fighting sequence, Taiji sword, 1均ii saber, and Taiji 
Qjgong. 

When Dr. Yang was eighteen years old he entered Tamkang College (淡江牵院)
in Taipei Xían ( 台北躲) to study Physics. In college he began the study of traditional 
Shaolin Long Fist (Changquan or Chang Chuan， 少林去拳) with Masrer Li, Mao
Ching at the Tamkang College Guoshu Club (淡江圈街社) (1 964-1968) , and 
eventually became an assistant instructor under Master Li. In 1971 he completed his 
M.S. degree in Physics at the National Taiwan University (台湾大牵)， and then 
served in the Chinese Air Force from 1971 to 1972. In the service, Dr. Yang taught 
Physics at the Junior Academy of rhe Chinese Air Force (空军幼校) while also teach-
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ing W知hu.A丘er being honorably discharged in 1972, he returned to Tamkang Col
lege to teach Physics and resumed study under Master Li, Mao-Ching. From Mas
ter Li, Dr. Yang learned Northern Style Wushu, which includes both barehand (espe
cially kicking) techniques and numerous weapons. 

In 1974, Dr. Yang came to the United States to study Mechanical Engineering 
at Purdue University. At the request of a few students, Dr. Yang began to teach Gong
卢 (Kung Fu) , which resulted in the foundation of the Purdue University Chinese 
Kung Fu Research Club in the spring of 1975. While at Purdue, Dr. Yang also taught 
college-credited courses in Taijiquan. In May of 1978 he was awarded a Ph.D. in 
Mechanical Engineering by Purdue. 

In 1980, Dr. Yang moved to Houston to work for Texas Instruments. While in 
Houston he 且:mnded Yang's Shaolin Kung Fu Academ严 The Academy was eventu
ally taken over by his disciple Mr. Je能ry Bolt a仕er Dr. Yang moved to Boston in 
1982. Dr. Yang founded Yang's Martial Arts Academy (YMAA) in Boston on Octo
ber 1, 1982. 

In January of 1984 he gave up his engineering career to devote more time to 
research, writing, and teaching. In March of 1986 he purchased property in the 
Jamaica Plain area of Boston to be used as the headquarters of the new organization, 
Yang's Martial Arts Association (Y孔1M). The organization has continued to expand, 
and, as ofJuly 1st 1989, YMAA has become just one division ofYang's Oriental Arts 
Association, Inc. (YOAA, Inc.). 

In summary, Dr. Yang has been involved in Chinese Wushu since 1961. During 
this time, he has spent thirteen years learning Shaolin White Crane (Bai He) , Shaolin 
Long Fist (Changquan) , and Taijiquan. Dr. Yang has more than thirty-three years of 
instructional experience: seven years in Taiwan，自ve years at Purdue University, two 
years in Houston, Texas, and nineteen years in Boston, Massachusetts. 

In addition, Dr. Yang has also been invited to 0能r seminars around the world 
to share his knowledge of Chinese martial arts and Qjgong. The countries he has vis
ited include Argentina, Austria, Barbados, Belgium, Bermuda, Botswana, Canada, 
Chile, England, France, Germany, Holland, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Mexico, 
Poland, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Spain, South Mrica, Switzerland, and Venezuela. 

Since 1986, YMAA has become an international organization, which currently 
includes 54 schools located in Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Chile, England, France, 
Holland 
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前吾
李茂清老自币

"知其源别流易测'得其本员IJ枝禁易探" 。童年受害于
家君於塌下'释「易短」之海害也。「易经」傅自上古，
是言己「祀」舆「戎 J (祭祀鬼神舆治国安邦)之大事。
在「伏恙氏」未童.~八卦之前，人颊部落社舍，是以葛藤
、结绳言己事'用地打结成不同的形版和数量'棵妃'隐其不
同的事件。傅「伏羔」海一部落社舍之首丧，其仰视天
的日月呈辰之像'俯察地理山川水纹(流)之形片犬，竟
河洛而悟割八稳不同的符珑，以此符挽来替代用地打结
之言己事之方法。

「伏羔」其一割而分天地(除陈) ，亦是文字始生之始。
天地连搏，除陈更替，而高物因之而生(杂除不生'杂
陈不丧) ，离物而人海重，此「天地人J 稿「三才」之
定位本源。

「伏羔」割--1支横「一」代表天(畴) ，再割雨短横
「一- J 代表地(除) ，又再加一横「一」代表禹物
(人)。依此椿想割成的符我是:三、三、 三、

三、二、三、三、三。傅此海「伏羡氏」始成之八

卦(组)符挠，後之人稿海八卦，即是八卦之起源。

以此符镜替代了上古用绳打、结言己事方法之精意，演造到
後的「商朝」峙，有其「西伯侯」依「伏最氏」刽割的
八、组符珑，再雨、组(锢)相垂成六十四姐不同的组合符
镜，以言己更多更繁呆住(被)的事物，後之人稿其捐「周
文王」六十四卦(仍简稿八卦) ，增加了更多的文字言己
更祥如之事物，椿成「易短」一害之起源。「易短 J 有
「太植」二字'言自「大桂生雨傲 J (除踌) 0 r 太植」
海道'雨傲梅隆畴。除 l喝一道也而高物生焉。再物真除
抱畴'且在一不有太植'也集一不有雨傲。
「太植」海人所用'逮取六合(宇宙)之外，近取自身
之中，集暂瞬息'微於勤静(呼吸) ，精神(氛)之邃'
心街(氛髓)之喘勤'舆四日守(季)合其序，人颊姜性
(生)其牵须知此本源也。

「太植」之始，除畴未分(雨傲未生) ，~~屯然氛髓，
此海元植之始。棋生之生'精氛流键之遥掉不息，因而
道心凝静(固) ，太植始成形(型)焉。「太植J 勤别
生畴'静则生险。天地史替，因之四日守成序，禹物生生
不息。
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人之生命，受于中(精)氛 r 太槌」葫之元氛。「天
命之菊'性 J r性」即人之元氛。元氛储于人锥之膏内'
靖先天之氛 r肺、胃」储後天自然之空氛， (中罄竭
二步氛)即上述'禹物精氛而生存。「氯」之遥丰事集瞬
息之停，日月往来燕一峙之失。天地自然成序，其度不
乖'禹物依峙而繁衍。古者六萎，弦歌之外'不麽武事。

今之五育'科衔踊昌'人越康肚海一切幸福之重心。中
善民族数千年来之所以能铸造悠久宏律之文化，端精人
心均衡捺展之千二人先责伺坚苦丰抱中，告同锻妹累稽之
短辙，推展于後世人中。

新竹俊敏博士，牵贯中西，被仨之士也。教言黄之暇'将
其数十年之教研心得'编著飞扬俊敏博士之太植拳理输F
一害，内容精愁'旨在歇脚连勤'赞扬太植技萎，导源
清流'清敬其梅人，更敛其用心'牵研者亦啻知此序也。

中莘圈街造修舍
研究委员

李茂清敬哉
西元二零零零十二月冬至日



Foreword 
Grandmaster Li, Maó-Ching 李茂清老何

"Knowing its origin, then the flow can be gauged effordess
ly; cognizing its root, then its branches and leaves can be 
explored easily." When 1 was a child, 1 was educated by my 
father under the candle light. The book used was 刀 ]ing

(易挫) (iι The Book ofChange). 刀万ng was passed down 
from ancient times and it was used to record the important 
events of "Si" (祀) (iιworship the ghosts and deities) and 
"Rong" (戎) (i .e., ruling and martial affairs of the countries). 

Before "Fu Xi" (伏截) (iιfìrst ruler of China) (2852-
2737 B. C.) created Bagua (八卦) (i .e. , Eight Trigrams) , all 
Chinese used kudzu vine and rope knots to record events. 
Rope was tied up with different shapes and numbers of knots to record different 
affairs. It was said that "Fu Xi" was the chief of a socie可 at the time. He looked up 
to see the repeating phenomenon of the sun, moon, and stars in the sky, looked 
down to inspect the geographic structure and landscape of the mountains and the 
rivers, looked at the basin between the Yellow River and Ruo River (河洛) and so 
enlightened he created eight different symbols which were used to replace the rope 
knots in recording a旺alrs.

"Fu Xi" drew a long line，一一， to represent heaven (i.e. , Yang，畴)， and two 
short lines，一一， to represent earth (i.e. , Yin，除)， and added a long line，一一， that 
is used to represent millions of objects (including humanity). From these concep
tions, the symbols are constructed as: 三三，-弓，圣毛，-三，三三三三，-三，三三.
This is what is known as Fu Xi's eight compositions of symbols, later called "Bagua" 
(八卦) (iιEight Trigrams). This is the origin of the Eight Trigrams. 

Later in the Chinese Shang Dynasty (商朝) (1 766-1122 B.C.), "Xi Bo Hou" 
(西伯侯) (i.e., Marquis xi Bo) used two sets of Fu Xi 's Eight Trigrams and over
lapped them to create six可-four di能rent sets of symbols. These could therefore 
record more complicated events and objects. Later, these were called "King Zhou's 
Sixty-Four Trigrams (周文王六十四卦) (still commonly called Eight Trigrams). 
This had thus increased the possibility in recording more matters in a detailed man
ner. Thereupon, the book 刀]ing(易短) (Book ofChanges) was originated. There are 
two references to "Taiji" (太植) in 刀 ]ing， saying that "Taiji produces two polari
ties" (太捶生雨傲) (i.e. , Yin and Yang). Also "Taiji" is the "Dao" (道) and with two 
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polarities ofYin and Yang, millions of objects are generated. Millions of objects carry 
Yin and embrace Yang, therefore, there is no place without 1均i and there is no place 
without "Two Polarities" (Liang Yi，曲傲).

The phi1osophy of1马iji (i.e. , Dao) was applied to study humanity. From afar, we 
take those transcendent six harmonies (Liu He，六合) (i.e., universe or heaven); in 
close, we adopt what has been demonstrated in our bodies. There is no pause, (the 
Dao is) manifested in the movements and calmness (i.e., breathing), Jing and Shen 
(Qi) (精神) is 出us transported, the inner mind (drawing in Qi) is thus in the 
actions. Anyone who is learning how to cultivate their human nature (for living) , 
must know all of these origins. 

Before "Taiji" began to act, Yin and Yang were not discriminated (i.e. , two polar
ities were not yet generated) and there was a pure energy state\This is the beginning 
state of "Yuan Ji" (元植) (iιWuji state, no extremity) (杂植). In this state, there 
was no separation between living things, and all relied on the Qi's circulation cease
lessl严 Subsequently， the core of "Dao" (i.e., 1￥iji) was condensed and calmed (i.e., 
岛rmalized) ， and this resulted in the formation of the "Taiji" state. When "Taiji" 
moved, then Yang was produced and when it was calm, Yin was yielded. Heaven and 
Earth mutually replaced each other (i.e., Yin and Yang are exchangeable). Finally, 
four seasons were ordered and millions of lives have been born and continue to be 
born ceaselessly. 

Human life begins with the receiving of (essence) Qi Oing Qi，精轧) (iιQi 

produced 丘om original essence) , Taiji calls it "original Qi" (Yuan Qi，元，氛). This Qi 
is manifested from the heavenly mandate (i.e., nature) and is called "human nature" 
(Xi吨，性). The origin过 Qi is stored in the kidneys and is called "pre-heaven Qi" 
(Xian Tian Qi，先天氯)， while the lungs and stomach produce and store 出e "post
heaven Qi" (Hou Tian Qi，後天氯) (Chinese medicine calls this the ‘two layers of 
Qi'). There is no moment of cessation in Qi's transportation, the sun and the moon's 
cyclings have not missed even a moment. Consequently, millions of lives are propa
gating, and the six arts (Liu Yi，六萎) (including music and martial arts) have been 
developed. 

Today, there are fìve educations (Wu Yu，五育) and science has tlourished. 
Humanity's health and strength have become an important center for happiness. The 
level of Chinese culture which has been amassed through long thousands of years is 
being p 
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Foreword 

and sincere. His intention is to publicize the exercises and promote the skills ofTai
jiquan so Taijiquan practitioners can be led onto the correct path. 1 respect his per
sonality and more admire his intention. 

Chinese GuoshuPromoting Association 
Research Member 
Li, Mao-Ching 
December, 2000 
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前吕
割振寰将军

我初哉杨博士於一九九零年在温恰斯特镇 The Taste of 
China Tournament.短期相庭，得知他迫退出高科技工
作行列'辑而徒事中国武街之推庚，以其渊博的牵域及
钝熟的英文'著害立就'阔费至海精祥'令我深局常喜
舆钦佩。及至去或冬季'有线位美籍牵生'先後以杨博
士所撰咆杨氏太握拳F 一害示我'盖微求意晃。经数度
拜赣後，深以核害圈文益茂'资料充霄'释桑正雄，黄
海撑得的佳作。在心傲之下'更顾本同好之言宜，舆榜博
士彼此切磋，交换教牵心得。是以坦率拮出在电太植蓄
揄F 堵篇中有线虞似有商榷之馀地;同峙多年来'封王
宗岳吨太桓输 F 中「我顺人背言置之『粘』或 r 沾』
字 J 以海若改海『辗』子别音近意羔更海明石在'且可
舆後文「活似阜翰」之句相呼虑。乃不揣浅陋，运函杨
博士言旬以是否可提供意克以作参考。回信表示歉迎。短
款式害信往返'杨博士康微博引，言忍海原著摆摆。至此
我等雄未得到共端'佟以克仁克智而暂告中止苟言命。

踊後'杨博士寄来新作电椅俊敏博士之太拯拳理言旷初
稿，嘱我遇目益作序言。因我雄徒都郎曼青霄拳多年'
惟目的只在强身，其後亦曾致力推手'亦佳力求髓舍以
柔克刚之妙趣'所得浅薄。封揭博士要求海大作窍序责
戚惶恐，辩以患命'悲切醉甜不敏。惟揭博士仍以「桑
不容辞」坚靖。我雄威力有未逮'不得综述这段经庭以
庭之。

数言竟来稿'察其立揄透澈，而封道家修身装性之道理'
释羔精闻。抹分篇输边'就明祥盏，使科牵者研究领略'
可言冒金借矣。就海不可多得之佳椿。藕以太植之理输源
於易挫，而刚柔之就出自老子，若能就此加以接挥'即
可舆本稿所引挤、子兵法各篇相媲美。医医之克莲供参考。

再者'我国固有太植拳之揄边'多循道家傅统言命就'封
於西方人士颇有辩解之困惑。榜博士能以现代科牵化惯
用祠句加以解就，封太握拳之推璜盖接杨光大必大有助
益也。是以不揣固陋以此海序。期共勉之，。

割愚莲载
西元二零零零·元月
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Foreword 
Grandmaster Abrahdm Liu 割振寰将军

1 fìrst made Dr. Yang's acquaintance at The Taste of China 
Tournament (Winchester, Virginia) in 1990. Shortly after 
we became 丘iends ， 1 became aware that he had recently 
resigned his position as a high-tech engineer, and began to 
place al1 his efforts into the publicizing of the art of Chinese 
Wushu (武街). With his both vast and profound knowledge 
and f1uency with the English language, Dr. Yang has written 
numerous books and artides, in which his descriptions and 
explanations are both detailed and refìned. This made me 
very surprised and impressed. It was not until the winter of 
last year, that severa1 of my American students showed me 
Dr. Yang's book, Ytmg Style Taijiquan and asked my opinion about it. A丘er reading 
it a few times, 1 fully rea1ized the depth of the body of text and illustrations. The 
materia1 was quite substantia1 and the explanations were precise and accurate. It is 
very hard to fìnd a written work of this qua1ity. 1 felt deeply that, because of the 
nature of our common interests, Dr. Yang and 1 would be able to learn from each 
other by discussing the knowledge we had gained from our teaching experience. 
Therefore, other than highly recommending to my students to read his books, 1 a1so 
frankly pointed out to him that there were a few places in some dassics of the Old 
E扩i Thesis that needed to be discussed. At the same time, 1 brought up my thoughts, 
from the last few years concerning the sentence, "1 f10w with the opponent('s com
ing force) (我}I国人背) is ca11ed Zhan (枯) (sticking) or Zhan (沾) (attaching)" from 
W如吨， Zong-Yue's Ta扩i Thesis. 1 believe that if the word is changed into Zhan (辗)
(i.e., ha1f-rotating) then not only would the sound be nearly the same, but its mean
ing would make more sense. In addition, it would correspond better to the later text 
abollt "a1ive as a cart wheel" (活似阜翰).1 humbly wrote to Dr. Yang and asked for 
his opinion on my thoughts and hoped that he could offer me some support. The 
reply was welcome. Throughout the exchange, Dr. Yang explained his perspective 
and cited examples as to why he believed that the origina1 writing was no mistake. 
Ultimately, though we did not come to an agreement about this word, we decided 
to temporarily discontinue our discussions, agreeing that the interpretation of this 
word should depend on the individua1 's understanding and the actua1 situation when 
applied. 
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Later, Dr. Yang mailed me the dra丘 of this new book, 1均iiquan Theory 0/ Dχ 
Yang, Jwing-Ming, asking me to review it and to write a foreword. Although 1 have 
studied 1马ijiquan with Grandmaster Cheng, Man-Ching (都曼青) for many years, 
my initial motivation was only the strengthening of my body. Later, 1 also made a 
great effort in engaging Pushing Hands training. 1 was attracted to the theory and 
applications of "using the so丘 to conquer the hard" (以柔克刚). My understanding 
is still shallow and superfìcial, and it is for this reason that 1 was very nervous and 
daunted by Dr. Yang's request. Subsequendy, 1 sincerely declined his request with 
thanks. However Dr. Yang, using the word "obligatory" (杀不容辞)， insisted that 1 
should write this foreword. And though 1 feel that 1 am unable to fulfìll this obliga
tion, 1 cannot help but describe these past events as the foreword. 

A丘er reading the dra丘 several times, 1 concluded that the theory discussed inside 
is very deep and dear. The explanation of the Daoist theory on the cultivation of 
human nature is especially refìned. The explanation was divided into several parts 
and is detailed and complete. With regard to scientifìcally-minded practitioners, this 
book can be a complete guideline for their comprehension. The quality of its struc
turing is a rarity. Since the theory of Taiji originated 仕om the lí ]ing (易短) (i.e. , 
Book 0/ Change) and the philosophy of soft and hard came from Lao Zi (老子) (i.e., 
Dao De]ing， 道德挫)， 1 personally believe that, should Dr. Yang use this as a foun
dation and develop it further, he will be able to draw a comparison to the theoreti
cal essence of Sun 's Tactics 0/'场r ( 蒜子兵法) which is discussed in this book. This 
is only my personal suggestion for his consideration. 

In general, Chinese theoretical discussions of traditional Taijiquan frequendy fol
low the theory of Daoism. This is very confusing to Westerners. Because Dr. Yang is 
able to use scientifìc terms and knowledge to interpret and explain the traditional 
theory, he will gready help the understanding and the development of Taijiquan. 
Therefore 1 do not hesitate to write this foreword with my poor knowledge. 1 hope 
we (alll与ijiquan practitioners) will be able to learn from each other in the furure. 
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Pre'阳ce

In the last seven centuries many songs and poems have been composed about 
Taijiquan. These have played a major role in preserving the knowledge and wisdom 
of the masters, a1though in many cases the identity of the authors and the dates of 
origin have been lost. From these songs and poems, Taijiquan practitioners have had 
a guideline or a map which continues to lead them to the correct path of practice. 

Most of these documents were considered secrets in every Taijiquan style. It was 
not until the last few decades that these secrets were gradua11y revea1ed to the gener
a1 public. In the last 20 years, 1 have translated and made commentary on many of 
these documents. They include the songs and poems written by unknown authors, 
Yang's 缸nily (揭)， Wu's 缸nily (吴)， Li's 缸nily (李)， wií and Li's 缸丑ily (武·李)，
and Chen's family (昧). However, a丘er 1 translated these documents, 1 realized that 
none of these families has revea1ed a11ωpects of Taijiquan theory and training. 1 
believe that there are severa1 reasons for this: 

1. Many of the secrets were passed down ora11y. Norma11y, these ora1 secrets 
would not be written down, to prevent them from being revea1ed to out
side people. Because of this, many of the top key secrets were not passed 
down through writing. 

2. Those masters who wrote down the secrets drew from their individua1 
understanding of the art. Some of them specia1ized in some subjects but 
were unfamiliar with others. 

3. Part of the writings passed down are still hidden and have not been 
revea1ed to the genera1 public yet. 

1 have been practicing Chinese martia1 arts since 1962 and have accumulated an 
abundant level of experience and understanding from learning, practicing, teaching, 
lecturing, translating, and writing. The styles with which 1 am most familiar are 
Shaolin Southern White Crane (少林南白鹤拳)， Yang Style Taijiquan (揭氏太桓拳)，
and Shaolin Long Fist (少林丧拳). Taijiquan is considered to be an internal s可le
(soft style) (Ruan Quan，软拳)， White Crane is an interna1-external style (so丘-hard
s可le) (Ruan Ying Quan，软硬拳)， while Long Fist is classifìed as an externa1 style 
(hard style) (Ying Quan，硬拳). Due to this wide range of study and practice, 1 
believe 1 am able to comprehend the entire sca1e of Chinese martia1 arts, both theo
ry and training, to a profound level. 

Since Southern White Crane is a soft-hard (interna1 and externa1) style of Chi
nese martial arts, by itself it covers a broad range of the。可 and practice. Since the 
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Dao (theory) (道) of the arts remains the same, the so丘 aspect (internal aspect) of 
Southern White Crane can easily be applied into Taijiquan. 

Based on my personal background and understanding, 1 have tried my best to 
compile the Taijiquan theory and practice concepts in this book. 1 have attempted 
to make this effort as complete as possible even though 1 know it is diffìcult to ful
fì11 this goal. Therefore, 1 hope those Taijiquan masters who are open-minded will 
continue to share their knowledge with the general public through writing and 
teaching, to make this art more complete and perfect. In order to make this book 
more complete with the growth of my own knowledge and experience in the future, 
1 will at times revise it and continue to share my experiences with the readers. 

When you read this book, you should keep your mind open, and make your 
judgement 丘om a logical and scientifìc point of view. In fact, you should also always 
question any information you obtain regardless of its source. This is because the 
information you are obtaining is only the author's or teacher's personal interpreta
tion and opinion. You must compile the information you have obtained, and pon
der and test it carefu11y and criticall严 Onlya丘er you have comprehended the infor
mation can you say you have gained the knowledge. 

This book is structured with a translation of a passage from one of the songs and 
poems, followed by the original Chinese text, and then any interpretation of the pas
sage. Chinese text has been included because 0丘en， when a Chinese sentence has 
been translated into English, part of the actual meaning or feeling can be lost. In 
addition, this book is intended to be published in China. 

With great appreciation for General Abraham Liu's suggestion (see foreword) , 1 
added the theory ofTaiji and Yin-Yang from 刀万ng(易锺) (i.e. , Book ofChange) and 
the concept of "using so丘ness to conquer the hardness" (以柔克刚) from Lao Zi's 
Dao De Jing (老子·道德短). The reason for this is simply because these two 
ancient books are the original philosophies of these two concepts, and the founda
tion ofTaijiquan. 
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PARτt 

General Concep~s of 
Taijiquan 太拯拳概输

1. About Taiji 太植就

Changes; Great Biograp句'said. "The ancestor surnamed Bao-.应 had become the 
king of heaven and earth. (Hυ looked up ω see the phenomenal (changes) of the 
heave1饥 looked down to observe the (natural) rules (i.e. , patterns) of the earth, 
watched the (instinctive) behaviors of birds and animals and how they were sit
uated with (i.e. , related to) the earth. Near, (he) observed the (changes) ofthings 
around him and j以 f切 observed the (repeating patterns ~ρ 。马jects， then (he) 
created the 'Eight Tr.伊-ams.' Th打 u刷 thus used to understand the virtue of the 
divine (i.e. , na阳ral 伊irit or natural rules) and also thus used to resemble(i.e. , 
c/ass纱~pa前例， or understand) the behaviors of millions of 0马lec衍 O.r.， fhFrd-"
From tl:Jis, (we) can see that the creation of the 'Eight Trigrams' u础 based on the 
ceaselessly repeating cycles of great nature, following the insti即tive behaviors of 
the million 0命~ects (i.e. , lives) between heaven and earth. 

《易·大傅》曰:电古者包袭氏之玉天下也。仰别规象
於天，俯别税法於地。现岛歌之文'舆地之宜'近取言者
身'逮取言者物。於是始作八卦'所以通神明之德，所以
颊葛物之情。 F 由是可知八卦之作乃始於大自然循瑕不
已之理，遵天地禹物之情。

The quotation in this paragraph is 丘om the "Great Biography" section of The 
Book 0/ Changes. Bao-Xi (包截) was the ancient ruler in China (2852-2737 B.C.). 
A丘er he observed the cyclical patterns of nature and the instinctive behavior of ani
mals, he created the "Eight Trigrams" (Bagua，八卦). From the "Eight Trigrams," 
natural cyclical patterns can be classifìed, traced, and predicted. Since animals and 
humans are part of nature, the "Eight Trigrams" can also be used to interpret an 
event and predict its possible consequences in the future. 

Changes; Series Diction said' "1σ'n) changes, there 打 1均i. Th打 therφre， pro
duces Liangyi (i.e. ， 刀00 Polarities), Liangyi generates Sixiang (i.e. , Four Phas 

__ 

es), and Sixiang bears Bagua (i.e. , Eight Tr铲-ams). 仍om) Bagua, good or bad 
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luck can be 战斤ned (i.e. , calcu/'垣ted or predicted). (From) good or bad luck, the 
great accomp占:shment can be achieved." It again said: "What is Liangyi (i.e. , 
Two Po/'理rities)? (It is) one Yin and one láng. " Lao Zi, Chapter 24 aLso said: 
"Dao generates 0毗 one produces two, two yielt去 three， and three yields millions 
0/0向jects. " From t，伪 (we) can see that it is due to the natural rules o/Ta扩i， that 
Wuji (i.e. , no extremity) evolves into 刀n and láng Two Polarities. From Yin 
and lángs generation 刀()o Po/'垣rities， the Four Phases are generated, and subse
quen吵，卢'om Yin and 拍ngs generation 0/ the Four Phases, the Eight Trigrams 
are formalized. From this (we) can卢!gure out that "One 刀n and one 拍ng is 
called Dao. " T古力 also means that the "Book 0/ Changes" is the (book which 
describes) the consistent natural μws that apply ω the 仰iverse and the human 
bo吵~ From interaction 0/刀n and láng, mi.应ons %bjects are generated. From 
th加e var，仰iμ'ati切i勿on.彻I 吃0/1ηη♀Tin and 1局án咯多 m仰i矿llil勿ii勿:ons 0/ 句8庐告i的rs a仰 Cω0仰ηnUl仰F
r阳x抑ch归an咆'ge，ω'ab伪hω/ Ti曰her，叫R呵矿功伽♀如reι'， Cωhan哝'ges;巧;'Ser，仰i彷町E臼's Dicti，仰i切Onal功ls，ωfωosai，以d.. "To岛 C彻10，衍bω'se means l\.Un 
and to open means Qian, one clos，臼 and one opens means variations. To and frO 
exchange from each other ceaselessly means communicative (i.e. , exchangeab!.以"
What 打 Ku矿 It is 归n. What 力 Qian? It is láng. 

《易. j良辞》曰:电易有太植 y 是生雨傲。雨傲生四象'
四象生八卦'八卦定吉凶，吉凶生大棠。 F 又曰电雨傲
者'一除一 l劳也 o H {老子·四十二章〉亦曰: 吼道生
一'一生二，二生三'三生禹物。 P 如是可知'因自然
太植之理，革在植衍化生梅隆畴雨傲。由雨傲之除畴衍化，
四象而生。再由四象除畴之衍化，八卦而成。由此可推'
电一除一畴葫之道 H 亦即易短即宇宙人身互古一致之
律。由除踌之交婿，再物生。由民主畴之赞，高事通。因
之， {易·东辞》又曰:电闺卢葫之坤'辟卢辅之乾'
一国一辟捐之缝'往来不茹葫之通。 F 坤者，除也;乾
者，琦也。

Changes; Series Diction (易·东静) was written by Zhou Wen Wang (周文王)，
the fìrst ruler of the Zhou Dynasty (周朝) (1 122-255 B.C.). He wrote an interpreta
tion for The Book 01 Changes. In his book, he clearly pointed out that because of the 
existence of Taiji (太植) (i.e., Grand Ultimate) , there are changes in the universe. 
Taiji is an invisible force or power which makes the Wuji (是植) (i.e., No Extremi
可) divide into Two Polarities (i.e. , Yin and Yang) and also from Two Polarities return 
back to the Wuji state. Moreover, due to the existence of the Taiji, Two Polarities can 
again be divided into Four Phases and 丘om Four Phases into Eight Trigrams. The 
explanation of this kind of natural derivation has also been found in Lao Zi's Dao 
DeJing(老子·道德、短). Dao De Jing (道德短) has also commonly been called "Lao 
Zi" (老子) in Chinese socie可. Lao Zi explained that due tocthe existence of Dao, 
one is created. In addition, one can create two, and then three, and so on until mil
lions of objects exist. From this, we can see that Taiji is the sameωDao. That is why 
it is said: "What is Taiji? It is the Dao" (何捐太植?道也。).
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Furthermore, from Yin and Yang's mutual interaction and exchange, millions of 
objects can be differentiated. For example, the soil interacts with water and sunshine, 
to produce growing plants. It is a study of the need of animals to consume other life 
in order to survive. Ejnally, animals die and return to the soil. All of these natural 
cycles are due to the natural exchanges and interaction ofYin and Yang. 

direction o[ cycling is 
demonstrate it with our left加以 then everything is reversed Th如 is simply because 
ge即M吵 our right hand is 伽利d忍f Ytmg while left hand is c/as，嚼'ed as Yin. 

杂植者乃空空虚虚者或梅太空之一小微黠，朵大朵小'
集除异民畴。由太握之，勤械除畴雨傲因之分别。由之'除
畴圃魂。根掠除踌如何连串事而演化成四象之方向，此除
畴圈可再匡分局畴民主畴圆舆除除陈圈。譬如我等以右手
例'右旋梅畴'左旋海除。然而，如我等以左手海例'
则一切反向矣。亦即左旋海畴，右旋海险。这是因海一
般而言'右手梅畴，左手梅隆也。

Wuji (然植) is a state of emptiness or simply a single point in space (Figure 1). 
There is no discrimination and there are no polarities (or poles). According to 刀]ing

(i.e., Book of Change), originally the universe was in a Wuji state. Later, due to the 
pivotal action ofTaiji (Figure 2) , Two Polarities (Liang Yi，雨傲) (i .e., Yin and Yang) 
were discriminated (Figure 3). However, we should understand that Yin and Yang 
are not definite (or absolute) but relative according to specifically defined rules. 
From these rules, Four Phases (Si Xiang，四象) are again derived. From di位rent per
spectives, the Yin-Yang two polarities can again be divided into Yin and Yang. For 

Figure 1. Wuji State Figure 2. Taiji Sta怆 Figure 3. Yin-Yang State (Tw。
Poles or Polarities) 
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example, if you use your right hand to follow the Yin and Yang pattern, the clock
wise cycling belongs to Yang while the counterclockwise cycling belongs to Yin (Fig
ure 4). Generally speaking, your right hand action is classifìed as Yang and your left 
hand action is classifìed 臼 Yin. From this rule, the Yin-Yang cycling will be com
pletely reversed if you use your le丘 hand (Figure 当). These general rules are applied 
in Taijiquan and also in other internal styles such as Baguazhang. 
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Yang Yin 

Figure 4. Rotations of Yin-Yiαng Symbol (Right Hand) 

Yang Yin 

Figure 5. Rotations of Yin-Yang Symbol (left Hand) 

The above saying is tal是ing about the 旦扣Ytmgs derivation in two dimensions. 
When t，伪队-Ytmg derivation is manifested in three dimensionι then r.铲咐'
ral to advance forward is classified as ya咆 while left spiral to withdraw 力彻
sified as 盯n.Simiμ咿 the manifestation 0/劝e left hand 力 reversed. From 劝认
we can see that (if we are) able 归 C01ηprehend the theoη 0/ great natures 刀n
Yang spiral derivation, then (wυ will be able ω comprehend the卢nction 0/ the 
Dao and use t，伪 Dao ω understand the theory 0/ ceaseless recycling 0/ millions 
o/lives in na阳m乒川hermore， 归仰α back the or告in %ur human and phys
icall~再 The purpose o/learning Taijiquan 打印 aim for the comprehension 0/ 
Taiji and 旦扣Yang so (we) are able to reach the Dao, ther.φre， 向lloω us) to 
protect (our body), strengthen (our body), and 叫.钞， longevity. Furthermore， 再y
nourishing and cultivating (ouυ human nature, (we are) able to reach the卢nal
goalo/t叫fìcation 0/ heaven and human spirit. 
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以上所言梅隆畴圈在二度空罔中之演化。啻此除畴圈在
三度空罔演化畴，再以右手均例'右螺旋形而造者梅踢'
左螺旋形而退者梅隆。同理，左手反之。此海太空中条
第生械樊化之，理，再物赖之而衍生和辑化。因之'能理
解此大自然除踌螺旋樊化之理，即能通乎道械盖利用此
道城去镣解自然禹物生息不已之理，立在可追朔己身性命
之来由。霄太槌拳之的'乃求此太植除踌之理解'以臻
保身、强身、丧生之道'盖由萎性、修性晋而连天人合
一之地也。

From the above discussion, you can see that 
there are some specifìc rules that apply when you 
manifest the Yin-Yang polarities into two dimen
sions. However, we exist in a universe of at least 
three dimensions. Therefore, the concept of two 
polarities should be adapted to three dimensions so 
we can comprehend the natura1 Dao thoroughly. 
Once you add the third dimension to the Yin and 
Yang symbols, you can see that the energy patterns 
and derivation are spira1 actions. When the nature 
loses its ba1ance, the energy manifests in spirals and 
millions of lives are influenced, or even are created. 
All of these manifestations can be seen from ga1ax
ies in space, to tornados and other storms, to the 
formation of sea shells, and even the tiny, twisted 
strands of our DNA (Figure 6). 

From the above discussion, you can see that 
when Yin-Yang is manifested in two dimensions in 
Taijiquan, it is an actíon of coiling, and when it is 
acting in three dimensions, it is a spira1ing maneu
ver. If you use your right hand to generate this spi
ra1 motion, then the clockwise and forward motion 
is classifìed as Yang while the counterclockwise and 
backward motion is classifìed as Yin (Figure 7). If 
you use your le丘 hand， since the left is classifìed as 
Yin, a11 directions are reversed (Figure 8). This is a 
method to practice the basic skills in T马ijiquan for 
changing from insubstantia1 to substantia1 and back 
again. All action in Taijiquan originates 丘om the 
Rea1 Dan Tian (a point, ~enter of gravity), where Figure 6. Double Helix of DNA 
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Yang 

Yin 

Figure 7. Spiral Motion (Right Hand) 

Yang 

Yin 

Figure 8. Spiral Motion (Left Hand) 
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the Wuji is located. From this Wuji center, through 1均i (i.e. , mind) the Qi is led, 
Yin and Yang spiraling actions are initiated, and Taijiquan movements are derived. 

Taijiquan is an internal style of martial arts that was created in the Daoist 
monastery of the W~dang mountain, Hubei Province (湖北·武官山). Taijiquan's 
creation was based on the above philosophies ofTaiji and Yin-Yang. It is believed 
that from understanding the the。可 of1注iji and Yin-Yang, we will be able to trace 
back the origin of our lives. Also, through this understanding, we will be able to train 
our bodies correctl严 to maintain our health and strength of our physical and men
tal bodies, and gain longevity. Since Daoists are monks, the fìnal goal of their spiri
tual cultivation is to reunite with the natural spirit (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一) (i.e. , 
the state ofWuji). In order to reach this goal, they must cultivate their human nature 
and nourish it (i .e., discipline their temperament). 

2. The Meaning of Taiji in Taijiquan 太握在太植拳中之羔

1场咯 Zong-Yue said. "What is Taiji? It is generated from 肌屏" and 打 ap严i仿v-
0仰tal收j乒卢1马t1ωF
it mo仰ve，臼's 1扛t di占vid珩'es. At rest it reunit，阳r臼'5." Fr，仰'om t，劝hi仇5ι， i必t 扛 是切nown t，劝hat Ta坷{扩彷11 打 not 
肌乡φii， and i力s al归f仰o not l'η亏n and l'捡匀n咯ig.ln阳nst，附tead an inclination 0/劝e na阳ralpiv
otal fonction which makes the 切tji derive into 刀n and Yttng also makes the l'η7n 
and l'拍a切n咆ign仰'eUl仰F
ment and stilln仇ness 打 Cω'al品'led t，劝he 'Dao' or the 'rule' 0/ great nature. 

王宗岳云:电太植者，朵拯而生'勤静之楠，除踢之母
也。勤之则分'静之别合。 F 由此可知太植益非集植，
亦排除畴，而是自然之械展使集拯演化海除畴或除陈俊
合海燕植之势。此自然勤静之械'即所言自道或大自然之
理。

市组ng， Zong-Yue was a renowned Taijiquan master who was born in Shan-You, 
Shanxi Province (山右'山西省)， during Chinese Qing Qian Long period (1 736-
1796 A.D.) (清乾隆). Taiji (太植) can be translated 部 "Grand Ultimate," or "Grand 
Extremity," and Wuji (条植) is translated as "Without Ultimate," "Without Limit," 
or "No Extremity." Wuji can also mean "No Opposition." This means Wuji is uni
form and undifferentiated, a point in space or at the center of your physical, mental 
and energetic bodies. For example, at the beginning of the universe, there was no diι 
ferentiation, and this state was called Wuji. Then it began its separation into com
plimentary opposites, called Yin (除) and Yang (畴). From the interaction of Yin 
and Yang, all things are created and grow. 

You should understand that even though the the。可 of Taiji (太植) originated 
from the 刀Jing (易短 ) (The Book ofChanges) and has been studied and practiced 
for more than four thousand years in China, its applications in martial arts were 
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Wuji State 

Yin Yang 

Figure 9. The Pivotal Action of Taiji (Dao) 

Taiii, Oao, Li 
(God) 

probably not started until severa1 thousand years later. When Taiji theory was adopt
ed into the applications of martia1 arts and became a style, it was ca11ed Taijiquan 
(iιThe Fist ofTaiji) (太握拳). Therefore, if we wish to understand the rea1 mean
ing ofTaijiquan, the fìrst task is to comprehend the meaning of1注lJ l.

From Wang, Zong-Yue's statement, it is clear that Taiji is neither Wuji nor Yin
Yang, but is between them. It is the pivota1 force or energy which makes the Wuji 
state divide into the Yin and Yang (i.e., two polarities) and 过so causes the Yin-Yang 
to reunite to the state ofWuji (Figure 9). This natura1 pivota1 force, energy, or func
tion is ca11ed "Taiji" (太植)， "Dao" (道) (i .e., natura1 way) , or "Li" (理) (i.e., natur
a1 rules) of nature. 
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l励en Yin and láng are divided, the 刀uo Polarities are established. From 刀uo
Polarities, the Four Phases are generated. From Four Phases, the Eight Trigrams 
(Bagua) are produced. Again, from the E~拚t Tr也rams， Si呵-Four trigrams are 
derived, and thisρattern continues to divide until unlimited (variations) are 
produced. Yin and lángs mutual interaction and corre.与pondence， there are pro
ducedtho阳ands ofinterchanges and millions of derivations, (co阳equently)， mil
lions of 0伊cts (i.e. , lives) are born. 口Vhen} all of this is traced back ω its ori
gin, there 打 nothing but the theory of刀n and láng. Ther.φre， those who prac
tice Taijiquan must know Yin and láng. 扩白nυ wishes ω know 刀n andlán多
陆的he} must know the meaning of Ta扩i. If白ne} wishes ω know the meaning 
of吕彬 (he/shυm阳t卢rst comprehend the Dao and the real meaning of how 
刀n and láng are derived from the ，罗úji state and a/so how Yin and láng return 
to the Wuji state. 

除畴分而雨傲生'由雨傲而生四象，再由四象而生八卦，
由八卦再生六十四卦。由此推输，以至且在窍。由晗畴之
互戚互庵'千赞葛化，葛物衍生。踌其宗'僵除!劳之理
而已矣。因此霄太植者'必知除畴。欲知除畴，必知太
拯之桑'要知太植之差，必先领悟杂植演樊至除畴舆除
陈返踌回燕植之道舆真祷。
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Wuji 

Yin 

Yin Yang 
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Yin 

, 

Taiii 
Two Polarities 
/ 

Yang 

Yang 

/ Taiii 

Yin 

Four Phases 
/ 

Yang 
)1' Taiii 

Eight 
Trigrams 

/ 
Yαng 

Figure 10. The Continuous Derivations of Yin and Yang due to Taiji's Pivotal Actions 

Yin and Yang, two polarities, originate from Wuji through Taiji's action or func
tion. From these two polarities, again through Taiji's action, four phases are derived. 
With the same theory二 the variations continue until there are unlimited changes in 
the universe (Figure 10). From Yin and Yang's mutual interaction, millions oflives 
are born. From this, youcan see that alllife and all things are produced from the 
mutual interaction ofYin and Yang through the mediating function of1￥iji. There
fore, if you are interested in learning Taijiquan, you must understand Yin and Yang, 
and their relationship with Taiji. Without knowing the the。可 and the Dao, your 
Taijiquan practice will be limited to the external forms and movements. In this case, 
you will have lost the real meaning of practicing Taijiquan. 

Bφre the action 0/ Ta扩iquan movement, the X切 β.e. ， emotional mind) is 
peac，φ1 and the Qj 打 harmonious， the Xin and Yi (wisdom mind) are at the 
(Real) Dan 万àn and the Qi st.哼'S in its residence. This 打 the state 0/ extreme 
calmness and is the state 0/肌tji. H owever， 吵en the Xin and }♀ begin to act, 
the Qj's circu/'军tion begins, the physical bo吵's movement is thω initiated， and 
the 刀n and Yang accordingly divides. From th力 f叫 can see that Xin and Yi are 
what is called Ta古'Z 切 1均iquan. That means the Dao 0/1均iquan 力 the Dao 
0/ Xin and Yi (iι minds) 
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太植拳起势在未勤之前，心平氛和'心意在丹田，氛守
於舍'此植静之怠，是梅森植。然者，啻心勤意勤，氛
由之引楼，身嘘而勤，除踌始分。由此可知心意在太植
拳中即所揭太植也。亦即太桂拳之道即心意之道也。

The Wuji state exists inside each of us. It is the state from which all creative 
impulses grow. Taiji is generated out of Wuji and is the mother of Yin and Yang. 
Thus, Taiji is the cause of the Yin and Yang division, and is itself neither Wuji nor 
Yin and Yang, but the cause of the separation of Yin and Yang. In this sense it is a 
part of the divine aspect of the Dao. 

All objects, ideas, spirits, etc. can be classified as either Yin or Yang. Taijiquan 
was created according to this theory. In the beginning posture of the 1马lJ1quan

sequence, the mind is calm and empty, and the weight is evenly distributed on both 
feet. This state is Wuji. When your mind starts to lead the body into the posture of 
Grasp Sparrow's Tail (揽雀尾)， internal (Yin) and external (Yang) aspects ofTaiji
quan features start to be discriminated. Moreover, the hands and feet are differenti
ated into insubstantial (Yin) and substantial (Yang). This is the state ofTwo Polari
ties. Through interaction of substantial (Yang) and insubstantial (Yin), all of 1:♂Jl

quan's fighting strategies and techniques are generated. From this, you can see that 
the Taiji (i.e. , the Dao) in Taijiquan is actually the mind. It is the mind that makes 
the body move and divides the Wuji state into Yin and Yang two polarities. We can 
conclude 丘om this that 1马ijiquan is actually a martial art of the mind (i.e. , 1马iji).

Though a human bo吵 is bonded between the heaven and the earth， βts) 刀n
and 刀 are able ω reach {anywhe时 unlimitedly in the universe without being 
restricted 钞 time and 与pace. F切m Xin and Yi, the Yin and 拍ng are initiated 
and (continue to) move into unlimited variations. This is the theory of millions 
01 divisions and creations ofTa样 Ther.φre， those who practice Taijiquan must 
begin斤'om the (training of) Xin and 丑

人身雄束於天地之罔，然心意可连羔祟於宇宙'盖不均
峙罔、空闰所限。由心意，除踌生而演樊分化杂嘉。此
海太植再象衍生刽造之理。因此，牵太植者'必须徙心
意著手。

Though our physical bodies are restricted by our three-dimensional reality, our 
minds are free to travel and reach anywhere in the universe, unrestricted by time, or 
even beyond this universe (i.e., the mind is Grand Ultimate). All human creations, 
仕om shovels to airplanes, arose first in our imaginations. Fr6m our thoughts, new 
ideas are created. It is the same for Taijiquan. It was created from the mind, and its 
creation will continue without an end. Since it is an active, living, and creative art, 
I泣ijiquan is a product of spiritual enlightenment and an understanding of life. 
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X切 (i.e. ， emotional mind) and Yi (i.e. , wisdom mind) are contained internal
如 which belongs ω 刀n. The movements (actions) ofTaijiquan are man拆，ted
externally, which belongs ω Yang. When the卢町tions ofXin and Yi are applied 
ω our 伊iritual乒eling， they direct us into the correct Dao of cultivating our 
human -na阳re， through 吃fJorts toward strengtheni咆 the mind, raise up the 伊lr
it, and comprehend the real m仰ing of human l~斤" andj手'om 劝认 further ω
comprehend the meaning and relationship among humans, between humans 
and 0伊cts around us, and also 切 searchfor 劝e truth of nature in heaven and 
earth. When the j如町tion of Xin and Yi is app占ed to our physical bo吵1， it is the 
great Dao of cultivating the physicallife for selfdefen岛 nou巾hing the physical 
i桥" and strengthening the physical bo功吵1. T.曰b打 is t，劝hej乒8切切uω仰nti均k切t仰i切onj乒or ι臼ωx衍t印endin咆'g ou
liv，力勿v，剧'es and e.臼'Stablishμtn咆Iga卢rm 仰ot 吧ofh加ealt，劝h.

心意者'内含也'除也。太祖勤作'外颜也， 1劳也。心
意活勤於己身之精神内戚'即强心、提神、领悟人生之
眷性正道。由之去睹解人舆人、人舆事物阔像之真挣益
寻求天地自然之真理。心意活勤於己身物理之造化，即
防身、善生、舆强身之修命大道。此冯玉是命立基之本。

As mentioned earlier, Xin and Yi are the Taiji in Taijiquan. This internal think
ing is Yin. When this Yin is manifested externally, then Yang is demonstrated. When 
Xin and Yi are acting on internal spiritual feeling, it serves to cultivate our human 
temperaments and helps us to understand the meaning of our lives. When Xin and 
Yi are acting and manifested externally, it promotes physical health and selιdefense. 
Therefore, when we practice Taijiquan, we should cultivate both our spiritual beings 
(Yin) and train our physical bodies (Yang). 

1丑h均#扩伊;iq伊uωan orz俘X挝"Ínat，衍edj卢争均om t.劝heDaωoistj卢告初切n仰?
en仰mηunt and so a.ωf t，ωoachi彷eve t，劝heDaω0 吃ofu仰m~泸fìclωati切i切On b加et仰ween heav棺刷len andhumηlan. 
Then归吃φ品re巳" the卢nal goal of practicing Taijiquan 打印刷ch the un~ed harmo
nious Wuji world (i.e. , state) of the heaven and human. From practicing Taiji
quan, (we are able) to卢rther comprehend the meaning of human lij去 and the 
unzverse. 

太植拳始於道家，其、终的在通乎神明以臻天人合一之道。
因而太握拳之、终的亦即在於天人合一大合言皆之熬桂世界，
由霄太植拳而领悟人生宇宙之理也。

丑ijiquan was created in the religious (Daoist) school of Qigong. The goal of 
Daoist cultivation is to reach enlightenment, to uni命 the human 巾rit with the nat
ural spirit. This is the Wuji harmonious state. To reach this destination, the 且rst step 
is to appreciate the meaning of life and to understand natural truth. 
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3. Taijiquan Yin-Yang Illustrations 太植拳除畴圄解
R/(0 Polαrities Four Phases Eiaht Triarams Six陶n Triarams Aω 

且盛 旦主 主盐 土主革
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Pαrt 1: General Concepts of Taijiquan 

A. External Bagua (i.e. , Eight Trigrams) manifestation follows Zhang, San
Feng's statement in his Taijiquan Classic. When Taijiquan externally 
manifests, the Eight Trigrams evolve out of the Two Polarities. There 
can be many versions of external actions that correspond to different 
phases of the Eight Trigrams. When you reach the Eight Trigrams stage 
of derivations, your movements and awareness are complex and alive. 
Many possibilities exist depending on how the mind responds to the 
situation. Remember, mind is the Taiji ofTaijiquan. When this mind is 
manifested, the result is physical action. 

B. Internal Bagua originates from the author's understanding and opinion. 

C. Baihui (Gv-20) (百舍) and Huiyin (Co-1) (舍陪) belong to the 
Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街服) (Figure 11). Baihui is Extreme 
Yang and is the meeting point of the entire body's Yang. Baihui mani
fests spirit (Shen，神). Shen is generally classifìed as Yang and is called 
Yang-Shen (晴神). The Huiyin stores water and belongs to Yin. The 
Huiyin is commonly called "Sea Bottom" (Haidi，海底) or "Yin W知er"

(Yin Shui，除水). It is the meeting point of the 岛ur Yin vessels and is 
therefore Extreme Yin. 

D. Tiantu (Co-22) (天突 is where manifested sounds originate. The two 
sounds "Hen" "Hà' govern the Jin's manif七station (Figure 12). Tiantu 
is Yin while the sound manifestation is Yang. 

E. Mingmen (Gv-4) (命问) (Yang) and Yinjiao (Co-7) 陪交) (Yin) are 
two main gates which are the Qi exits from the Real Dan Tian (i.e., cen
ter of gravity). Mingmen belongs to the Governing Vessel (Du Mai, 
督脉) while Yi时iao belongs to the Conception Vessel (Ren Mai，任JiIR)
(Figure 13). From these two gates the Qi can either be manifested exter
nally and used to strengthen the Girdle Vessel (Dai Mai，带服) (i.e. , 
Guardian Qi, Wei Qi，街氯) or led inward to be stored at the Real Dan 
Tian (Wuji Breathing，条植息).

F. Lingtai (Gv-10) (重台) and Jiuwei (Co-15) (喝尾) are two main gates 
which connect the Xin (心) (i.e., heart, emotional mind) (Figure 13). 
Emotional mind is the motor force while Yi (意) is the steering wheel. 

G. Yintang (M-HN-3) (印堂) (i.e., The third eye) is the manifestation of 
physical strength. When the sense of enemy is strong, the Qi manifes
tation is strong (Figure 12). 
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Upper Dan Tian 

Water Path 

Fire Path Middle Dan Tian 

Lower Dan Tian 

v 
\一-一-A， / 
-飞*\/

-→飞_ Huiyin (Co-1 ) 

Figure 11. Baihui (Gv-20) and Huiyin (Co-1) Cavities 

Tiantu (C9-22) 

," 
# ".. .. 

Figure 12, Yintang (M-NH-3) and Tiantu (Co-22) Cavities 
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Part 1: General Concepts of Taijiquan 

Jinwei ((0- 15) 

二J
Lingtai (Gv- 10) 

Qihai ((0-6) 

_.-

Figure 13. Yinjiao (Co-7), Mingmen (Gv-4), Jiuwei (Co-15), and lingtai (Gv-4) Cavities 

Explanation of Taijiquan Yin-Yang Illustrations 太桂拳除畴圄就

1罗加t is Ta扩iqutm? lt is j争'om the λ~in and YiS Ta扩i that Yin and Yang were 
divided What are 刀n and Yang (in Taijiquan)? They are the Two Polarities 01 
Taijiquan and are the Gongfu 01 internal (i.e. , Yin) and external (iι Yang). 
TheXi九丑 and Qi, which are contained interna侈" belong to 刀n while the 
external man伪tations belong to Yang. Again, þ-om the Xin and 刀s Taiji, the 
internal (刀n) and external (Yang) are divided and ther，阿a吃吃φfor.斤.ej乒brm r3仰rnal吵'ly t仰w
Pμo/'μ'lr，咐ùi阳E幻's and i切f切切咐nt，仰"erna叫吵'y t仰wωopμolariti町 t劝heFo仇urPhaω3阳r臼's 011丑h均扩i句'quan. Furt，劝he旷r
m仰or，盹rι'，þ-，斤þ-om t，加b加eXin andYηïs Ta均1)阮ii， b加oth the internal and external Two POμrities 
can be divided into internal and external Bagua (i.e. , 1主注ht Trigrams). Conse
qUe1均 the Sixteen Trigrams olTaij句uan are derived and emerge. 
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Taijiquan Theory of Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming 

太握拳者，由心意之太棒'而分除畴。除睹者，太植拳
之雨傲'内外功夫也。内含之心、意、氛梅隆，外象之
颜现海畴。再由心意之太植，内外在行分野'而成外雨
傲舆内雨傲太拯拳之四象也。造之'由心意之太植'内
外各雨钱再分野成内外四象，因之'太植拳之八卦定形
矣。再造而演化之'由内外之各四象再演赞成内外各八
卦之象。太植拳之十六卦现形矣。

From Wang, Zong-Yue's 1马ijiquan classic, we know that what is 1￥iji in 1马1)1-

quan is actually the mind. According to Chinese custom, we have two minds, one is 
called Xin (心) (i.e. , emotional mind) and the other is called Yi (意) (i.e., wisdom 
mind). Xin is classifìed as Yang, and can make your emotions disturbed, while Yi is 
classifìed as Yin and makes you calm and thoughtful. 

In Taijiquan, the mind (i.e. , Taiji，太植) discriminates the Yin and Yang Two 
Polarities (Liang Yi，雨傲)， and 丘om the mind's action (i.e. , Taiji) , these Yin and Yang 
polarities will again be divided into Yin-Yin and Yin-Yang, Yang-Yin, and Yang-Yang. 
These are the Four Phases (Si Xiang，四象). Again, from the action of the mind (i.e., 
Taiji) , these Four Phases are divided into Eight Trigrams (B唔ua，八卦)， and so on. 

From this you can see that through the mind's action, 1￥ijiquan can be divided 
into Two Polarities (Liang Yi，南傲): external manifestation (i.e., Yang) and internal 
cultivation (i.e. , Yin). The internal cultivation includes regulating the mind-which 
is to lead the Qi to circulate inside the body, and also the cultivation and the purifì
cation of the spirit. The external physical actions are the manifestation of the mind 
that are carried out with circulating Qi and upraised spirit. 

Again，丘om the mind, both external and internal aspects ofTaijiquan can be divid
ed into Yin and Yang (iιTwo Polarities) and therefore, form the Four Phases (Si 
Xia吨，四象) ofTaijiquan. In the same w;坏 these internal Two Polarities and external 
Two Polarities can again be divided into Four Phases and this permits the Taijiquan to 
be represented in Eight Trigrams (Bagua，八卦). If we advance one more level, then 
the internal Four Phases and external Four Phas臼 can again be divided into Eight Tri
grams and therefore, the Sixteen Trigrams (Shi Liu Gua，十六卦) ofTaijiquan evolved. 

Taijiquan actually includes both internal Eight Trigrams and external Eight Trigrams. 
This shows us the fourth level or depth ofTaijiquan analysis. If a Taijiquan practitioner 
can reach this level and understand the meaning of these Sixteen Trigrams, then he can 
s可 he has reached a profìcient level ofTaijiquan stud严 Naturally，丘。m Sixteen Trigrams, 
Taijiquan can again be divided into Thir巧r-Two (San Shi Er Guaí 三十二卦) and Sixty
FourTrigrams (Liu Shi Si Gua，六十四卦)， and so on. This can lead you to an even deep
er Taijiquan understanding. As a Taijiquan practitioner, you should continue pondering 
and searching for a deeper and more r, 
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Part 1: General Concepts of Taijiquan 

From internal yi仇刀n and Yang can be divided. ，罗'hat is yi扣Yang? It means 
theXin and 刀 remain calm while the Qj 力 actively moving. ，励at is 刀n-Yin?
It means to reach the insubstantial ultimate (i.e. , Wuji state少 and ω keep (the 
mind) in the state 0/ extreme sincere calmness. This will result in the flrmation 

由内之险，除陈分。除踌者，心意静而氛勤也。隆隆者，
致虚植'守静篇。问雨傲因而成形。除踌者，可再分野
梅除隋畴舆民主畴险。除畴踌者，海易筋。 R主踌民主者，海
洗髓也。同理，隆隆者再分梅隆隆踢舆除除险。除晗睹
者'带脉息、嘘息也。隆隆隆者，燕植息也。如此，问
四象成形也。由此内四象再演赞成内八卦。

The internal Yin can again be divided into Yin-Yang and Yin-Yin Two Polarities. 
Yin-Yang implies that the Xin and Yi are kept in a calm and peaceful state (i .e., Yin) 
while the Qi is actively circulating (i.e. , Yang). Yin-Yin means the mind is kept at 
the Real Dan Tian (Zhen Dan Tian，真丹田) (i.e. , physical gravity center) and main
tains an extremely calm state. In this case, your mind is in a Wuji state and the Qi 
is kept at its residence. This is the required state for Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi, 
胎息) which will be discussed later. 

The Two Polarities again divide into the Four Phases. From Yin-Yang, Yin-Yang
Yang and Yin-Yang-Yin are discriminated and from Yin-Yin, Yin-Yin-Yang and Yin
Yin-Yin are derived. Internal Yin-Yang-Yang means the practice of Muscle/Tendon 
Changing (Yi Jin，易筋) Qigong while Yin-Yang-Yin implies the training of Mar
row/Brain Washing (Xi Sui，洗髓) Qigong. Internal Yin-Yin-Yang refers to Girdle 
Vessel Breathing (Dai Mai Xi，带服息) (Skin Breathing or Body Breathing) (Fu Xi, 
Ti Xi;庸息、罐息) while Yin-Yin-Yin involves the practice ofWuji Breathing (Wuji 
Xi, $.在植息) (Cavity Breathing) (Xue Wei Xi，穴位息). From these, you can see how 
the internal Four Phases have evolved. 

Following the same rules, the external manifestation can a/so be divided into 刀n
and Yang. 拍ng-Yang is the action 0/ the external ma叫festation while the Yang
Yin is the internal plotting and pμm仰!!; 0/ the strategies. This the1iφre flrms 
the external Two POL垣rities. Yang-拍ng can again be aivided into 拍ng- Yang
Yang and Yang-Yang-刀n. Yang-Yang-Yang is the man~斤'station 0/ the hard ]in 
while Yang-拍ng-Yin is the execution 0/ the s~斤 Jin. Simiμ吵i Yang-ηn can 
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again be discriminated into 拍ng-刀n-1áng and 1áng-刀n-刀n. 1áng-Yin- 1áng 
is for offense while 1áng- Yin-盯n is for 均持nse. 1乃茹阳帆， t.劝he 臼ternω2al Fo、切切u抑tr Ph，忍ω仰re.
b归ave ez仰/Oli功olz扣'ved From the.se Four Phases, the external Eight Trigrams are developed 
and have become the Ei泸t Doors ofTa扩iquan's thirteen postures. 

外象之癫珑'亦可依理而分晗畴。腾腾者，外象之轨疗。
陈除者，内在之言某咯。外雨傲因而成形。 l劳畴者'可在
分野海畴畴畴舆陈琦险。畴畴畴者，硬勤之颜魂。畴踌
除者'软勤之轨行。同理，畴除者再分局畴除踢舆畴除
险。踢陪睹者'攻势也。陈除除者，守势也。如此，外
四象成形也。由此内四象再演赞成外八卦而椿成太植拳
十三势之八月也。

Similarly, the external Gong (i.e. , Yang) can be divided into Yang-Yang and 
Yang-Yin. Yang-Yang is the execution or the physical manifestation of the internal 
mind while Yang-Yin includes the strategies or maneuvers of internal plotting and 
planning. Yang-Yang can then again derive into Yang-Yang-Yang and Yang-Yang
Yin. Yang-Yang-Yang is the manifestation of hard Jins, while Yang-Yang-Yin is the 
execution of the so丘 Jins. Naturally，丘om Yang-Yin, Yang-Yin-Yang and Yang-Yin
Yin can be developed. Yang-Yin-Yang covers the offensive strategies while Yang-Yin
Yin covers the defensive strategies. 

From these external Four Phases, the external Eight Trigrams emerge and have 
become the Eight Jin Patterns of1与ijiquan. These Eight Jin Patterns are commonly 
called the Eight Doors (Ba Men，八问) since they deal with the eight directions of 
fìghting in Taijiquan. Together with the Five Phases (Wu Xing，五行) of stepping 
movements, they explain why 1与ijiquan is called "Thirteen Postures" (Shi San Shi, 
十三势).

4. Yin-Yang Theory of Taijiquan 太植拳除畴输
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drawing is releasing and reléásing is withdrawing. " It mea加扫n 打 1áng and 
1áng is 刀n. " Though they are opposite, they are the two卢ces of the same 0句;ect
which cannot be separated from -each other or exist alone. If it ωn exist alone, 
then it is a ，均ji state and not the natural rule of刀n and 1áng. 



Part 1: General Concepts of Taiiiquan 

除陈者，封立也，而非施封也。除者可畴'畴者可除。
除畴之互赞，以藏者之心意而定。心意者，太植拳之道
也。(老子·三十六章) : 唱片等欲款之'必固报之;将
欲弱之'必固始之;将欲靡之'必固舆之;将欲取之'
必固舆之。 F 太握拳短亦云: 电收即是放，放即是
收。 P 亦即吨除即是畴，陈即是除F 也。雄海封立'而
海一物一理之雨面，不可分离往而草确存立矣。如草确存
在'别差~$.在板之患而排除畴自然之理也。

Yin and Yang are opposite to each other but not absolute. How Yin or Yang are 
defìned depends on the perspective of the viewer. 0丘en， what is considered Yang by 
one person can be Yin to another. Moreover, Yin and Yang are exchangeable and this 
exchange a1so depends on how you change your viewpoint. You should also remem
ber that the mind is what is ca11ed 1与iji or Dao in Taijiquan. 

When Yin and Yang concepts are applied in 1泣ijiquan， Yin can be Yang and Yang 
can be Yin. Yin can also be Yin and Yang can also be Yang. All of these a1ternative 
concepts a11 depend on your mind and consequentl严 different strategies are derived. 
That means an insubstantial action can be a setup for a substantial action and vice 
versa. If you do not have the options of Yin and Yang exchange, then your strategy 
will be stagnant and be easily defeated by your opponent. 

beβxed in the rules without切owing the mutual exchangeable theory 0/刀nand
Ytmg. For example, during combat between the opponent and me, bending can be 
Yang as ~庐nsive， and exiending can be 刀nas 吃fènsi侃 Raising can be }匀ngas
a substantial action and falling can be Yin as an insubstantial moveme毗 Com
ing can be Yang as emitting and going can be Yin as s归rzng.

一般而言，太植拳之除畴可海:合、阔;守、攻;屈、
伸;吸、呼;退、造;虚、责;小、大;化、打;如、
粗;引、擎;柔、刚;内、外;蓄、接;意、心;起、
落;仰、俯;来、往;入、出;收、放等。但切不可固
轨而不懂除畴互缝之理。譬如在敲我封待之畴'屈亦可
海踌海攻，伸可点是除海守。起可海畴竭霄'落可梅隆海
虚。来可海踢海番，往可梅隆海蓄。
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This paragraph lists many examples of the Yin and Yang aspects ofTaijiquan actions. 
However, you should always remember 出at Yin and Yang are mutually exchangeable. 
That means substantial can be insubstantial and insubstantial can be substantial. 

扩 {you} are able ω understand the theory of刀n and Ytmg and knows their 
app占ωtionι then {your} comprehension is deφ and (Taiji) knowledge 打 pro
flund Insubstantial and substantial are exchangeable and are mutua吵刃nand
Yang. This will make the opponent lose track 0/ catching the Uin 's} coming and 
going. Then this is the beginning of understanding Jin. The theory of刀n and 
Yang is hard to change; however, the applications ofYin and Yang are exchange
able. Thenφre， (Taijiquan) practitioners should be always researching and pon
dering the theoη of刀n and Yang and searching flr the applications of刀nand
Yang's mutual exchanges. 扩{you} are able ω catch 劝打 knack and apply it skill-
卢lly， then {you are} surely a pr~卢'cient Taijiquan talent. 

懂得除踢之理盖知其所用'别其悟也深'知其寂亦澜。
虚责互键，互梅隆畴'使敲条可捉棋来麓去路，此海懂
勤之始。除踢海理者，要住键。除陈梅用者，可赞。如此'
牵者常集峙杂刻不研究太拯除畴之理舆探其晗l喝互樊之
用。能懂其寂，而能致用'此海太桂能者之凰也。

You should know that Taiji's Yin-Yang theory is the foundation and the root of 
the entire Taijiquan's creation and development, you should always ponder the the
ory and its applications. Theory is the scholarship of the art while the actions are the 
applications of the theor严 Only then can you catch the crucial key to Taijiquan's 
substantial and insubstantial. Once you are able to apply this Yin-Yang theory into 
the1￥ijiquan martial art, you will be able to know the opponent but the opponent 
will not know you. When you have reached this stage, you have surely understood 
the applications of Understanding Jin. 

5. Yin-Yang Theory of Taiji's Xin and Yi 太植心意险畴输
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刀;n and 刀 are the Dao of Taijiquan. From the Xin and 刀t 刃n， the Yang 
actions can be man~后由d externally. However, the students should a/so kno11J 
that Xin and 刀 themselves a/so have 刀n and Yang. X切 is Yang, active, emo
tional, confosed，卢'oatin多 and uneasy. Yi 打刀n， calm, wise, condensed, sunken, 
and steady. Xin is the moωr flrce 吵ile the 刀 is the 附erz咆吵eel. From Xin, 
the emotion 力 agitated， the spirit is raised, and ftom Yi, the discrimination is 
clear and the 伊irit is condensed One ηn and one Yang mutually apply to each 
other. In this case, the 伊irit can be high, yet condensed The 争irit ofVitality 
can be uprising. 



Pa付 1: General Concepts of Taijiquan 

心意者'太植拳之道也。由心意之险而黯现琦勤于外'
然牵者须知心意本身却亦有陪畴也。心者，畴也'勤也'
戚情也'散乱也，浮也'躁也。意者，除也'静也，械
智也，收敛也'沈也'定也。心者'勤力也。意者'掌
舵也。由心'情高'神提。由意'辨清，神敛。一除一
琦互海用。别神高而敛，精神提起也。

According to Chinese concepts, we have two minds. One is the emotional mind 
which is ca11ed Xin (心) while the other is the wisdom or logic mind which is ca11ed 
Yi (意). Xin makes you excited, sad, happy, and is emotiona1 while Yi makes you 
ca1m and offers you logica1 thinking. Because of this, the Xin is classifìed as Yang 
while Yi is classifìed as Yin. Yang 。他rs you the power while Yi controls how the 
power is manifested. In Chinese Qigong society Xin is compared to a monkey while 
Yi is compared to a horse. That is why Xin-monkey and Yi-horse (Xin Yuan Yi J\.旬，
心猿意局) are 0丘en shown in ancient documents. 

扩there is only Xin without the Yis presentation, then, though the emotion and the 
motorforce are h告h and strong, Ó'I伊'ouωJm钞哼I e.仰甲0仰'se Ó'仰ourselj) and ~φ庐r an 0.咿仰p附伊P严0彻
nt.σ j乒vr Ó'oωu υ q咿pponent. In thi打s c，忍m衍饥re叼川Eι叼叮~yo刷0
t劝here 打 0仰nly η ωt劝伽b加0ω X刀tn凯， t，劝hen t.劝伽b加0仰ug'萨h t，劝he η 扛 co 仰n仰t仰ra品化ted and t，劝hede彻々如ct.ωi扛U仰~SIO必0彻
are clear, due to the emotion (i.e.叶 fighting spirit) beÍ1气~ low, the卢ighting morale 
will not be high. σ'n this case, you} can be subdued钞 the fear 0/ Ó'ou纱 opponen玲
是illing awe. From the above, (we) 如ow that the (real) Dao 打 that Yin and láng 
mutually apply to, mu阳吵ω'1sι andmωual圳'armonize with each other. That 
means ihe Dao o/Taiji is the mutual harmonization 0/ the Xin and 刀.

如僵存心而意不行'雄性情勤力高昂'但必海散所乘。
此均成情之载也。然而，若佳存意而御条心，则雄意亭、
洪明，但情绪低落'载志不高'易 j每散之被氛所峙。由
上可知除踢互用、互助、互拥乃海道。亦即心意之互相
拥合乃太植之道也。

When you are in à conflicting condition with your opponent, you will need your 
Xin to raise up the fìghting mora1e and a1so need your Yi to make a clear judgement 
and logica1 decision. Without these two minds' mutua1 coordination and harmo
nization, you willlose the fìght. This theory can a1so be applied into your life. You 
will need both your Xin and Yi to make your life vigorous, harmonious, and wise. 

6. Yin-Yang Theory of Movement and Stillness in Taijiquan 太拯拳勤静除陈输

Ancient document said' "The ultimate 0/ movement is stillness, the ultimate 0/ 
stillness is movement. To move is to generate stillness, and ω be still is ω gener
ate movement. Thenφre， (if you) use stillness 忍ρf mo仰仰
wωill b加e st:扩仰r仰'on咆'ge旷revel吵y 均?严. 吁〉妇ouωv u阳semo仰
wωωvt矿矿ill weak，如如切'en a均μi吵ly.(吁;歹lfY'户'ouωv u仰:se m仰noωovem仰?η即仰unt t，ωo dri仰f切切ρve stil，伪'11仇ne.矶'ss凡5ι， β仿t i.ω:s} C，ω'ali仰'm and long. 
吁you} use stillness to drive the moveme叫价 is} v兹'orous and strong. " 
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古云: 电勤植别静，静植别勤'勤以成静，故以静海勤，
其勤日强。以勤海勤，其勤日弱'而以勤取静'静而可
久。以静取勤'勤而可大。 p

When the body is calm and still, the mind can be clear and concentrated. When 
the mind is concentrated, the Qi led can be abundant and consequently, the physi
cal power manifested can be strong. When you are active and moving, the mind is 
excited and harder to focus. Naturally, the power manifested will be weak. Therefore, 
it is said that if you use stillness and calmness to drive the movement, the action can 
be vigorous and strong. 

Moreover, if you know how to move slowly and calmly, you are able to keep the 
mind calm and peaceful. When this happens, the calmness of the mind can last long. 
However, if you keep moving fast, the mind's concentration will be shallow, the Qi 
led will be weakened, and naturally, the power manifested will be weak. The aim of 
Taijiquan is to keep the mind concentrated and calm within the movements. That is 
whyl马ijiquan is also called "moving meditation." The more you practice, the more 
you are able to concentrate. The mind becomes calmer and therefore, the move
ments can be stronger and stronger. 

Yin 力 the beginning ofYang, and Yang is the start ofYin. When Yin reaches its 
extremi秒1， it becomes Yang and when 监ng reaches its extremity, it turns into 刀n.
T声打打 the rule of heavenly Dao (i.ι natural way). In the theory of Ta扩iquan，
calmness is Yin and movement is Yang. 肌thin calmnes.ι there 打 a hidden move
ment and within the movement, there is a calmness. ，罗为at is the calmness? It is 
刀切， it is 丑 and it is internal. What is movement? It is Yang, has shape, and is 
external When Taijiquan 力 used for app占ωtions (i.e. , power man拆'station)，
storage is Yin. ，罗'hen storage reaches its extremi.吵1， it becomes Yang. Emitting 打
拍咯 When Yang reaches zts extremi.纱1， storage begins. To and j元" they mωω1-
ly apply to each other. 

除者'陈之始。睹者，险之初。除槌而畴，陈桂必除，
此海天道之理。太植拳理者，静梅隆，勤海畴。静中寓
勤，勤中有静。静者，险也'意也'内也。勤者，畴也'
形也'外也。太桂拳用者，蓄梅除'蓄植而畴。号妻离畴，
畴拯而蓄。一来一往'相互海用。

When Yin has reached its extremity, it turns into Yang and when Yang reaches 
its limit, it changes into Yin. This is the natural rule or Dao. This theory is also 
applied in 1￥ijiquan practice. In order to generate Yang, you must first have Yin and 
when Yang has been manifested, the Yin must begin again. In Taijiquan, Yin is inter
nal which is related to Yi and Qi while Yang is external, and is the manifestation of 
Yin. When this rule is applied into 1注ijiquan applications, Yin is storage while Yang 
is the manifestation of the power and the execution of techniques. Yin and Yang are 
mutually generating and supporting each other. 
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But do remember that there is a hidden Yang within 刀n and a (concealed) Yin 
resides within 拍ng. 刀n is not completely 刀n and 拍ng is not completely Yang. 
(Consequent乡J 刀n and Yang can then be mutually exchangeable, regt山te each 
other appropriately, and the Jin and skills can be alive. 哪)刀n is completely Yin, 
theJin ωl[ be st.ψ2ant砌的ti./f (Jf) Yang is ωmp胁。}匈 then the Jin man
ifested will be hard to withdraw. 

但切言己除中寓畴，睹中带险，除不全险，畴不全畴。除
畴才能互樊、互拥得宜'勤技能活。除而全除，勤必呆
死。踌而全畴，勤必要售收。

In order to exchange Yin and Yang smoothly and 
skillfully, you should not allow your Yin or Yang to 

reach its maximum or extremity. When this happens, 
the exchange will become stagnant. If you a110w some 
Yin within Yang and vice versa, the exchange will be 
smooth, comfortable, and natural. That is why in the 
Taiji Yin-Yang symbol, there is some Yin hidden in Yang 
and some Yang hidden in Yin (Fi伊re 14). It is the same 
for Taijiquan. Insubstantial and substantial should be 
able to exchanQ:e wi出 each other smoothlv and natural-
ly so the Jin 卢峙阳10川ill be alive. Figure 14. Taiji Yi内ng Symbol 

What 打 Taiji (in Taijiquan)? It 打刀 (i.e. ， wisdom mind). That means the orig-
inal natural virtue 0/ iaijiquan is 刀n and is calmness. 位) looks flr the move-
ment within calmness. From the }亏的 containment (i.e. , storage少 the 监ng ωn be 
en仰ed Calmness is usedω a flundation and the move1仰2t is used flr applica-
tions. Use 战fense as the primary 仰的tver and use 0庐nse flr secona均 tactics.
Search flr ~庐仰 tn 材帆 wait flr advantageous 咿portuniσ and then emit. 
Calmness is 印刷re， and movement is 切 emit. 吁you) are able ω U1功rstand the 
theory 0/ωlmnr55， tbrnOouj cdn comprrbrndtbrqpficdtionsqfFnO.r., mdre 
tial power). From calmness, the 伊irit is hidden in Yi, the Qj is stored in the bone 
marrow, and external ]in 打 hidt加2 in the pos阳res. From understanding ]in, the 
dudntdgrozu qpportuniqMn brprrcriurpdndjFom knowing tbr dudntdgrous 
oppor，阳nity， the Jin can be emitted When the calmness is deψ， the emitted ]in 
will be strong and when the calmness 打 shallow， the emitted ]in will be weak. 
Theoretically, this is not 码庐rent from bending the bow to store the Jin. 

太植者'意也。亦即太植拳之本性'除也'静也。由静
中求勤，由除含而陈静。以静海本'以勤梅用。以守冯
主，以攻海辅。守中求攻'待械而番。静者，蓄也'勤
者'椅也。能懂静之理，才懂勤之用。由沉静而神匿於
意、蓄氛於髓、膳外勤於势，由懂勤而知械，由知械而
勤援。静深别勤静强，静浅别勤弱。此舆蓄勤于民号之理
燕真矣。
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We already shown that the 1￥iji in 1￥ijiquan is the Yi (iιthe wisdom mind). 
Yi is internal, which belongs to the Yin aspect ofτ马ijiquan. Therefore, it is calm and 
peaceful. From this calmness, the Yi can be highly concentrated and its storage can 
be profound. When this Yi is deep and profound, the feeling wi1l be accurate and 
refìned. You should always remember that feeling is the language of the mind and 
the body's means of communication. Deep and accurate feeling allows you to man
ifest the mind's decision precisely and quickl严 From this, you can see that the Yin 
(i.e. , the Yi) is the foundation ofτλijiquan's Yang manifestation. Taijiquan is a defen
sive martial art and uses defense 臼 offense. \1Ç也iting for opportunity through attach
ing, connecting, adhering, listening, and following, enables techniques to be execut
ed properly and the power to fully manifest. When this happens, you will know the 
opponent but the opponent will not know you. This is the stage of Understanding 
Jin. Taijiquan's Jin storage is the same process 出 storing power by drawing a bow. If 
you are calm, fìrm , and concentrated, the Jin can be stored to its most efficient stage. 
When this stored Jin is manifested, its execution can be accurate and the power can 
be strong. 

7. Lao Zi's Thesis of Using 由e 50ft to 5ubdue the Hard 老子以柔克刚输
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No one should 仰rn Taijiquan without 如ω咋 that the Taijiquan the叫 of
USt1悠5拼刀ess 印刷bdue hardness u础。riginatedfrom Lao Zi 's Dao De Jing. Lao 
Zi; Chapter 78 said: "There is nothi咆 that 力 s拼er and weaker than water. 
Howeveη that which is strong and hard cannot dej切 it. Th打打 because there is 
nothing that can rψμce it. (The theory) that the weak is able to 街向t the strong 
and the s忻 is able ω triumph over the hard 力 all well known (í钞 the people) 
between the heaven and the earth, (ho仰何以 nobo吵力 able ω do it." Again, 
Lao Zi; Chapter 43 said: "That the呼ω in the heaven and the earth is able ω 
bore through the hardest. Nothingness is capable of entering the material with
out any gap. Ther，φre， 1 know ihe ben拼t of doing nothing. " From th认仰υ
can see that when it 们桥， then it is smooth, able 切 bend， to be f{entle, and to 
Mψ When 刀 i力 5桥~ the Qj 们听 and smooth. When Qi 们ofi and smooth, 
then there 力 no place that cannot be reached. Thenφre， Lao 2.元 Chapter 10 
said.' "W为en aiming flr the s拼ness of the Qi, can (wυ be li.是e a ba句1(" 日b
emphasizes the sofiness of刀 and Qi like a ba句~ so (we) are able to reach the Dao 
oflongevi沙( When th打 theory is appβed in Taijiquan, then (wυ are able to lis
仰 (i.e. ， 乒el)， understa叫 attac!i， -adhere, flllow, connect, and therφre， ω be 
alive. 品nce， Lao Z右 Chapter 76 said: 气X1hen a human 力 born， (helshe) 们听
and when 伪的bυ 力 dead， becomes hard (i. e叮 stijf). When a plant is just ge俨
minatin乡 it is so斤 andweak and when it is dead, it is dry and emaciated. There
flre, those who are strong and hard belong to the categ01川fdeath and tho们lJho
are soft and weak are c.如们ed in the ca吨ory of aliveness. n仰" those who own 
strong soldiers will die and the wood that 打 strong will brea/i: Those who are 
stronger will end in the low plaα while those soft and weak will be placed in the 
high Pωition. 
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霄太植者，熬不知太植拳以柔克刚之理乃源於老子之道
德短。《老子·七十八章〉云: 咱天下莫柔弱于水，而
攻坚强者莫之能腾'其燕以易之。弱之滕强'柔之滕刚'
天下莫不知J 莫能行。 F 又《老子·四十二章〉云:电天
下之至柔'屁聘天下之至坚'条有入于羔罔，吾走以知
条海之有益。 F 由此可知，柔员们慎'能智、能软、能键。
意柔，氛柔 I嚼。氛柔 1慎'则英在所不至也。因而《老子·
十章》曰:电事氛致柔'能如婴兔乎?"强拥意氛之柔
如婴兔然，以这丧生之道。此理之庭用於太桂拳中，别
能辑、能懂、能粘、能磊、能随、能连、能生。故《老
子·七十六章〉曰:电人之生也柔弱，其死也坚强;草
木之生也柔脆'其死也枯搞。故，坚强者死之徒，柔弱
者生之徒。是以'兵强别减，木强别折;强大庭下'柔
弱庭上。 P

The philosophy of using the so丘 against the hard was originated 仕om Lao Zi 
(老子). It is from this concept that 1￥ijiquan was created. In this paragraph, a few 
places of related concepts are excerpted from Lao Zi's Dao De ]ing (道德短). From 
development of these concepts, Taijiquan practitioners are able to train and reach 
the stage of listening, understanding, attaching, adhering, following, and connect
ing. These are the skills of surviving, and are winning tools in Taijiquan martial 
applications. 

If (you) are able ω be s桥~ then the Xin (iι emotional mind) is calm and the 
η (i.e. ， wisdom mind) is strong. ，罗元。2 the Xin is calm, then the bo吵 is able ω 
be loose. (If the body) can be loose, then the Qj can be circ仰ting (smoothly). 
W知n the Qi 打 able to circulate smoot.均 then li悦 1励en the Qi 打 stagnan民
then can become sick and die. The theory ofTaljïquan assumes the prior condi
tion that the Xin is calm and the bo吵 is soft and loose. (Then) can use the Yi to 
lead the Qj until it is able to reach everywhere (in the bo吵~. The Ta扩iquan
ancesωr， wu, Yu-Xμ咆 said' "Tran与portQi as though through apearl wlth a 
'nine-curved h。此 ， noteven the tiniest place won't be reached " This is what he 
meant. From the abundant Qi circulation, the ]in manifested from the p炒'sical
bo吵 can reach its maximum, and is able ω be soft and hard W为en it is hard, 
it is just like steeln听ned 100 times, no solid (i.e. , strong opposition) can resist 
destruction. W为en it is soft, it 打 like a s拼 whip and the ]in can be directed as 
wishedAble ω at.tack and able ω 砖fend Able to coil and able ω neutralize. Use 
the spirit to govern the Qi and manifest theJ切， and (allow) the hard and soft 
ω mu阳ally sψpo付 each other. This is the Dao ofTa扩iquan.
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能柔'别心静意强。心静，别嘘能熬。能怒'别氛能行。
氛行'别生。氛滞，别病而死。太植拳之理在心静舆身
健柔美柔之前题下'以意引氛，而求氛之燕所不至。太拯
拳先哲武禹襄曰:电行氯如九曲珠，集微不到。 9 此其
意也。由氛行之沛然顺畅'身幢之勤道可适高峰，可硬
可软。其硬如百妹纲'条坚不摧。其软如软鞭然， ，驭勤
随心所欲，能攻能守'能罐能化。以神，驭氛连勤'刚柔
相溃。此海太植拳之道也。

Once you are soft, the mind is calm and this will result in the relaxation of the 
physical body. When the body is relaxed, the Qi will be able to circulate freely in the 
body. In this case, you are healthy and will have a long life. When this so丘ness IS 

applied to Taijiqu钮， you are able to use the Yi to lead the Qi smoothly and abun
dantly. This is the crucial internal key to manifesting strong physical power. Once 
you are able to be soft, then you can also be as hard as you wish. Only if you know 
how to apply both so丘 and hard skillfully, can you say you really understand Ta马1-
quan's Jin manifestation. 

8. General Theory of Taijiquan Thirteen Postures 太槌拳十三势概输
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From the previous discussion (i.e.吁 Fφr to article #3), it ωn be seen that the 
external Eight Tr伊ms in Taijiquan theoη哝rs to the eight pωωres. 1古仰 are
the Jin patterns of the 毛ight doors. "The "eight doors" are four flrmal directions 
(ofJin patterns): Peng (i.e.吁阳物庐， Lu (i.e叮 Roll归d耐j儿川，JjF1 币ι向.e.叶， p，丹res.扫叫5
0ι.e.ι.叮， Pi阳b印~ andj乒vur corner.η"S (白与矿ifJin pat仰t彷的仰e1旷rnη切ns): Cai β.e.吁 Pluck), Lie (i.e. , 争占t)，
Zhou (i.e. , Elbow), and Kao (i.e. , Bump). These eight patterns, together -with 
卢ve strategic steppings, become thirteen postures. Then, .from these thirteen pos
tures, the thir护seven postures are developed Furthermore, .from these thtr.σ
seven postures, hundreds and thousands of applications in kicking, stri是ing，
wrestling, and Qin Na here evol扣'ved n胁b加en仍咐φ盹 t劝ho.仰'se w吵b加0 仰仰rn1丑h均均宇tpψi
卢r附"Stb如ej乒ab切m仰?η叼1i1仰iμar ωt劝h t.劝he t.劝heo吵 of1丑h均乡扩伊ii， }♀;n- láng, Four Phases, and 1主沪t Doors 
and Five Steppings 0/ the thirteen postures, and their derivations. Each posture 
and each movement 向2 Taijiqua时1， have their fluna切on and essence that must 
not be ignored 

由前可知，外八卦在太植拳理中海八势。亦即八月之勤
势也。八月者，四正:棚、援、捕、按，四隅:抹、树、
肘、靠。由此八势'加上五行步伐之配合，而成十二势。
再由此十二势而演化而海三十七势。再由三十七锢基本
架势而樊化成上千成百踢、打、摔、拿之庭用。因而牵
太植拳者，必先熟知太植、除畴、四象舆八问五步十二
势之理舆其衍生之寂。每一势'每一勤中，皆有其根基'
有其精美，不可忽视也。
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The Eight Doors of basic Jin or moving patterns indude four patterns which 
deal with four formal directions: Peng (棚) (iιWardoff) ， Lu (摄) (iιRollback) ， 

Ji (播) (i .e. , Press) , and An (按) (iιPush) and another four patterns which deal 
with four corners: Cai (抹) (i.e. , Pluck) , Lie (制) (i .e., Split), Zhou (肘) (i.e. , 
Elbow) , and Kao (靠) (i.e., Bump). Together with the fìve strategic steppings, the 
Thirteen Postures are established. These thirteen postur臼 or patterns have become 
the foundation and the root ofTaijiquan. Again, from these thirteen postur白， count
less techniques are derived. Kicking (Ti，踢)， striking (Da，打)， wrestling (Shu泪，摔)，
and Qin Na (Na，拿) are the four basic fìghting skills which have been developed in 
all Chinese martial arts styles. Naturally, Taijiquan also indudes all of these skills. 
丁hese skills have therefore become the essence of each movement in Taijiquan. 
Therefore，部 a profìcient 1注ijiquan practitioner, you must continue searching for the 
applications in these four categories. Only if you know the applications to each 
movement, then is there a meaning of the movement. 

Simi.μ吵1， the internal Eight Tr铲-ams are eight inner virt;仰 (i.e. ， energy con
duits) in Ta扩iquan theoψ They are the e.毡ht main gates 0/ the Qj's exit and 
entrance. The Eight Gates are four main gates: Baih以 H叼in， Yinjiao, and 
Mingmen; and also four minor gates: Tiantu, ]iuwei, Yintang, and Lingtai. 
From these eight gates, with the coordination 0/ Five Phases' internal co rr，叩on-
dences, the internal Thirteen Conduits are established What are the internal 

e Phases? They are: soul, vigor， 年irit 0/归tality， supernatural divinity, and 
st. Soul is class~斤ed as Ytm多 belongs to liver, and pertains to wood in Five 
lSes. Vigor is c如'Si.fied as 刀n， belongs to lungs, and pertains ω metal in Five 
lSes. 年irit 0/ vitaliσ 打 cμssi.fied as cen例 elongs ω spleen， and pertains 切
必. Supernatural divinity is classi.fied as Yttng, belongs to heart, and pertains 
in Five Phases. (Fin吻) ghωt is class~斤们f 刀刃， belongs ω kid;仰 and

pertains ω wateχ From the adjωtment and harmonization 0/ the 年irit 0/ 
Vitality, Five Phases mu阳ally conquer and Stψoport each other. (When this hap
pens,) the stage 0/ cultivating human nat仰 andp炒股'all伊 ωn reach a peak 
leveL 

同理'问八卦在太植拳理中海八德、。亦即氛出入之八要
问也。八问者'四正:百舍、舍除、除交、命问'四辅:
天突、喝尾、印堂、重叠。由此八月'加上五行内戚之
配合，而成十三势。内五行者，魂、魄、精神、重、鬼
也。魂陈属肝'五行中海木。魄除属肺'五行中海金。
精神轨中属脾，五行中海土。陈重属心'五行中海火。
除鬼属臂'五行中海水。由精神之铜配'五行相克相辅
而成。修性善命可适高峰。

According to Chinese Qigong understanding, a human body has a total of seven 
major pairs of corresponding Qi gates 丘om which the body's Qi circulatory struc
ture is constructed. These seven corresponding gates are: 1. Huiyin (Co-l) (舍除)-
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Baihui (Gv-20) (百舍); 2. Yintang (M-HN-3) (印堂 )-Qiangjian (Gv-17) (强罔 )[or

Naohu (Gv-18) (脂户)]; 3. Renzhong (Gv-26) (人中 )-Fengfu (Gv-16) (凰府); 4. 
Tiantu (Co-22) (夭突)-Dazhui (Gv-14) (大椎); 5. Jiuwei (Co-15) (喝尾 )-Lingtai

(Gv-10) (重圭); 6. Yinjiao (Co-7) (除交 )-Mingmen (Gv-4) (命问); and 7. Long
men (M-CA-24) (麓问 )[or Xiayin (下除)]-Changqiang (Gv-1) (丧强 )[or Weilu 
(尾罔)]. Among these seven corresponding gates, two pairs are the most important; 
Huiyin (Yin)-Baihui (Yang) , and also Yinjiao (Yin)-Mingmen (Yang). Huiyin-Baihui 
is connected through the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街服) (i.e. , spinal cord) 
which establishes the central balance of the Qi distribution in the body. Yi时lao
Mingmen is also connected through the Thrusting快ssel and joins with Conception 
Vessel (Ren Mai，任腺) in the front and Governing Vessel (Du Mai，督服) on the 
back, thus providing a front and rear Qi balance of the body. Therefore, these four 
gates are the main Qi gates (Figure 15). 

Tiantu controls the vocal vibrations and generates the sounds of Hen (哼) (Yin) 
and Ha (哈) (Yang) for Qi's manifestatÎon. Therefore, it is a gate of expression and 
its energy is balanced with Yintang, where the spirit resides. When spirit is high in 
Yintang (i.e. , the third eye) , the energy manifested will be strong and the alertness 
and awareness will be high. In addition, Jiuwei and Lingtai connect to the heart. 
Heart is related ro the emotional mind and offers you a strong motor force and helps 
the spirit to raise up. Therefore，丘om the Taijiquan sparring point of view, these four 
minor gates control the Qi's manifestation in the body. Therefore, the Eight Gates 
are defined. If you are interested in knowing more about Eight Vessels, please refer 
to the book: Qigong- The Secret o[Youth, published b忡yYMA岛A气

The internal Five Phases are: sωou川1 (Hun凡，魂)， vigor (σPO趴，魄)， Sp肘lrt让t ofVitali
t叮y (Jing古-Shen凡1，精神)， super口rna剖tu盯1町ra址ld副.1V甘1ll旧it可y (Ling，重)， and ghost (Gui，鬼). Yang 
spirit is considered as soul (i .e., Hun) while Yin spirit is considered as vigor (i.e. , 
Po). This has been stated in the document: The Complete Book o[ Princ伊al Con
tents o[ L拆 and Human Nature, IIIω仰tion o[ Hun and Po: "Yang spirit is Hun 
while Yin spirit is Po." 1.5 The explanation of Hun and PO can be found in the doc
ument: Tì乃Ï7e αm叼'fJle仰仿 B岛ook 0矿fPrin町Cφ伊仰al Cαon仰ten仰t幻's o[L~侨斤 dωandHuρtman 1胁、Vat阳u仰tre，乙" Illi阳

t仰rat，仰i叼on o[飞'HunaωandPo
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Qiangjian (Gv-17) Yintang (M-HN-3) 

Fengfu (Gv-16) Renzhong (Gv-26) 

Dazhui (Gv-14) Tiαntu (Co-22) 

Lingtai (Gv-1 0) Jinwei (Co-15) 

Mingmen (Gv-4) Yinjiao (Co-7) 

Changgiang (Gv-1) Longmen (M-CA-24) 

Huiyin (Co-1) 

Figure 15. Eight Pairs of Corresponding Qi Gates 

liver. Lungs conceal Po, and PO is the spirit of the lungs."2,5 In the documents , Prais
ing 01 the Secret 01 Dragon-l兹的 Elixir Returning, Gu Shen Zi 's Inteφretation: 寸he

earth belongs to PO while the heaven belongs to Hun, these are classifìed as tiger and 
dragon. The heaven is Yang, belongs to Hun, and is dragon. The earth is Yin , 
belongs to Po, and is tiger.勺6

Ling (重) is a word 出at is very hard to translate from Chinese into English. It is 
a divine inspiration of the spirit and can make a person sharp in thinking, agile in 
action, alert in perception, and supernatural in spiritual enlightenment. It is believed 
that the reason why humans can be so different ftom animals is because of the high 
level of Ling which makes our spirit different from animals' spirit. In an ancient doc
ument, All Application Secrets 01 Real H吵 Embry01町争i以 Chen， Xi- Yi 's Secret 01 
Embryonic Breathingsays: "When the spirit is transportable and capable of millions of 
variations, it is called 'Ling\叫，5 It also understood that Ling is connected to the heart 
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and therefore, the spiritual mind is c在lled "Xin Ling" (心重). The root of Ling (Ling 
Gen，重根) implies the root of the tongue (She Gen，舌根). According to Chinese 
medicine, the tongue is related to the heart. When the heart is sincere and ttuthful, 
the Ling will be high and if we are deceptive and lie, then the Ling will be low. Since 
Ling is so much related to the spirit (i.e., Shen) , when the spirit has reached to a high 
supernaturallevel, it is called "Ling Shen" (重神). This spirit will keep you in a high 
state of awareness and alertness, which allows you to create and to change. 

Gui (鬼) is the ghost and is the remaining energy existing in the space when the 
physical body is dead. If Hun and PO are strong and the Ling is sharp when a per
son is alive, his remaining energy (i.e., Gui) will be strong and last for a long time 
which will allow him to have more time to fìnd a new body for reincarnation. Gui 
is related to the kidneys. In Chinese Qigong society, ghost path (Gui Dao, Gui Lu; 
鬼道、鬼路) means the pathway of the essence (i.e. , spirit). This pathway is the 
penis which is related and connected to kidneysY 

From the above discussion, you may have already fìgured out why the Spirit of 
Vitality Oing-Shen，精神) stays in the center of Five Phases and belongs to earth. 
This is because Spirit ofVitality is the central coordinator of the other four phases. 
When 邮 central spirit is hi快， all others will also be high and when 邮 spirit is 
low, all others will also be low. 

9. Practicing Procedures of Taijiquan 太植拳之楝霄程序

What 力 Taijiquan? lt is a martial (汝ong s.阳dy. lts training procedures are not 
硝fferentftom those olother general Qigong (practice) and must flllow the (same 
training) theory. 1茹ese training procedures are nothing else but: regulating the 
bo吵" regulati咆 the breathi唱， r.ψlati咆 the mind, nψ4如何 the Qi, and reg
uμtÍ1气g the spirit一卢ve r.ψlatings. 

太极拳者，武牵氛功也。其妹霄程序不真於一般氛功，
依理而行。此楝霄之理舆程序不外乎拥身、铜息、胡心、
拥氛、拥神五胡也。

Taijiquan was created in Daoist monasteries and is a Qigong practice for enlight
enment cultivation. The only difference is that this Qigong practice can also be 
applied in martial arts. Since Taijiquan is a Qigong, its training procedures and prin
ciples are no di能rent from those of general Qigong practice. These training proce
dures and principles are: learning to regulate the body (Tiao Shen，捐身)， breathing 
(Tiao Xi，拥息)， mind (Tiao Xin，拥心)， Qi (Tiao Qi，铜轧)， and fìnally spirit (Tiao 
Shen，铜神). If you are interested in more of these training procedures, please refer 
to the book: The Root 0/ Chinese Qigong, by YMAA. 
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short, and when the mind is peacφl then the breathing is slender and long. On 
the other hand， 吵。1 the breathing is户ι then the mind is卢dg，吟" and 吵en
the breathing is harmonious, then the mind is peac，φL 

拥者，拥之和椅也，拥之使正也。因而五胡必须互相和
措，猫一而不存。五拥合j每一髓，互相海用?海助。譬
如胡身必舆拥息和苟，身硬别息急，身棉别息缓。反之'
息速别身僵，息慈别身软。同理，心躁别息沛短，心安
员lj 息事田头。反之'息快员lj 心烦'息和员11 心平。

Tiao (拥) is a gradually regulating process which proceeds until what is regulat
ed has reached to its harmonious stage with others. All of the regulating processes in 
Qigong rely on feeling. Feeling is a language of the mind and the body. Through 
feeling, the mind registers problems or errors. lt is also from feeling that the mind is 
able to regulate the bod严 breathing， Qi, and spirit. From this, you can see that the 
mind is the center of five regulating processes and feeling is its tool. 

lt is for this reason that deep internal feeling was commonly been known as an 
important key to Qigong practice. This internal feeling training is known as "Gongfu 
of internal vision" (Nei Shi Gong缸，内祝功夫). In fact, that phrase means the train
ing of internal feeling. lt is called Gongfu because it wi1l take any Qigong practitioner 
a great deal of time and effort to reach a profound level of this self internal feeling. 

扩the bo吵力 stiff， the breathing is 帆 and the mind is卢~dgety， then the Qi 's 

circulation will not be peacefol. Consequen吵" it will be hard for the mind to 
归d the Qi ω circulate. If the bo吵 is loose (iιω川" the breathing is pro
found, and the mind is calm, then the Qi 's circuμtion is smooth and naturaL 
σn th打 case)， the mind can lead the Qj easily and Qj's circuμtion can be nat
uraL W为en the Xin (i.e. , emotional mind) and Yi β.e. ， wisdom mind) are 
strong, the spirit can be raised up ω a high level, and when the Xin and }亏 are
weak, the spirit will also stay low. 

如身硬、息急、心烦'别氛不安'意要住引氛行。如身葱、
息沉、心静，别氛1慎然，以意引氛氛自然。心意强'神
必高提。心意弱'神必低落。
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All five regulatings are closely related to and murually influencing each other. 
Using the mind as the center, and using the feeling as the communication tool, you 
can harmonize your bo牛 breathing， mind, Qi, and spirit to a deep meditative stage, 
which allows you to cultivate your natural being to a profound level and finally 
reunite with the natural spirit. 

From these, (we) can see that卢ve regulatíngs are the standard means 01 practic
ing and learning Taijiquan. However, beginners must start ftom reguμting the 
bo吵卢rst. From the practice 01 r，喀功ting the body's pωωres， (you) will be able 
ω understand how to make the (body) 呼~ gentle, and ba切ced， maintain cen
tral equilibrium, and卢rm the rooting. n伪 is the卢刚 step.

由此藏之'五胡乃霄太槌者楝营之率则。然而，初牵者，
必先由拥身著手。由铜身妹霄拳架，能懂柔柔软、平衡、
中定、舆萦根，此海第一步。

In order to allow Qi to circulate 仕eely and naturally, the body must be so丘 and

relaxed. When the body is relaxed, the resistance of Qi's circulation will be low and 
consequently, Qi can circulate freely and smoothl严 Moreover， you must have a phys
ical and mental balance. When they are balanced and coordinated with each other, 
you will find your center. Only when you have found your center can you have a 
firm root. All of these are part of the first step in learning Taijiquan movements. 

Afterwards, start the practice 01 reguμting the breathing. From reguμting the 
breathing in coordination with the bo吵t rψ出ting， (you) are able to lead the 
bo彬咿μting to a more pro.，而und level. ，胁。1 (you are)咿μting the breath
zn乡。'ou} must aim for a 
W哼 which can thus (主radually) lead (you) to the stage 01 natural regt出ting
without nψlating. 
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A丘er you have regulated your body to a natural state, you can devote more of 
your mind to your breathing. In regulating breathing, you are aiming for a slender, 
slow, quiet, deep, soft, smooth, and peaceful manner. When breathing is calm and 
natural, your mind will reach a deeper state of feeling and the body can be more 
relaxed. The deepest stage of regulating is regulating wi由out regulating. That 
means you have developed a habit of regulating and your mind does not have to be 
there to regulate it all the time. 
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Next, {you shouω begin the stage of r.ψ印ing the Xin (i.e. , emotional mind). 
附'at zs regulating the Xin? It means to r.ψtlate the Xin until it is harmonized 
andpeacφL (Then), from the 归功。rse's contr04 the Xin-mon均 can be stabilized 
Afier that, the Xin and 刀 are on the opponent in eveηI pos阳re and movement. 
m切 this happens}, the Qj can be led 向伊'cient在) anI the Jin can be emitted 
(彷'-èctiv吵~. Consequen吵" the practice of咿μting the Qi will happen na切rally.

此後，由拥心著手。拥心者，先拥心之和、平。由意局
之主宰'心猿可定。之後'每势每勤，心意在散，氯而
能引，勤而能薇。由此'铜氯成自然矣。

As mentioned earlier, according to Chinese concepts, we have two minds; one is 
called Xin (心) and means heart and represents the mind of emotions and the other 
is called Yi (意) which represents the mind oflogical thinking and decisions. Xin has 
commonly been compared to a monkey: which is small and hard to control and 
calm. Yi has been compared to a horse, powerful yet peaceful and calm. One aspect 
of Qigong training is learning how to use your logical and wise mind to control the 
emotional mind. This process is called "regulating the Xin" (Tiao Xin，拥心). When 
the emotional mind is controlled, the feeling and judgments of your mind can be 
dear. When the mind is dear, you are able to lead the Qi to circulate in your body 
smoothly and naturally. Moreover, if your mind is dear, you wi1l be able to use it to 
harmonize the body, breathing, mind, Qi, and spirit effìciently. 

The卢nalgoal ofpracticing Ta向uan 打印 rψμte the 伊irit. The卢刚 ta伊 of

最後太植拳楝霄之境界，乃拥神。拥神之先的'海提高
繁敲之士氛。士氛高'氛强'勤可收放自如。而植终的
之捐神乃至4在敲我之中庸境界'集同之问'集散之散之
太平心境。别人生之理能贯辙焉。

In combat, the fìghting morale is the most important. When morale is high, the 
sense of enemy will be high, alertness will be sharp, and the techniques executed can 
be effective and powerful. However, in peaceful time, regulating the spirit means to 

raise up the Spirit of Vitality and to regulate the spirit until it reaches the neutral 
state. When your spirit has reached the neutral state, your mind will be peaceful and 
the meaning of life can be comprehended. 
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In every 仰吵ting procedure, the learners m阳t practice until the stage 0/ regu
L军ting without regt出ting. This 打 the natural way ~所llowing the Dao. IfYi still 
has to be regulati咆 the bo吵1， breathing, mind, Qi, and伊iiù， then the level 0/ 
B乡iiquan ac，ωmplishment will not be pr~βund 

每一屠夫'牵者必拥至鼎拥而自言周之境界'才嘱自然而
点是道。如意仍须在拥身、胡息、拥心、胡氛、舆拥神'
别太握之境界不海深矣。

The fìnal goal of regulating each aspect is to "regulate without regulating." That 
means all regulating has become natural and happens by itself. It is like when you 
are learning how to drive, your mind is in the driving. However, after you have dri
ven for a long time, your driving skills have reached to theii natural stage. In this 
case, you are driving without the mind's whole attention. This is the stage of regu
lating without regulating. It is the same when you practice Taijiquan, you must prac
tice until no regulating is necessary. Then, your Taijiquan can reach its most ptofì
cient level. Naturally, it may take your whole lifetime to reach this goal. 

10. Three Heights and Three Postures of Taijiquan 太极拳之三势舆三架

The practice 0/ Ta扩iquan can be divided into th附咿trent heights 0/ stance: 
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high, middle, and low, and three postures: large, middle, and small. Low stances 
with large postures are practiced 高y beginners, aiming flr comfortable and 
expanded mo仰nents and also emphasizing the establishment 0/ a stro咆flun
dation in the lower section 0/ the bo吵(W铅en the lower section is卢rman的trong，
the movements can be loosened and expanded, then should (you) step into the 
training 0/ the middle stance and middle pωture. In the training 0/ middle 
stance and middle pωu叫10U are sea时ing flr the ejj号ctiveness 0/ using the 刀
to lead the Qi as well as the martial theory and app占cations 0/ each pos阳re.
The11φre， during the practice 0/ middle stance and middle post仰" you are con
stan吵 looking flr the root and the 11ωon 0/ each post例" be，加阳阳ec，仰仰Cω仰m叫01仰仰mηungωj卢ami伽占仰伽ar r 
wωωit，劝h t.加b加e sk是i必;1.叹渤f丘品'ls and 11仰-eactio仰n彻s o/ea阳ch mo仰仰
andal功ls，ωfω0 ω 砾衔仰fψ伊rpirin，切f切n咆<.gt.ωo a higher level 0/ both internal and external cultivation in 
Taijiquan. When (you) have reached to a level where the manifestation 0/ Lis
tening, Following, At.tachin，乡 andAdhering Jins can be carriedout naturat.如 as
wished, then the stances will become higher and the postures become smaller. 
Consequen吵1， t，加b加eb加oa彬如忻tυennψXY ωnb加econ阳serψ'ved归and t.加b加et仰f与切切nte仰rnal cultivat.幻iω仰!o切0仰仰n ωn 
r仰-each a mo仰repr，吃φ伽β向und的ωst.邱tμ'at，衍'e. In this case, creatÍ1悠 an advantageous opportuni.与y
and establishing a fovorable situation are decided I炒 me. The higher levels o/Jins 
such as Contro/'占ng， Emittin，乡 Borrowing， and Coi占ng jins can be varied with
out exhaustion and吵en applying them, there is no end However， ω reach 劝b
stage, (you) must have had at least twenσ to thirty years 0/ practice and accu
mu/'茸ted e.咿ertence.
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太植拳之楝霄可分高、中、低三势'大、中、小三架。

低势大架者海初牵者霄之'勤作求舒展盖著重下盘之建
街。下盘稳固'勤作能霖、能阔'即步入中势中架之妹
霄。在中势中架中'求以意引氛之效，求每架每势武牵
上之理解舆庭用。因之'在中势中架之妹营中去寻求架
势之根由，熟妹每架势在舆人封待峙之技街舆反庵，盖
追求更上屠夫之太植内外之修妹。啻程度逮到聪、随、
沾、惑之勤随心所欲而不做作峙，架势渐越於高势小架，
以自F 约髓力，以求更深更高之内含境地。此峙'造械立
势在我'拿、籍、借、罐等高技之勤技'樊化不窍，用
而不竭。然而'欲速此境地，非得二三十年之妹霄舆短
输·

In Yang style Taijiquan practice, it is well known that there are three di能rent

heights of practice: low stance (Di Shi，低势)， middle high stance (Zhong Shi，中势)，
and also high stance (Gao Shi，高势). Normally, a beginner will start with a low 
stance Di. From the lower stance practice, the lower section of the body will be more 
tensed so gradually the strength of the legs will bui1d up and the root can reach deep
er. Moreover, a beginner will start with a large posture (Da Jia，大架)丘om which he 
willlearn to be relaxed and so丘. This will make a beginner feel comfortable. How
ever, after you have practiced for some time and wish to reach a higher level of Jin 
training, you must then practice the middle high stance and middle size posture 
(ZhongJia，中架). From this training, you learn how to step fìrmly, how to store and 
manifest your Jins, and how to use your mind to lead the Qi to circulate through the 
body. However, the most important of all in this middle level training is to search 
for the meaning or the root of every movement. Therefore, the creation of each 
movement (i.e. , martial applications) must be understood and the sense of opponent 
(i.e., spirit) must be. bui1t up. From understanding this root and essence, you will 
learn how to train your Jins and manifest them effìciently. 

However, the highest level ofTaijiquan practice is high stance and small circle 
(Xiao Jia，小架). In high stance and small circle, you can conserve your energy to a 
maximum level. This is very crucial in battle. Endurance has always been the crucial 
key to survival in a long battle. Moreover, due to high stance and smaller posture, 
you can reach to the deepest relaxed stage, the mind is highly concentrated, and the 
sensitivity and alertness can be extremely sharp. However, it is not easy to reach this 
stage since you must have mastered those Jin skills such as listening, following, 
attaching, connecting, adhering, coi1ing, borrowing, etc. to a profìcient level. Oth
erwise, you can be put into a dangerous and disadvantageous situation easi与.
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11. Yin-Yang Practicing Theory of Taijiquan 太植拳除陈楝法输

As e.平lained earlier, 1均;iquan is actuallya Ta扩i Qigong. At the beginning 01 
E扩ïquan practice, the movements should be re.μxed， s~斤~ and slow, the Xin 
shou!d be þeac，φ1 and the Qi harmonious, and you should use the 刀切 trans
port the Qj. (rhe training proceeds) from regulating the bo吵~ to regulating the 
breathing, regulating the mind, and regulating the Qi. After (you) have prac
ticed the above four- regulatings until the stage 01 "reguμting 切thout regulat
ing, " should (you) then start regulating the spirit. Regulating the 伊irit can be 
divided into Yin regulating and Yang regulating. 

依前所言'太植拳者，太植氛功也。初妹太植拳'勤作
霖、柔、援，心平氛和，以意行氛。由拥身、胡息、胡
心'而至拥氛。然以上四拥妹至不拥而自捐之境地碍，
即步入拥神。拥神可分梅隆拥舆躇捐。

As explained earlier, the entire 1￥ijiquan practicing concept and theory are actu
ally the same as Qigong practice. As a Taijiquan beginner, fìrst you should learn how 
to be relaxed, soft, and move with a calm mind. In order to reach this goal, you have 
to move slowly. When you move slowl严 your mind can be calm and peaceful, and 
the feeling can be deep. When the feeling is deep, the mind-body communication 
will be profound. When this happens, you are able to use your mind to lead the Qi 
effìcientl严 From this, you can see that to practice Taijiquan, you must 自rst learn how 
to regulate your body, breathing, mind, and then Qi. 

However, the fìnal stage ofTaijiquan practice is not just staying in the stage of 
using the mind to lead the Qi. In fact, the fìnal stage ofTaijiquan practice is no diι 
ferent from that of other Qigong practices; that is, regulating the spirit. The reason 
for this is very simple. The spirit is the center of the entire being. When the spirit is 
regulated, the function of the entire body wiU be healthy and the vitality will be high. 
However, regulating the spirit can be divided into Yin regulating and Yang regulating. 
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The}亏n regt均ting 01 the 伊irit starts from pro.，而und Xin (iι 阳的mely calm 
mind). That is, when (you) practice Taijiquan, the movements gradua妙 get
sloweη you aim for ex的me reμxation 01 the body, the breathing gradually 
becomes slower, and the X切 (i.e. ， emotional mind) moves ω extreme calmness. 
From this, the breath grows longer, the heartbeat slows, the entire bo吵 gradual
ly becomes 仰呻'arent， and the Qi 力 able ω 仰ulate through the 仰tire body) 
without any stagnation. ，罗为en (you) have reached th力 stage， no place cannot be 
reached 钞 the 刀 and no pμce Qi cannot be circuμted Inwards, (刀 and Qi) 
can be condensed into the bone marrow, and tψward， (刀 and Qi) can be used 
to nourish the brain. This is the Dao 01 reaching the enlightenment and the path 
01 becoming di切2e.
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神之除拥者，由冥心始。亦即楝太握拳峙，勤作渐慢'
身求植葱'息越植援'心向植静。由此'呼吸渐丧'心
跳渐慢'全身渐而透空'氛燕所滞。至此意燕不到，氛
怒不行'内可凝於骨髓'上可捕脂洗髓。此局通乎神明
成道成仙之途徨。

Yin Slower Faster Yang 

• ' Enlightenmer廿 Neutral Defense 

Figure 16. Yin and Yang Sides of Taijiquan Training 

A丘er you have learned the entire Taijiquan sequence, you should start to prac
tice the Yin side and Yang side of spiritual cultivation. In the Yin side of spiritual 
practice, you must start from regulating your mind (Figure 16). The mind must 
reach a deep and profound meditative state. In order to reach this goal, the 1￥lJlquan 
movements must gradually become slower and slower; consequently, the body will 
be more relaxed, and the breathing will become more slender, slow, and long. When 
this happens, the heartbeat gets slower and slower and you will feel the entire body 
is becoming transparent. This implies that the Qi circulating in your body is free 
without any slight stagnation. When you have reached this stage, you will feel the 
disappearance of your physical body, Qi can be led by your mind inward to wash the 
bone marrow and also upward to nourish your brain effìcientl严 In fact, this is the 
crucial key to marrow/brain washing Qigong for enlightenment or Buddhahood. 

In the}位ng side 01伊iritual reguμting， the ìáng 伊irit is manifested externally, 
and the Xin β.e. ， emotional mind) and 刀 (i.e. ， wisdom mind) are on the oppo-

神之畴铜者，陈神外额'心意在献。由敲意而氛外行盖
额4匕於身。勤由此而化、而静，勤作越快。在心平氛和
中，求提、勤、懂勤。在散情高昂下'求引、化、香勤之
颊。此海太植拳攻防之道。

As explained in the last paragraph, the Yin side of spiritual cultivation is to fìnd 
a peaceful calm mind so the Qi can be led inward to the bone marrow and upward 
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to the brain. However, in order to use Taijiquan for defense and also for physical 
strength, you must also practice the Yang side of spiritual cultivation. 

When you practice the Yang side of spiritual cultivation, the spirit should be 
manifested externally. The movements will get faster and faster while keeping the 
Xin and Yi in the imaginary opponent. When the spirit is highly manifested exter
nally, the alertness and awareness will be sharp, the sense of enemy will be strong, 
and naturally the fìghting morale will be high. In addition, with this external spiri
tual manifestation, the Jins can be manifested powerfully and precisely. However, 
you should remember that, though the physical body moves fast and is excited, your 
mind should remain calm so the Qi circulation will be smoothly led continuously. 
Only when your mind remains calm, your Listening and Understanding Jins can be 
executed effìciently. Also, it is only when you have reached a high level of Listening 
and Understanding Jins that you can execute the skills of Following, Connecting, 
Leading and Neutralizing. This is the key to Taijiquan selιdefense. 

刀n is the root 向fYang) and Yang is the ma叫声tation (of刀n). 刀;n belongs to 
internal while Yang belongs ω externaL Yin (in Ta扩iquan) means ωr拼ne
(our) human na阳re β.e. ， ~伊pirit} aρand t，ωo cultivate t，劝he Dao so (w攻材吃e) are able t.ω 0 

r仰-each t，加b加e goal ofBu 丛刷dh归ah加ood 0旷r enli佬}￥z抖仰b加t仰.en仰1
t仰M仰仰i力F仰1川巾fωou叫r印P句炒伽店1StωCωcal bo吵吵 and山ωdρωt切0 咆咿u吵ωμ仰仰te 仰仰rm仰i切n的o they can be-used for defense 
ando庐nse. Ancient peψle said. "(If we) do not understand the (va加ψ death，
how μ。叫 know the (meaning) of life?"扩a human does not 如ow how ugψ 
killing can be, how can helshe understand the value of L泸F 刀n and Yang must 
be compared mu阳at.如 then we can rea吵 know the Dao. 

除者海根'陈者海颜。除者海内， I劳者海外。除者'装
性培道以成佛、成仙;睹者，妹身铜意以海防身毅煞。
古云:咱不知死'焉知生?"人不知被煞、之晚恙'焉知
生命之可贵?除畴互比，然後可知道矣。

According to Yin-Yang philosophy, Yin is the root while Yang is the manifestation; 
Yin belongs to internal while Yang belongs to external. Yin is used to cultivate the mind 
and spirit so as to understand the meaning of life, while Yang is used to develop a 
healthy strong physical body and also the capability of selιdefense. When the Yin 
reaches deepl严 the Yang's manifestation will be strong. Yin and Yang are relative and 
balance each other. Those who know the meaning of life will not kill and also, those 
who know martial arts to a profound level will appreciate life more than others. 
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In conclusion, the theory ofpracticing Taijiquan 打 the Dao thaι when it is used 
for 战fènse， i扛tisl捡匀切饨n咯; an仇1
islηTin. The deeper the Yin is able to reach, the more the Yang can be manifested 
The more the Yang is abunda叫 the thicker the 刀n will be. The great nature of 
Dao is when Yin has reached its maximum, the Yang is manifestea and when tIJe 
Yang has reached its extremity, the 刀n will appear. 
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概言之'太植拳楝霄之理，在防身海畴，在悟人生梅隆
之道。除愈深'陈愈颜。陈愈盛'除愈厚。除植陈颊'
畴植除现之自然大道。

This paragraph summarizes the entire Yin-Yang training concept ofTaijiquan. 

12. Theory of Taijiquan and Health 太槌拳善生篇

emptiness, and finally crushing the emptiness. 丹'om these (trainings), aim ω reach 
the卢nalgoal 0/ double cultivation 0/ human na阳re and life. The double cultiva
tion 0/ human nature and l泸 means the cultivation 0/ both internal and externaL 
After the internal rt;俨lating 0/ the Xin, Qi, and伊irit， then coordinate with r.号
ulating 0/ the breathing to 加rn仰ize with 劝e external bo吵s regulating. 

太棒者'心意也。心意者，除也。由心意'而外畴颜现
矣。外睹者，身髓之勤作戚庭也。太槌拳者，由拥身、
胡息、胡心、胡氛、而至言周神'乃道家楝精化氛、妹氛
化神、妹神返虚、粉碎虚空善生楝仙街之法也。由此，
而臻性命赞修之目的。性命樊修乃内外雯修之意也。由
内之拥心、胡氛、拥神再配合拥息而外带和於拥身矣。

In Daoist Nei Dan (内丹) (iιinternal elixir) Qigong training, in order to reach 
the final enlightenment, there are four training procedures. These four are: refining the 
essence and converting it into Qi (Lian ]ing Hua Qi，操精化氛)， refining the Qi and 
converting it into spirit (Lian Qi Hua Shen，妹氯化神)， refining the spirit and trans
forming it into emptiness (Lian Shen Fan Xu，妹神返虚)， and finally crushing the 
emptiness (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚空). To complete these four training procedures, 
you must know how to regulate your bod严 breathing， mind, Qi, and finally spirit. 
Moreover, you must also know how to ripen the internal cultivation into external phys
ical health and longevity. This kind of cultivation is called "double cultivation" 
(Shuang Xiu，斐修) and indudes the cultivation of human nature as well as physical 
life. 

Those who learn Ta扩iquan must know these theories. Only then can (they) com
prehend the meanù飞go/伊 and the natural great Dao through Ta扩iquan prac-
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tice. Though the martial side ofTaijiquan is for strengtheni咆 thep伊ical bo吵
and also for 均持nse， 伽础。μ吵 side ofTaijiquan is for understandin，喀~h仰u仰t1仰?
nωatu仰m仰re and c，ωom咿pr，肋'ehendin咆!gt，加b加e meani加i吨n唔g 吃of1υl伊悦#品'.0ωnly 扩0叫 ωcan cα仰ultivat，印e t，劝he，附'se r 
b加ot，劝hi仇nt，仰t仰-ern仰lal吵如归and e.臼'Xt.化ernal协如如1， Ciω-any严ou reach the Dao of balancing phy此'al body 
andmi叫 and (also) the double cultivation ofhuman nature and p伽ical bo吵.

太植拳牵者，须知此理，才能由霄太植拳而悟人生舆自
然大道之理。太拯拳之武牵'固走强身、防身之衔。太
植拳之文牵'却是理性悟命之牵。能绚内外兼修，才能
逮到身心平衡'性命受修之善生之道矣。

Any Taijiquan practitioner must recognize, understand, and practice this double 
cultivation. If you are not searching for the deep meaning of the art, then you will 
always stay in the shallow places of Taijiquan. The fìnal goal of practicing Taijiquan 
is applying the practice into your life. Your life is Taijiquan and Taijiquan is your life. 

13. About Qi Primary Channels, Secondary Channels，民ssels ， and Dan Tian 
经、格、版、丹田考
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According to 劝e stu吵 ofChinese medicine, the human bo吵 has twelve primary 
Qi channels ιr叮 Jing). Amon，咆!gt，劝he.臼'se t仰w.厅d功elve cha仰'an仰1
whμile 坛 t劝heot.劝hersi衍xbelongt，ω01刀ηTin.l古rω'sepr，η'1mη2a1σJ' Qi cham刀nels are ju切1St li占.是肚e t.劝he rive棺'er.ηS 

oft，劝he Qi(υ卢'ow. What are those 拍ngprima纱 Qi channels? They are: The Large 
Intestine Channel of Hand一局ng Br~拚切ess; The Small Intestine Channel of 
Hand - Greater Ytmg; The Tr~μ Burner Channel of Hand - Lesser Ytzng,. The 
Stomach Channel of Foot - Ytzng Br，钞切ess; The Urinary Bla毗r Channelof 
Foot - Greater 局ng; and The Gall Bla，励r Channel of Foot - Lesser Ytzng. 
附'at are the ηn primary Qi channels? They are: The Lung Channel of Hand 
- Greater Yin; The Heart Channel of Hand - Lesser 刀n; The Pericardium 
Channelof Hand - Absolute Yin; The 牛leen Channel of Foot - Greater yi衍
The Kidney Channel of Foot - Lesser Yin; and The Liver Channel of Foot -
Absolute 刀n. From these, we can see that (the Qi 's circulation in) these twelve pri
mary Qi channels follows the limbs up and down. (二4mong these twelve channels), 
three Ytzng primary Qj channels and three Yin primary Qi channels reach ω the 
卢ngers while another three 拍ngprimary Qi channels and three Yin primary Qi 
channels reach ω the toes. The other ends ofthese twelve prinωJ' Qi chann 
nect ω t劝he si饮x bowels and si衍Xl切nt.化ernηlalo吃喀gans.

依中警牵上之探解'全身言十有十二短'中含六畴六除短'
如氛之河川也。畴短者'手隋明大腾9豆、手太陈小踌雄、
手少 l喝三焦短、足踢明胃短、足太踢膀胧短、足少腾腾
您也。险经者，手太除肺短、手少除心短、手厥晗心包
多各乡豆、足太除脾短、足少除肾短、足厥除肝雄也。由此
可知，此十二短)1民肢键上下而行'其三畴雄、三除短通
违手指，另三畴短、三除通至脚趾，而其另一端通违六
腑六贼。
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This paragraph describes the twelve primary Qi channels (Shi Er Ji吨，十二雄)
of the human body. If you are interested in learning about the Qi circulatory system 
in more detail, ple甜 refer to the book: The Root 01 Chinese Qigong, published by 
YMAA. You can also refer to any Chinese acupuncture or medical book. 

In addition, there are countless small Qj channels, which are called Luo through
out the bo吵~ These small Qi channels branch out sideways from the twelve þri
mary Qi channels. These small channels are like the ditches or s的'ams ol Qj. 
From these (small channels), externa炒 the Qi reaches to the skin as Guardian 
Qi (Wei Qi) while internally the Qi is transported to the bone marrow as Mar
row Qi (Sui Qi). In addition, the bo吵 has eight vessels which inc/t功flur Yin 
and flur ìáng ves.础. What are vessels? They are 以es or reservoirs which are 
used to r，喀仰te the Qi 's flow in the rivers and streams. 扩the Qi in the vessels is 
stro咆 anâ abundant, its 1iψlating capabi.句 will be 抑'ong. If not, its regu仰
ing function will be weak. ，胁t are 加flur ìáng vessels? They a町 Governing
协'Sselρu Mai}; Girdle (or Belt) v告'Sselρ'ai Mai}; ìáng}元'elV告'ssel但ng Qjao 
Mai}; and ìáng Linking v告'Ssel βáng'肠i Mai}. What are the flur Yin vessels? 
T古ey are: Conception 协'ssel (Ren Mai); 1古rusting 协'ssel (Chong Mai); Yin Heel 
协'ssel 仍in Qiao Mai}; and Yin Linking 防'ssel {Yin W告i Mai}. Conception, 
Governing, Thrusting, and Girdle "毛'Ssels exists singly while ìáng Hee4 ìáng 
Linking， 刀n Hee4 and Yin Linking "毛'ssels exist as a pair. 

再者'全身有条款之小氛道稿之海络，由十二经分支旁
行而出'如氛之潺渠也'氛由此外连皮庸以海街氛，内
通骨髓以海髓氛。除此，全身尚有八月底，四除四陈也。
版者，湖潭、水蠕也。用以铜部河川|、潺渠之氯流也。
脉中氛强而沛'言周静功能强。反之'别拥带功能弱。四
畴月底者，督月底、带Jj]在、畴跪月底、踌雄服也。四除月底者，
任月底、街版、除晚脉、险、锥月底也。任、督、街、带四月民
存罩，而陈晓、 R毒、维、险境、除雄月底成受也。

In addition to the twelve prima可 Qi channels (i.e. , rivers) , there are coundess 
small secondary Qi channels (iιstreams) (Luo，、络) branching out from the pri
mary Qi channels. In order to maintain smooth and abundant Qi circulation in the 
primary and secondary channels, the body also has eight vessels that are considered 
to be Qi reservoirs, and are used to regulate the Qi level in the channels. 

The main乒mction 01 the Co町eption Vessel is 归咿μte the Qi 's flow in the six 
yiηrimary Qi channels， 吵ile the main j如即tion 01 the Governi可怜'ssel 打印
刷nage the Qi 's flow in the six ìáng primary Qi channels. Therφre， when the 
Qj storage in the Conc，伊tion and Governing "如'els is abundant and the Qj cir
culation- in these two úessels is smooth, the Qj('s} circulation in the twelve pri
mary Qi channels is strong. Consequen吵~ the p句'sical bo吵 ωn be conditioned 
from weak ω strong. Thωe who practice Small Circulation Qigong train ω 
maintain the storage 01 the Qj in these two l厅'ssels at an abundant level, and also 
to make the Qi circulation in these two vessels smooth. From this, (Wé分 can see 
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that Small Circul理tion Qigong is the most basic and beginning step in training 
muscleltendon changing Qigong. 

任月民主拥六除短之氛，督服主管六畸重豆之氛。因之'任
督雨月底存氛强、行喂，别十二短之氛流强'物理身髓由
弱而强健。知小周天氛功者'行功以沛氯蠕，以1慎任督
雨月底氛流之行。由此可知'小周天者，易筋之最根本、
最初步之基硬功法也。

Of the eight vessels, the Conception and Governing Vessels (Ren, Du Mai; 
任、督服) are the most important. These two vessels regulate the Qi level of the 
twelve primary Qi channels. Since these twelve primary Qi channels transport the 
Qi everywhere in the physica1 body, when the Qi storage is abundant and the circu
lation is smooth, the physica1 body will be strong. In Nei Dan Qigong practice, a 
practitioner willlearn how to build up Qi and store it in these two vessels, and will 
a1so learn how to mentally lead the Qi to circulate in these two vessels smoothly. 
From this, you can see that Sma11 Circulation (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周夭) actua11y is 
one of the foundations of Muscle/Tendon Changing Qigong. 

l步为at is the Girdle Vessel? It is the Qi vessel that circles around the waist area. 
T古打打 the only vessel which 力 parallel to the ground (i. e叮 horizontal). The Qi 
in th力 vessel is just like the spread wings 01 a bird wí罗万励P汤b加en t，劝he Qi 打 st勿W仰r仰喇η'on咆'g and 
abu仰md均μ切n吼2t， t.劝he cαentral e，呵quil品;1屿li切
zωvil，矿II b加e stron咯多 and t.加b加r 牛彻lrt咐t 吃01归tali占均σ ωnb如e rai.扛sed 似) the Qi in th力 vessel 
is weak, then (you) lose balance and central equilibrium cannot be achieved 

带版者，氛版瑕境腰部也。乃身健唯一舆地平行之版。
此月底之氛，如禹翅之阔展。氛势强而沛别中定之势穗，
街氛强势，精神上提。此版氛弱'别失去平衡'中定黛
著也。

The Girdle Vessel (Dai Mai，带服) is the only vessel situated horizontall严 while

the other seven are perpendicular to the ground. The Qi in this vessel acts like the 
wings of a bird, helping you to balance. When the Qi status in this vessel is strong 
and spread out, the Guardian Qi (Wei Qi，街氯) will be strong and you will gain a 
stronger sense of ba1ance. You will a1so be able to firm your center and root. This is 
the key to raising up the Spirit ofVita1ity. 

Theoretically, when the Dan Tian's Qi is abundant, the Qi expanding from the 
Girdle Vessel will be strong and wide. The Girdle Vessel is considered extremely 
Yang, while the Thrusting Vessel is considered extremely Yin. When the Qi is abun
dantly stored in the Real Dan Tian (Zhen Dan Tian，真丹田)， your Guardian Qi is 
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strong and the physical body will be healthy. When the Qi is led upward through 
the Thrusting Vessel ro the brain, the brain can be nourished and the Spirit ofVital
i可 can be raised up to a high level. From this you can see that these two vessels are 
actually the two facets of the same thing (your life) , one is for the quanti可 ofthe Qi, 
while the other is for the quality of the Qi's manifestation (Figure 17). The greater 
the quantity of the Qi, the higher the quality of manifestation that can be reached. 

What are Dan 刀'ans? They are the places where Qi (i.e吁 bioelectric) can be 
stored in the bo吵~ Dan 刀;ans can be distinguished as 吵'jJer Dan 刀an， Middle 
Dan 刀'an， and Lower Dan 刀'an. What is the Upper Dan Tian? It is the brain 
in the head and is also called Mud Pill Palace 仰肠n Gong} (1钞 Daoists).
W加t is the λ1iddle Dan Tian? It 力 the cavity ofJ均wei， where the diaphragm 
is located. The Lower Dan 刀'an can be discriminated as False Dan Tian and 
Real Dan Tian. \励at 力 the False Dan Tian? It 力吵at is called Qihai cavity 钞
Chinese medicine and Elixir Furnace ρlan Lu} 钞 Daoists. What 力 the Real 
Dan Tian? It is called "Yellow Yard" (Huang 刀ng) or 'Jade Ring Cavity" {Yu 
HuanXue} 炒 the Daoists and actual.如 is the町ond human brain (in the guts). 
Though a human has several Dan Tians, the place which produces Elixir (i.e. , 
Qi) is the Elixir Furnace. The main pt.军ce ofstoring elixir is located at the Real 
Dan Tian. It 打 what is called Lower Brain or Second Brain. 

丹田者'身健蓄氛(生化雹)之所也。丹田有上丹田、
中丹田、舆下丹田。上丹田者，上脑也'泥丸宫也。中
丹田者，鸡尾穴也'横踊膜也。下丹田分假丹田舆真丹
田。假丹田者，罄家之氯海穴也'道家之丹墟所在之庭
也。真丹田者，黄庭也'玉瑕穴也'下脑也。人雄有数
庭丹田'然崖丹(氛)之所'在於丹墟也'假丹田也。
主要蓄丹之所'在於真丹田也'亦即人之下脂或第二脑
也。

Dan Tian (丹田) is translated as "elixir field." This means Dan Tians are the 
places in the body where the Qi can be grown and stored. There are three recognized 
Dan Tians in the body. One is called the Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，上丹田)
and is located at the upper brain. This Dan Tian is the center of the spirit. The sec
ond one is called the Middle Dan Tian (Zhong Dan Tian，中丹田) and is located at 
the lower part of the sternum, called Jiuwei (Co-15) (喝尾) (Figure 18), which con
nects to the diaphragm. The diaphragm is a good electrical conductor that is sand
wiched between the fasciae on the top and bottom. Fasciae are poor electrical con
ductors. When a good conductor is sandwiched by poor conductors, the bioelectric
ity will be trapped and therefore stored in this area. The Middle Dan Tian has been 
recognized as the Dan Tian of fire Qi because the Qi there is produced 仕om conver
sion of post-birth essence，丘om air and food. In addition, the level of Qi storage there 
will a岳ct the heartbeat, hormone production of the thyroid gland, and disturb the 
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Figure 17. Body's Central Qi Vessel System 

emotions. Finally, the Lower Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian，下丹田) is located at the lower 
abdominal area. There are two Lower Dan Tians. One is located on the front where 
the Qihai (Co-6) (氛海) cavity is on the Conception Vessel (Ren Mai，任服). This 
Dan Tian is also called "False Dan Tian" Oia Dan Tian，假丹田) because, though the 
Qi can be generated there, it cannot be stored there for a long time. Whenever the Qi 
is built up, it will enter the Conception Vessel and spread to the entire body. 

The other Lower Dan Tian, called "Real Dan Tian" (Zhen Dan Tian，真丹田) is 
at the center of the abdominal area where the center of gravity (or guts) is located. 
This place is also recognized as a second brain or lower brain by modern scienceP 
This Dan Tian has the capability of storing a high level of Qi or bioelectricity. There
fore, this place is where the main human bio-battery is located. It is said that the Qi 
in the Lower Dan Tian is converted from the Original Essence (Yuan Jing，元精)
which is stored in the kidneys (i.e. , both internal and external kidneys). The exter
nal kidneys are the testicles or ovaries. Qi produced here comes 丘om the conversion 
of fat accumulated in the False Dan Tian area (i.e. , lower abdomen). The kidneys 
only produce hormones (i.e., original essence，元精) in this area. Hormones act as 
a catalyst in the body's biochemical reactions. Therefore, when the hormone balance 
in the body is correct, the biochemical reaction will be smooth. The Qi will also be 
produced naturally and abundantl严
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Figure 18. Three Dan Tians and Real Dan Tian 

In the practice 0/ abdominal breathing, due to the abdominal musc，缸'ft·-E吁 Elixir
Furnace's) up and down movement.儿 thej告t stored in the abdominal area is grad
ually converted into bioelectricity (i.e. , Qi) through biochemical reaction. Thus, 
bioelectrici.沙 or Qi is produced But, t，劝he re.ωd硝芷:so仰nw.功b炒ry t.劝hispftμgα IS C，ω'alled "Fal如seDann 1 

Tμ仰n旷"句妙I th加eDaω'oist.衍5 打 bec.ω'I1t且毗 t劝伽b加ou喀-gh 劝扛ηPμ如旷:ce is '11功b岳!et，ωo prod.均u仰Cα'e bi仰oelecω'ct仰r
i勿t c，ωdρ'I1nnot stoωon仰'e l优ιT曰his is becaωe the FaLSe Dan Tian is located on the path 0/ the 
Conception 性'Ssel. ，励enever bioelectricity is produced, it immediately enters the 
natural path 0/ Small Circuμtion and then distributes itse，扩to the entire bo吵 ω
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在腹式呼吸中，由於腹部丹墟庭肌肉之上下起伏连勤，
存在腹部之脂肪渐而由生化化牵反患而搏换成生化雹。
因之'生化雹或氛由之而生。然而'道家稿此庭海假丹
田者，乃因其雄能崖生雹'却不能蓄雹。其因在於假丹
田乃位於任踩上，每每雹生'即堕入天然小周天之循壤'
而分部到全身肢键上而竭其能。其功用雄能提高身程之
雹量舆雹能而使物理身髓强耻'然却不能蓄雹而使速高
雹位。如渴求连神通、成仙、立佛、舆丧生'小周天之
道葬以成效矣。

The front lower abdominal area (i.e. , False Dan Tian) is also called the "elixir fur
nace" (Dan Lu，丹墟) because this area can produce the fìre (i .e. , Qi or elixir). The 
way Qi is produced is from the up and down abdominal breathing exercises. From 
the exercises, the fat accumulated in this area will be converted into Qi or bioelec
tricity through biochemical reaction. Fat is the extra food essence which has already 
been processed and treated through the body's systems. Fat is a high calorie materi
al that is stored naturally in the body for times when we don't have a food supply for 
several days. However, as eXplained earlier, this False Dan Tian cannot store the Qi 
to a high level since it is located on the Conception Vessel. Once the Qi is built up, 
it will be distributed to the entire body through natural Small Circulation (fìre path). 
It is because of this that Daoists called this Dan Tian the False Dan Tian. 
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In order to open the third eye, reach enlightenment, become a Buddha, and gain 
longevity, (you) must know how to convert the essence βnto Qi) and nourish the 
brai.刀，们吃fìne the Qi and sublimate it tψω叫只听ne the Qi and convert it into 
伊以 and refine the 伊irit and return it ω emptiness. The卢刚 st.ψ 向freaching
ihese goa!s) is that (you) must know the Dao ofstoring the bioelectrzci切扩the Qi 
cannot be accumulated to a high energy level then it cannot be led upward along 
the Thωting 协'ssel to the upper brain effectively. Consequen吵~ the brain cannot 
reach high resonant卢'equencies and energy 如'e!s. To store the Qi, (you) must如ow
how to use the method of EmbηIOnic Breathing (Tai Xi) to lead the bioelectrici.斗y
produced in the Fa!se Dan Tian (i.e. , Elixir Furnace) inward and store it in the 
R.eal Dan Tian. What is Embryonic Breathing? It is the breathing method ω keep 
the yi at the Real Dan 万'an. ，拓 will discuss this in more detaillater. 

渴求神通、成仙、立佛、舆丧生'必懂返精捕腊、燥氛
弄莘，燥氯化神、舆燥神返虚之道。其首步在懂得蓄雹
之道。氛不蓄至高雹量位'不能有效的由街版上引至脯'
而脑杂法逮到高曾夫的共振频率。海能蓄雹，必懂得如
何以胎息之法等引由假丹田庄生之雹入存真丹田。胎息
者，意守丹田之穴位呼吸也。下将导题输之'不在此篇
作事输。
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In order to reach immortality, Buddhahood, or enlightenment, you must know 
how to lead the Qi upward through the Thrusting Vessel (Chong M缸，街服) (iι 
spinal cord) to the brain to nourish the spirit (water path). Each brain cell consumes 
abollt 12 times more 。可gen than a regular cell. Since oxygen consumption is closely 
related to Qi (or bioelectricity) consumption, it is reasonable to assume that each brain 
cell also consumes around 12 times more Qi or electricity than a regular cell. In order 
to nourish the brain and energize it to a higher state, you will need a great quantity of 
Qi. Without knowing how to store the Qi in the Real Dan Tian (iιsecond brain) to 
an abundant level, it is impossible to energize your brain to a higher level and enlight
en your spirit. This is why since ancient times, there have been so many Qigong prac
titioners searching for the way of storing Qi in the Real Dan Tian. These techniques 
have become known as "Embryonic Breathing" (1马i Xi，胎息). Since Embrγomc 
Breathing is a huge subject in internal elixir training, we will discuss it in detaillater. 

14. Thesis of Taijiquan's Muscle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/Brain Washing 
太植拳易筋、洗髓输

The meaning 0/ training Muscle/Tn仇n Changing and Marrow/Brain Washing 
(Q智ong) is 切仰in the Gongβ 0/ refining the essence and converting it into Qj, 
r听ning the Qj and converting it into 伊i时 refining the spirit and re.ωrning it 
to emptiness, and 卢na吵 crushing the emptiness. Musc/e/Tendon Changing 
(Gongfù) belongs to }áng and is a Goψ o/Small Circu印ion meditation that 
converts the essence into Qi 切 strengthen the musc/e/tendon and bones. It also 
enhances the Qi and blood circulation (in the body人 There are two puψoses 0/ 
this (training): 1. to store an abundant levelo/Qj in the Real Dan Tian and also 
in the Conception and Governing 防'Ssels; 2. to smoothen the Qi's circulation in 
these two vessels so that they can regulate Qi levels in the twelve primary Qi chan
nels healthily. Because the Qi in the twelve primary Qi channels reaches 劝efour
limbs and hundreds 0/ bones (i.e. , entire physicalbo.吵~， its main卢nction is ω 
maintain the strength 0/ the muscle/tendoiz and bone. W记en the Qj is abundant
ly stored in the Real Dan Tian, the Qi 's circulation 切 the Conc，伊tion and Gov
erning vessels will be strong. When the Qj's circulation is strong in the Conception 
and Governing vessels, the Qi 's circulation in the twelve primary Qi channe击 will
dirobrstrong-IVbrn tbr Qit circuLgtion in tbr tzurfw primaqQi cbmnrbh 
Str01毯; the musc/e/tendon and bones will be healt.炒 From this, (you) can see that 
Small Circ仰tion meditation 打劝e flundation 0/ musc/e/tn仇n changing. 

易筋洗髓之桑在於妹精化氛、楝氛化神、妹神返虚、粉
碎虚空之返精捕腊的功夫。易筋竭畴'是楝精化氛'以
强筋骨，以耻氯血之小周天任督雨月底连行之功夫。其目
的有二:在充氯於真丹田舆任督雨睬，在於便利氯在雨
月底之连行而言周十二短氛。十二经通连四肢百骸'乃主筋
骨之强健。真丹田氛充'任督雨版氯旺。任督雨月底氯旺，
十二短氛强。十二经氛强'筋骨别健。由此可知小周天
乃易筋之本。
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There are two m司or purpos臼 ofQigong training in China. One is to increase the 
quantity of the Qi. When the Qi reaches abundant levels, the vital force will be strong 
and clean, and you will be healthy and strong. The second purpose is to increase the 
efficiency of the Qi's use, by improving the quality of the Qi's manifestation. When the 
quality of the Qi's manifestation has been improved, the Qi will not be wasted and this 
will provide you with a root into longevity and spiritual enlightenment. It is believed 
that Muscle/Tendon Changing Qigong (Yi Jin，易筋) increases the quantity of Qi and 
its manifestation in the physical body. When this happens，出e physical body can be 
changed from weak to strong, and health can be maintained. Marrow/Brain Washing 
Qigong (见 Sui，洗髓) improv，臼 mental concentration, so 由e spirit can be raised to a 
higher level. When this happens, the Qi can be led in the most efficient way to serve 
di岳rent cultivation purposes (to improve the qualitative use ofthe Qi). 

According to Daoist training, there are four stages of cultivation to reach the final 
go过 of enlightenment: 1. Refining the essence and converting it into Qi (Li阻 Jing

Hua Qi，楝精化氛); 2. Refining the Qi and converting it into spirit (Lian Qi Hua 
Shen，妹氧化神); 3. Refining the spirit and returning it to emptiness (Lian Shen Fan 
Xu，妹神返虚); and 4. Crushing the emptin臼s (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚空). The 
first stage is Muscle/τendon Changing and the second to fourth are for enlighten
ment. Once the Qi is converted from essence, then from Small Circulation medita
tion you learn how to use your mind to lead the Qi to circulate smoothly in the Con
ceptional and Governing Vessels (Ren and Du Mai，任、督服). Since these two ves
sels regulate the Qi status in the twelve primary Qi channels, Small Circulation serves 
the purpose of changing the physical body from weak to strong. 

MarrowlBrain ，场shing(Q结ong) belongs to 刀n and is a Gong/ù of refining the 
Qi and converting it into spzrit, 只听ning the 伊irit and returning it to emptiness, 
and crushing the emptiness, so as ω make the bone marrow卢'ourish and to nour
ish the brain. There are two trainingpurposes: 1. to lead the Qi inward and con
dense it into the bone marrow to cleanse the marrow; 2. to lead the Qi upward 
along the Thrusting 陡'ssel 切 wash the brain and bring the practitioner to the 
stage ofr.听ning the φirit and returning it to emptiness. 

洗髓梅隆，是楝氧化神、妹神返虚、粉碎虚空、以旺骨
髓'以捕脂髓之功夫。其目的有二:在於引氛内傲骨髓'
而连洗髓之效;在於引氛沿街踩上行'以这洗脑楝神返
虚之境地。

As explained in the last paragraph, Marrow/Brain Washing has two main purpos臼.
One purpose is to learn how to lead the Qi from the Real Dan Tian along the Thrust
ing Vessel (Chong Mai，街服) (iιspinal cord) upward to nourish the brain, reaching 
for the goal of spiritual enlightenment. The second purpose is to learn how to lead the 
Qi to the bone marrow, nourishing the marrow to maintain its healthy functioning. 
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Bone marrow 力 the source 0/ blood production. When the Qi in the bone mar
row is abundant, then the卢nctional capabiliσ 0/ blood production will be high. 
Blood cells are the carriers 0/0，叼en and nutrition {in the b唰. When blood 
cells are healt.均y and blood circulation is strong and abundant, the body's metab
olism will be sm()oth, and consequen吵 the bo吵 will be healthy. In j告ct， th打打
the key to health and longevi切

骨髓海造血之源'骨髓氛旺'别造血械能高。血海氧氯
眷份连输之工具。血球健康'血液旺盛'别身键之新昧
代甜顺利'身髓康健。此责海强身丧毒之枢纽。

Bone marrow is the factory of blood cells. When marrow is healthy, the blood 
ce11s will be healthy and abundant. Approximately one trillion (10 12) 卢l1s die every 
24 hours in your body. Therefore, you must provide the material, Qi, and also an 
appropriate environment for the cells' replacement. When this metabolization is 
healthy and smoothly carried out, the body will be healthy and longevity can be 
achieved. Therefore, Marrow Washing Qigong is a key to longevity. 

The brain is also named [争'jJer Dan Tian, also named Mud-Pill Palace (Ni肠n
Gong), or spiri阳al val战y {Shen Gu} βn Daoist society}. What is meant 向y the 
伊irit is the divine 伊irit. This divine spirit is also named valley spirit {Gu Shen} 
and is the master 0/ the 伊iritual val勺( When a man is born, the di仰r 伊irit
resides in the physical bo吵 and borrows the feelù飞g 0/ the human bo吵 so as 切
comprehend the Dao 0/伽伊irit and the divine. Thnφre， 吵。2 the divine 
spirit is educated, it can be promoted to a higher leveL Repeating, the process 
becomes the natural rule 0/ reincarnation. The puφose 0/ repeating reincarna
tion 打印 reach the great Dao 0/ humm叫ea仰的仰伊cation. If (you) wish to 
reach this stage, (you) must卢刚仰rn how ω refine the Qi and convert it into 
伊irit. From the abundant Qi 's nourishment 0/ the brain, the spiritual vallσ can 
reach a highly resonant level 0/ vibration. From this resonance, (you) will be able 
to reach the divine 0/ the heaven and the earth {i.ι nature}. 

腾一名上丹田'一名泥丸宫'又名神谷。神者，重神之
言育也。重神又名谷神，海神谷之主。常人之初生'重神
寄托於人嫂，而借人幢之戚凳，而悟神重之道。由此，
重神受教而更上一屠。反徨如此而点是自然迫翰之理。其
反徨迫翰之终的'乃臻天人合一之大道。欲速此境地，
必先楝氧化神。由旺氛之捕脯'神谷可速高程度之共鸣
田等。由此共鸣田等之戚庵而通天地之重。

Daoists call the space between the two hemispheres of the brain the 飞piritual

valley" (Shen Gu，神谷)， while the spirit residing in this valley is called "valley spir
it" (Gu Shen，谷神). This valley acts as an energy resonance chamber that generates 
vibrations and also receives vibrations from outside. In Daoist socie町; it is believed 
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that when the brain has been energized to a higher energetic state, the spirit will be 
raised up, and the frequency band of vibration can be widened. Consequently, the 
receiving capabi1ity will also be more sensitive. This means intuitive spiritual sensi
tivity, and correspondence with other energy sources will be higher. When this hap
pens, we can comprehend many energy variations around us that cannot be sensed 
by the untrained. It is 丘om this kind of energy correspondence that we can com
municate with natural spiritual energy. 

In Buddhist and Daoist societies spiritual education is not from physical contact 
but from an invisible spiritual energy vibration or resonance. When your vibration 
frequency reaches a higher level, you will be able to communicate with those people 
whose vibration frequency is closer to yours. From this mutual resonance, you can 
understand many things. A丘er a long period of practice, you will be able to 町-open

the third eye or the heaven eye (Tian Yan，天眼) and thus be capable of unobstructed 
communication with the surrounding energy vibrations. 

densed inward, and it is easy ω get sick. 
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Activating more brain cells and raising the brain's energy requires a great amount 
of Qi or bioelectricity. In addition, bone marrow is a highly electrically conductive 
material. Both the brain and the marrow will absorb a great quantity of Qi. If you 
do not have enough Qi to maintain your physicallife and lead it inward to the bone 
marrow and upward to nourish the brain, then your physical body will be weakened 
and will degenerate quickly. Therefore, the first step in Qigong training is learning 
how to bui1d up the Qi to an abundant level. Only if you have abundant Qi can you 
then lead the extra Qi inward to wash the bone marrow and upward to nourish the 
brain. Muscle/Tendon Changing is used for strengthening the physical body and to 

increase the quanti可 of Qi, whi1e Marrow/Brain Washing is used for attuning the 
spiritual body and improving the quality of the Qi's manifestation. 

From this, (we ωn see that) the η;n and Yang 吃fthe Muscle/Tendon Changing 
and儿larrow/Brain Washinf{ must be bal理ncedand harmonized with each otheη 
then one can reach the goal 0/ double cultivation 0/ human nature and p句，sical
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t伊拆.T!乃ÏJe Musclel7队e1切nd均'on Cω'han咆ψigZ♂ing a仰砌nd λM缸ar仰m仰T叩'rozωw.以旷J鸟矿啤，;:启/启'Brai切n 阪5劝而bμtn咆Igo/1丑h均均zjt伊i
b加eginj斤♀'om t.劝he η阳t ηna仰and 】抬匀饥n咆Ig and i均ts 走阳nack是 打 re.喀g吵d仰n咆1[; t，劝he b如reat.劝hing. The 
most important均 to Marrow/Brain Washing is the internal condensation o/the 
Yi. Use the 刀 ω lead the Qi inward to the bone marrow and also upward to the 
坤per Dan Tian so as to reach the goal 0/ washing the marrowlbrain. This is the 
practice 0/ Marrow/Brain Breathing (Sui Xi). The most important 均 ωM切，
clelTendon Changing is the 刀t t叩ansion. Use the 刀切 lead the Qi and expand 
it (from the Real Dan Tian) ω the skin and beyond; (consequen吵~ the 
Gωrdian Qi 打 enhanced This is the practice o/Skin Breathing (Fu Xí) and is 
also called Bo吵 Breathing (刀 Xi).

由是，易筋洗髓之除畴必须平衡言皆祠'才能逮到性命变
修之终的。太植拳之易筋、洗髓始於意之除畴'其裹在
於拥息。洗髓之首要在於意内敛，以意引氯往内至骨髓
盖上引至上丹田以适洗髓之目的。此海髓息。易筋之之
首要在於意外珉，以意引氛外阔至皮庸之外，街氛增强。
此海庸息亦稿键息。

There are two meanings for "double cultivation" (Shuang Xiu，变修) in Daoist 
society. One is the cultivation of the physical body and the spiritual body. One is Yang 
(iιphysical) and the other is Yin (iιspiritual). Both must be cultivated in a bal
anced way. Only then can you have physicallongevity and also have a spiritual center. 
Another meaning of "double cultivation" is also called mutual cultivation, and means 
to have a Qi exchange with a partner, to synchronize and harmonize the Qi with the 
partner. When this is done correctl严 the spirit can be raised quicldy to a high level. 

In Taijiquan training, since Yi is the Taiji, and is the main source of producing EMF 
(iιelectromotive force) , yi is then the crucial key to training Muscle/Tendon Chang
ing and Marrow/Brain Washing. With the coordination of the breathing, the Qi can be 
led outward to the skin surface to strengthen the Guardian Qi (iιWeiQi，街氯) and 
also inward to the marrow to enhance the Qi's storage (i.e. , Sui Qi，髓氯).

Furthermore, (you) must follow the correct breathing method In Normal 
Abdominal Breathing, the Qi goes 印 andfro卢'om the internal organs to the four 
limbs following the Qi channels. In Reverse Abdominal Breathing, following the 
secondary Qi channels, the Qí ís led outward to the skín (ì府í Qí) anι础。
inward to reach the bone marrow (Suí Qi). From th丸。ou) can see that Mus
clelTendon Changing and MarrowlBrain 既d切i[; must adopt the method 0/ 
reversed breathing in order to reach the expected 吧φ庐cti仰
们吃听fer ω 劝加rβ卢4阳re di拗i扛~scωu叮ssto仰n o/ri吨〈喀guμ印tin咆i[;t.加b加e bn仰c:at，劝而bμm咯乡 and t.劝hen mat.吵ch 劝打
wωvit，让th logical t.劝hi切n是μi切ng and ωmprehensi切on. σn this case), you will be able to 
apprehend the theory 0/ practice suddenly. 
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再者，必须配合正磋之呼吸方法。顺腹呼吸者，氛沿短
行由内藏至四肢往返而行。逆腹呼吸者，氛沿络行外至
皮虏，内做至骨髓。由此可知，易筋洗髓必须以逆呼吸
布法，才能追到预期之效。牵者可参考未来苟言命之拥息
法，再配合理解舆逼得之思考'必能豁然贯通焉。

Breathing is considered to be a strategy in Qigong practice. When breathing is 
done correctl严 the cultivation of Qi can be achieved easily and e他ctively. In order 
to lead the Qi to the skin surface and also to the bone marrow, you must use Reverse 
Abdominal Breathing (Ni Fu Hu Xi，逆腹呼吸). However, if you are a beginner, you 
must be careful when you practice Reverse Abdominal Breathing. If you practice 
incorrectly, tension will be generated at the stomach area. Therefore, you must pay 
attention to this area and start with a small scale of abdominal movement. Onlya丘er

you have trained for a while and your mind can control the muscles at the abdomi
nal area effectively, can you then increase the scale of the breathing. Just remember 
that rel扭扭on is the most important concern-do not hold your breath and do not 
create uncomfortable tension in the stomach area. Learning Reverse Abdominal 
Breathing is just like learning how to swim or how to drive. Proceed gradually and 
cautiously.二 Once you have grasped the keys to practice, you will enjoy it very much. 
Knowing this particular method is a crucial key to the practice. If you are interested 
in learning more about breathing techniques, please refer to the books: The Essence 
ofTaiji Qjgong and The Essence of Shaolin White Crane, by YMAA. 
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PART 11 

About _Regu1ating the Body 
输拥身

1. Importance of Regulating 伽 Body 拥身之要

Taijíquan ís a martíal Qígong. Its卢ηt ímportant practícíng requírement ís r.号
uμting the body, next reg.均tíng the breathí刀 then reg.仰tíng the Xín β.e. ， 
emotíonal mínd}, the凯 regt出tíng the Qi, and fina炒 regulatíng the伊írít. There 
ís an ancíent均íng: "(When) shape (í.e. , bo吵s postU1iυ ís not correcι then the 
Qí(s círcu/'茸tíon) wíll not be smooth. (When) the Qí(s círculatíon} 打 not
smooth, the 刀 (í.e. ， wísdom mínd) will not be at peace. 口罗古en} the 刀 ís not at 
peace, then the Qí ís dísora必red. " From thís, (you) can see that from the (correct) 
reguμtíng of the bo吵~ the Qí(S círcuμtíon} ís smooth and from the smooth Qí 
círculation, the Xín and 刀 are calm and peacφL It ís also saíd.' "The balance 
ofthe bo吵 andX仇 " Thís means the harnω2Ízatíon of the bo吵 and the Xin. 
When theXin is clean (í.e. , calm wíthout emotional dísturbance), the bo吵 can
be calm. It (also) mea即吵en the boa伊pω阳附 are correc几 the Xin ís peacφ1. 
In the Daoíst boo是" The Complete Book of Principal Contents of Life and 
Human Nature, ít ís wrítten: "W协en the bo吵 does not movι theX切 will be 
peac，φf 句I ítself ，胁。1 Xin ís not moved (í.e. , not being disturbed), then the 
伊írit ωII stay (in its residencυ 妙 i衍。~"This imp加 that the slower the body 
moves, the mo叩阳功1 the Xin wíll be. 隅。1 theXin is pωφJωtho川etng
moved, then the 伊irít wíll not leave its resídence. Thís ís the ímportant key to 
reaching enl~拚tenment (i.e. , Understanding Jín) ín Taijíquan. F计'Om thís, we 
can see that regulating the bo吵打 the卢刚 step of learning Ta扩ïquan.

太植拳'武牵氛功也。其楝霄首要在於拥身'夫均拥息'
再点是拥心'更海拥氛'终於拥神。古云: 电形不正'则
氛不 }I员。氯不 j慎'别意不宰。意不宰'别氛散鼠。 P 由
此可知，由身拥而氯j嚼。由氯}I民而心意宰静。又云: 吨身
心平衡。j 此即身心拥合'心浮身静，身正心平之意也。
道害〈性命圭旨全害·亨集》云:咱身不勤而心自安，
心不勤而神自守。 F 此即意身愈、缓'心愈安。心安而不
勤'则神不外a胞也。此即太植拳通乎神明之要径。由是'
可知铜身海味太植拳之第一步也。
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As eXplained before, 1与ijiquan is a martial Qigong which follows the regular, 
normal training procedures of Qigong practice. These procedures are: regulating the 
body (Tiao Shen，铜身)， breath (丁iao Xi，拥息)， mind (Tiao Xin，铜心)， Qi (Tiao 
Qi，拥轧)， and then spirit (Tiao Shen，拥神). Regulating the body is the fìrst step 
in the entire regulating process. However, you must use the mind as the controlling 
center of your entire being. This is because if the mind is not steady and calm, the 
thinking cannot be clear and the feeling cannot be accurate. Remember that feeling 
is the language of mind-body communication. In order to have deep feeling, your 
body must be calm and the mind must be peaceful. From this, you can see that the 
process of regulating the body cannot be accomplished in isolation. It must coordi
nate and harmonize with other criteria. Only if you have provided a relaxed physi
cal body and a calm mind, can your spirit st勾T in its residence without being dis
turbed. When this happens, the Spirit ofVitality can be raised. 

2. Stationary Postures 定势 (The Postures of Central Equilibrium) (中定之势)

Regulate means ω regulate until it is regulated ω a harmonious stage. Regulat-
ing the bo吵 means to reg础te the entiηhysical bo吵 until it is 咐 relaxed，
balanced, centered, rooted, and the head is suspended W为en the'防ilu (i.e. , tail-
bonξ) is upright, then the bo吵 will be balanced without bei咆 tilted When the 
bo吵 is not tilting, the spíne will be loose and the bo，吵 willfeel relaxed and seem-
ingly卢'uid.

拥者'胡和也。胡身者，胡和身髓之各部位使之靠这软、
平衡、中正、絮根、顶憨。身嘘尾闺中正'别身自立而
不倾。不倾，别身不编聚，脊椎自熬。

Regulate (Tiao，拥) means to control and refìne something until it is harmo
nized with its surroundings, its peers, and/or its location in spacetime. In Taijiquan, 
regulating the body means to bring consciousness to it until it can be harmonized 
with the breathing and the mind. When this happens, the Qi can be circulated 
smoothly and the spirit can be raised up to a higher potential. In order to reach this 
goal, the fìrst step of regulating the body is to search for the relaxation, so丘ness， bal
ance, center, and the root of the bod)ιAdditionally， in order to raise up the spirit, 
the head should be upright as if there is a thread suspending it from above, drawing 
it upward (Xu Ling Ding Jin，虚镇顶勤). Furthermore, in order to keep the Ming
men (Gv-4) (命问) cavi可 opened， the tailbone (Weilu，尾罔) must be upright (i.e. , 
tucked in) as well. In this case, the entire body is upright and centered without being 
tilted. The spine will be loose and the body relaxed. This is the fìrst crucial key to 

regulating the body. 
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Relaxation means every 町tion 0/ every joint must be loose. Taijiquan Classic 
said' "Once in motion, the entire bo吵 must be L告ht and agile, (it) especiat.如
should (be) threaded together. " This means that when the joints are loos，ι then 
thebo吵(s moveJηents) can be 你ht. When the bo吵(s movements) are lighι then 
the action ωn be agile and the entire bo吵s Qj can be united (i.e. , act as a sin
gle uniυ. The1i彷re， it is again said in Taijiquan Classic that: "The root is at 
thej以仿;n or movement is) generated from the legs, ma.由red β.e. ， controlled) 
钞 the waist and man拆'sted (i.e. , expressed) throug，乡 the卢ngers. 丹om thej告et to 
the legs to the waist must be integrated, through one unified Qj." From thi.儿
。'ou) ωn see that in order ω reach the goal 0/ the lightness and agi占ty， (you) 
mustfi叫ay attention 切吨ulating the waist 俏。vandthe ψIjJer thighs (Kua). 
This is because the waist and t吃 IjJer thighs are the controlling center 0/ the phys
ical body and also the pμce 0/ the Qis residence. W协en this pLace is loosened, then 
the bo吵 can be s拼 and the Qi can exit and enter as 仇'shed. The waist 力 just
like the steering wheel 吃fa caη it must be able to turn and move. If the waist is 
stiff and not s拼命ned)， then the entire bo吵sJin willlose its control. 
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In order to be loose physica11y, the mind should fìrst pay attention to the joints 
of the body. When the joints are loose, you can be rela:x:ed. When you are loose and 
rela:x:ed, then your action can be light and agile. In addition, when you are loose and 
rela:x:ed, the Qi can circulate in the body smoothly. When this happens, your entire 
body can act as a single whipping unit. Taijiquan Jin acts like the whipping of a soft 
whip. When there is a stiffness in any joint, the whipping power will be reduced. 

All of the action or power is generated from the feet (i.e. , root) , directed and con
trolled by the waist and fìna11y manifested in the fìngers. Therefore, the waist area 
including the upper thighs, is the controlling center of the whipping power. Kua 
means the upper thighs where they connect to the waist. Kua (脖) can be discrimi
nated as Wai Kua (外跨) and Nei Kua (内跨) which means externa1 or outer upper 
thighs and interna1 upper thighs near the groin area (Figure 19). w:主ist and Kua act 
as the steering wheel of a car, to control the entire body's power manifestation. Only 
when these two places are so丘 and loose can you use them 剖 you wish. In order to 
make these two places loose and so丘， you must learn how to move the hip joints so丘，
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Wαi Kua 

Nei Kua 

Figure 19. Wai Kua and Nei Kua 

ly and skillfull严 In fact, it is the softness of the hip joints that allows the waist and 
Kua to be soft. In Ta扩iquan Classic, it is said: "If you fail to catch the opportunity 
and gain the superior position, (your) body will be disordered. To solve this prob
lem, (you) must look to the waist and legs.内 From these two sentences, we can see 
the importance of the waist and legs. 
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The upper thighs are the connecting pμ:ce 01 the upper and lower bo吵~ When the 
upper thighs are卢rmed， then the root is卢rm. In order to be卢rm in the rooι the 
upper thighs must be loose. \罗协en (they are) loose, then the upper bo吵 and the 
lower body can be connected and the 刀 and the Qi can be sunk ω the bottom 
01 the feet. On the contra切扩the upper thighs are tensed, then the lower bo吵
will be stiff and stagna毗 and the root can be easily pulled. Furthermore， 吵。1
the upper thighs are tensed, the waist will also be tightened; both are related to 
each other. In addition, though the waist and the upper th价's are loose and so斤，
。'ou) must also p哼 attention to the groin area. 1击力打 because when the groin is 
not wrapped (i.e. , protected) (Guo Dang) then the lower section will not be卢rm
and the root will be shallow. ρrlth打 case，) the upper bo吵 and the lower bo吵
willlose their means 01 communi，ωtions. 
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跨海上下身连接之所。跨固别根稽。渴求根穗，跨必熬。
秦基则上下相连'意氛能沉於脚底。反之'跨索'则下身
呆硬'根易被拔。况乎跨确别腰景，雨者相互阔份、也。
不僵如此，雄腰跨袭至软'仍须注意衷稽以建下除。况乎'
稽不衷'则下盘不穗，根必浅'上下失去聊络。

In order to be loose in the waist, the upper thighs where they connect to the 
waist area must also be loose. This is the place where the hip joints are located and 
these two joints connect the legs and the waist. When these two joints are tightened, 
the waist will be tensed. As a result, the connection of the upper body and the lower 
body will be stagnant and stiff here. Therefore, in order to have a good connection 
so that you can build up a fìrm root and the entire body can act as a single unit, you 
must pay attention to these two joints. They must be loose and relaxed. 

Guo Dang (裹稽) means to wrap the groin area. In Chinese martial arts, a com
mon mistake that a person, when loosening up his/her Kua (跨)， will also open 
his/her groin area. This will allow the opponent to attack the groin. Therefore, 
though you are loose in the hip joints, you must also wrap the groin area to protect 
this vital area. The way to reach this goal is to keep your knees slightly inward. 

研er (youθ central bo吵 has gaíned íts re，μxatíon， (you) should search flr the 
SfJOU岭的ínkíng and elbows' droppíng and aím flr the con伽t， re仰'atío刀" and 
softness 01 the arms. When the shoulàers are sunk and the elbows are dropped, 
then the -area under the armpíts wíll na阳raL如 be protected j争'om the opporùnt's 

attack. Furthermore, if the 劝oulders are not sunk and the elbows are not 
dr，ψped， then there ís no root flr the Jín 's manifestatíon. The maín jíns are stored 
ín the boω 01 the spíne and the chest; the 是ey to executíon ís decíded ín the fo俨
matíon 01 Peng jín, ín whích the chest ís dra仰 ín and the bac.灿 arced (Han 
Xíong Ba Beí). 扩(you) can flrmalíze a PengJín, then (you) can store and (also) 
emít -(the Jíns). 1f(you} do not know how to flrmalíze a Peng Jín, then the Jíns 
man扩ested wíll be límíted ω the stagnant muscuμr flrce generated from the 
arms. In thís casι the entíre bo吵 cannot be threaded together as a un伊ed Qí. 
However， 扩(you) only know how to store Jín ín the two boω 01 the spíne and 
chest and do not know how ω sínk (yo叫 shoulders and drop (youυ elbows， then 
the Jín wíll not be connected (to the body) ín the tu叩laces 01 the shoulders and 
elboω. If (you) can U1伪rstand the keys 01 keepíng the body upríg，此 looseníng
(youυ waíst， looseníng (youυ upper thíghs, wrappíng the groín area, sínkíng 
(yo时劝oulders， and dr~ 沪íng (youυ elbows， then (you) have comprehended the 
the町 01咿印ing the bo吵 tn 问tquan. 扩。叫 ωn乒trther understand the 
theory 01 how to draw ín the chest, arc the back, and control 钞 the wa以 then
ít 打 not 码fJìcult to comprehend the Jin. 
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身怒之後，再求沉肩，整肘'以求臂膀之安舒素柔软。肩
沉、肘暨别骨下自守而不海散所乘。况乎，肩不沉'肘
不堡，员IJ接勤杂根。主勤蓄於脊於胸雨号'其襄洪於含
胸拔背之棚勤。能棚别能蓄能薇，不知棚'则勤僵限於
臂膀之呆力耳'全身不能一氛串连而贯之矣。然者，如
僵知蓄勤於脊胸雨号'而不知沉扁擎肘，别勤必不串连
而失於臂扁雨 ht矣。能懂中正、暴腰、慈跨、衷稽、沉
肩、整肘'即已悟太植拥身之理。如能再懂含胸、拔背、
主宰于腰之理，别悟勤不要住矣。

Once the central body is loosened and you have gained the balance, the center, 
and the root, your upper body and your lower body will be connected. However, in 
order to lead the Jin generated from the body to the fìngers, you must also know how 
to sink your shoulders and drop your elbows. If you do not know how to do these 
things, the joints in the shoulders and elbows will be tensed and consequently, the 
Jin generated in the body will be stagnant in these two places. When the shoulders 
are sunk and the elbows are dropped, then there is a root or foundation for the Ji的
manifestation. This is because there is a fìrm connection between your hands and 
central body. 

Furthermore, in order to manifest the Jin to its maximum, you must also know 
how to store it in the chest and spine. The entire body can manifest six bows (Liu 
Gong，六号)， which allow you to store Jin effìcientl严 The two arms and two legs are 
four bows. The chest and spine are the other two bows. The storage of Jin in the 
chest and spine are considered to be basic body movements (Shen Fa，身法) in any 
Chinese martial art style. In Taijiquan, this action is called "draw in the chest and arc 
the back" (Han Xiong Ba Bei，含胸拔背). This is the crucial key to executing Peng 
Jin (i.e. , \xi如此offJin).

3. Moving Postures 勤势(The Postures of Four Directions) (四面之势)

Theco町eptofregi均ting the body in the stepping movements requires, beyond the 
above theoη ofnψlating the bo吵 in the stationary p05阳re， that (you) know the 
theory ofstepping. Sf，φping βn Ta扩iquan) means that when (you) s坤" it is as 扩
you are pushing a car. There is a root in stationary posture, but there 打 also a root 
when (you are) in stepping movements. If there is no root, then the Qj will be 
卢'oatin多 the bo，吵 will be uprooting, and the 刀切11 also drift. In addition， 叫en
(you) move, the bo吵劝ou/d be up唯此 just as in stationary practic，ι When st伊
ping, t，劝he groin area must b加ew唰rapped and t，劝he b加0吵 must b加e b，切'aLμg切nc，α'ed a仰and c，α'en伊-
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a cat ωlking: light and agile but not卢'oating. The卢rm root in stepping is decid-
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ed 向y the ankle('s intell伊即'e)， the waist('s looseness), and how it connects to the 
upper bo吵 at the Kua (iιψper 劝告hs) area. From the feet ω the bo吵~ every 
section is threaded together; must avoid stagnation and st，伊1ess.

拥身于勤势者，除上边定步拥身之理外，必知行步心里。
行步者'行步稳重如推阜然矣。定势有根'勤势亦要萦
根。条根，别氛浮'身浮，意也浮。不但如此，勤峙身
嘘中正如定势然。行步衷稽，步步上身平衡中定。造退
左额右盼'道步不乱'步步分明。遏步如箱行'轻重而
不浮。行步萦根取决於躁'柔柔於腰'由跨接上身。由足
到身，部部黄串'切忌呆死。

To regulate your body when you are moving or stepping is harder than when you 
are still. However, movement is much more likely to occur in an actual combat sit
uation. Therefore, you must be familiar with the theory and the methods of how to 
regulate your body while you are stepping. Many of the same principles that govern 
how to regulate the body in a stationa可 position also apply when moving. You 
search for relaxation, balance, and rooting while you are moving. When you need to 

step, in addition to keeping your body relaxed and balanced, you must step with a 
fìrm root. Your root must be fìrmed, and the body cannot be tilted forward. Only if 
you can step with a fìrm root will your mind be settled, will the Qi sink, and can the 
body consequently be agile. In order to have a fìrm root while you are moving, you 
must pay attention to the joints in your hips. When these two joints are loose and 
actively mobile, the connection between the upper body and the lower body will be 
natural and fìrm. This will allow the entire body to unite in an integrated, whiplike 
way for the manifestation of Jin's. In addition, when the hip joints are loose, the 
waist will also be loose. This will allow the Qi to exit and enter its residence (i.e. , 
Lower Dan Tian) smoothly and naturally. 
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然者'最辩之勤步揭身者，乃海勤步之中，仍能步步辑
换重活，勤费于腿'主宰于腰'而形于手指。步勤之中，
仍有中定之势'步随身换'勤之化楼，自然条滞。且在此，
别勤燕根'身、意、氛皆浮矣。

The most important factor in winning, is knowing how to neutralize incoming 
power and manifest your own power skillfully and effectively. In order to do so, you 
must have a fìrm root, central equilibrium, and a unifìed body. In addition, you 
must be able to move swi丘ly and skillfully without stagnation. In T￥ijiquan ， all of 
these criteria are gained from moving pushing hands drills. 
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PART 111 

About Regu1ating the 
Breathing 输铜息

1. Secret of Regulating the Breathing 拥息法抉

Lao Zi, Chapter 5: "Between heaven and earth, isn't it just li.如 a Tuo Yue (i. e，叶
bellows)?" In the human bo，吵" the head 勿 the heaz棚， the Huiyin (i.ι per
ineum) is the earth or the sea bottom. Between them, isn't it just like the Tuo Yue 
of the (natural) hea仰1 and the earth? 扩it is So, then the key ω maintaining a 
human l.μ is just like the million阳s of l.占i7fU阳臼 w吵'hiωch must rely 0仰n t，伽b加e 7丑u切4ωo Yu♀匀le
b加仰etween lJea 
i扛t ω f占'ive优r巳.Re.喀gu均彻Lμ仰ωg纣切tin喀!f;t.伽b加e bn仰'eat，劝ωbμ扣zn咆!f; is t，ωo r.ψ4均fμtlte t.伽b加e e.臼'X1乡t and ent仰ranc，α'eoft，加b加e air i衍r 
i切n the bo吵s.Tuo Yue. From this, the exchange of oxygen and carbon (，自oxide can 
be smoot，均 accomplished 扩there 打 any stagnation in this exchange, then the 
metabolism of加 'ody's ce品 will not be carried out伊'cient在1. Consequen吵" the 
vital flrce will be reduced and the cells will age foste r. 

〈老子·五章)电天地之罔，其猫秦禽乎?"人身者，
琪海天，舍除竭地、海海底。其罔猫如天地之囊禽乎?
然，别人生命之襄有如天地罔之禹生J{Å.命'惟精天地罔
之囊命以求氛之顺利连行而赖以生存。拥息者'拥身健
秦命中空氛之出入也。由此出入，氧氯舆二氧化碳可顺
利之交换。如此交换不 1慎'则身髓何胞之新陈代萄t$.在法
有效之施行。生命力由之降低'细胞加速之老化。

Tuo Yue (囊俞) (i.e. , bellows) is a tube which is used to intensi马T the 自由 ma
furnace. According to Lao Zi (老子)， the space between heaven and earth is just like 
a Tuo Yue. From circulation of the air, alllives gain continuity. According to Chinese 
Qigong, a person￥ head is analogous to heaven (Tian Ling Gai，天重盖) while the 
perineum (i.e. , Huiyin, Co- l) (舍除) is like the earth or sea bottom (Haidi，海底).
Therefore, the body is like a Tuo Yue. Through the nose, oxygen and carbon diox
ide are exchanged in the body and consequently二 millions of lives of cells can be 
maintained. Without this exchange, we would die. 
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According to science, in order to generate a biochemical combustion process, 
oxygen is required to change the food essence into energy. Without sufficient oxy
gen, the energy production will be stagnant. In addition, all of the cells in the body 
requires substantial oxygen. All of the cells have their own life span (e.g. , skin cells' 
life time is about 28 days). Therefore, when the cells die, they must be brought out 
through exhalation. At the same time, new cells must be generated to replace the 
dead cells. This smooth process of cell replacement metabolism is the key to health 
and longevity. The 自rst crucial key is learning how to take in suffìcient oxygen and 
to expel carbon dioxide efficiently. That means breathing correctly. It is because of 
this that all of the Qigong practices emphasize the training of correct breathing. This 
process is called "Tiao Xi" (铜息) which means regulating the breathing. 
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After (you) 加ve reg;仇ted (your) body until it has reached a siage 01 reg;仇ting
without regulating, then (you) 劝ou/d enter the practice 01民'egulating the breath
ing. What is regul理ting the breathing? It means 归 regulate the breathing until it 
力 calm， slena以 de，φ" continuous, and un~而rm. When the breathing is regulat
ed appropriately, the Qi 's circulation will be smooth and when the breathing is 
inverse, then the Qj's circulation will be stagnant. IfXin and yì can be peacefol 
and calm, then the bo彬句仇ting can be regt均ted to an even de，φer st.锣
Treatise on Comprehending the Real (WU Zhen Pian) said: "There are three 
kinds 01 breathing. From coarse to卢nι inhalation and exhalation through the 
nose is nose breathing. Keφing the center (Lower Dan Tian) ascending and 
descendin乡 is Qi breathing. (When) extremely calm and re阳rn ω its root is 
called Shen breathing (i. e吁争iritual Breathing). Thenφre， ω number (i.e. ， 切
evaluat.θ the breathing (i.e. , nose breathing) 打 not as high as 咿lating
(abdominal rea/) breathing, and the n气rsul军ting breathing 力 not as high as Shen 
breathing. When the Shen breathing becomes peacφl then condense the Shen 
into the Qj caviσ (Huang Ting) (i.e. , Real Dan Tian); then the breathing is 
really deep. " (The Daoist) Guang Cheng Zi said: "One exhale, the Earth -Qi 
rises; one inhale, the Heaven Qj d挂'Scends; real man 's (meaning one who has 
attained the real Dao) repeated breathing at the navel then my real Qi is nat
仰lly connected "ρ'aoist book} Sing (of the) Dao (with) Real Words (Chang 
Dao Zhen Ytm) says: 吩即 exhale one inhale ω communicate Qi 's fonction , on 
movemηuntone c，ωd仇mes.刀5 力 t劝he same a.ωs (i向s t.劝he sourc，α 
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罐拥身至拥而不拥之境地，则步入拥息之修妹。拥息者，
拥呼吸之静、妇、深、悠、匀。息拥得宜'则氛之行喂'
息逆别氯滞。如心意能宰静'别身髓可拥至更深之拥身
境地。悟真篇曰:飞息有三趋:徒粗入徊'呼吸出入者
鼻息也;规中升降者氛息也;静植踌根者神息也。故敷
息不如胡息'拥息不如安息。神息既安，员IJ凝神入氯穴，
其息深矣。 F 璜成子曰:电一呼别地氛上升'一吸别天
氛下降'人之反覆呼吸於蒂，则我之真氛自然相接。 F
唱道真言曰:电一呼一吸通乎氛械'一勤一静同乎造
化。 F 由上可知，拥息要捐杂息息，这到真息之境地。
真息者'似有似燕，棉绵不断'一名内呼吸。外面之凡
息雄断'而丹田之中猫有一上一下之内景。

In order to regulate the breathing well, you must first put the body into the right 
state. Breathing behavior is closely related to and influenced by the tension or rel缸
ation of the body. Therefore, when you practice Qigong, the first step is to regulate 
your body. Once you can reach the stage of regulating without regulating, then you 
can start the process of regulating the breathing. 

When you regulate your breathing, you are aiming for breathing that can be: 1. 
Ca1m Oi吨，静)， 2. Slender (Xi，如)， 3. Deep (Shen, 深)， 4. Continuous (You, 1$), 
and 5. Uniform (Yun，勾). First, you learn nose breathing from coarse to fine , until 
your breathing becomes relaxed, deep, smooth, and natura1. Then you enter into 
abdomina1 breathing (Fu Hu Xi，腹呼吸) and eventua11y enter into Rea1 Breathing 
(Zhen Xi，真息).

It is important for a Qigong practitioner to learn the correct ways of regulating 
his breathing. There are many ways of regulating the breathing. Here, the methods 
are arranged from the most basic to the deepest and most difficult. To reach the fina1 
goa1 of Embryonic Breathing (1￥i Xi，胎息)， you must start with regulating the nor
ma1 breathing. It is ca11ed "Bi Xi" (鼻息)， which means "nose breathing." From nor
ma1 regular breathing, you will enter the abdominal breathing (Fu Xi，腹息) stage 
which enables you to build Qi at the Fa1se Dan Tian (i.e., Elixir Furnace) (Dan Lu, 
丹墟). It is this Qi which willlead you to the door of Rea1 Qigong Breathing prac
tice. This training is ca11ed "Qi Xi" (氛息)， or "Qi breathing." When you have 
reached this level, the Dan Tian Qi can move up and down following your breath
ing. You have then reached the target of "Real Breathing" (Zhen Xi，真息). Finally, 
you willlead the Post-birth Qi to the "Huang Ting Cavity" (黄庭穴) (or Yu Huan 
Xue，玉瑕穴) to interact with the Pre-birth Qi and generate the "Holy Embryo" 
(Sheng Tai，重胎). This stage of breathing is called "Tai Xi" (胎息)， which means 
"Embryonic Breathing." 
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An ancient Daoist Li, Qing-An said: "Regulating breathing means to regulate 
the breathing until (you) stop." lO This means that correct regulating means not hav
ing to consciously regulate. In other words, although you start by regulating your 
breath consciously, you must get to the point where the regulating happens natural
ly by itself and you no longer have to think about it. When you breathe, if you con
centrate your mind on breathing, it is not true regulating. When you reach the level 
of true regulating, no regulating is necessary, and you can use your mind effìciently 
to lead the Qi. Remember wherever the Yi is, there is Qi. If the Yi stops in one spot, 
the Qi will be stagnant. It is the Yi which leads the Qi and makes it move. There
fore , when you are in a state of correct breath regulating, your mind is free. There is 
no sound, stagnation, urgency, or hesitation, and you can be calm and peaceful. 
When you reach this stage, you have obtained the real key to meditation. 

The methods 01 regulating the abdominal breathing include: Normal Abdomi
nal Breathing, Reverse Abdominal Breathing, Embryonic Breathing, Five Ga的
Breathing, Girdle 防'Ssel Breathing, Wuji Breathing (also called Reai Dan Tian 
Breathing or Cavity Breathing), :5kin-Marrow Breathing， 年trt阳al Breathing, 
Hibernation Breathing, and Turtle Breathing, etc. ，励at is Normal Abdominal 
Breathing? It 打 breath.ing 向y using (the muscles of) the abdominal area in no俨
mal breathing. W为en the nose inha缸~ the abdomen e.早ands and the Huiyin 
(i.ι perineum) sinks 仓mtly). When the nose exhales, the abdomen is with
drawn and the Huiyin tS lυdψ (so.斤拟• What is Reverse Abdominal Breath
ing? It is ω use the abdominal area for breathing. Howez 
i切nh切ali占'in咯乡 t加b加eaba均b如切切men tS tωvit，劝hdrawn and t.伽b加e H.叼i切f切n 扛 J伊l伊伊斤斤白eduψrp(伊=拴mtly切拟j人.W阴茄enn 
t加b加e no仰se tS e:础x功b加'ali占占ïn咯』乡;， t伽b加e abωd均'ømen 打 ￠呻ψandi句n咆Ig and t，加b加e H.胁u叼{伊yt切n 力 sinking (or 
pushed out gent，拟. ，罗为at is Embryonic Breathing? It is to store th.e Qj in theReal 
Dan Tian. ，罗'hat is Qi? It is bioelectricity. What is the Real Dan Tian? It is the 
biobattery that sωres the bioelectricity. It is the place where the second human 
brain 打 located 1茹加e entir，厅'e b加od吵彬}协's bμ伪i切oelectr吹.tct
ele如ctr.忱'tCt句σ ω 劝ew.ωb加ole b加0吵吵1，W'í罗罗励J茹b加en 劝e ele，衍ctric stoω rage 力 b 智h， then the vital force 
打 strong and living activities vigoro削. ，粉 will discuss th力脱码ject more"罕ter.
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There are many ways of training to regulate the breathing, from simple to deep. 
Beginners should first learn to regulate the regular breathing, by starting with Nor
ma1 Abdomina1 Breathing (Zheng Fu Hu Xi，正腹呼吸). This breathing technique 
is the easiest and most comfortable. Through this breathing, you will learn how to 
use your mind to control the muscles in the abdomina1 area efficiently. Only after 
you have reached a stage where you feel very comfortable and natura1 should you 
move into Reverse Abdomina1 Breathing (Fan Fu Hu Xi，反腹呼吸) (Ni Fu Hu Xi, 
逆腹呼吸). As mentioned earlier, if your mind cannot control the muscles at the 
abdomina1 area efficiently and you start Reverse Abdominal Breathing training, the 
stomach area will be tense, and this can cause pain and stagnation of the Qi in this 
area. 

A丘er you have reached a stage of regulating without regulating Reverse Abdom
ina1 Breathing, you should then progress to Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi，胎息).
Through Embryonic Breathing, you will be able to lead the Qi to the Rea1 Dan Tian 
(Zhen Dan Tian，真丹田) (i.e. , guts or second brain) and store the Qi there. When 
the storage of the Qi at the Rea1 Dan Tian is abundant, your vita1 force will be 
strong. 

Once you have reached the level of Embryonic Breathing, then you can apply 
the Qi for Five Gates Breathing (Wu Xin Xi，五心息)， Girdle Vessel Breathing (Dai 
Mai Xi，带服息)， Wuji Breathing (Wuji Xi，集植息)， Skin and Marrow Breathing 
(Fu Sui Xi，庸髓息)， Spiritua1 Breathing (Shen Xi，神息)， Hibernation Breathing 
(Dong Mian Xi，冬眠息)， and Turtle Breathing (Gui Xi，毫息)， etc. 

W为at is Five Gates BreathÌ1飞g? It is when the Qi exits and enters through the 
Laogong, Yongquan, and L争per Dan 万an. Th打打 the method 01 Qi 's trans
portation in Grand Circulation. The (Qj's) exitÌ1飞g and enteri咆 through the 
Ldogong 打 palm breathing, where the ]in (i.e吁 martial power) is emitted. The 
(Qj's) exiting and enterÌ1气g throt绍h the Yongquan 打岛ngquan breathÌ1飞gand 力
also called sole (01 the flot) breathing, where the root 01 fiiz is located. The (Qi 's) 
exitÌ1飞g and enterÌ1气g through the L争per Dan 刀切力争iritual Breathing. From 
the 伊irit's t铲raising， the Qi transports t伊ward to the palms and downward to 
the soles 向fficient.炒j切 is hence manife府.d and emitted. This is a state 01 cen
tral equi占brium.

五心息者，由铜息氛由劳宫、涝泉、上丹田出入也。此
海大周天之连氛法也。由劳宫出入者，掌息也'勤之沓
也。由涝泉出入者'涝泉息也'踵息也'勤之根也。上
丹田出入者，神息也。由神之提'氛上行至掌，下行至
踵'勤由之而籍，中定也。
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Laogong (P也)

Figure 20. laogong (P-8) Cavity Figure 21. Yongquan (K-1) Cavity 

The Laogong cavity (P-8) (葬宫)， located at the center of the pa1ms, belongs to 
the Paricardium Primary Qi Channel (Xin Bao Luo Ji吨，心包、络锺) (Figure 20) 
while the Yongquan cavity, (K-1) (涌泉) located at the center of the feet, belongs to 
the Kidneys Primary Channel (Shen Jing，青挫) (Figure 21). These four gates are 
considered as the four major gates which regulate the body's Qi status. Natura11y, the 
Qi led to the pa1ms and soles also provides their sensitive feeling. The 自丘h gate can 
be the crown of the head, the Baihui (Gv-20) (百舍) (a1so ca11ed Tian Ling Gai, 
天重盖) or the third eye (Yintang, M-HN-3，印堂) (Tian Yan，天眼).

Taijiquan emphasizes centra1 equilibrium (Zhong Ding，中定). Taiji C如此 says:

"If there is a top, there is a bottom; if there is a 仕ont， there is a back; if there is a left, 
there is a right."ll This means centra1 equilibrium and means the ba1ance and equi
librium of a point, which is the Rea1 Dan Tian (i.e. , center of gravity or physica1 cen
ter). Four gates breathing through the pa1ms and soles provides you with an equi
librium, while the fìfth gate raises up the spirit and offers you centra1 ba1ance. 
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Girdle Vessel Breathing ρ'aiMaiXi) 打 related to Skin 仰 Body) Breathing伽
刀 or 刀 Xυ and Wuji Breathing ρVuji Xi) is related ω Bone Marrow Breath
ing (Sui Xi). Girdle Vessel Breathing and Wuji Breathing, one is 拍ngand one 
is Yin. In Girdle "告'Ssel Breathù毯; ihe Qi 's circu/'理tion 打 branched out through 
Luo 币.e. ， secondary Qj channels) from the primary Qi channels and reaches ω 
the skin, there钞forming the Guardian Qi (W毛i Qi). In Wuji Breathing, the Qi 
is condensed inward from four limbs and hundreds ofbones (i.e" entire bo吵~ to 
the Real Dan Tian 亿加nDan 刀"an). H切问 the Qi 打 storedat the Qj resid切ce
and C01你nsed to the bone marro似 Since these two ways of breathing are close-
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。 reμted ω En仇')'onic Breathing it will be discussed at the 朋即 ti仰 ωth
Embryonic Breathing. Other breathing such as H动ernation Breathing ρong 
Mian Xi), Turtle Breathing (Gui Xi), etc.叶 are not related to Taijiquan 's regu
lating 01 breathing. ，拓 will not discuss them here 

带版息者有阔於庸息(髓息)也。集植息有阔於骨髓息
也。带月底息，燕桂息'一睹一除。带服息，氛由主短服
外引随络外行通违皮庸而成街氛。集植息，氛由四肢百
骸内收敛至真丹田，氛由之蓄於氯舍'凝於骨髓。此雨
息舆胎息有脯'将於输胎息峙一概揄之。其他'如冬眠
息、毡息等者，不在太植拳拥息之规乾内，不以述之。

When the Qi is led to expand in the Girdle Vessel (Dai Mai，带服)， the 
Guardian Qi (Wei Qi，街氛) wi1l a1so be expanded and strengthened. This wi1l 1ead 
the body to a more Yang state since the Qi has been led outward and manifested. 
However, when the Qi is led to the center of the Rea1 Dan Tian, the Qi can be stored 
there. In addition, the Qi wi1l a1so be led to the bone marrow to nourish it. Natu
ra11y, the Guardian Qi wi1l be weakened and the body wi1l become more Yin. Since 
these two breathing techniques are related to Taijiquan, we will discuss them in more 
detaillater. 

2. Theory of Norma1 and Reverse Abdominal Breathing 输嘱逆腹式呼吸

In regulating the breathing, Reverse Abdominal Breathing is considered 拍ng
while Normal Abdominal Breathing 打 considered 刀n. In Reverse Breathing, 
inhalation is 刀n while exhalation is 拍ng. ，罗为en inhaling, the abdomen 打 with
drawn and the H.叼in (i.e. , perineum) is gently held up. W为en exhalin乡 the
abdomen 力 expanding while the Huiyin is pushing out softly. (When th打 hap
pens,) SI仇tantial amounts 01 Qj will circulate sideways along the secondary Qi 
channels (i.e. , Luo) to the skin, leading to what is called Bo吵 Breathing (Ti Xi) 
or Skin Breathing (Fu Xi). When inhtilin.多 the abdomen is withdrawn while the 
H叼m 打 held up gen吵 and s侨夺( The- majority 01 Qi will condense Í1即'ard
along the secondary Qi channels to the bone marrow, leading ω what is called 
Marrow Breathing β'ui Xi). Body Breathing is Yang while Marrow Breathing is 
刀n. When you exhale, the 刀 leads the Qi outward ω5ψply the Qi to the ten
dons and bones; Jin is emitted. On the contrary, when you inhal旨" the Yi leads 
the Qj inward and stores the Qj in the bone marrow. When the Qi is stored 
deφly， the emitting Jin must be strong. Then拚rι if(you) practice Taijiquan for 
martial arts and wish ω emit the Jin from the bo吵~ (you) must use Reverse 
Abdominal Breathing. 
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拥息以反(逆)膜呼吸点是畴，正(顺)腹呼吸梅隆。送
呼吸'吸梅隆，呼海畴。吸'小腹内收'舍除上提。呼'
小腹外弦，舍除轻轻下推。主氯沿、络横行而造皮膺，海
之幢息或庸息。吸'小腹内缩'舍除轻轻柔和上提。主
氛沿络横行而凝骨髓'海之髓息。越息海畴'髓息梅除。
呼峙'意引氛外行而供能于筋骨，勤因之而籍。此如推
阜然。反之'吸峙，意引氛内行而蓄氯于骨髓。氛蓄得
深'勤之赞必强。因之'霄太槌拳，如海武牵而欲费勤
于身'必用逆腹呼吸。

Please see Figure 22 for the breathing's Yin and Yang. 11) Normal Abdominal 
Breathing, the main Qi f10w circulates following the 12 primary Qi channels com
municating between the limbs and the 12 internal organs. When this happens, since 
the Qi is not led sideways to energize the muscles, you are in a relaxed state (Figure 
23). However, in Reverse Abdominal Breathing, the main Qi f10w circulates side
ways to muscles, skin, and bone marrow. Consequently, the body is tensed, and you 
feel either hot or cold (Figure 24). In Reverse Abdominal Breathing, if exhalation is 
longer than inhalation, such as laughing with the sound of Ha, then more Qi is led 
to the skin surface. In this case, you feel hot. Conversely, if inhalation is longer than 
exhalation, such as when you cry, are cold, or are in fear at the sound of Hen, then 
more Qi is led inward to the marrow. In this c血仇 you feel cold. From this, you can 
see that through di丘'erent w町s of breathing, you can change the body's Yin and 
Yang. That is the reason why breathing is commonly recognized as Kan (坎) (water) 
and Li (酷) (fìre) which can adjust the body's Yin-Yang condition. 

In addition, when you use Reverse Abdominal Breathing, the majority of Qi will 
be led sideways to energize the muscles, thus, the Qi is used to manifest the physi
cal power to a higher state. For example, when you push a car or lift a heavy weight, 
you will change your Normal Breathing into Reverse without even thinking abollt 
it. This is the way of Dao (道) (i.ιNature). Therefore, if you practice Taijiquan just 
for relaxation, you should use Normal Abdominal Breathing. However, if you have 
a sense of enemy and an intention to energize the physical body for power manifes
tation, then you should use Reverse Abdominal Breathing. 
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Breathing￥ Yin and Yang in Taijiquan 太桓拳呼吸除畴圄

/" Exhale Short (Yang)-Short Ha sound 

/" Exhale (Yang)\ 呼短〔踌 J -短哈
呼 [ 踌 J E巳xha。巾|怡e Long (阳Yin叫叶1叶寸l卡.士Lon咱1咱9 Ha α S句。u川n

Reversed (阳Yan咱gω) 呼丧〔晗 J --1丧走哈
逆呼吸〔畴〕

\(Inhale) (Yin) 

吸〔陪〕

/" Inhale Short (Yang)-Short Hen Sound 

\吸短〔晴 J -短哼
Inhale Long (Yin)-Long Hen Sound 

吸丧〔陪 J -最哼

/"Front (Metal) 

前〔金〕

//EM………hal灿川……|比川川……h叫叫川…g创州川…(悄问叫川…h问W叩9剖忻)闪G
呼f丧支〔踌 J -带服息

Rear (Wood) 

後〔木〕

/"Right (Fire) 

\右〔火〕
Left (Wlαter) 

左〔水〕
/"Right (Fire) 

\右〔火〕
Left (Water) 

左〔水〕
(Breathing) (Embryonic Breathing) (Dan Tian Breathing) (Central Equilibrium) (Earth) 

呼吸…--胎息〔丹田息 J ------…………………-中定〔土〕

\\\\l川Inh…1 /"Front (Metal) 

前〔金〕

Normal (Yin) 

吸f丧支〔晗 J - $.熬毛植息
\Rear (Wood) 

後〔木〕

/" Exhale Short (Yang)-Short Ha 

/" Exhale (Yang)\ 呼短〔畴) -短哈

呼〔踌 J -Exhale Long (Yin)-Long Ha 

呼丧〔除 J -丧哈
}1民呼吸飞〔除〕 /" Inhale Short (Yang)-Short Hen 

\吸短〔畴 J -短哼\Inhale (Yin) 

吸〔障〕 Exhale (Yin)-Long Hen 

吸最〔除〕甲丧哼

Figure 22. Breathing's Yin and Yang in Taijiquan 

/"Right (Fire) 

右〔火〕
\Left (Water) 

左〔水〕
/"Right (Fire) 

右〔火〕
\Left (Water) 

左〔水〕
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Bone Marrow 

Bone Marrow 
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Figure 23 . Major Qi Flow in Normal Abdominal Breathing 
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Figure 24. Major Qi Flow in Reversed Abdominal Breathing 
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In Normal Abdominal Breathing, inhalation is also considered 刀n， while exha
lation is also considered 拍ng. ，罗百en inhaling, the abdomen 打 expanding and 
the Huiyin is pushi啄 out gently. ，叼en exhaling, the abdomen 力 withdrawn
and the Huiyin is held up gen吵~ In exhalation, the Qj will be circulating along 
the primary Qj channels and reach to the four limbs; hence it is called Four Gates 
Breathing. What is Four Gates Breathing? It is Laogong and Yongquan breath
ing. W罗v叼'h加en t切f与切nh归'al;ιm咯』乡~) tl伪he majo旷rt.句号σy ofQi w矿lill
yη吵)' Qi ch归d仰'an仰mels and reach the i切nt，衍"er附nal01喀gan阳t幻s. From this, (we can see that) the 
majoriσ of Qi will not circuL垣te sideu吻's， the tendons and bones will not be 
t告htened and the Qi is circuμting smoothly. The1φre， 扩(you) practi，α Taiji
quan just for loosening the bo吵 and softening the bo吵~ Normal Abdominal 
Breathing is better. 

正腹呼吸'吸亦海除，呼亦梅畴。吸'小腹外报'舍除
轻轻下推。呼'小腹内收，舍除上提。呼，氛沿短直行
而这四肢'曰四心呼吸。四心呼吸者，劳宫、涝泉呼吸
也。吸'主氯沿短直行而敛於内踞在。因此，主氯不横行'
不确筋骨'身髓柔美爽，氛行条阻。因之'霄太植拳，如
冯素这身软身而己， )慎腹呼吸较佳。

Though Normal Abdominal Breathing is used for Four Gates Breathing (Si Xin 
Xi，四心息)， it does not mean that Reverse Abdominal Breathing cannot be used for 
Four Gates Breathing. You should always remember, breathing is only a strategy for 
leading the Qi. If you have a sense of enemy and have an intention to lead the Qi to 

the four gates, you commonly also use Reverse Abdominal Breathing. In fact, in 
order to coordinate with the fì丘h gate in raising up your spirit, usually, it is more 
efficient and effective to use Reverse Abdominal Breathing instead of Normal 
Abdominal Breathing. 

Breathing can again be classified as scholar and martiaL Scholar breathing is 刀n，
is calm, ;low, slender, un~而仰， and smooth. 日r 劝epeac，φf 刀 and calmXin ω 
search for the spiritual condensation. Scholar breathing can be 阳edfor both Nor
mal Abdominal or Reverse Abdominal Breathing. Martial breathing is Ytl1~乡打
~t acting, vigorous, and short. 白ing the concentrated 刀 to direct β.e叮 govern)

the Xin in searching for the upraising of the spirit, hence reaching the effectiveness 
of the ]in's emitting. Martial breathing is often used for ]i的 emission in the mar
tial arts and thel吃帅'， R，仰

呼吸者'再分文武也。文呼吸者，险也'静也'、缓也'
如也'均也，匀也，以意宰心静追求神凝。文呼吸者，
正、反呼吸皆可用。武呼吸者，踢也'勤也'快也，猛
也'短也'以意事等心追求神提以这勤费之效。武呼吸
者'多用於武牵以海楼勤之用'因而以反呼吸冯主。
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In Chinese Qigong society, apart from being Norma1 Abdomina1 or Reverse 
Abdomina1, breathing can a1so be classified as scholar (Wen Huo，文火) or martia1 
(Wu Huo，武火). In scholar breathing, the length of the breath is relatively longer 
and thus, the body is more relaxed. In martia1 breathing, the length of the breath is 
shorter. Though in martia1 breathing, the Qi can be built up much more quickly, 
due to greater physica1 tension, the body will turn more Yang and the built up Qi 
will be consumed at a faster rate. In scholar breathing, though the Qi cannot be built 
up in a short time, due to the rel缸ation of the physica1 bod严 moreover the Qi can 
be stored easily inside the bod严 This will mak.e the physica1 body more ca1m and 
Yin. 

3. Secret of Embryonic Breathing 胎息法挟仰uji Breathing, Girdle Vessel 
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Breathing) (杂植呼吸、带月底呼吸)

What is Embryonic Breathing? It is the Real Dan 刀;ans breathing, and is also 
called 'Caviσ Breathing. ' Embryonic Breathing Classic said' "The em均ozs
conceived from the hidden or undeveloped Qj. Qi is a叫ted through the regu
μted breath 0/劝e embryo. When Qi 打 present， the bo吵叫 live; 吵en Shen 
仰irit) abando阳 the bo吵 and the embryo a坤的队 death will乒IIIω Cultiva
tion o/Shen and Qi makes long lij♀. possible. Protect and nourish the 伊Zrtωd
embryo ω build up Shen and Qi. W为en Shen move.儿 the Qj moves; where Shen 
stopι the Qi stops. For 伊 to卢ouri.成 spirit and energy (Shen and Qi) must 
interact harmoniously. ，励en the Xin (heart-mind) is not touched β.ι moved 
向y surrounding environments), not a thought goes or comes. (When thoughts are 
not going and coming), na阳re is free. Intelligenα in action is the only true 
path. " The Daoist book also said' "W如en the spirit 力 conceived in the Qi cavi
与y (i.e. , Real Dan Tian) it is called embryo, and when the Qi reaches the Qi cav
ity it is called breathing. Conceiving the 伊irit and breathing the Qj, Gong向
gradually advances into Embryonic Breathing. Then there is no exit and no 
entrance and you will never have ordinary breathing. " From this, (you) can see 
that Embryonic Breathing is the method 0/ storing the Qi and nurturing the 
仰Zrl.阳al) embryo. Storing the Qi 打 the Dao o/longevi与y and nurturing the 
仰Zrl.阳a/) embryo is the way 0/ reaching the divine and Buddhahood 

胎息者，真丹田呼吸'又稿穴位呼吸也。《胎息短》云:
咂胎彼伏氛中结，氛徒有胎中息。氛入身来海之生'神
去雄形窍之死。知神氛可以丧生'固守虚朵'以眷神氛。
神行则氛行'神住别氛住。若欲丧生'神氛相住。心不
勤念'黛去燕来，不出不入'自然常住。勤而行之'是
真道路。 P 道害亦云: 电藏神於氛穴曰胎，氛至轧穴海
息，胎其神息其氛'功夫造至胎息，别不出不入'永杂
凡息矣。 F 由此可知，胎息乃蓄氛眷胎之法也。氛蓄部
用乃丧生之道，装胎乃成仙立佛之法也。
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Embryonic Breathing is a well-known breathing technique that a110ws you to 
store the Qi at the Real Dan Tian. The Rea1 Dan Tian is regarded today as the sec
ond brain, which can store a bioelectric charge and can be considered a biobattery.7,g 

When the bioelectricity storage has reached a high level, the vita1 force and energy 
manifested by the physica1 body will be strong. Natura11严 you will be hea1thy and 
have a long life. There are more than 150 Daoist documents abollt Embryonic 
Breathing that have been revea1ed today. This has provided a reliable guideline and 
informs us of how to practice Embryonic Breathing. 

In Qigong practice, genera11y there are two main purposes. One is to bui1d 叩
the Qi to an abundant level, and the other is to improve the qua1ity of the Qi's man
ifestation. The purpose of practicing Muscle/Tendon Changing is to bui1d up the Qi 
and then manifest it to the physical body for strength and hea1th (i.e. , long hea1thy 
life). This s优e凹e臼s the p归ur叩po创se ofin缸1κCαr阳ea囚sing the quanti忡可 ofQi. The p严ra，缸cticin吨1屯gofMa盯r
rowl励B岛Bra阻rain

of the Qi can reach its maximum e旺fficienc叮y. That means to improve the qua1ity of 
the Qi's manifestation by raising up the Spirit ofVita1ity. However, in order to raise 
up the spirit to a higher level, you must know how to store the Qi at the Real Dan 
Tian to an abundant level by Embryonic Breathing, and how to then lead it up the 
spina1 cord (i.e., Chong Mai，街服) to the brain. This activates the brain cells to a 
more energized state. From this, you can see that Embryonic Breathing is the key to 
raising up the spirit and reaching enlightenment. 

The secret key 01 practicing Embryonic Breathing is ke，伊ing the 刀 (i.e. ， wisdom 
mind) at the Real Dan 刀án. ，罗协en the 盯打是伊t at the Real Dan Tian, the Qi 
will be stored and the usage (oIQj) will be r，练功ted (i.e吁 used eJ.声仰1tly). 扩the
yi is away (j子'om the Qi residence), then Qi will be led out j子'om its residence and 
be consumed. When Qi is overused, then it will be exhausted, consequently the 
bo吵 willdegenerate and the 伊irit will weaken and wither. Those who are learn
ing the Dao must如ow this theoσ( In addition, (they) must also 切ow the Dao 
01 producing the Qj and growing the elixiχ If (they) do not know thi，ι then the 
Qr will also be exhaustea. The place where the elixir is produαd is what the 
Daoists called Lower Dan Tian -or Elixir Furnace, the Chinese medical fomily 
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胎息法挟，意守真丹田也。意守真丹田'如!氛蓄部用。
意外跑别氛由氛舍外引而海所用。用迪之'别竭'身罐
老化之'精神衰退之。牵道者'必懂此理。不懂如此，
亦必知生氛崖丹之道。不知，氛亦竭矣。崖丹庭，道家
之下丹田或丹墟也，罄家之氛海穴也'亦即太原所知之
小腹也。由近代科牵知此庭乃由六屠之肌肉舆膜互相央
屠而成。然而此膜庭亦海多食峙身嘘主要存蓄脂肪之所。
脂肪者乃後天食精也。由小腹上下起伏之反徨逼勤'精
蓄之脂肪由生化化牵反虑而掉化成生化雹(氛)。小腹
呼吸者，返童呼吸也，氛海呼吸也。

All the revea1ed documents agree that in order to store the Qi at the Rea1 Dan 
Tian to an abundant level, you must know two main keys. One is learning how to 
keep your mind at the Rea1 Dan Tian so the Qi will not be led away 丘om its resi
dence. The other one is learning how to produce more Qi in the body. 

Whenever your mind generates an idea, EMF (i .e., electromotive force) (Dian 
Dong Shi，雹勤势) is created. This willlead the Qi either to the brain or to the phys
ica1 body for manifestation. That means you are consuming the Qi stored in the Rea1 
Dan Tian. Once you have learned how to keep your mind at the Real Dan Tian, the 
Qi will stay at its residence and not be led outward. Consequently, the Qi can be 
stored. 

In addition, you can produce Qi in the body at higher levels. Traditiona11y, you 
could use specia1 herbs to increase the quanti可 of Qi. However, nearly a11 Daoist 
Qigong masters believed that the best way to produce the most pure Qi is to con
vert the essence stored in the body into Qi. As long as you use the abdomina1 area 
to control your breathing, the up and down abdomina1 exercises will convert the 
stored food essence (i.e. , fat) into Qi (Figure 25). Fat is the food essence which has 
been fìltered and purified through your body's system. It has a high ca10rie content 
that can be efficiently converted into Qi through biochemica1 reaction. Breathing 
with the up and down abdomina1 exercises is a1so ca11ed "back to the childhood 
breathing" (Fan Tong Hu Xi，返童呼吸) since babies move their abdomina1 areas 
when they breathe. The abdomina1 area is ca11ed "Elixir Field" (Dan Tian，丹田) by 
Daoists and "Qi Ocean" (Qihai，氯海) by Chinese medicine. In addition, this place 
is a1so ca11ed "Elixir Furnace" (Dan Lu，丹墟) because it produces elixir (i.e. , Qi). 

From this, you can see that abdomina1 breathing is the key to producing Qi. 
Norma11y, there are two kinds of abdomina1 breathing; Normal Abdomina1 Breath
ing (Zheng Hu Xi，正呼吸) and Reverse Abdominal Breathing (Fan Hu xi or Ni Hu 
Xi，反呼吸·逆呼吸) which have been discussed earlier. 
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Daoísts call the Lower Dan Tían "False Dan Tían." It was named thís because, 
although thís place can produce elíxír and generate Qí, once the Qí ís produced, 
ít ímmedíately enters ínto the Conc，φtíon and GOl肝níng 协'Ssels' Small CírcuL宜'
tíon. Consequen吵~ ít wíll be dístríbuted to the twelve prímary Qj channels and 
be used钞 the physícal bo吵'. Thus, ít ís known that, though the Lower Dan Tían 
ís an elíxír fornace, ít cannot store the elíxír (í.e. , Qí) 伊'cíently. 扩'the elíxír can
not be stored to a h钞er abundant level then the Daoíst Goψ (i.e. ， 仰íning)
such as 乎听ne the Qí and sublímate ít ψward， " or "returning the essence ω 
nourísh the brain" cannot be accomplíshed 吃庐'ctívely. In order 切 5切re elixir, 
(you) must 切ow how to use the method 0/ Em的oníc Breathíng to lead the 
elíxir produced斤。m the elixir卢rnace 归 the Real Dan Tían and store it there. 
The locatíon 0/ the Real Dan Tían ís where, on the top, ít ís not agaínst the 
internal 是idneys， and, on the bottom, it does not touch the external kidneys. It 
rests behínd the navel and ín front 0/ the Mingmen caviσ (í.e. ， behínd the L拆
Door and ín front 0/ the Closed Dooυ. Th打 ís what the Daoísts called the 'Jade 
Ríng Caví.叨 " where the embryo ís flrmed Thís pμα ís also called the "second 
brain" 向y science. (ρlnj乒♀ct，υ) t.劝hís 打 t劝hepLμ型Cαewh加ere t，劝he Lμ罕y喀宫e and small intestínes 
d仰厅 必仰Cωated'阴罗励弛加切en an emb均ηo is j乒&仇阳rn仰mt句「切呛n咆~andg伊m削zωv
0仰n abt仰仰ma均匀切ntQαí and t.劝he旷rφre，ι t，加b加e embryo ís forme[ín thís Qj residence. 

道家稿下丹田梅假丹田。其因不外乎此虞雄能崖丹生氛'
然一但氛生别岛上造入任、督雨月底之小周天循壤，而分
部至十二短海身键所用也。因之而知'下丹田雄海丹壤，
却不能有效的蓄丹(雹)。丹不能蓄至一高屠夫，别道
家所靖之楝氯异莘、返精捕月番之功夫必不能有效的施行。
~ñ5蓄丹'必懂的如何由胎息之法膊丹墟之丹内引至真
丹田而蓄之。真丹田之庭，上不街内膏'下不抵外膏，
麟後舆命问之前(生问之後密户之前)。此海道家所稽
之玉瑕穴'胎元成形之所也。此庭亦海今科牵上所稿人
之第二脑也'亦即大小腊肉眠之所也。胎先成形舆成丧
必精充沛之氛'因之胎於此氯舍也。

If you know how to produce Qi at the abdominal area, but do not know how to 
lead it inward and store it at the Real Dan Tian, your practice will stay on the Mus
cle/Tendon Changing level. Though you can increase the quantity of Qi and mani
fest it into physical health, you will not be able to reach the goal of spiritual enlight
enment. In order to do so, you must know how to lead the Qi inward and store it 
in the Real Dan Tian. 

According to Chinese medicine and Qigong practice, the kidneys on the back 
are considered "internal kidneys" (Nei Shen，内肾) while the testicles or ovaries are 
considered "external kidneys" (币Tai Shen，外青) (Figure 26). In Daoist society, the 
navel is considered the "Life Door" (Sheng Men，生问) since it provides life before 
your birth, and the Mingmen (Gv-4) (命问) is considered the "closed door" (Mi Hu, 
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Daoist: 
B - Inhale 
A - Exhale 

Buddhist: 
A - Inhale 
B - Exhale 

Figure 25. Abdominal Breathing to Start the Fire (Qi Huo) 

密户) which is normally closed. Mingmen is a Chinese medical term meaning "Life 
Ooor" since it connects to the life center, biobattery or Real Dan Tian. The Real Oan 
Tian is also called ((Jade Ring Cavity" (Yu Huan Xue，玉瑕穴)， the place where the 
embryo is carried by its mother. 
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The purpose 01 Embryonic Breathing is to Lead the Qi ω the ReaL Dan Tian. The 
均仰仰ining) 打 ω keep the 刀 at the ReaL Dan Tian and the 町ret 白prac
tice} is ω regulate the breathing. The method 01 reguLating the breathing in 
Embryonic Breathing is: when (you have) reached the stage 01 regulating with
out regt出ting in (如何) Reverse AbdominaL Breathing traini咯 then (you) add 
the λ1ingmen breathing. That means that when the abdomen is withdrawing 
and the Huiyin 打 holding upward, at the same time, the Mingmen 打 also with
drawing. When the abdomen 力 expanding and the Huiyin is gently pushing 
downward, the Mingmen is also expanding. In this cas巳 due ω the pressing and 
reLea:切~ massaging at the Mingmen area; the originaL essence can be smoothly 
produced fromthe adrenaL glands. OriginaL essenα is what (we) caLL hormones 
today. Hormones are actuaL，如 the ωtaly础吵ich are needed for the body's bio
chemicaL reactions. When the content 01 the body's hormones is normal, then the 
body's biochemicaL reaction can be compLeted smoothly. That means the ce品'
metabolic p附ess can be carried out伊âent，台l In this c，饥 the bo吵's Qi wiLL be 
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abund切1t， the vital flrce will be s扩'ong， and the bo吵s degeneration will be 
slowed down. This is the crucial key to dμrying aging and returning the heal均/
卢nction (0/ the bo吵~.

胎息之的海引氯内存至真丹田。其裹在於意守真丹田'
其钱在於拥息。胎息铜息之法在拥反腹呼吸拥至拥而不
捐之境界峙'别加以命问之呼吸。亦即常小腹内收舍除
上提之峙，同日夺命问之虞亦往内收。啻小腹外族舍除下
推之峙，命问亦往外报。如此，由於命问部位之座放按
摩'青上腺之元精可顺利的崖生。元精者'今所言育之贺
雨蒙也。贺踊蒙者'乃身锺中生化反J.i所须之催化割。
贺踊蒙含量高而正常'别身耀中之生化反庵1慎利完成。
亦即身嘘中细胞之新陈代甜可以有效的施行。如此，员lJ
键问之氛势厚，生命力强'身嘘老化、缓慢'此海i是老返
榄之阔键。

From the preceding discussion, you know that in order to store the Qi at the 
Real Dan Tian, you must keep your mind there so the Qi will not be led outward 
and be wasted. However, when you meditate it is not easy to keep your mind there 
for a long period of time. To reach this goal, you must first have regulated your body 
to an extremely relaxed state. Wherever your body is tensed, the Qi will be led there 
and consumed. Therefore, you must learn how to use your mind to control the mus
cles in the abdominal area effìciently through abdominal breathing. You must be 
able to regulate the abdominal breathing until conscious regulating is unnecessary. 
Then you can begin your Embryonic Breathing. 

From my personal experience, the trick to keeping your mind at your center of 
gravity (i.e., Real Dan Tian) is to begin the breathing training with the abdominal 
up and down movement in the front, while also keeping the Mingmen areàs up and 
down movement on the back. When this happens, the movement of the front and 
back will balance each other and this will provide you with a centered feeling. That 
means the mind can be kept at the center. At the beginning of training, your mind 
is on the front and the back, however, a丘er you have practiced for a long time and 
reached a level of regulating without regulating, your mind will move to the center 
easily. In myexperience, using the Reverse Abdominal Breathing techniques with the 
Mingmen and Huiyin's movements is easier than using them with the Normal 
Abdominal Breathing. 

Furthermore, due to the diaphr嗯ms ψ and down movements in the deep 
abdominal breathin乡 the adrenals (i.e. , internal kidneys) will be pressed and 
massaged. Consequen吵1， the original essence (i.e. , hormones) will be produced. 
In addition, due 归 the Huiyins holding up and pushing down, the Qj will reach 
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Figure 26. Life Door, Closed Door, and Jade Ring Cavity 

the testicles or ovaries (i.ιrxtrrndfkidnqd md consrqurn吵" the original 
essence (i.e. , hormones) will also naturally be secreted 1古is is the process which 
the Daoists called "to 1听ne the essence and convert it into Qi. " 
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One of the benefìts of this training is produced by the movements of the Ming
men and Huiyin areas. As these areas move, the adrenal glands and testicles are stim
ulated. Consequently, hormones (i.e. , original essence) (Yuan Jing，元精) can be pro
duced. In addition, due to deep breathing exercises, the diaphragm will also massage 
the kidneys and stimulate the production ofDHEA (Dehydroepiandrosterone) (i.e. , 
hormone produced by the adrenal glands). When the hormone content in our blood 
stream is high, the body's biochemical reactions will be smooth and metabolization 
will be carried out effìciently. Naturally, we will be healthier and live longer. 
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In order ω reach the goal 0/ keeping the 刀 at the Real Dan Tian in Embryonic 
Breathing, at the beginning, the Yi is on the L泸 Door (i.e叶 navel)， Closed Door 
(i.e. , Mingme时， and the Hu树的 ψ and down exercises. However, when (you) 
have reached a stage 0/ regulatù气g- through no regulati咯 then the 刀 will not be 
on the movement and will graduaL如劝拆 to the Real Dan Tian and remain 
there. A卢er long practice, the X切 ispeac，功1 and the η is calm, the 伊irit is con
densed inward, and is not bothered 钞 outside disturbances. This is why Lao Zi 
said: "Keep physical bo吵 and spiritual bo吵 mum切 can they not be separated? 
年ecialize in training the Qi to reach its s~卢est， ωn it be like a ba句/户'Thisprac
tice is also "to reach the extreme emptiness and to keep the ultimate calmness sin
cere旷 the great Dao 0/ En仙yonic Breathing. 

海求追胎息意守丹田之目的'起先意必在生问、密户之
前後舆舍险之上下蠕勤。然而在揭至拥而不拥之境界峙'
意即不在勤而渐越至丹田而守之。久而久之'心平意静'
精神内敛，外事不援。此即老子所靖之: 咱载管魄抱一'
能集雄乎?事氛致柔'能如婴兔乎?"亦即电致虚棒，
守静笃。 F 之胎息大道也。

In Chapter 10 of Dao De ]ing (道德短)， Lao Zi (老子) emphasizes the unifica
tion of the physical body and the spiritual body. When the physical body and the 
spiritual body are united and in harmony with each other, we will be able to attain 
the human Dao and live long. In order to reach this goal, we must learn how to 

breathe naturally and softly like a baby. 
In addition, in Chapter 16, Lao Zi states that the way of returning to the origin of 

our lives involves keeping our minds in the state of extreme emptiness and calmness. 
That means to keep the mind in the origin of your life, which is the Real Dan Tian. 

Tian}. Consequen吵~ the Qi can be condensed inward and stored in the Real 
Dan 刀'an and can also reach the bone marrow. This is what is called "Marrow 
Breathing" or "肌tji Breathing. " The practice 0/劝b 是ind 0/ breathing 力 suit
able for the spring and summer. This is because during spring and summer, the 
external Qi is getting strong, and the need for Guardian Qi 力 not as high as it 
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is in the fall and winter. This 打 the time ω lead the Qj inward and store it. This 
can also St仰。 the Qi to the bone marrow, which is required flr the production 
0/ blood cells. 

胎息者，可再分除畴。踌胎息者'呼丧於吸'内氛由带
服外于晨，街氛加强。此乃道家所辅之庸息或髓息也。此
息之霄乃迪於秋、冬之峙。此乃秋、冬之酶，街氛搏弱'
身键之免疫力低，容易戚冒。春、夏之季，街氛已强，
如多妹嘘息'可使身髓越畴'盖徒浪费身中所存之氛。
除胎息者，吸fc於呼'意越植静而守中，氛由之间做而
存於真丹田'而造骨髓。此乃所言贯之髓息或集植息也。
此息之霄乃迪於春、夏雨季。此乃因春、夏之路，外氛
丰事强，街氛之需不如秋、冬之峙。此峙正好引氛内存盖
供氛给骨髓以生崖血球之需。

Once you have practiced Embryonic Breathing to a profound stage and can keep 
your mind at the Rea1 Dan Tian easily, then you can use it to control the body's Yin 
and Yang status easily. For example, in Embryonic Breathing practice, if your exha
lation is longer than your inha1ation, the Qi in the Girdle Vessel (Dai Mai，带服)
will be expanded. Consequently, the Guardian Qi (Wei Qi，街氯) can be expanded 
and enhanced. This kind of Embryonic Breathing is ca11ed "Girdle Vessel Breathing" 
(Dai Mai Xi，带版息)， "Body Breathing" (Ti Xi，髓息)， or "Skin Breathing" (Fu Xi, 
庸息). When the Guardian Qi is strong, the immune system is strong. This kind of 
breathing is more suitably practiced in the winter time. 

However, if your inha1ation is longer than your exha1ation, then you are leading 
Qi from the surface of the skin to the Rea1 Dan Tian and a1so to the bone marrow. 
The Guardian Qi will be weakened and the storage of Qi at the Rea1 Dan Tian can 
be enhanced and can reach a higher level. This kind of Embryonic Breathing is ca11ed 
"Cavity Breathing" (Xue Wei Hu Xi，穴位呼吸)， or a1so "Marrow Breathing" (Sui 
Xi，髓息). It can also be called "Wuji Breathing" (币Tuji Hu Xi, $.在植呼吸) since your 
mind is on the center of gravity, which is the Wuji state. This breathing is most suit
ably practiced in the summer time when the body has extra energy. 
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From the above, {you} can see that Embryonic Breathing 打 the required practice 
flr those who wish ω cultivate the Dao and train the Qj. 1均iquan was origi
nated from the Daoist socieσ The吃而re， in order ω reach a higher level 0/ 
achievement, those who practice Taijiquan must 是now Embryonic Breathing 
and practice it diligently. 
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由上可知，胎息乃修道妹氛者必知之衔。太握拳乃源於
道内，因之'霄太植拳者'均速高屠夫之成果'必知胎
息益勤楝之。

Those who would like to obtain health and longevity should learn Embryonic 
Breathing. For those who wish to reach the fìnal goal of enlightenme肘， Embryonic 
Breathing is a necessary practice. Taijiquan originated in Daoist monasteries, there
fore , the fìnal goal of cultivation is to reach spiritual enlightenment. 

4. Secret Knacks of Regulating the Brea由mg 拥息寂问

and when you inhale, the Huiyin is lij♀ed tψward natura妙~ the Marrow Qj is 
increased and the Guardian Qi is condensed inward, hence the bo吵乒els chilly. 
From these (you) can see that when (you) practice Q告ong， coordinating the 
breathing with the H.叼in's lifting and pushing is one pl加均是nacks to gov
erning the e1仰e bo彬 Qi sta阳s.

拥息连氛之簸'在於舍除舆上葫雨虞。舍除穴者，四除
版之交接黠也'乃四除月底氯蠕收放之内。舍除下推，除
版之氛外放;舍除上提，除月底之氯收敛持存。譬如在楼
大哈笑聋峙'呼氛比吸氛袭，盖在呼氛峙，舍除自然下
推。全身踢楼，街氛增强，身嘘接熟赞汗。反之，在悲
哀沮丧之峙，吸氛比呼氛海丧'盖在吸氛峙'舍除自然
上提，髓氛增强'街氛收傲，身罐号费冷。由此可知，妹
氯功峙'如何配合呼吸舆舍险之上提和下推，乃控制全
身氛势之阔襄也。

In the past, it was common that a master would keep two secret keys of regulat
ing to himself. These secrets would not be revealed to the student until he/she proved 
trustworthy. One of the secret keys is learning how to control the Huiyin (Co-l) 
(舍陪) (i.e., perineum). This place is the controlling gate of the body's Yin and Yang. 
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Huiyin means "meet Yin" in Chinese and is the meeting place of the four Yin ves
sels: Conception (Ren Mai，任服)， Thrusting (Chong Mai，街服)， Yin Heel (Yin
qiao Mai，除跪月1良)， and Yin Linking Vessels (Yinwei Mai，除锥服). When this gate 
is pushed out, the Qi in these four Yin vessels is released, and when this gate is held 
up, the Qi in the four Yin vessels is kept in and preserved. Because of this, this gate 
can control the body's Yin-Yang status. In my personal experience, this place acts as 
a pump or a piston to a Qi chamber that controls the storage and release of Qi. 

In addition to this practice, there is another key: the palate 01 the mouth. Daoists 
believe that the pala化 is the connecting place 01 the Conception and Governing 
饨'ssels. Normally, the paμte is not connected to the t.伊 01the tongue and (there
fo时 the Qj is stagnant at the throat area for uttering sound Ther，φre， due ω 
the stagnation 01 the Qi, the mouth 打 dry. However， 扩 (you) practice Qigong 
without the necessi可y 01 making a sound, then (you) 劝ould toùch (yo叫 tongue
upwardω the palate so as to connect the Conception and Governing Vessels. This 
b 伪at is called "building the magpie bridge, " or "releasing the hea仰吵 wa忧"
When 伪力 happens， the root 01伽 tongue will generate saliva 印 moisturize the 
throat and to calm down the Ytlng fire, and allow the Qi to be tran与þorted
between Concφtion and Governing l-告'Ssels without stagnation. 

除此一裹，莲有一寂在上薪。道家言忍A岛上窃乃任督雨月底
交接之所。平峙'上领舆舌尖之端'盖不随峙相接，氛
滞於喉以供援肇之用。因此，氛滞口乾。然在楝氯功峙'
口不须接聋，啻以舌端上顶上葫以接连}慎通任督雨月底之
氛。比海搭鹊椅也，放天池水也。此峙'舌根生津，以
润喉口，以降琦火，任督雨月底之氛可以通行集阻。

Another key that a master kept secret is the position of the tongue during 
Qigong practice. The Conception and Governing Vessels are not well connected in 
the mouth area. For the Qi to circulate smoothly without stagnation, the tongue 
should touch the palate of the mouth. This connection is called "building the mag
pie bridge" (Da Que Qiao，搭鹊椅). According to a Chinese story, long ago a 
Cowherd (Niu Lang，牛郎) and a Weaving Maid (Zhi Nu，战女) would meet once 
a year on the seventh day of the seventh moon on a bridge across the Milky W岑
The bridge was formed by sympathetic magpies. This story has become a symbol of 
Yin and Yang's interacting or connecting in Qigong practice. When Yin and Yang 
meet, then the body can be harmonized. 

When the tongue touches the palate of the mouth, saliva will be generated. Since 
the head is considered the heaven while the perineum is considered the sea bottom, the 
saliva produced is called "heavenly water" (Tian Chi Shui，天池水) and the area under 
the tongue is called "heaven pond" (Tian Chi，天池). When the saliva is generated to 
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a comfortable amount, you should swa110w it and use the mind to lead it down to the 
Rea1 Dan Tian. This will help you lead the fìre Qi downward to cool down the b。中

扩劝ωe who are learning Ta拼 can apply the above two 均's into their 咿如
natural (breathing), then the accompli￥ment of Ta扩i Qjgong can be achieved 
within days (i.e叮 expected). These two 是eys were a /so the keys that the ancient 
masters kφt as secrets. They were not passed down ω thωedisc伊/es who were not 
loyal and moral. 

牵者如能配合上边二襄於自然之中'别太植氛功之造言旨
可指日而成。此二襄乃昔峙点是何者藏言失之所'非有忠有
德之徒'不随便授之也。

At the beginning, it is hard to control your Huiyi的 movement smoothly and 
natura11严 In addition, due to the positioning of the tongue, an uncomfortable and 
tense feeling may be experienced at the root of the tongue. However, a丘er you prac
tice for some time, you will see it will become easier and more comfortable. 
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PARτIV 

About Regulating 由
Emotiona1 Mind 言命言周心

1. Importance of Regulating the Emotional Mind 拥心之要

What is r，ψ出ting the Xin (i.e. , hear民 emotional mind)? lt calls flr using the Yi 
(i.e. , rational thinking, logical mind) to regulate the Xin. X切 belongs to Ytmg 
and is active while 刀 belongs to Yin and is calm. Dao Treasure, Thesis of Sit
ting and Oblivion states: 'Xin is the master 01劝e entire bo吵 and the com
mander 01 a hundred伊irits (i.e. , all spirits); when it 打 calm， wisdom is gener
ated and when it 力 aCtive， then confosed. Delusion is generated (i.e. , decided) 
within the action and calmness (01 the Xin). " This Xin means Xin and 刀.扩the
Yi 打 unable ωr气guμte the Xin, then the Xin easily becomes active, oppressive 
and impatienι co伽edanda如pressed， and it仰not control itself 1ì仰" the Yi 
also cannot be calm and peac吃ful. When the 刀 is not calm and pea吨向l then 
the Qj is hard ω lead. 

捐心者，以意、胡心也。心者，陈也'勤也。意者，险也'
静也。《道藏·坐忘输) :电夫心者一身之主'百神之
衅'静别生恙'勤别生昏，欣迷勤静之中。 P 此心者即
心意之靖也。意不能拥心，别心勤、阔躁、昏沉、而不
知自我。意亦不能事静。意不宰'别氛弊引。

According to traditional Chinese concepts, we have two minds, one is called 
"Xin" (心) (i.eι.叮， heart or emotional mind) and the otl由he盯r is called 
ical, rational, and wise thinking). Regulating the mind means using the Yi to regu
late emotional disturbances (i .e. , Xin). When the Xin is regulated, you can be calm 
and the Yi can be strong. Conversely, if the Xin is disturbed and confused, the Yi will 
also be unsteady. In this case, the Yi will not be able to lead the Qi effectively. 

Ancient ancestors said.' 响en teaching a person the great Dao， 卢刚 teach
hin份er how 切 stop the Nian (i.ι thoughts); 扩加 initiation o[ Nian ωnnot 
be stoped, then the teaching will be in vain." Th打打 the Gongfù 01 reg;仇ting
the Xin. Confucius also said.' "Pirst must be calm. then there is steadiness. When 
there is steadiness, then there is peace. When there is peace, then (you are) able ω 
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think. When (you ar，υ able to think, then (you will) gain. " 1古is means in order 
ω gain， (you) must卢rst be able 归是eep the Xin and the p炒股'al bo吵 calm and 
peacφL In order ω be calm and peac.φl (you) must卢刚 have the Gongfù 0/ 
stabilizing the Xin and getting rid of the Nian. However, in order to gain steadi
ness, (you) must卢刚饨m卢'om the word 0/ calmness. When there 打 calmness，
then the mind is bright. When the mind is brigh民 then (you are) able to differ
entiate. ，励en (you) ωn 硝fJèrentiatlι then (the occurrences) will be clear. When 
it is clear, then (y叫 will not be C01伪sed

古云:电大道教人先止念'念踢不住亦徒然。 9 此即拥
心之功夫也。孔子亦曰:电先静嗣后有定'定雨后能安，
安雨后能虑'虑、嗣后能得。 F 此即需要能有所摸，必先
能心身安宰。要能心身安宰'必先能有定心去念之功夫。
然而，要能有定，首先必徒静字著手。静而明、明而辨'
辨别清'清别不惑也。

Nian (念) is the thought that lingers in your mind and that you cannot dismiss. 
For example, when you have an idea, it is a thought. However, if this idea continues 
to disturb your emotion, then it is a Nian. "Nian Tou" (念踊) means the initiation 
of the Nian, that is the beginning of a new thought. 

In order to stop the initiation of a new thought, fìrst you must be calm both 
physically and mentally. When this happens, a peaceful mind will be generated. 
Only if you have a peaceful mind can the Yi be clear, concentrated, and strong. Nat
urally, with this clear Yi, you will not be confused. 

After reaching the goal 0/ reguμting the Xin, (you) should regi仰te the concen
tration of the 刀.. When the yi 打 concentrated， the Qi can be led and be used吧庐，
ciently. However, when (you) have reached a stage 0/ r，ψμting withoωr伊
lating, then the Yi is not in the leading 0/ the Qi but in the spirit. For instance, 
if (you) wish ω lead the Qi to thepalm, the spirit is on the opponent. When the 
Yi is strong, the Qj will be abundant and circulate smoothly and naturally. Tai
jiquan ancestors said: "刀 is on the 伊irit and not on the Qi. 扩on the Qi, then 
the Qi is stagnant. " This is what it means. 

在心拥之後'即言周意之事。意事别氛能引而海我所用。
然而在造入拥而不言周之境地峙'意不再在引氛，而在精
神。比如'欲引氛至掌，精神在散，意强氛旺'氛行自
如。太植拳先哲云: 电意在精神'不在氛'在氛则
滞。 F 此即意也。

In order to increase the concentration of the Yi, you must fìrst regulate the Xin. 
After the Xin is regulated, you learn how to concentrate your Yi to a higher level. 
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After you have reached a stage of using your Yi to lead the Qi without any effort, 
then you should practice raising up the spirit. In Taijiquan, in order to lead the Qi 
strongly to support the physical manifestatio凡 the spi出 of fighting must be high. 
That means the sense of enemy is high and you are in a highly alert and aware state. 

2. Thesis of Monkey Xin and Horse Yi 心猿意局输

W加t is Xin? It belongs ω Yan多 easily active and excited. It 打 emotional hard 
to keep stea.吵~ easily impatient and impetuous, and cannot be calm and settled. 
w为at is Yi? It belo咆'S to Yin. It 打 qui，岔E叫't， set彷ûed， wise and 10咨Ig1C，ω'al patient, c，ω'alm， 
矿附Eωd吵吻~ a仰andno删ot c，ω'on侨伽卢向:sed
t伪he η isl.占i走肚eah加ors，抵tι} 刀"Thi打smean彻s t，伪ha矶t， t.劝hougha monkσ 1S川small and weak phy.庐's
iωCω'all炒拟~ t.劝he level of its impatience and unsteadiness can make a person scared 
Convers，吵~ though a horse 打饨 andpowe功1physically， 扛 can be calm. Both 
X切 and Yi and used 高y a person. What does Xi扣monkey and}亏二horse mean? It 
means: ω use the Yi-horse to control the Xin-mon是'ry. For example, when (you) 
are driving (yo叫 car and encounter a b结唏c jam. {You} ωit and ωit. 
After a while, the Xin gradually becomes unstea吵~followed 炒 impatience， and 

nally you lose your temper. This 力 ωωd句， the Xín-monkry. At this t.in毗 the
Yi-horse will take over and ask the X仇: "Will the unstea，吵 and impat.ient X切
的ble to solve the problem of the big tra"庐c jam?" The answer is obvtous. It can
not. Then the }亏;-horse advíses and s，哼rs:γthis ís the casι then 叫y do (you) 
become unstea，吵 and ímpatienι whích is hal巧卢fω your health? 附ry don 't 
(you) listen ω the musíc j子'om the radío ω remove the a阳作σ ofthe刀n?Alter
natí叫~ (you) could just calm down (your) Xin and reguμte (yo叫 breathíng
Jor Qigong practice. "仍ou do so), before you even realíze it, the tra"庐cjam wíll 
diss伊te. This is only an example of using the Yi-horse to subdue the Xín-mon
kry. 

心者，畴也'易勤也'易舆营也，戚情也'要住定也'易
浮躁也'不静也'不沉著也。意者，除也'静也'沉著
也'理智也'不浮躁也'安宰也'定也'不昏迷也。古
云: 电心猿也，意局也。 9 此意猿雄幢小力弱'然其浮
躁不宰之能耐却是大而可畏。反之'局雄幢大力强'却
能心静意宰的海人所使。心猿意局者，以意局克心猿也。
比如在阅阜峙遇到大阻塞。等而等之'心渐葬宰，接而
浮躁，火氯上涨。此心猿之作怪也。此峙，意局接造'
反间之'心浮氛躁可去塞阜之困援乎?回答甚海明额。
不能。意局解之:如走'海何身心烦躁以才真身心之健康
欺?何不稳果、音祟以解心愁'或静心拥息妹妹氛功。在
不知不凳中，塞阜解之。此意局克心猿之一例也。

In order to use a calm and concentrated mind to lead the Qi, you must first learn 
how to regulate your emotional mind. However, this is not an easy task. In Qigong 
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practice, the emotional mind remains the main obstacle to progress. When you prac
tice, you must be patient and proceed step by step to deal with the problem. That is 
why the fìrst stage of meditation is called "selιrecognition" (Zi Shi，自端). In this 
stage of meditation, the mask on your face drops off and you must face your true 
self. When this happens, the emotional mind becomes very active. 

The second stage of regulating is called "self二awareness" (Zi Jue，自凳). In this 
stage, you begin to understand the problem of emotional bondage. The third stage 
is "self-awakening" (Zi Xing, Zi Wu，自醒·自悟). In this stage, your rational mind 
has clearly derived an understanding of the emotional problem and is looking for a 
way of setting you free from the emotional bondage. The last stage is "丘eedom from 
emotional bondage" (Zi Tuo，自脱). These are the four stages of spiritual enlighten
ment in human life. Progressing through these stages will take a long time. The fìrst 
step in this practice is through meditation. 

During sitting meditation or practicing Ta扩iquan， the greatest challenge 打 to
subdue the Xi扣monkey. In order to subdue the Xi扣monkey， (you) must ~庐r it 
a banana. When (you) have a banana, the monkey can be led into the cage and 
be subdued 钞 the Yi-horse. What is 劝is banana? It is regulating the breathing. 
丹om reg;均ting 加 breathing， the Xin gradua吵 calms down. 丹om the Xin 's 

calmness, the Yi can then be peac功L From the peacefol .Yî, the Qj can be led 
伊'ciently. 丹0例m!.ωeadin咆Ig t，加b加e Qi 与伊庐cient.吵#如~ t.劝b打 achiel仰仰2t ω仰n b加e ri仰-eached
Fr均'om t，劝hi认S儿~ (仰y严'ouωj ω n s，附'ee t，肋he dc珩r伊 r厅-e!.μ'1t仰j切ons.劝hil伊tJ b加切etwen宫 X切 and b衍reat.劝thiμμtn咆~. 协
will discuss this topic in the next article. 

静坐'楝太植拳峙，最要住是克心猿。梅克心猿，必借香
蕉。借有香蕉'心猿可引入稳中'遂j马意所克。香蕉者'
拥息也。由拥息而心静，由心静而意宰'由意宰别氛引'
由氛引而功成。由是可知，心息之深切阔像。下篇捋辜
题输之。

During meditation, if the emotional mind continues to bother you, then you 
should pay attention to your breathing. Breathing is the banana. It is a treat for the 
body, and its way to calm down the emotional monkey mind. We will discuss more 
of this subject next. 

3. Thesis ofMutua1 Dependence ofEmotiona1 Mind and Breathing 心息相依揄

What 力 regu!.'1ting the X切 β.e. ， emotional mind)? It means ωωe the Yi (i.e. , 
rational mind) to regulate the X仇 Xin belongs ω Ytmg and is active while η 
belongs to Yin and is calm. ，彩'hen using the Yi ω reguL垣te the X仇， breathing is 
the key. ，罗万en the 刀 pays attention to the breathing, then Xin can calm. Vege-
tarian Guest Requests About Listening to the Xin said' "The Xin has been 
attaching to the 。再jects flr a long time. Once it is s，φarated from (these 0自jects)，
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itω1not be in句endent. The咱re， (y叫仰们tse the Gong/ù 0/吨ulating the 
breathing to leash this椒;伽 the Xin and the breathing will m仰tally depend 
on each other. When (you) regulate, it does not mean ω use (only) 刀. It means 
only to keep the mind on the inha/'垣tion and exhalation. Once the Xin is parted 
from the 0句ect and moves independ切吵1， then reg均ting the breathing is no 
longer necessaψ Only keep the breathing s拼 as it is there and as ifit is not there. 
4卢er a long time 付practice)， it will become natural and you will become skill
乒d." From th力。ou) can see that the key to regulating the Xin is in regulating 
the breathing. 

拥心者，以意拥心也。心者，畴也'勤也。意者，险也'
静也。以意拥心'其裹在於息。意注於息，别心能静。
〈果、心藉客罔) :电心依著事物已久，一旦雄境'不能
自立。所以用拥息功夫，拴东此心'便心息相依。拥字
亦不是用意，只是一呼一吸东念耳。至心静境'则主在人
集我'更集息可捐'只棉棉若存'久之'自然她熟。 F
由此可知，拥心之寂在於铜息。

The regulation of the emotional mind-bringing it into a calm, peaceful, and 
harmonious state-depends on the role your Yi (意) (iιrational mind) plays in the 
regulating process. If you can keep your Yi on your breathing, then gradually and 
slowly, you can calm down the Xin (心) (i.e. , emotional mind). This is the reason 
that breathing is considered to be a strategy in Qigong practice. When breathing 
appropriately and correctly, you can calm down the Xin and strengthen the Yi and 
Shen (神) (i.e. , spirit). Under this condition, the Qi can be led as smoothly and 
freely as you wish. 

The method 0/ regulating the Xin can be described as "协e eyes observe the nose 
and the nose observes the Xin. " "The eves observe the nωe" does not mean liter
ally ω use the eyes ω look at the tip 0/ t为enωι but to keep the 伊irit 0/ the eyes 
looking internally (i.e. , eyes'电htconde阳ed inward) and the Yi p句ling attention 
ω the breathing. When the eyes are not loo是ing outward, then the η can Joc阳
on the internal vision. Consequen吵1， the spirit and the 刀 can be condensed 
"Using the nose to observe the Xin" means the meeting 0/ the breathing and the 
X切 (i.e. ， harmonize and coordinate with each othe以 which卢nat.如 leads to a 
stage 0/ using the 刀 to govern the Xi九 the stage where Xin and breathing mu阳F
ally depend on each other. The key ω this practice is presented at the beginning 
0/劝e regulating-pay more attention to the inha/'茸tion and allow the exha/'理
tion to be natural. This means keψing the Yi on the inhalation, which will 
allow the Guardian Qi to condense inward, the heartbeat to slow dou吼 and the 
bo吵 temperature to decrease. 隅。1 (y叫 have咿μted the breathing until 鸣'
ulating is unnecessa纱1， then the breathing will be deep and pro.，而und TheCom
plete Book of Principal Contents of Human Life and Temperament said' "If 
(0时 can reach the stage 0/ deep breathing as a truthjùl man (iι those who 
have reached the Dao), then the Xin and the breathing will mutua今功pend on 
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each other. When the breathing is regulated, then the Xin will be calm. " In foct, 
mutual dependence 01 the Xi1'l and the breathing is the key method 01 calmÍ1留
the boa如 and human nature. It is the beginning 01伊iritual cultivation in self 
recognition, selfaωreness， selfcomprehension, selfaω如仰~， andse仰-eedom
所'Om spiritual bondage) 

拥心之法在於"眼藏鼻，鼻藏心"。眼模鼻者'非眼之
注视鼻端之藏也。而是眼神内视'意藏注鼻息。眼不外
薇'则移意於内祝'神意可收敛。鼻现心者'以息舍心'
而造至由意，驭心之心息相依之境。其窥在於初拥之峙'
以吸氛海重'呼氯任其自然。此即意在於吸'使街氛内
敛，心跳减、缝'嘘温下降。啻拥至不拥而自拥之境地峙'
别其息也深矣。《性命圭旨金害·垫藏氛穴'4L妙踌
根)咱合真人深深之息，则心息相依'息铜心静。 F
心息相依是静身静性之法'是修行自裁、自凳、自悟、
自醒、自脱之初步。

When you bring your mind from outside of your body to inside your body, it is 
called "Nei Shi" (内祝) and means "internal vision." That means paying attention 
to the internal feeling of the body. The deeper and more sensitive this feeling, the 
more you can sense the connection between your mind and your body. Feeling is the 
language between your mind and body. The more you can understand this language, 
the better your mind can communicate with your bod严 Naturally， it will take you a 
lot of practice and experience to reach a profound level of feeling. That is why this 
internal feeling training is called "Gongfu of Internal Vision" (Nei Shi Gong缸，
内祝功夫) . 

4. Thesis of Comprehending the Human Nature through Taijiquan 
太植拳悟性篇
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What is a person 's or.告inal na阳re (i.e. , temperament)? At the beginning, in 
birth, it is natural pure, innocent， 阳物1， and is the Dao. After birth, bωw 
01 the influence and edtωtion 01 the environmenι (your) original human 
nature is gradually concealed. -4卢er a long time, you have forgotten your origi
nal human na阳re. What is Taijiquan? It is a Daoist martial Qigong. Its ulti
mate goal is ω keep apart from laymen society， ω awaken the human (original) 
nature, and卢nally beco附 divi肥 Ifa human wishes ω reach this stage, (helshυ 
must卢rst re阳rn (hislheθ na阳re back to its pre-birth state; then (helshe) can 
return (himse伊'herse在)from the η;n and láng states to the unified 阳。;i state 01 
heaven and human. If(one) wishes to re.阳rn (hislheυ human nature to this pre
birth state, (hels材 must see through ω the true foce 01 the po炉birth human 
nature, and keep in mind the clean (i.e. , pure) idea 01 standù警句part from 
worldly 句fJairs.
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人之本性者，人之初也'自然也，她也'天真也，真青
也'道也。人生之後'受王震境之戚染教育'本性才渐被
喋蔽，久之忘吾本性矣。太祖拳者，道家武牵素L功也。
其终的在脱离住凡俗而悟性成仙。人欲速此境界'必先返
先天之性，才能由晗畴太植返回羔植天人合一之地。欲
返此先天之性'必先看透本事之後天人性，而存出世之
浮念。

We can distinguish the mind into subconscious mind (Qian Yi Shi，滑意端)
and conscious mind (Cun Yi Shi，存意或). The subconscious mind can be classi
fied as Yin, which you were born with, while the conscious mind can be classified as 
Yang, which is generated from your education and social conditioning. Normally, 
when you are awake and your physical body is lively, the mind that governs the 
thinking and physical action is the conscious mind. However, the subconscious 
mind, which is originated from the deep feeling inside of your spiritual being, is 
truthful. Through feeling, the subconscious mind always directs you to a right path 
of truth. When your physical body is calm and the conscious mind ceases its activi
ti白， your subconscious mind awakens. This can happen when you are sleeping or in 
a deeply profound meditative state. When the subconscious mind is awakened, the 
mask on your face drops off and you face yourself. This is the first step in medita
tion, selιrecognition (Zi Shi，自端).

Practicing Ta扩iquan is the same as other Qigong practices: ftom reguL理ting the 
bo吵" breathing, mind, Qi, and spiriι it aims at the goal 01 eradicating the L理ry
men nature and returning to the original pre-birth nature, ftom Taijiquan prac
tice ω compreh加endin咆'gt.劝he meanin咆~gand the g.俨'oalofL句U拆忱♀Cf:. ~扩ft.劝heg.俨oal i.打s notaωs such, 
t劝hen it i.力's n附ea盯r门sz~ψ}
fω0仰0走μzn咆'g j乒vr the comprehension of your bo吵5 phy.此'al struc阳re and卢町tion
丹'om 份'eeping the bo吵~ loos，乙 I币~ and calm, (主ou) are searchingfor the higher 
level Gongfu of internal 山ion (i.e. , internal feeling). 

太极拳者，同乎其他氛功，亦於拥身、胡息、胡心、胡
氛、和拥神中去除凡性，而踌本性'由太拯之楝霄去键
舍人生之本意舆目的。如拌此，别霄太植之意短祝矣。
由铜身暗解本身物理之理舆作用，由霖、软、舆静而造
至高屠之内祝功夫。

Since Taijiquan originated in Daoist monasteries, its final goal is to get rid of emo
tional desires and bondages that are generated from the conscious mind; it aims to 

search for the truth of human nature. For example, the jealous, selfish love generated 
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from the conscious mind must be eliminated while the natural, giving love originat
mg 仕om true connection should be retained and understood. Only under conditions 
free from emotional bondage can one approach the truth of human nature. There
fore, the initial goal of practice is to understand the meaning of your life and search 
for the truth of your being. 

between heaven and human. 

由拥息而心静，由心静而意舍'由意舍而言截清'由裁清
而凳明，由竞明而性悟，由性悟而神醒，由神醒而通乎
神明，由通乎神明而求超脱'由超脱而臻天人合一之境
界。

This paragraph offers a cultivation process for spiritual enlightenment. First, reg
ulate your emotional mind (i .e., Xin) and make it calm down and reach a peaceful 
state. This will provide you with a clear rational mind (i.e. , Yi). From the clear ratio
nal thinking, you will see yourself without confusion, and your awareness of your 
spiritual being can be lucent. This willlead you to a stage of selιawakening. From 
spiritual selιawakening， you will be able to build up a connection with the natural 
spirit and fìnally reach the stage of unifìcation of heaven and human (Tian Ren He 
Yi，天人合一).
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About Regu1ating 出eQi
揄拥氛

1. Theory of Using 出e Yi to Lead the Qi 以意引氛输

Regulating the breathing means to regulate the breathing until it is smooth, 
abundant二 un~而仰， and卢'uid To reguμte it, the 刀 is the most important. 
When the 刀们trong， (the circulation ~ρ the Qj is strong. When the 刀 is peace
卢1， the Qi can be led smoothly. When the 刀 is calm, the Qi can be un~而rm，
smooth and卢'uid. Qi 打印oelectriciσ. Yi 打 the electromotive force (EM F) (i. e吁
electric potential diffirence). From Ohm 's l理w， we 切ow that: 

v= Ix R 

V =Electric Potential Difference 
I=Current 
R=Resistance 

From this, we can see that when the electromotive force 力 strong， the current will 
be abundant and when the electromotive force 力 weak， the current will also be 
乒'eble. In addition, when the resistance is hi纱， the current will be low, and when 
the resistance is low, the current will be high. Con叫uen吵"when the 刀 is stron多
the Qi is stron，乡 and 吵en the Yi 打 weak， the Qj is weak. When the bo吵 b
reμxed， the resistance is lozμ and the current is hi纱， and when the bo吵力 tense
and stiff the resistance is h~纱， and the current is low. 

拥氛者'拥氛之行j慎、沛、均、舆匀。其拥之'以意海
先。意强'氛沛。意宰'氯j慎。意平，氛均匀也。由今
之科牵上之睹解知，氛者'生化雹也。意者，生化雹流
之雹勤势(雹位差)也。由欧姆定律知:

V = Ix R 

V: 雹位差(雹勤势)

1: 雹流量

R: 雹阻
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由是可知，雹勤势强，雹量别沛;雹勤势弱，雹量别竭。
不但如此，雹阻高，雹量小;雹阻低'雹量大。因之'
意始，素L强;意弱，氛弱。身髓靠这软，雹阻低'雹流高。
身艘、编硬'雹阻高，雹流低。

The purposes of Qigong training are to increase the flow rate of the Qi's circu
lation (i.e., abundance of 1) and 过so to improve the quality (i.e., effìciency) of the 
Qi's manifestation. From the formula, you can see that in order to increase 1, you 
must increase V and also decrease R. In order to increase V, the Yi must be more con
centrated. In addition, in order to decrease R, the body must be relaxed and so丘.
This is the theory of Taijiquan: "relaxed physical movements with a concentrated 
mind." This is a way of "moving meditation." 

The way ofstrengthening the }亏打 through meditation training. The bo吵 reμx
es through trainù军 the postures. W在 Yu必a1气g said' "Tran伊ort Qi as though 
through -a pearl UJith a 'nine-curved ho/e,' not even the tiniest place won't -be 
reached " To reach the level of transporting Qj to everywhere as wished, the 
Gong，β ofYis internal vision must be high-and deep. On吵0 扩仙劝rηω仰n r.仰-ea
eve仰叫Fη仰3

b加r仔咿g俨伊-az
un叫t泸而rm仰11句9σla仰nd卢ρ'uidi.号σy 1切n Qi ci优r陀C仇tio勿on， the tran伊ortation of Qi must be s刀
and smooth. The key is in the un份rmityand卢'uidity of the breathin，乡 the bo吵t
rel即'ation and吵ness， the YiS peace and calmness, and the 伊iritS condensation 
and tψraising. The Song of the Spiritual Origin of the Great Dao sings: 
"Concentrate (yo叫 attention ω reach the Qjs s拼ness， the spirit ωII stay flr a 
long time. To and fro of劝e real breathi咆切11 a/so be na阳ral. " This is the Dao 
ofthe 仰伊'cation of the 伊irit (i.e. , Shen) and the Qi. 

意之强，由静坐、味之。身之柔柔软'由楝架得之。武禹襄
云:吨行氯如九曲珠'燕微不到。 F 渴求氛之集所不到'
意之内祝功夫必须高深。意之是所不到'才能导致氛之
集所不到。此功夫亦由静坐楝氛中得之。再者，渴求氛
之均匀，氛之行必须柔 j嚼。其要在於呼吸之均匀，在身
键之柔美柔，在意之宰静'在神之内聚舆上提。《大道重
源、歌》曰: 咱事氛致柔神久留'往来真息自悠悠。 F 此
是神氛相合之道也。

In order to increase the electric potential difference, you must fìrst know how to 

increase the concentration of your Yi. The best way to increase concentration is 
through still meditation training. In addition, in order to reduce the resistance of the 
body, you must know how to relax and be so丘 in your movements. When you are 
soft and rel阻ed， the Qi can flow smoothly without stagnation. In order to increase 
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the efficiency ofleading the Qi with the Yi, you must have a very sensitive inner feel
ing. The deeper the feeling, the more powerfully your mind can lead the Qi. 

In addition, when Qi is flowing in your body, it should flow smoothly and feel 
natura1, which a110ws you to relax continuousl严 which in turn makes the body more 
transparent to the Qi flow. It is known that when your breathing is smooth and cor
rect, the Qi's circulation can be smooth and natura1. When you can regulate your 
mind and Qi until they are harmoniously coordinated with each other, and are coor
dinated with correct breathing, the Qi can be led effectively and efficiently. This is 
one of the main goa1s in Taijiquan training. 

2. Secret of Sma11 Circulation 小周天拱

In the Small Heavenly Circulation (or simply called Small Circulation), the Qi circulates in the 
Conception and Governing ~知此 and吵en the cycle is completed, re-cyc如 again repeatedly. 伽
fact), this Small Circuμtion oc，ωrs natura炒 in everyone. The Conc.伊tion Ìt告'ssel is maÍ1吵 re.φon
sible for regulating the Qi in the six 刀n Primary Qi Channels (i.e. , Yin Jing) while the Govern

ing Vessel controls the six Yang Primary Qi Channels (i.e. , Yang]ing). It is known (j手'om Chinese 
medicine) that (through) these six Yin and six Yang, a total 0/ twelve primary channels, (the Qi 
circulates) 0创ward to reach the entire bo吵s extremities and inward ω communicate with the 
twelve internal organs and bowels. W记en the Q iS storage is abundant in the two Qi reservoirs

Conc，φtion and Governing 协'Ssels， then the Qi in the twelve Primary Qi Channels (i.ι ]ing) and 

their branches (i.e. , Luo) will also be abundant. If the Qis circulation in the twelve Primary Qi 
Channels and their branches is abuna切t and smooth, then the Guardian Qi (ì拓i Qi) can 

仰a?仙仰n纱1， the phy.时

小周天氛行者，氛行任、督雨睬，周而徨始之葫也。天
然之小周天循壤'人皆有之。任月底主揭六险经之氛，督
月底主管六畴控之氛。知六除六陈十二挫外通违全身肢髓，
内通违十二赚腑。任、督雨腺素L埔之存氛充沛'别十二
级舆其络支流之氯旺。如氯在十二短舆其络之连行强j慎'
别街氛充珉，身嘘强健'抗病力强。

Small Circulation (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周天) is a1so commonly called "Microcos
mic Meditation." There are two main purposes of Sma11 Circulation meditation 
training. The first one is to increase the quantity of the Qi flow in the Conception 
and Governing Vessels. Since these two vessels are the Qi reservoirs that regulate the 
twelve primary Qi channels, when the Qi's circulation in these two vessels has 
reached an abundant level, the Qi circulation in the twelve primary Qi channels will 
a1so reach a higher level. When this happens, the physica1 body, including the inter
na1 organs, will grow to reflect the new energy situation. Consequently, the physica1 
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body becomes stronger and stronger. This means the fìrst purpose is to increase the 
quantity of Qi. 

The second purpose is to improve the smoothness of the Qi's flow, or to improve 
the effìciency or quality of the Qi's usage. To reach this goal, the mind must be 
strong and concentrated. In order to improve the quality of this Qi circulation, fìrst 
you must widen the Qi channels in these two vessels. There are three gates in the 
path of the Small Circulation that could affect the smooth Qi circulation when you 
are aged. Therefore, to widen these three gates is crucial to the training. The process 
of widening these three gates is called "to unobstruct the three gates" (Tong San 
Guan，通三阔) in Small Circulation meditation practice (Figure 27). 

Furthermore, we know that through the twelve primary Qi channels, the Qi can 
reach the entire body including the extremities. Therefore, when the Qi is abundant 
and circu1ating in these two vessels and the twelve primary Qi channels, the level of 
Qi in the entire body can be raised up to a strong level. When this happens, the 
physical body can be conditioned 丘om weak. to strong and the Guardian Qi (市电i

Qi，街轧) can be enhanced. Consequently;二 the function of the body's immune sys
tem will be healthy. 
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In the natural Qi circulation, the majority 0/ Qi circ仰的 in the twelve Prin阶
吵 Qj Channels during the daytime and reaches the entire physical bo吵~ At 劝h
time, the exhalation is longer than the inha印"Íon， the internal Qj is led outward 
through the twelve Prinω， Qi Channels, the bo吵 temperaωre rises, the heart 
rate increases. However, during sleep, inhalation is longer than exhalation, the 
internal Qi 打 led inward ω Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai) (i.e. ， 伊inal cord) 
斤'om the twelve Primary Qi Channeι the body tempera阳re decre，忍res， and the 
heart rate slows down. 1古e Qi is led to the Thrusting v告'Ssel at the top it reach
es the Baihui (i.e. , crown) and at the bottom it reaches the Huiyin (i.e. , per
ineum). Consequen吵~ the pineal gland, pituitary gland, adrenals, panc，.eas， 的
ticles, and ovaries receive the nourishment 0/ the abundant Qi and produce hor
mones. What are hormones? They are related to the Original Essence and are the 
ω仰 0/劝e bo吵s biochemical reactions. 隅。2 the content 0/ hormones 打
b妙" then the bo吵s vital force is 脚ng. ，附罗励恪加切en t.加b加rωn仰化nto/μb加or仰m仰臼打/肌蚓
t加b加eb加od吵}忻s bμ伪i勿ochem优iωCω'al r，仰-eaυctions ωllb加es邱tagtω
b加e weak走. From t.劝he ab加ove， it 打 k1切nown t，劝hat no旷rmη2ally t，劝he Qj t.劝hat is cir，陀"CuLμ'lting
strong纱lyi切n t.加b加e twel, 
}局匀切n咆Ig. The Yang phy.巾-al bo吵 i 
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Figure 27. IIlustration of Meditation from Tang Dynasty (618θ07 A叫
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天然氛之道行'白天氯注在十二短，而通违全身。此峙
之鼻息呼最於吸'内氛由十二短外引'幢温上升'心服在
跳勤加强。然晚罔睡眠之峙，鼻息吸丧於呼'内氛由十
二短问引至街睬，罐温下降'心服跳勤减援。由於氛之
注於街睬'上这百舍下通舍除'松呆腺、脑下腺、臂上
腺、月亮腺、卵巢或幸丸受旺氛之滋捕而崖生贺雨蒙。贺
踊蒙者，阔乎元精也'乃身键身化反庭之催化割也。贺
雨蒙之含量高'别生命力强。贺踊蒙弱'别身嘘之生化
反庵慢'新睐代甜之械能弱。由是可知'一般身髓之氛
势乃海白天主任督雨月底舆十二短海畴， ~毒嘘勤而除神怠。
晚上主街服海险，踌幢静而除神勤。

Normally, when you are awake, your exhalation is longer than your inhalation. 
When you sleep, your inhalation is longer than your exhalation. Therefore, in the 
daytime, the Guardian Qi expands outward, the body temperature rises, and the 
heartbeat is faster. While you sleep, the Guardian Qi is condensed inward and weak
ened, the body temperature decreases, and the heartbeat is slower. In addition, dur
ing the daytime, as a result of physical activities, the Qi circulates strongly in the 
Conception and Governing Vessels (i.e. , fire path) (Huo Lu，火路) and is therefore 
distributed to the twelve Primary Qi Channels. In the nighttime, the physical body 
is relaxed and the major Qi f10w is condensed inward, heavily circulating in the 
Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街月底) (i.e. , spinal cord) (i .e., water path) (Shui Lu, 
水路) (Figure 28). When this happens, all the glands on the path of the Thrusting 
Vessel produce hormones. Since hormones are considered to be catalysts in the 
body's biochemical reactions for metabolism, when the hormone levels are high and 
adequately produced, the aging process can be slowed down. 

From this, you can see that during the daytime, your physical body is active and is 
classified as Yang while during the nighttime, your physical body is resting while your 
spiritual body is awakened and is classified as Yin. Due to the nourishment of Qi to 

the brain in the nighttime, brain cells are nourished and activated, and dreams occur. 
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Small Circulation is again divided into 刀nand 局ng. The Conception 防"Ssel 力
η;n while the Governing l-毛'ssel is Yang. During the daytime, the Qi is focusing 
on the circulation in the Conception Vessel which thenφre harmonizes the 
external Qi 's Yang. During nighttime, the Qi is focusi咆 on the circulation in the 
Governing 防'ssel which 打 ther.φre balanced with the external Qi 's Yin. From 
this, it is understood that the natural Qi circulation in Small Circulation 打伤
follows: Zi (i.e. , midnight) the major Qi卢ow is on the Baihui and reaches the 
H叼in through the Thrusting 协'ssel. Chen (i.e. , dawn) is on the pa仰向f劝r
mouth) where 元 is to match the exchange ofthe external Yin and Yang. Wu (i.e. , 
noon) is on Jiuwei (i.e. , lower section ofsternum). Jiuwei is known as Xinkan 
cavity in martial socie与y and is called Middle Dan Tian, the Qi storage place of 
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Fire Path 

Upper Dan Tian 

Water Path 

Middle Dan Tian 
(Solar Plexus) 

Lower Dan Tian 

￥f 
一飞玉~HUiYin (CO" 1) 

Figure 28. The Water and Fire Paths of Qi Circulation 

the post-heaven Qj. At noon time, the major Qi卢ow is here and the Yang bo吵
(i.e. , physical body) is at its extreme 拍ng. Normally, an ~斤"ernoon nap ωn calm 
this down. Qju(i.e. , dusk) is on the Huiyin which 打 again to match the αte严
nal Qi's 刀n and Yang exchange. During the n告以 the Qi ascends upward from 
the H.叼in and reaches the Baihui again during midnight and the1i份re com
ple的 a cycle 0/ circu印IOn.

在小周天之连行中，除踢再分。任版局除'督月底竭畴。
白天氯主行於任服以拥合外氛之畴。晚上氛主行於督月底
以平衡外氛之险。如是可知，天然小周天之连行竭'子
日守在百舍'由街月底通违舍障。辰峙在上窃以配合外氛之
晗踢封捐。午日守在喝尾。喝尾乃武牵上之心坎穴也'是
中丹田後天氛紧氛之所。午峙'氛注於此，畴嘘楼熟越
太畴。午睡可平此畴。西峙在舍除以配合外氛之陈除封
捐。晚罔氯由舍除上行'子咛再由百舍始而完成一周天
之行。
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Usually, there are four timings that provide you with the information on how the 
natural Qi Small Circulation is occurring. These four timings are: midnight (Zi Shi, 
子峙) on the Baihui (Gv-20，百舍)， sun rise (Chen Shi，辰咛) on the mouth area 
(i.e. , palate) (Shang E，上葫)， noon (Wu Shi，午咛) on the Jiuwei (Co-15，喝尾)，
and sun set (Qiu Shi，酋畸) on the Huiyin (Co-l ，舍除) (Figure 29). You may notice 
that all three gates are located on the Governing Vessel. In addition, it takes only 
about six hours from Huiyin to the Baihui, six hours 仕om the Baihui to the mou出，
six hours from the mouth to Jiuwei, and six hours from Jiuwei to Huiyin. 

However, in order ω have abundant Qj sωrage and smooth circulation 向 the
Conc伊tion and Governing 防'ssels}， those who practice Nei Dan {i.e. , internal 
elixiθ Qigong must practice the Goψ ofSmall Circulation meditation. From 
the abdomen-elixir卢rnace {i.e，叮 Dan Lu} startingfire {i.e. , producing Qj or 
elixir} to reach the abundant level of Qi. From the 刀s leading ω lead the Qis 
smooth circulation. From this to accomp占:sh the e.L声'cacy of Small Circulation 
practice. However, those who practice {Small Circulation} must know that it was 
q卢en heard in ancient times that many who practiced Small Circulation encoun
tered problems from going into the 卢厅。.e吁 Zou Huo} and encountering the 
devil {i.e叶 Ru Mo}. They became disabled or even lost their lives. The reason is 
the 硝fficulty ofpassing the Qj through the Three Gates {i.e. , San Guan}. W加t
are the Three Gates? They are ，脱ilu 仰 Changqiang cavi例，}句信仰 Lingtai
ω酬， and Yuzhen {or Naohu cavity}. Ther.彷re， those who practice Small Cir
c吵tion meditation must 仰rn it from a good and e.甲的enced teacher. Make 
sure not ω practice 炒 yourself， it could result in sickness. Be cautious! Be cau
tiou川n order to be sa斤" (1) will discuss this practice in detail in a j仇re book. 

然妹内丹氛功者，渴求氯月底之氯沛舆行j慎'而霄小周天
静坐之功。由小腹丹墟之火起以求氛月底之沛然，由意之
等以引氛之行。由此，可这小周天之效。然霄者须知，
古咛霄小周天者，数阔走火入魔之病'而生残疾甚而丧
命。其因在於三脯之困，莫在以通之。三阔者'尾阔(丧
强穴)、失脊(重叠穴) ，舆玉枕(脂户穴)也。因之'
霄小周天者，必徒有经段之良间牵之。切不可妄自海之
以竭病害。慎之!慎之!海求安全'以後膊事害言才输之。

In order to increase the quantity of the Qi and bring it to an abundant level, you 
must know where to produce the extra Qi. The lower abdominal area, the location 
of the Lower Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian，下丹田) (i .e. , lower elixir fìeld) , known 剖
Qihai (Co毡，氯海) by Chinese medical society, and also known as Dan Lu (丹墟)
(i .e. , elixir furnace) is actually the place where the Qi can be produced. Through the 
abdomen's up and down exercises in abdominal breathing, the food essence stored as 
fat can be converted into Qi through biochemical reactions. In addition, the glands 
such as the adrenals, pancreas, and testicles (or ovaries) will produce hormones (i .e. , 
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Figure 29. Zi-Wu Major Qi Flow in Small Circulation 

original essence) (Yuan Ji吨，元精) that expedite the biochemical reactions in the 
body. 

When the Qi's storage has reached an adequate level, then you concentrate to 
lead the Qi to circulate, and this will provide you with higher quality Qi circulation 
and manifestation of it into physical strength. However, you must understand one 
important thing. When you learn Small Circulation meditation, in order to avoid 
dangers, in addition to knowing the theory thoroughly, you also need an experienced 
teacher. There are three gates which can cause serious problems if you don't know 
how to handle them. These problems are called "wall王 into the fìre and enter the 
demon" (Zou Huo Ru Mo，走火入魔). "Walk into the fìre" means the Qi has 
entered into the wrong place and is causing problems, and "enter the demon" implies 
false, fantastical thought generated during the meditation that could lead to a seri
ous imagination problem. 
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The Three Gates (iιSan Guan，三阔) have different names originating from 
di能rent Qigong societies 仕om ancient times. The names Weilu (尾罔) (iιtail

bone) , Ji司i (失脊) (i.e. , squeeze the spine) , and Yuzhen (玉枕) (i.e. , jade pillow) were 
given by Daoist society. The same cavities were named Changqiang (Gv- l) (丧强)
(i .e., long strength) , Lingtai (Gv-10) (重叠) (i.e. , spirit's platform) , and Naohu (Gv-
17) (脂户) (i.e., brain's household) in acupuncture. For the same cavities or loca
tions, there are many other names given by martia1 artists, Buddhists, and scholarly 
societies. For example, the gate is ca11ed Jiaji by Daoists, is ca11ed Mingmen (命问)
(i.e. , life door) by martia1 artists, and Lingtai in Chinese medicine. The same name 
Mingmen (Gv-4) (命问) is used by medica1 society for the cavi可 that is located 
between L2 and L3 of the spine. 

3. Secret of Grand Circulation 大周天抉

Grand Circulatíon is the practice that can be started right ~卢er a person has 
passed through the "three gates" in Small Cinωlation meditation practice. Grand 
Circ仇tion can be class~斤ed inω: within selfbo吵s Grand Circ仇tion; Grand 
Circulation ofQjs exchange with the external world or with a partner (i.e. , dou
ble cultivation) βbωng Xiu}; and Grand Cir.ω印ion of the un泸cation of 
Heaven and human. Here, 1 will only discuss the se.俨bo吵s Grand Circulatíon 
that is related to the martial arts, such as Yongquan Breathing, Four Gates 
Breathing, and Five Gates Breathing. Other Grand Circulation practices, such 
as Qis exchange with the environment or heaven-human unification, will be 
与pecially discussed in a卢ture book. 

大周天者，在小周天之楝霄通了三朗之後，即可著手楝
霄大周夭。大周天者可分海己身之大周天'舆外界换氛
或舆他人斐修之大周天'和舆天人合一之大周天楝宵。
在此'吾僵局舆武牵上有阔之涝泉息'四心息'舆五心
息作锢苛输。其他舆外界换氛和天人合一之大周天楝霄，
膊事害输之。

There are many practices that can be defìned as "Grand Circulation" (i.e. , 
Macrocosmic Meditation) (Da Zhou Tian，大周天)， including the grand Qi circula
tion in your own body, the Qi mutua1 exchange between you and your partners 
(Shuang Xiu，建修) (i.e. , double cultivations) , and the murua1 Qi exchange between 
you and nature. The fìna1 goa1 of Qigong practice is to reuni命 human and nature. 

A. Yongquan Brea由mg 涝泉息
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In Yongquan breathing, in coordination with Real Dan Tian breathing, (you) 
use the 刀切 lead the Qj from the Real Dan Tian ω the Yongquan ωvity. There 
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it communicates with external Qi. External Qj enters through the 拍ngquan
cavi片y and the }í leads it back to the Real Dan 刀'an. This is what Zhuang Zi 
called: "sole breathi咆:" Zhuang Zi said' "Normal people's breathing uses the 
throat while truthful persons' breathing uses the sole. " Truthful persons imply 
those Dao searchers who have trained the Qj and have reached a profound stage 
0/仰iritual) purity and truth. In order to practice Yongquan breathing, (you) 
must卢刚 zmderstdnd tbrhq54EmbF:yonic Brrdtbing.Undry-tbr coniumn qf 
5忻 and slender breathing, use the }亏; to lead the Qj to the soles and then return 
it back (to the Real Dan Tian). Han Xu Zu said' "What is sole breathing? It 
means continuous without bro的， s拼 and slender ω it is existing. "丹om 劝仇
。ou} can see thaι with the prior condition 0/ a pr价und level 0/ reg.仇ting the 
breathing, Yi is thefoundation 0/ success in Yongquan br，ωhi咯 When Yi is 
stro咯 the Qj 力 sufficient a仇

涝泉息者'即是在配合真丹田呼吸下'以意引氛由真丹
田至涝泉穴舆外氛相通'再由涝泉穴由外纳氛意引踌返
真丹田之靖也。此亦即落子所言野之踵息矣。其主子曰: 咱常
人之息以喉，真人之息以踵。 F 真人者，寻道摸责楝氛
至深之人。渴求涝泉之息'必先懂胎息之裹，在锦棉呼
吸中，以意引氛来回足踵也者。涵虚祖曰:咱踵也者，
相接不断'锦绵若存也。 F 由此可知，在深度的拥息前
题下'意海涝泉息之本。意强，氛厚'意弱'轧薄。

The Yongquan (K- l) (涌泉) (i.e. , gushing spring) cavity belongs to the Kidney 
Primary Channel (Figure 30). Like the Laogong (P-8) (劳宫) (i.e. , labor's palace) 
cavity at the center of the palm, the two Yongquan cavities on the bottom of the two 
soles are two major Qi gates that regulate the body's Qi condition. In addition, these 
two gates also build up a fìrm foundation for rooting. In Taijiquan, in order to build 
up a fìrm root, not only must you have high sensitivity in the connection of your 
soles to the ground, you must also be able to use your mind to lead the Qi down
ward beyond the soles and into the ground. It is like a tree growing its root. In order 
to make this happen, you must practice Yongquan breathing for a long time. This 
will allow your root to grow deeper and gradually, the Qi can also reach deeper as 
well. Yongquan breathing is not only good in establishing a fìrm root for martial arts, 
but it is also benefìcial in maintaining health. 

Success depends on how strong and concentrated your Yi is. The stronger you 
can establish your imaginary target, the stronger the Qi will flow. However, even 
when the Yi is strong, the breathing must be so丘 and slender so the Qi's flow can be 
smooth and continuous. 

The practice o/Yongquan breathing can be done either lying down or standing. 
However, (you) must not cross (youθ legs. 扩the!.喀'S are crossed, the Qi will be 
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Co-4 

Co-3 

八
岁1
Figure 30. The Kidney Channel of Fo。卜Lesser Yin 

5吨nant at the Kua area (i.e. , area around h争 joints). When (you) practice 
while lying down， 卢rst， inhale deeply and lead ihe Qi into the Real Dan Tian, 
and then so斤ly and slot吵 exhale while at the same time using (youυηω 仰d
the Qj alO1军 the legs to reach the Yongquan cavities and then out. The mind is 
阳'ed in the same叫as (you吵'et ωpush outward. ，胁。1 the exhalation is near 
the end, inhale and at the same time use (youθ 刀切 lead the external Qj from 
outside inward through the Yongquan cavi，σ and alo咆 thelψ returning to the 
Real Dan Tian. The phenomenon 0/ succes.功1 (Yongquan breathing) is that 
(you)乒elli，如 the Yongquan cavities are also breathing. R，φeat the practice. The 
more (you) practice, the stronger the Qi's卢'ow will be. 
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Figure 31 . Yongquan Br四thing (Lying Down) 

涝泉息之楝霄'可平躺或站立'然却不可盘腿。盘腿'
别氛滞於跨部也。平躺楝霄峙，先吸氯纳入真丹田，再
绵棉、镀援的呼氛，同峙以意引氛沿腿至涝泉而出。其意
如以足推出然。待呼至将室之咛，即吸氛单同峙以意由
涝泉纳入外氛，沿腿回踌入真丹田。其功成之象如涝泉
亦在呼吸然。反覆而行'愈妹'氛行愈强也。

When you practice Yongquan breathing, you may either lie down or stand up. 
When you practice while lying down, the soles are more relaxed and the Qi can exit 
and enter more easil严 The trick to leading the Qi to the soles and beyond is to imag
ine the feet pushing out without actual physical action (Figure 31). This should be 
done with the exhalation. When you intend to lead the external Qi in through the 
Yongquan, you agairi use your mind to lead the Qi, along the legs, to the Real Dan 
Tian. After you have practiced for a period of time, you will feel that the Qi's enter
ing and exiting through the Yongquan is just like the breathing of the nose. The 
more you practice, the more natural and the stronger the Qi's flow will be. 

Standing Yongquan breathing practice 力 commonly used as a rooting training 
method in martial arts. The method 01 this practice is a 占ttle 码fferentfrom that 
used in the lying do仰 practice. The difJerence is that the exhalation is longer 
than the inha印ion-Edcb timrOouj rxdh， you5qudtdbwns占b吵 and at the 
same time you use the 刃 to lead the Qi to the bottom 01 the feet and under
neath. Each time (you) exhale, the句th is de，φer one more inch. When (you) 
inhale, let it be natural and don 't let the Yi lead the Qi back to the Real Dan 
Tian. If (you) do so, the root will be returning to its shallow pL理ce. At the begin
ning 01 practice, (you) should stand on the ground After a long time, stand on 
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horizonta!.如 positioned bricks and use the 刀 to lead the Qj down to the bottom 
0/ the bricks. If (youυ Yi and Qi ωn reach the bottom 0/ the bricks, then stand 
on vertical bricks. Practice flllowing the same method. 扩 (you) can stand on 
two or three bricks stacked vertically and the Yi and the Qi are still able to reach 
the bottom 0/ the bricks, then your root is de伊.A斤er the bricks are removed, 
the Yi and the Qj can reach three j圣'et under (your) j去et. It is like 伽卢rm root 
o/a 饨的e.

站立之涝泉息'一般均武攀上妹絮根之法。其妹霄方法、
原理舆平躺者燕真。其不同庭在於呼最於吸，盖於每呼
峙，身嘘向下微蹲同峙以意引氛至足底下深庭，每呼一
衣，根深一寸。吸峙任其自然'意却不引氛返踌真丹田。
如是，则根返回浅地矣。初霄峙，站立地上。久之'站
立平碑上'盖以意引氛至啤底。在意氛能这啤底後'即
站立在立碑上'依法楝霄。如能站立在二、三立碑上'
意氛仍能通违碍底，别根深矣。在去啤畴，意氯可违脚
底三尺'如大街之萦根然。

Standing Yongquan breathing is commonly used to establish a fìrm root in mar
tia1 arts training. The main difference in this training is that the exhalation is longer 
than the inha1ation. This means that fìrst you inha1e deeply and then you exha1e 
slowly and fìnely while using your mind to lead the Qi to the Yongquan cavi可 and
beyond. The key to establishing a strong Yi is squatting down while imagining you 
are pushing your feet downward into the ground. When your exhalation is longer 
than your inha1ation, it does not mean you release more carbon dioxide out and take 
in less oxygen. The difference is that the flow rates are different. When you exha1e 
slower and longer, your mind is more ca1m and your concentration is stronger. Nat
ura11y, the flow rate of the exhalation is less than that of the inhalation. 

You should fìrst practice on the ground. Mter you can feel the Qi deeper than 
your feet, you should stand on bricks and train with the same methods (Figure 32). 
If you can stand on two or three vertica11y stacked up bricks and can lead the Qi to 

the bottom of the lowest bricks, then your Yi is strong and the Qi can reach deep 
underneath your feet. If you can reach this level, once you remove all of the bricks 
and stand on the ground, your root will be at least three feet under your soles. 

B. Four Gates Breathing 四心息
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Four Gates Breathing is the practice in which }切'gquan Breathing and Laogong 
Breathing are carried out at the same time. The Yongquan cavities are the main 
ga阳 0/ the soles' communicating with the external Qi while the Laogong cavi
ties are the 是ry gateωrys 0/ the palms' commUl可ation with external Qi. From 
the Real Dan Tian the Qi is led upward to the Laogong cavities and downward 
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Figure 32. Yongquon Breothing (On Bricks) 

to the }如气gquan cavities. One upward and one downward, the center is main
tained, and consequen吵 the Jin 's man拆'station has its root. From this, it is 
understood that Four Gates Breathing 扛 the secret of the jin 's man拆'station .

四心息者，涝泉息舆劳宫息盖行也。涝泉乃足底通外氛
之中心问户'劳宫谷F是手掌之通外氛之阔寂。由真丹田
氛引上行至劳宫'下行至涝泉'一上一下'持中也'勤
有根矣。由此可知，四心息乃勤楼之言夫矣。

In order to manifest Jin with a fìrm toot and balanced body二 you must learn how 
to keep your center fìrm. This is called "central equilibrium" (Zhong Ding，中定).
That means to keep your center at one point, and this point is your Real Dan Tian 
or your physical center of gravity. Ta扩iquan Classic said: "If there is a top, there is a 
bottom; if there is a front, there is a back; if there is a le丘， there is a right.川 1 This 
sentence clearly explains the condition of central equilibrium. In order to reach this 
central equilibrium, you must know Four Gates Breathing. From Four Gates Breath
ing, you can fìnd your cent皿 Only then can you use this center to direct your Jin 
with a fìrm root. 

Its practicÍ1穹 method is just 占ke the practice ofYongquan breathing, which can 
be done bot，乡。ing down or standing up. However, (you) must not practice with 
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the legs crossed 扩the legs are crossed, then the Qj will be s吨nant at the Kua 
area. !n lying down practice，卢刚 inhale and bring the Qi to the Real Dan 刀an，
then 功wly and s忻'ly exhale while at the same time using (yo叫刀切 lead the 
Qi (downward) along the legs ω the Yongquan cavities and out while a/so along 
the arms ω the Laogong cavities and 0低 The 刀 acts as 扩(you are) pushing the 
palms and soles out at the same time. ，罗万en the exhalation is near the end, then 
inhale and at the same time use the 盯 to lead the external Qi in through the 
岛ngquan and Laogong cavities, along the original path and re阳rn to the Real 
Dan 刀'an. Thej去'eling 0/ success 打 ω 扩劝e Yongqωn and Laogong cavities are 
a/so breathing. Practice repeatedly. The more (you) practice, the stronger the Qi 's 

flow will be. 

其妹霄之法如涝泉息然，可平躺或站立'然却不可盘腿。
盘腿'别氯J带於跨部也。平躺楝霄咛，先吸氛纳入真丹
田'再锦绵、缓缓的呼氛，同峙以意引氛沿腿至涌泉而出，
立在沿手臂至劳宫而出。其意如以掌、足同峙推出然。待
呼至腾室之峙，即吸氯立在同咛以意由涌泉、劳宫纳入外
氛，沿原路回踌入真丹田。其功成之象如涝泉、劳宫亦
在呼吸然。反覆而行'愈妹，氯行愈强也。

In lying down Four Gates Breathing practice, simply inhale deeply and then 
exhale slowly, fìnely, and softly while imagining you are pushing your palms and 
soles out without act叫 physical action (Figure 33). In this case, the Qi will be led 
naturally to the four gates. Success depends on your Yi and breathing. If you are 
doing this correctly, you will feel as if these four gates are also breathing with you. 
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Standing Four Gates Breathing is the method 0/ training internal]in in martial 
d旷附忧打• !ts 仰i切nz咋咆 m仰r吵t劝b加od is s功li￥μht吵# 码
j乒告切陀nc.αr 力 t的hatw吵b加en (youω) Í1功'ale旨" (you) are a/so leading the Qi upward along the 
伊mι !n addition to the natural Qi卢'ow which begins from the 盯njiao cavi与y
and passes through the Huiyin cavity (i.e. , Haidi, Sea Bottom) and then 
upward, (you) are also using (youυηω lead the Qj from the Real Dan 万an.
Qj exits through the Mingmen cavi与y and then moves tψward along the spinι 
thus combining with the natural Qi卢0似 This is the breathing 即ret ofse/f 
grand circulation. !n order to lead the Qj to exit the Mingmen cavity and moves 
叩ωrd (along the 伊ine)， (y叫 must 卢rst open the Mingmen cavi伊 This
method uses the immortal bone (i.e. , sacrum). ，罗协en the immortal bone is 
pushed backward slightly, the Mingmen caviσ 打 opened This bo吵 movement is 
the same as the bo吵 movement 0/ natural sighing. 
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Figure 33. Four-Gates Br四thing

站立之四心息'即武牵上楝内勤之法。其、味霄方法、原
理舆平躺者稍微不同。不同之庭'在吸氛咛引氛沿脊上
行。如此'除了自然之氯由除交沿舍除(海底)上行外，
盖以意引丹田氛由命问穴出而上行舆自然氛合。此是己
身大周天之裹挟也。海引氛出命问而上行'必先阔命问
穴。其法在於仙骨(尾椎骨)。仙骨微微後推'命问即
阔矣。其身勤猫如回莫息然。

When you are doing standing Four Gates Breathing, as in lying down Four 
Gates Breathing, you may simply imagine that you are pushing your feet and palms 
downward. In this case, the Yi of pushing will lead the Qi following the natural 
Small Circulation path from the Real Dan Tian, through Yinjiao (Co-7) (除交)，
Huiyin (Co- l) (舍除) (called Haidi，海底， by Daoists) , upward along the spine, 
Dazhui (Gv-14) (大椎) (or Shenzhu, Gv-12， 身柱) and then dividing into two 
flows into the arms (Figures 34-36). 

However, for martial artists, in order to enhance the Qi's circulation to the arms 
so that martial power (i.e., Jin，勤) can be manifested at a higher level, there is 
another flow of Qi led into the spine through the Mingmen (命问) (Gv-4) cavity 
(Figure 36). This is one of the paths in selιinternal Grand Circulation, and is used 
by Chinese martial artists. Taijiquan ancestor Wu, Yu-Xiang (武禹襄) said: "Power 
is emitted from the spine" (力由脊费) also, "(The mind) leads the Qi flowing back 
and forth, adhering to the back, then condensing into the spine. "1 2 AlI of this implies 
that leading the Qi upward through the spine is a w町 of storing the Jin. The key to 
Jin manifestation is Four Gates Breathing. 
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Therefore, when you practice selιinternal Grand Four Gates Circulation，自rst

inhale deeply and lead the Qi from the Real Dan Tian to exit out through the Yin
jiao (Co-7) (陪交)， downward passing the Huiyin (Co-l) (舍除) to complete the 
first half of the inhalation process. Then, open the Mingmen (Gv-4) (命问) cavi可
and lead extra Qi backward from Real Dan Tian through the Mingmen (Gv-4) 
(命问) to join the Qi led upward from the Huiyin (Co-l) (舍除). In the second half 
of the inhalation, lead the Qi from the Mingmen (Gv-4) (命问) upward to the 
Dazhui (Gv-14) (大椎) and Shenzhu (Gv-12) (身柱) cavity. 
Finall严 exhale and lead the Qi out to the palms while also leading the Qi downward 
to the soles to complete the Four Gates Breathing. 

C. Five Gates Brea也ing 五心息
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Five Gates Breathing means thaι 拼er {you hav，υ reguμted the Four Gates 
Breathing to the point that regulating is unnecessa切 then (you) add the所h gates 
breathing. The fir.叩0仰5必ssibl叫斤拗h g.俨'ate is t，伽b加eBai伪b归u以4
t劝heHu吵zy伊y纠in t，劝hr，仰'ol咆4缪'gh t，劝he Ch加01喀飞智g Mai (i.μ.e叶 1古r阳ustù咆气悠g \t协告5附'Sel). The Ch01气g Mai is 
what 打 called the 伊inal cord and is a highly electrica吵 conductive material. 
Th呻re， though the Baihui and the Huiyin are 10ωed in two 栩m叫laces，
their卢nctions are connected and act as one. The Huiyin is the most Yin place in 
the entire bo吵1， while the Baihui is the residence 0/ the 拍ng-Shen (i.e. , Ytmgφi俨
it) and is the most Yang pl理ce in the entire body. The Huiyin is the Yin meeting 
pl理ce 0/ the flur Yin vessels-Conception, Thrustin，多刀n Heel and Yin Linking 
l毛'ssels and is the key controlling俨te 0/ the entire bodys 刀nand局ng. To Qi prac
titioners, it is the secret gate flr切ding Qi. When the Huiyin is heldψward， the 
Huiyin gate is closed and the bo吵's Qi is condensed inward into the bone mar
rozι\ the 伊irit is converged and the Qi is gathered, the entire bo吵 turns Yin, and 
consequen吵1， the Jin is stored Conversely, when the Huiyin is pωhed ouι the 
Huiyin gate is opened, Qi 打 released from the flur Yin vessels, the 拍ng spirit is 
raised up, the entire bo吵 turns Yan乡 and consequent乡1， the Jin 力 emitted One 
5ωre and one em#二 this 打 the 是ey cycle 0/ the internal Jin's storing and emitting. 

五心息者，在四心息拥至不拥而自拥之境地峙'即加添
第五心之息。第五心者，百舍也。百舍由街月底相通於舍
险。街月底者，脊髓神经也'特高之雹辜幢也。因而百舍
舆舍民主雄於上下雨庭，其作用唯一己矣。舍除海除梅全
身最险之所'百舍J每隔离踢神颜踌之地，亦是全身最畴
之虞。舍除者，四除睬，任、街、险境、险、锥服交舍之
所'是全身除畴控制之阔'是楝素L者引氛之寂问。舍除
上提'舍除锁'氛内敛入骨髓'神凝氛泵'全身越险，
勤由之而蓄。反之'舍 l拿下推，舍陪同，氛由四 i拿月底外
放，陈神上提'全身越畴'勤由之而藉。一蓄一籍，此
海内勤蓄赞阔要之错。
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Shenque (Co-8) 
(Acupuncture) 
Duqi (Daoist) 

Yinqiao (Co-7) (Acupuncture) 

Hl呻in (Co-1) 
(Acupuncture) 
Haidi (Daoist) 

Figure 34. Course of the Conception Vessel (Ren Mai) 

Shenzhu (Gv-12) 
(Acupuncture) 

Baihui (Gv-20) 
(Acupunctωu陀
Tianlinggai (Daoi陆时s纣t付) 

Dazhui (Gv-14) 
(Acupuncture) 
Shangbei (Daoist) 

Suliao (Gv-25) 
(Acupuncture) 
Bi (Daoist) 

Lingtai (Acupuncture) 
Mingmen (Martial Arts 
Jiaji (Daoist) 

Chiangqiang (Gv-1 ) 
(Acupuncture) 
Weilu (Daoist) Huiyin (Co-1) 

(Acupuncture) 
Haidi (Daoist) 

Figure 35. Course of the Governing Vessel (Du Mai) 
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Dazhui (Gv-14) 
(Acupuncture) 
Shangbei (Daoist) 

shenzu (Gv-15) 
(Acupuncture) 
Shangbei (Daoist) 

Mingmen (Gv-4) 
(Acupuncture) 

Huiyin ((0-1 ) 
(Acupuncture) 
Haidi (Daoist) 

Figure 36. Martial Grand Qi (irculation 

Shenque ((0-8) 
(Acupuncture) 
Duqi (Daoist) 
Navel 

Yinjiao ((0-7) 
(Acupuncture) 

The Fi丘h Gate Breathing is the most important key to the Ji的 manifestation.

The Yi and the Qi of this gate are balanced with the other four gates, and when the 
Yi and Qi are strong in this gate, the Yi and Qi of the other four gates will also be 
strong. Naturally, the Jin's manifestation will be powerful. 

T he Baihui (Gv-20) (百舍) is the residence of the Shen, and the Huiyin (Co- l) 
(舍险) is the storage place of water. The Shen is Yang while water is Yin. That is why 
the Shen is commonly called Yang Shen (踌神) while the Huiyin (Co- l) (舍陪) is 
called Sea Bottom (Haidi，海底) (Figure 35). The Huiyin is the place that connects 
the Real Dan Tian and the four Yin vessels and thus stores 出εQi ， while the Shen is 
the place that governs the effec时eness of the Qi'.￥'s manifì阮fest阳[on. 1n fact these two 
cavities are the two poles of the body's cenrral energy through the spinal cord. When 
this cenrral energy is strong, the body's vital force is strong. Naturally, the Jin mani
fested wi ll be powerful and precise. 
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According to Chinese medicine, Huiyin means "Yin Meeting" and is the gate 
that controls the Qi's storage or release from the four Yin vessels. When the Huiyin 
is pushing our, the Qi in the four Yin vessels is released, and when this cavity is held 
upward, the Qi is preserved. This implies that when you store your Jin, you are hold
ing this cavi可 upward while inhaling and when you emit your Jin, you are pushing 
this cavity outward while exhaling. 

Wu， ì匀，刀'ang said: "(Throughout your) entire bo吵~ your mind is on the 年irit
o/Vitaliσ 仿;ng Shen), not on the Qi. (If concentrated) on the Qi, then stag
nant. " This is the反斤h gate breathing. 年irit (i.e. , Shen) 力 thema附ro/the Qi 's 
circulation. When the 伊irit is high, the Qj's circul垣tion 打 natural， strong, and 
smooth. ，罗汤en the spirit is low, then the Qi 力 stagnant， weak, and hard to cir
cul垣te. This 打 the secret key to ]in man泸station.

武禹襄云;电全身意在精神'不在氛'在氛别滞。 F 此
即意第五心之呼吸也。神梅氛行之主宰'神高，氯行自
然沛而喂'神低'氛滞弱而要住行。此J乌勃楼之言央装也。

When the entire body's concentration is on the spirit, the spirit can be high and 
the Qi can be led e岳ctively. However, if the Yi is on the Qi, then your mind is not 
ahead of the Qi and leading the Qi, and the Qi will be stagnant. This will cause the 
power to stagnate during expression. The key to leading the Qi efficiently is to devel
op a sense of enemy. This means that you have an imaginary opponent. When your 
mind is on your opponent, your Yi willlead the Qi there for Jin manifestation. The 
strength of your Qi depends on the strength of your Yi. However, the strength of your 
Yi depends on your fighting spirit and morale. When this spirit is high, your alertness 
and awareness will also be high. Naturally, the Qi can be directed efficiently. 

4. Yin-Yang Taiji Ball Qigong 除踌太植球氛功

1均i Ball Qigo唔 is a martial Q告ong training. It has commonly been practiced 
自y both external and internal martial sty如. Its puψoses are for muscleltendon 
changing and a/so for marrowlbrain zω ing. MusclelTendon changing (Q智ong)
belongs to Ytmg while marrowlbrain washing (Q告ong) belongs ω 刀n. 了声epu俨
pose 0/ muscleltendon changing training is, through Ta扩i Ball Qigong's twelve 
basic movements, to condition those muscles, tendon写~ li.注'tlments， and bones which 
are required for different ]in nω1伪tation. Therφre， the training focuses on 
changing the quality 0/ the mtJSC缸~ tendonι ligamentc儿 and bones. Change them 
from weak 印刷ng so the φctiveness 0/ the ]i的 manifestation can be achieved 
Ft川hermore， this training can 功o be used to prevent injuries 0/ the joints and 
musclesltendons. MarrowlBrain washing is to train the practitioners in how to use 
the 刀 to lead the Qj 很'ciently， and a/so how ω lead ihe Qi to the bone marrow 
through the join打印 achieve the goal 0/ marrow u刷hing.
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太植球氛功武牵氛功也。内外家都有霄之。其目的在於
易筋'在於洗髓。易筋海畴，洗髓海险。易筋者，由太
植球十二基本勤作架式中，求不同费勤所须筋骨之健。
其著重在肌、筋、骨腿、舆骨硕之赞赏，由弱丰事强'以
求勤力之效，盖防止骨苟舆肌肉之受侮。洗髓者'在妹
霄以意引氛之裹，立生由骨部引氯入髓以这洗髓之功。

Taiji Ball Qigong was derived from Da Mo's muscle!tendon changing and mar
row/brain washing Qigong. This Qigong was commonly practiced in ancient times 
when martial arts played an important role in society. Therefore, it was widely prac
ticed by both external and internal styles. The goals ofTaiji ball Qigong training are 
twofold. One is for muscle!tendon changing and the other for marrow/brain wash
ing. Muscle!tendon changing is used to condition the physical body from weak to 
strong so the Jin manifested can be powerful and effective. Marrow/brain washing 
trains a practitioner in how to use the mind to lead the Qi to circulate through the 
entire body more effìciendy. In addition, this training also focuses on how to store 
the Qi in the bone marrow and to lead the Qi upward through the Thrusting Vessel 
(i.e. , Chong Mai，街服) to the brain to raise up the Spirit ofVitality. When the spir
it is raised, the fìghting morale will be high and the entire body can be a powerful 
and effective fìghting unit. 
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The training 0/ this Gong (i.e. , Gongfù) can be divided into three le础. The 
卢rst level is Taiji ball practice without a ball. The training 0/ this level aims flr 
the smoothness 0/ the basic movements, using the 刀 ω lead the Qi, and also the 
harmonization and coordination 0/劝e internal ball and external balL The 
internal ball 力 hidden internally at the Real Dan Tian which belongs to Yin, 
while the external ball is manifèsted externally between the palms and belongs ω 
拍ng. From the internal ball 's rotating and circuμr movements, the patterns are 
delivered to the external ball through the 伊ine. At the beginning, the movements 
are sl;ω so the 伊ct 0/ using the Yi ω lead the Qi can be achieved. When the 
movements are slow, the feeling can be de，伊. This means the Gong向 o/internal
山zon β.e. ， j专'eling) can also be deep. When the j专eling is deep, the 刀 ωn also 
reach de，φly. In this ca.岛 the state o/leading the Qi ω "no pμα cannot be 
reached" can be achieved 
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此功之楝法可分三段。其初段海杂球之太植球、味霄。此
段之楝霄在求基本勤作之明利，以意引氛'内球舆外球
辗辑之铜合言皆和。内球在真丹田藏於内海除，外球在手
掌闰黯於外海畴。由内球氛之勤舆勤作之辗搏'由脊推
选送而至外球。初行峙'勤作、缓慢以求以意引氛之效。
勤作慢'戚竞 j菜'亦即内祝功夫深也。常然，戚凳深'
意亦可深'而氛可引至燕所不到之境界。

In Taiji Ball Qigong training, there are two balls that you are training. One is 
located at the Real Dan Tian and the other is between the palms. The motion orig
inates from the internal ball and, through the spine, the action is manifested exter
nally at the ball between the palms. While you are doing this, not only can the move
ments be directed by the waist, but the Qi can also be led though grand circulation 
from the Real Dan Tian smoothly to the palms. 

At the first level of training, the external ball is formed from the Qi between the 
palms (Figure 37). Therefore, it is invisible. However, through feeling, you can sense 
the existence of this ball. At the beginning of the training, the movements must be 
slow, which allows your Yi to reach a deeper level of activating body movement. In 
addition, this will help you use your mind to lead the Qi through grand circulation. 
If your Yi can reach to the skin and beyond (i.e. , Guardian Qi) (Wei Qi，街氛) as 
well 臼 to the marrow (i.e. , Marrow Qi) (Sui Qi，髓氛)， then you will be able to store 
the Qi using the bone marrow and also manifest it externally to the skin surface for 
power manifestation. 

After practicing to pro.卢ciency in the卢刚 level， so that the twelve basic move
ments can be as smooth as you wish, you can then hold a Ta扩i ball and again 
train the twelve basic movements. Generally, a Taiji ball can be made ftom wood 
or sωnι Those who emphasize trainíng Li (i.e. , muscular power) usually use a 
stone ball while those who emphasize training Qi usually use a wooden ball. 
Those 吵o practice Taijiquan like to use a wooden ball simply because it can be 
used ω tratn Qi. At the beginning, use a ball which is smaJler, lighter, and less 
dense. After the muscles/tendons and bones have become stronger, then ωe a ball 
which is heavier, large巧 andmore dense. Also at the beginning, due to the we.结ht
0/ the ball, the muscles are more tensed and consequen吵 the Qi is hard to cir
culate. However, ~斤er practicing for a period 0/ tiine, the bo吵 becomes stronger 
and this ω11 allow (you) to be more re仇xed Only then (you) advance j知rther
and use (yo时 mind ω lead the Qi following the卢bers 0/ the wooa必n ball ω 
communicate between the palms. This can gradually change ω go against the 
fibers and again use the Qi ω lead the Qi ω com1仰nicate between the palms. 
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在初段功妹到-11固:程度之後，十二基本勤作得心底手後，
别手握太植球再依十二基本式妹霄。普通之太植球可木
梨或石梨。妹力者，多用石梨，楝氛者，多用木梨。妹
太植拳者，喜用木梨球楝氛。初用贸霖、较轻、较小之
球。在筋骨较强後'可用黄硬、较重、较大之球。初楝
峙，因球沉重'肌肉编索，氛因而辩行。楝到一段峙罔
後，身强幢耻'身嘘轻柔美。此峙造一步用意先依贸纹而
引氛边球，渐而用意逆纹而引氛边球'以这高屠夫。

After you have mastered the skills of the body's twelve basic movements and of 
leading the Qi with the mind effìciently, then you should train using a wooden ba11 
(Figure 38). Externa1 styles, which focus on the strength of the muscles and tendons 
at the beginning, usua11y use a stone ba11 for this training. However, interna1 stylists 
favor a ba11 made from wood, which allows them to lead the Qi through the ba11 
more easily and smoothly. 

At the beginning of this second level training, due to the weight of the ba11, the 
physical body will be tensed and this will hinder the Qi's smooth circulation. Only 
a丘er you have conditioned your physica1 body to a stronger level will you be able to 

relax your body and a110w the Qi to circulate smoothly. At this time, you should use 
your mind to lead the Qi to pass through the fìbers of the wood to communicate 
with both palms. At the beginning, it is easier to follow the fìbers of the wood. A丘er

you have reached a profound level, then you lead the Qi against the grain of the 
fìbers. If you are still able to communicate the Qi between both pa1ms, you have 
reached a profound level ofTaiji Ba11 Qigong. 

The μst level ofpractice is returning to the stage ofpractice ωthout a balL At this 
time, because there 打 no wood, the bo吵 ωn reach ω its ex仰me state of re仰
ation and吵刀ess， the Yi can reach its pea店" and the Qj can be lead as you wish 
without stagnation. In 劝iscas巳 the achieve1仰2t for both internal and external 
goals have been accomplished When using (these skills) ω push hands or 
encounter an opponent, there is more than enough capabiliσ to handle the job. 

最後段之妹霄'回到燕球之妹宵。此峙，因条木球，身
幢可君这软至植黠。意可速高峰，氛之行随心所欲。如此
内外兼修，用之於推手患散'掉掉有馀。

The fìna1 stage of Taiji ba11 training is repeating the twelve patterns without a 
ba1l. In this case, your body will be able to reach its maximum relaxation and so丘
ness, the mind is strong, and the Qi can be led strongly and effectively. 
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Figure 37. Taiji Ball Qigong 
Practice without a Ball 
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Figure 38. Taiji Ball Qigong 
Practice with a Ball 

Mter you have completed these twelve basic patterns ofTaiji ba11 training, you 
should mix them any way you like and turn these twelve dead patterns into a living 

one. Imagine you are pushing hands with someone and apply a11 of the Taiji ba11 

movements in the actions. In this case, you have made Taiji ba11 training creative and 

a1ive. 
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PART VI 

About Regulating the Spirit 
言命言周神

1. Returning the Essence to the Brain for Nourishing Through Marrow/Brain 
Washing 洗髓返精捕脂篇

In order to raise tψ the energy resonant vibration level 01 the brain spirit (i.e.叶
increase vibration\freque叼 and) with the great nature, and also ω open the 
Upper Dan Tian (i. 丘 ， Third Eye), you must卢刚走nowhow ω convert the essence 
into Qi, then from the method 01 "Embryonic Breathing" 而i Xi) 印刷re the 
Qi in the Real Dan 刀'an. When the Qi has accumul垣ted to an abundant level 
it can then be led tψward along the Thrusting 协'ssel (Ch01军 Mai) (i.e. , spinal 
cord) ω the 仇in (jòr nou时hing). This is the Gong向 01 the Daoist socie听
training for 年'eturning the essence 归 the brain for nourishing, " "to train the Qi 
and nourish it to the Shen, " and ‘'to train the Qi and sublimate (it to the 
brain). " 

渴求腊神舆大自然共振能量之提高'舆上丹田(第三眼)
之阔裹，我必先懂得如何楝精化氛，再由胎息之法膊氯
蓄於真丹田。肯氛蓄至高量峙'即可引氛由街版上行而
至脑部。此海道家所言自之返精捕腊、妹氧化神、舆楝氛
弄莘之功夫。

In order to uni命 your Spl出 with the natural spirit, you must train in two impor
tant parts. The first is to activate more brain cells and raise the energy up to a more 
highly energized state. When this happens, the resonant vibration energy in the 
space (iιSpiritua1 Valley) (Shen Gu，神谷) between the two hemispheres of the 
brain will be enhanced. Consequentl如 the vibration frequency band will a1so be 
widened. This will increase the sensitivity of the spiritual correspondence with your 
surroundings and with the great nature. 

In order to build up a smooth connection without obstruction, you must a1so re
open your third eye (Yintang，印堂 or Tian Yan，天眼) (i.e. , Upper Dan Tian). 
When the third eye is opened, you will be able to sense and therefore understand the 
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natural energy and spirit. You will also regain the capability of telepathy. This is the 
Daoist defìnition of spiritua1 enlightenment. 

To reach this goal, you must fìrst learn how to convert the essence into Qi 
(Lian Jing Hua Qi，妹精化氛)， and nourish the Shen (i.e. , spirit) with Qi (Lian Qi 
Hua Shen，妹氯化神). Essence refers to the post-birth essence stored in the body 
and also to the hormones. In order to convert these essences into Qi, you must 
practice abdominal breathing. As discussed before, the abdominal area is consid
ered the "Lower Dan Tian" (Xia Dan Tian，下丹田) by Daoists or 吨i Ocean" 
(Qihai，氛海) by Chinese medical society. This area is also called "Elixir Furnace" 
(Dan Lu，丹墟)， since through the abdominal up and down exercises, the stored 
food essence (i.e. , fat) can be converted into Qi through biochemica1 reaction. 

However, in order to activate more brain cells, you must fìrst store the Qi in the 
Rea1 Dan Tian (Zhen Dan Tian，真丹田) (iιbiobattery) to an abundant level. Every 
brain cell consumes at least 12 times as much oxygen as regular cells. Since oxygen is 
required for biochemica1 combustion proc臼ses in the body, to produce energy (i.e. , 
Qi), it is reasonable to assume that each brain cell a1so consumes approximately 12 
times the Qi of a regular cell. This means that to activate more brain cells and to raise 
them up to a higher energetic state, it will require a great amount of Qi. The Daoists 
believed that Embryonic Breathing (1马i Xi，胎息) was the method of storing the Qi 
in the Rea1 Dan Tian (iιsecond brain). In Embryonic Breathing, you a1so stimu
late the pancreas, adrena1s and testicles for hormone production. It is now known that 
hormones function as cata1ysts to the biochemica1 reactions in the body. Therefore, 
the function of the body's metabolism can be carried out effectively. When the hor
mone level is enhanced, the Qi can be produced and stored more efficiently. 
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What 力 the brai旷 It is the master and the center 0/劝e humaηhysical bo吵
and伊iritual bo吵~ The brain is constructed from two hemispheres, left and r，智ht.
The space at the center is called Upper Dan 刀仰，年iritual ~公J句 (Shen Gu), 
or Mud Pill Paμce (Ni'肋n Gong) 钞 the Daoists. It 力 the residence 0/ the 伊zr
it and therφre called年iritual Residence (Shen Shi) and is the residence 0/ the 
Vallt少年irit (Gu Shen). Mud Pill Palace 只听η to what the scie1仰ts call brain 
center, where the pituitary and pineal gl理nds are located From t，劝he.臼'se two glμf仰na放&，
groωwωut.劝hh加orn仰
b加0吵彬's b伪i切0ωC御b加r仰emηlt切ωcal r，附'eacti彻ons.
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月逝者'人身嘘舆精神之主宰中心也。脑部之椿造由左右
雨腾椿成。中心且在脑庭'道家稽之海上丹田，神谷'泥
丸宫'海人神之室'因而亦稿之海神室。此神室乃谷神
所宅之所。泥丸宫乃今科牵上所需之脑中心脂下腺舆松
果腺之所在地也。由此雨腺'生丧激素舆梅那他林贺踊
蒙崖生矣。徙今之料攀上知，贺雨蒙乃身嘘中生化反庭
中之催化割也。因而如贺雨蒙之生崖量保持年青峙之崖
量'别新悚代萄tJ慎利，身罐械能高昂'可保青春。

Daoists consider the entire brain as the location of the Upper Dan Tian (Shang 
Dan Tian，上丹田). The space between the two hemispheres of the brain is ca11ed the 
"Spiritual Va11ey" (Shen Gu，神谷) and is the place where the spirit resides. There
fore, it is a1so ca11ed "Spirit Residence" (Shen Shi，神室). The spirit is ca11ed "Va11ey 
Spirit" (Gu Shen，谷神). The center of the brain where the pituitary and pineal 
glands are located is called "mud pill pa1ace" (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫) and can pro
duce essence (i.e. , hormones) (Figures 39 and 40). 

When the brain energy is raised up to a higher level, the resonance level can 过so

be raised up and the resonance 丘equency band can be widened. When this happens, 
the brain's spiritual sensitivity can be raised up to a higher level. When the hormone 
levels of the body are high, the body's metabolic processes can be carried out effì
ciendy and smoothly. 

The 年irit ~公lley is also known as the resonance center 0/ the brain. When the 
brain has been charged to a higher eneψI level, the band 0/ the resonance fre
quency will be widened and the radiat/ng ene创I will also be stronger. Conse
quen吵" t.劝hej乒♀hμ'elβ}切n咆!g (iι.e，ι.叮， CIωor附re，呻伊仰0仰nd.珩r町'e) o/t，劝he e.α'Xternal enωr仰om仰F附?
St.r，仰'on咆!gand t.劝he sens仰切sit仰tl彷vity 力 b智h. The p 仰cessing capabi占ty 0/ 伪e brain ω n also 
been raised tψω ah结her level. The Daoist Gongfu 0/ "returning the essence ω 
nourish the brain" means to increase the charging capabili与y 0/ the brain and to 
mcnωe the brain 's electromotive flrce 向.， elect仰M时cp严ot.肌'enωnûμ'al d~伊8庐r附
t劝b伪is ele如ct扩ric pot.化enti，μ'al 硝fferenclαe haω:s reached a h~结gh leveιl， t，劝he t.劝hird 。σle ωnb加e r，仰'e
q咿pened anιd c，ω'onseq伊uen吵吵" the resonant vibration with the external world can 
occur without obst.ruction. This 打 what the Daoist socieσ called 写pening the 
heaven eye" 但以 Tian Yan}. ，罗为en the heaven eye is opened, the aperωre to 
heaven 打 opened This is the卢rst step 0/ heaven-human un泸cation.
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Figure 39. Spirituol Volley (Shen Gu) 

神谷亦海科牵上所知之脑部振聋中心'脑部的充雹量愈
高'则振聋之频率幅度大，外射、绿能量大'因而脑部之
外威力强'敏戚度高。不但如此'脑部之思考力亦均增
高。道家之返精捕脑之功夫'即在加强脑部之充雹量，
以增高脑部之雹勤势。在雹位差追到高雹勤势峙，能粹
第三眼徒新阔段，盖舆外界能量共振交接集阻。此海道
家舆佛家所揭之阔天自民矣。天眼之阔'可阔宇宙之寒，
海天人合一之首步。

The Western term "third eye" is called "heaven eye" (Tian Yan，天眼) in Chinese 
Qigong. Through re-opening this aperture, the energy vibration of your brain can 
correspond with the energy around you and with nature. When this happens , you 
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Figure 40. Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong) 

can see many things that are beyond what people who have not opened their third 
eye can see. This is the stage of enlightenment in Daoism and Buddhism. The third 
eye or heaven eye is called Yintang (M-HN-3) (印堂) (i.e. , Seal Hall) in acupunc
ture. This place is at the end of the valley, which allows the echo or resonant energy 
to exit and enter. 

In order to re-open the third eye, you must fìrst bring the resonant energy level 
in the spiritual valley to a higher stage. When this energy reaches to a good level (i.e. , 
threshold energy) , the third eye can be re-opened. It is believed that through open
ing the third eye, you can regain the capability of telepathy. 

The first step 0/ reg;仰ting the 伊irit is to raise 叩 the 伊irit. The next step it 打印
abide the spirit, and to卢rm the 伊irit， ω stabilize the spirit, and卢nally to con
dense the φirit. This is what Lao Zi said in Chapter 10 (o/Dao De Jing): "To 
carry and operate the v也"()roω spirit (Po), can it be (staying) without 呻ara
tion?γthe 伊irit can be cond是nsed， then it will be卢rmed automatica!.如 When
the 伊irit can be 卢rmly residing (in its residence), then there 打 longevity. In 
Chapter 6 0/ Lao Zi (i.ιDao De Jing) it says: '1f the 协1ft少年irit does not 
decease, it is called Xuan Pin;' the door 0/ the Xuan Pin' 力 called 协e root 0/ 
heaven and earth. ' Slender and continuous as if existing, when used, there is no 
ending (i.e. , unlimited)." From the spirit's condensation, the electríc potential 
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d硝l矿伊8庐-ere陀.en阳2C，αrωn b加e 1切n町C旷re，ωd仰sed. Cοons叫仰2t.吵吻#如~ t.伽b加e t，劝ωbμird σ伊rωn be re叩ened and 
reach the highest cultivation goal 0/ heaven-human un泸cation.

拥神之首步在於提神，之後，海守神'罐之海固神'定
神，踊後凝神。此亦即老子第十章所渭之飞载管魄抱一'
能集雄乎?#神能凝'则自固。神固守别丧生。老子第
六章云:电谷神不死，是捐玄化;玄批之内'是渭天地
根。绵棉若存，用之不勤。 9 此即是道家拥神之丧生功
夫。不但如此，由凝神可增造脑部之雹位差，由之可阅
后生第三目良而这天人合一之最高修眷境地。

The fìrst step in cultivation is to lead the Qi upw~rJ through the Thrusting Ves
sel (Chong Mai，街服) (i.e. , Spina1 Cord) to nourish the brain and thus raise Up the 
brain's resonant level and a1so widen the vibration frequency band. However, even if 
you can lead the Qi Up, if you do not know how to keep it and protect it, the high 
energy status of the brain cannot be controlled. Therefore, you must learn how to 
keep the spirit there (Shou Shen，守神)， and then how to fìrm it (Gu Shen，固神).
Only then are you able to condense your spirit intensely (Ning Shen，凝神)， which 
a110ws you to re-open the third eye. 

Literally, "Xuan Pin" (玄批)means "Concealed Fema1e" or "Mysterious Female." 
Female gives birth to new life. It is the root and origin of reincarnation. Therefore, 
the "Valley Spirit" is this ‘concea1ed or mysterious fema1e' (Xuan Pin). When this 
Xuan Pin is kept 址ive， we can unify ourselves with heaven and earth (i.e. , nature). 
The gate of the Xuan Pin is the third eye; as if existing, and as if not. However, if 
you know how to use it, its utili可 is unlimited. 

2. Thesis of the Unification of Spirit and Qi 神氛相合揄
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One 0/ the Daoist c，如sics said. "Shen is the master 0/ Qi, and it moves and stops 
with the Qi. Br.厅'eat，劝hi切f切ng is t，伪he secret keσy t.ω"0 t，劝he Qiβf斗's j乒b切rtω4
secret 是r句ηy must have the ma.硝st，衍er (β'Shen时!)， and t.劝hemη2a.ωrter must have t.劝he}♀;. Three 
t劝hi切ngs (β'Shen凯， b衍reat，劝hi切n~乡;， and Y旦"i) mη2USt b加e used at the same time. That will pro
duce the really marvelous and tric，钞 Gong/ù 0/ heavenly circu仰ion (i.e. , Small 
and Grand Circulations). When one is missù毯; it is hard to achieve the卢nal
goal." This 咿喀彻 alr.叫 told ω clea吵 that S.的" breathi咯 and η (i.e. ，
wisdom mind), are mutually related and cannot be separated It also says that 
Shen and Qi are in the same position and move or stop together. This means the 
Shen and Qi are un泸ed The c/assic again said. 飞5hen and Qi move and stop 
together and not separately. The Yi st.吻IS -at the center palace like a cart's axle. The 
wheels (Shen and Qi) and the axle 什切 (proviω mutual support. The axle does 
not move, but le缸仰旨挝白t打5 伽吵eels 阳m 码钞y t.劝hemseli扣'ves." Fr，仰'om 劝认 it is known that 
Shen and Qi mutua炒 coordinate with each other and do not separate. From the 
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z叫声cation o/Shen and Qi, and also ftom the Embry01优 Breathing's conceiv
tn多 the holy 伊iritual en仇")'0 can be prodi仰d. Li, Qing-An 's poetry said. "Shen 
and Qi com6ine to or.告inate the super spiri阳al quali纱1， Xin (i.e. , mind) and 
breath are mu阳ally d.伊endent to generate the lioly embryo. " From 劝认 it is 
known that 扩the Shen and Qi are not un~斤ed， the 伊iritual embryo will not be 
generated Even 扩 (you) have mastered the Gong/ù 0/ regu仰ing the Xin and 
breathing, i.扛t 力 still difficult ω 仰仰;ve t.伽b加eh吵 emb均吵'0 and acυ必hi，仰.￥r
g俨oal (iιωμ.e.ι.叮， ~伊伊pμtrt仰tt阳uω4ωtal enl怒l拉g乡加仰te的仰en仰m刀m仰?ηM仰un吼叫1吮蚓t)以) . . 

道经云:电神是舆氛同行同住之主宰'息是造氛返氛之
槐脯'械不可少主，主不可少意，三物盖用，方均真正
玄妙周天之功夫，缺一辫成正果。 F 此言已明榻的告拆
我等，神、息、舆意三者互相阔速，不可分离住。益言之'
神舆氛之同位'必须同行同住'即神氛相合也。豆豆再云:
Y中氛同行同住而不雄'其意主中宫如轴心'翰轴互用，
轴不勤而任翰之自辑也。 8 彼此可知，神氛互相海用，
而不分雄。由神氛之相合，舆胎息之强化'重胎可窒崖
生矣。李清庵持云:电神氛和合生重贸'心息相依结重
胎。 F 由此可知神氛未合'重胎不生。即使有了拥心舆
铜息之功夫'仍要在蕴结重胎，而成正果也。

The Shen (iιSpirit) (神) is the master of the Qi and moves together with it. 
Though the secret for controlling the movement of the Qi is the breathing, the most 
important of all is what is behind, the Shen. It is the Yi (意) which ultimately con
trols the entire training. Shen and Qi move together like wheels. However, these 
wheels are directed and controlled by the axle. This axle is your mind (Yi). The mind 
keeps to the center so that it can direct what is happening, but it should not get 
involved in the turning of the wheels. This is the stage of regulating without regu
lating. When this happens, your mind will reach a profound meditative state and 
Shen and Qi can move freely without any disturbance. When you have reached this 
stage, the Spiritual Embryo (Sheng Tai，重胎) will be conceived. This is the seed of 
reaching the goal of enlightenment. 

When you practice Taijiquan, the final stage of cultivation is spiritual enlighten
ment. Therefore, you must know how to raise up your Spirit ofVitality. When this 
spirit is raised, the Qi's circulation will be smooth, natural, and can be led efficient
ly. When this happens, the Qi can be manifested into physical power (i.e., Jin，勤)
for martial purposes. This Qi can also be led upward following the Thrusting Vessel 
(iιChong Mai，街服) (Spinal Cord) to the brain to nourish it for enlightenment. 
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3. Thesis of the Mutual Dependence of Spirit and Breathing 神息相依输

F丹'rom t.劝he prev倪evωJ
(you，ωÙmuωst be able t，ωou仰n~纱fYt.劝he 5.励'henaρand Qi. Howeve叫F巧 wω/矿it.劝伽b加outaprofi卢cz勿f坛ent level 
ofGω0仰n互庐β i切nEμm宜必仇向b均Fη)'仰0仰nic Br，仰eath劝ωbμm咯』多~， Qi still ω仰n仰nωot b加e stored in the Real Dan 
万àn. Without an abundant level of bioelectriciσ (i.e吁。υ st01盯~ the spiritu
al 仰的。 cannot be C01仰ived 拼ctiv吵 and then led upward flllowing the 
Thrusting ~是'ssel to achieve the goal of'returning the essence to nourish the brain' 
and 'tra/ning the Qi flr sublimation. " In this case, the vibration band of reso
nant frequencies of的e brain will be narrow and the Shen cannot be raised to a 
b也her level. Thenφre， when (you) train Shen, (you) must卢刚 start斤'om regu
kting the breathing. When (you) have reached the stage of regulating without 
regu!ating, then the 伊Zrt阳al embryo has alrea吵 been generated ，励en this 伊zr
itual embryo has bún led upward ω the 年iritual 协lley (i.e. , space between the 
twohemi.与pheres of the brain), then (you) have reached the stage of reg，吵tingthe
spirit. When (you) regulate the 铲irit until no r，ψ山ting is necessary, then eve吵'
thing is natural smooth and 吧。vrtless， and the goal has been achieved The 
Complete Book of Principal Contents of Life and Human Nature; Conceiv
ing in Qi Cavity, MarveI10us Public Return to Roots said' "Regulating the 
breathing 劝ou/d regulate the breathing until it is stopped, training the Shen 
must trazn until the Shen of training is no more in Shen. " This is what it means. 

由上篇己知，海庄重胎'必须能神氛相合。然而'未能
有高度之胎息功夫，氛仍然不能蓄精於真丹田。未能有
高度之蓄雹量，则不能有效的逮到崖生重胎，再由街踩
上引以遣返精捕月昌、妹氛弄莘之目的。由之'脑之共振
量舆幅度必低'神亦集法上提。因此'妹神必先由拥息
著手。常逮到不拥而拥之境地峙'神胎已孕。在神胎上
引至神谷後，即海拥神之功夫。啻拥神拥至杂神自神畴，
一切自然，则正果已成矣。《性命圭旨全害·垫藏氛穴，
4L妙蜻根》云:电拥息要拥真息息'燥神须燥不神
神。 F 此即其意、也。

The fìnal goal of Daoist spiritual cultivation is to lead the Qi 丘om the Real Dan 
Tian following the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街月底) (i.e. , spinal cord) to the 
brain to energize the brain cells to a higher state. When this happens, the band of 
resonance frequencies between the two brain hemispheres will be widened and the 
spirit can therefore reach a more enlightened level. This practice is called "returning 
the essence to nourish the brain" (Huan Jing Bu Nao，道精捕膳) and also "training 
the Qi for sublimation" (Lian Qi Sheng Hua，楝轧异莘) in Daoist alchem严

However, in order to reach this goal, you must fìrst have an abundant store of 
Qi in the Real Dan Tian. Activating more brain cells and raising up their energy state 
to a higher level requires a great amount of Qi. For this reason, in order to reach 
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enlightenment, you must fìrst learn how to generate Qi and then store it in the Real 
Dan Tian through Embryonic Breathing. 

To reach the fìna1 goa1 of spiritua1 enlightenment, you must learn how to regu
late the Embryonic Breathing until no regulating is necessar严 In the same wa严 once

you lead the Qi to the brain to nourish the Shen, you must train to a stage where it 
is unnecessary to keep the Shen focused on regulation. This means everything has 
become natura1. 

4. Thesis ofWuji Spirit 朵植神揄

In the Daoist j切ily， 肌扩i 伊irit means ω refine the 伊irit and return it to noth
mgn创刊打 also means the 伊irit has returned to the great nature of emptiness 
and is no more bothered and C01伪叫肖yhuman 吃ffairs and emotions. The ulti
mate goal ofTaijiquan training is ω return 切 the 隅，仰trt阳al) state from the 
two poμrities of刀n and Yang. This means through the Dao ofTa扩iqu矶。ou
are} leading the 伊irit's Yin and Yang in (youυ bo吵 back to the stage ofWuji 
β.e. ， no extremity). 

集植神者'乃道家所渭之楝神返虚也。亦即神返回虚空
之大自然，而不再海人罔事物舆戚情所困援。楝太植拳
之最终目的是由除琦返回杂植。亦即由太植拳之道，等
引人身除踌之神返回燕植之境也。

Taijiquan was created based on the theory ofTaiji. Taiji is the pivota1 force which 
makes the Wuji divide into Yin and Yang, and a1so makes the Yin and Yang reunite 
and become the Wuji. The ultimate goa1 of Daoist spiritua1 cultivation is to reunite 
the human spirit with the natura1 spirit and re-enter the Wuji state. In order to do 
so, we must get rid of emotional disturbances and human affairs. 

What is the spirit ofWuji? It is can听'ee and leisurely, no worries and no distur
ba阳已 na阳re as it is. In order ω reach this stage, (you) must first get rid of the 
seven emotions and the six desires, the mind must be peac，φ山nd the Qj har
montoω. This is to get rid of the obsessions in human soâ功I and ask for the ter
mination ofhuman thin是ing. This aims to the same卢nalgoal as Ta扩iquan prac
tice. Frompracticing Taijiquan, (you are) searching for the comprehension of 
human Ta iji and刀n and Yang, and from this comprehension 切 achieve the Dao 
of肌扩i. Thenφre， practicing Taijiquan is only a path to lead {us}卢'om Yin and 
Yang ω the 肌扩i. After reaching the 肌扩i stat.乙 there 力 no more necesstσ in the 
use ofTaijiquan. 
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集植神者，悠悠然然，条牵异民褂'自然如走。欲速此境
界，必先去七情六悠'心平氛和。去除盛世之因'隘，求
凡念之浮除。此舆楝霄太植拳之最终目的相同。由楝研
太植拳'而去领悟人生太植除踌之理，再由中去寻臻燕
植之道。因之'霄楝太棒拳，只不迪是一僚引除畴至4在
植之路。在造条植之地後，太拯拳不後海我所用也。

Taijiquan was created in Daoist monasteries, in which the spiritual cultivation 
aimed for freedom from emotional spiritual bondage. From this freedom, we can 
return ourselves to the Wuji state. Taijiquan is only one of the methods which could 
lead us to comprehend the human life, and fìnally lead us to a harmonious and 
peaceful Wuji state. Once we have reached this state, 1马ijiquan practice is no longer 
important and will become part of our nature. This is the stage of regulating with
out regulating in spirit. 

5. Thesis of the Spirit of No Spirit 杂神之神输

The伊irit 0/ no spirit means the stage 0/ un~斤cation 0/ heaven and huma的伊tr
it. My 伊irit 力 also the natural伊irit. Heaven and human have been unified as 
one single bo吵 and will not be apart again. 1 am the heaven and the heaven is 
1 The human bo吵仰 alrea吵 come ω naught and human nature 力 no longer 
existing; (1) will not enter the cycle 0/ reincarnation and will not be born again. 
This ís the highest level 0/ Daoíst伊iritual Qigong cultivation, the stage 0/ crush
ing the emptiness. 

条神之神亦即天人合一'我神即自然之神。天人合海一
嘘，而不再分雄。我即是天'天即是我。人幢已化'人
性急存。不再输迫'不再辑世。此是道家氛功修楝之最
高程式，粉碎虚空也。

The fìnal stage of Daoist spiritual cultivation is to reach the stage of unifìcation 
ofhuman spirit and natural spirit (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一). In this case, no more 
reincarnation is necessar予 Individual spirit becomes part of the natural spirit and 
contaminated human thoughts have been cleansed and purifìed. In this case, there 
is no longer the stage of emptiness, but a reunion with nature. 
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AhoutJin 输勤

1. Thesis of Jin 勤输

w为at is ]in? It is Li-Qi or Qi-Li. From the word, it can be interpreted as 'using 
the 刀切 lead the Li (i. e叶 muscular power) to the φrecise) path: In order ω 
increase the abili.沙 to use the yi to lead the Qi ω ah智 er level and thus be avail
able for you 印 us已。our) Yi must be co町entrated When the 刀力 used to lead, 
the Qi will follow (na阳M拗. When the Qj follows 份r 刀forman伪tation)， the 
internal Li can be strengthened You should know that 向叼 the φ均ysical) move
ments are initiated from the 刀. From t.劝he η阳3ωdi咯 t伪he Qj ω11 n仰-each ωt劝he
d珩r臼臼'SI肘i衍redpμart oft.劝hep句炒/历'SI ，ωωlb加0φ吵I.Wí罗万肋J为b加en t，伪he 附r阳 ar.仰-e stimu均μted 句钞I t.劝he Qi (iρι， 
bi，切;oelectri，比ω'citσ材y)， the muscles will withdraw and expand, initiating the movement. 

勤者，力氛或氛力也。捉字意上解'乃由‘意'引
‘力'入‘徨'之葫也。海能以意引氯至一较高程度，
主与我所用，意必事也。意引之'而氯随之。氛随之'而
内力增强之。吾须知勤始于意'由意引氛而连身嘘部位'
神经受氛等至肌肉之收缩舆伸珉，勤由是生也。

Ifyou try to 自nd the defìnition of Jin (勤) in a Chinese dictionary, you will soon 
see the defìnition is Li-Qi (力氛) or Qi-Li (氛力). Qi is the bio-energy or bioelec
tricity, while Li is the muscular power manifested physically. From this, you can see 
that the defìnition of Jin should be "the manifestation of Qi into muscular power." 

In addition, from the structure of the Chinese word, Jin (勤) can be divided into 
two words: "呈 "(i.e. ， path)and "力" (iιmuscular force). From this, you can see 
that the meaning of Jin (勤) is actually "direct the muscular force into the precise 
path." In order to direct the muscular force into the right path, the mind (i.e., Yi, 
意) must be concentrated. When the Yi is concentrated, the Qi that is led will be 
strong. When this strong Qi is manifested into physical action, the manifestatÎon 
can be powerful and penetrating. 

In Chinese martial Qigong, it is said: "use the Yi to lead the Qi, and from the 
Qi, the power is thus manifested" (以意引轧，由氯生力). This clearly implies that 
it is your mind (i.e. , Yi) that initiates the action. When this Yi is initiated, the Qi is 
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led to the physica1 body for action. From this, you can see that in order to have 
strong Jin manifestation, you will need a high level of mental concentration. 

1罗记en the η is not concentrated and not strong, the Qi (l旨'd) will also be weak. 
w为en the Qj is weak, then the power manifested ftom the physical bo吵 will be 
shallow.ln叮2 general p 均炒伽y严川'Stl仰Cω'al move仰emη1仰en毗1
tωob加e h~智gh， and the actions can be carried out as wished Cons呵uen吵1， t，劝hejρzn的1必t 
man叫t拆festat，仰i切on lS noωt 句叩ppa仰n ι Howev仰e7巧: 扩t劝here 扛 a need t，归O e7吵a1町e your phy庐1川σ's
iωCω'alωstrength ω dosom仰r叩铲伊ec，ωC1，ωiμ'al t.阳Lωask，是h此5儿; t，加b加en t，伽b加rη must be c，ω01町2cent仰rat，衍ed to a high
er level. Consequen吵" the Qi 's circ功tion can also be reÍ1份rcedand thus the Li 's 

man~后'5tation will be more clear (i.e. , stronger), which means the ]in 's man拆'5-
tation is more obvious. 

η > Qi > Action 
Internal Jin External ]in 

意不亭、不强，氛别弱。氛弱'别身髓部位之力颠微。
普通勤作，意不用事'即能随心所欲，因此勤不额著。
然如须增强髓力以行特别之功'别意必较辜，氛行因而
能增强'力因而能榻明'勤亦能突出。

意一一~氛一-一+行勤
内勤 外勤

Jin can be distinguished as "interna1 Jin" (Nei Jin，内勤) and "external Jin" (W如i

Jin，外勤). The Yi that leads the Qi with the coordination of correct breathing is 
ca11ed "internal Jin." The correct body movement that a110ws the Qi to be manifest
ed into physica1 action effectively is ca11ed "external Jin." When the interna1 Jin and 
externa1 Jin can be coordinated and harmonized with each other efficiendy, it is 
ca11ed "unifìcation of internal and external" (Nei Wai Xiang He，内外相合).
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From the above discussion, it can be seen that ]in can be discriminated as 'inter
nalJi向nd external Jin. ' What is 'internal ]in'? It 吵ηω using the 刀 ω lead
the Qj. It is reL垣ted ω the η's concentration and abuna切ce 吃fthe Qi 's circula
tion. ，拓 will discuss this ftom the scientific perspective in the next thesis. What 
ís external ]in'? It r，拆付印 the external manifestatíon 0/ the Jín. It 打 reμted to 
thecondítíons 0/ the p均ysical body and the way the ]ins are manifested From 
硝fferent ways 0/ Jin 's man伪tatíon， ]in can be class泸ed as hard ]in, s~斤-hard
Jín, and呼Jín. These are emphasized in 咿'erent吵les. ，拓 wíll discuss th力 zn
the followíng thesís. 
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由上可知'勤可分内勤舆外勤。内勤者，以意引氛也。
其有阔乎於意之事舆氛行之沛否。下篇将由科攀上之规
黠苟揄之。外勤者'勤颜舆外也。其有阔乎於物理身键
之情况舆翻勤之法也。由於勤额之真'勤可再分局硬勤、
软硬勤、软勤。不同阿派因之而分也。下婚事篇苟言命之。

Different Chinese martial styles have different ways to express Jin. For example, 
Tiger Claw style pays more attention to hard Jin, White Crane focuses more on soft
hard Jin, while Taijiquan concentrates more on so丘 Jin. However, the basic theory 
of using the Yi to lead the Qi and then manifest externally remains the same. If you 
wish to know more about the theory of different Jins' manifestation, please refer to 
the book: "The Essence 01 Shaolin ，励íte Crane" published by YMAA. 

From different applications, Jin ωn be class泸edas 0庐nsive Ji町，战作nsive Jins, 
and non价nsive and non峪nstve ρ;ns. Offensive Jins are c仰伊ed as Ytmg 
which focus on emittingJ仇， as seen in 场rdoff]in (Peng Jin) and Bump Jin 
(Kao Jin). D拆nsive Jins are also Neutralizing Jins and are classified as yi九
They neutralize the coming ]ins from the opporJent, as seen in Rollback Jin 亿u
]in} and LeadingJin 仍n ]in}. Non-o..庐nsive and non-d听nsiveJins are used to 
train the bo吵s feeling, such as Listening]in (Ting Jin) and Understanding Jin 
ρong ]in}. Ho阳Jer， some ]ins can be used bot，乡 for 0..庐nse and defense. For 
instance, though the main puψose 01'场rdoff]in is for 0..庐脚，吵。1 劝e oppor
tUl吻 b仰ropriate， it is 0..斤en used for defense. From this it can be seen th,ù the 
creation 01 an advantageous opportunity is decided by you, and all the app占ca
tions depend on you. It is alive and not dead. The learners should ponder th打
carefollJ. 

由不同之庭用'勤可再分海攻勤、守勤、舆不攻不守勤
之分。攻勤者，踌也，事行於勤之赞放，譬如棚勤舆靠
勤等。守勤者，化勤也'除也'事用於化解彼之来勤'
譬如摄勤舆引勤等。不攻不守勤者，享用於吉11妹己身之
戚凳，譬如果、勤舆懂勤等然。雄然，有些勤却是攻守雨
用'依不同之用法而定。譬如棚勤'雄主用於攻，然而
峙械通宜'却常用於守。由此可知，造榄造势在我'雇
用也在我。走活用的，而不是死板的。李者须慎思之。

Generally, depending on the applicatio瓜 we can classifY the Jin into offensive 
and defensive categories, and also those that are neither, you should not be restrict
ed by these classifications. Application of the Jin depends on the situation. It is alive. 
If you are interested in more discussion ofTaijiquan Jins, please refer to the book: 
Tai Chi Theory and Martial Power by YMAA. 
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2. Theory of Internal Jin 内勤篇

What is Internal]in (Nei Jin)? It is the energy source 01 the power. 附at is Qj? 
It is bioelectrici侈 What is the Yi? It is the electromotive flrce (EMF) (i.e. , elec
tric potential difference). When the Yi is strong, the EMF will also be strong (i.e. , 
greater electric potential difference). When the EMF is stron，多 the卢'ow 01 bio
electωσω11 be strong. When the卢'ow 01 bioelectrici.σ is stro咯 the energy卢ow
will also be strong. This the theory olInternal ji九 When the energy卢ω is stron多
theJin man作ted will be powe功l As mentioned earlier， 斤'om Ohm 's Law it 打
known that: 

V = IxR 

V =Electric Potential Difference 
I=Current 
R=Resistance 

From t.劝hi.打:sj乒b切rmη仰宫
Cωu 附n肌ι T曰b加仰'atmωωns， 吵en the electric potential difference is b 也ger， the current 
力 also b也ger. That is, when the EMF 打 strong， the current 们trong. EMF (in 
Ta乡;iquan) is the Yi. That means, when yi is strong, the bioelectricity is strong. 
In order to have stro咆刀" (you) should start from still meditation. From sti?l 
meditation, the Gong/ù 01 the Yi's concentration ωn be trained. When the Yi is 
concentrated, the 年irit olVitali.月y is high and the EMF is strong; this is the卢rst
secret key to Internal Jin. 
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V = IxR 

V: 雹位差(雹勤势)

1: 雹流

R: 雹阻

由此公式知'雹位差舆雹流成正比。此即雹位差大'雹
流亦大。这也就是坑'啻雹勤势强，雹流别强。雹勤势
者，意也。亦即意强'别生化雹流强。求意强'常由静
坐著手。在静坐中，刮楝意事之功夫。意事，别精神高'
雹勤势强。此海内勤之一寰。
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Though the bioelectric network in the human body is much more complicated 
than a regular electric network, Ohm's Law can still be adopted to interpret the man
ifestation of Jin. When the mind is strong, the power manifested is more powerful 
and concentrated. 

You should a1ways remember that when the theory ofTaiji is applied into Ta斗1-

quan， 1与iji is your mind. This mind is "Grand Ultimate" (i.e. , Taiji，太植). The 
mind can travel beyond the limits of space and time. This mind is creative and pow
erful. It is this mind that makes us different from other animals. Therefore, in Taiji
quan, the cultivation of mind is a1ways the fìrst priori可 of training. The key to 
increasing the mind's power and concentration is through still meditation. 

In addi衍剖仰fÍ<切i切on凯1几， 扛 b 走k，肌
tional t，ωo current. That means when the resistance is high, the current 打 small
and when the resistance is low, the current is L笃rge. The resistance in human is 
related to whether the bo吵 is loose or t，告缸 Ifit is tight and tensed, the resistance 
is high and the current 力 weak. 扩it is loose and so斤~ then the resista仰 is low 
and the current is strong. From this, it is seen that the second secret key to man
桥机~ Internal Jin is 归是eep the physical bo吵 loose and so斤.

再者，由公式可知雹阻舆雹流成反比。亦即雹阻高'雹
流小。雹阻低，雹流大。人身雹阻者，有阔身键之秦基繁
也。、编索之'别雹阻高而雹流弱。柔美软之'员IJ 雹阻低而
雹流强。由此可知，保持身嘘柔柔软乃是内勤之二寰。

I￥ijiquan is commonly called "moving meditation" in Western society. The rea
son for this is that when you practice Taijiquan, you are using your concentrated 
mind with a sense of enemy (i.e. , imaginary opponent) to lead the Qi to the arms 
and legs for the Ji的 manifestation. In order to lead the Qi effìciently and effective
ly with the mind, the body must be relax:ed, loose, and so丘. Only then can the Qi 
circulate without stagnation. The key to keeping the body loose and soft is main
taining movement and agili可 in the joints. Only then can the Jin be initiated by the 
legs, controlled by the waist, shaped by the chest and spine, and fìnally manifested 
at the hands. From this, we can see that without of a relax:ed and so丘 body， Taijiquan 
willlose its meaning and basic principles, and the action cannot be ca11ed Taijiquan 
any more. 

Furthermore, even 扩the Yi is stron多 (you) must still know the method 01 using 
the yi to lead the Qαi. ~扩f(y严ouωi} d均'0 not obta切az切n t.劝b伪is met，劝hod， even t，劝ho仰ug.炉h the Qi is 
5抑脚t扩仰ron咯乡 y严'ou still c，仰d仰'am刃no删1ωot u仰se it 吃拼8庐♀ctively aρand t.伽b加E 必缸如阳velolachiμzev仰J
great. (伽ln or.功d珩er t，ω'0) 1，仰'earn t，伽b加e method 01 using the Yi ω lead the Qi, (you) must 
start from Taiji Qigong. In Ta扩i Qigong practice, train with an imaginary oppo
nent, also with coordination with the 'Reversed Abdominal Breathing, , using the 
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刀切 lead the Qi. After practicingfor a long time, it ωII become a habit. 扩'those
learners know the method of 'Grand Circulation, ' then its effectiveness will be 
marvelous. This is the secret 01 Internal Jin through the use 扩the 刀切 lead the 
Qi and coordination 01 the breathing. Those practitioners who are serious mar
tial applications olTaijiquan must not proceeâ without knowing this theory and 
methods 01 practice. 

甚者，意雄强，仍须知如何以意引氛之法。如不得法，

氛雄强'但不能有效之引用'其功效仍不大矣。以意引
氛之法'须由太植氯功著手。由太植氛功之妹霄中，妹
霄假想之目棵'再配合适式腹呼吸之法，以意引氛，久
而久之'自成霄惯也。牵者如能知晓大周天连氛之法，
则其效用大矣!此由意配合呼吸以意引氛之法，即内勤
之言矢。牵者重於太桓武牵庭用者，不可不知此理舆楝霄
方法也。

k explained earlier, "Reverse Abdominal Breathing" (Ni Fu Hu Xi，边腹呼吸)
is the natural way for us to manifest power physicall予Whenever you wish to mani
fest your energy into physical power, to push a car or li丘 a weight for example, with
out thinking you change your breathing manner from "Normal Breathing" (Zheng 
Hu Xi，正呼吸) to "Reverse Abdominal Breathing." If you wish to enhance the 
power manifestation to a higher level, you must also know how to open the Ming
men (Gv-4) (命问) cavi可 and lead the Qi upward along the spine and then lead it 
out to the arms through the Dazhui (Gv-14) (大推) cavity. This is what is called "Qi 
circulates along the spine" (Qi Yan Ji xi吨，氯沿脊行) in Taijiquan Classic. If you are 
interested in Ta斗 i Qigong, please refer to the book: The Essence 01 Ta扩i Qigong, by 
YMAA. You should also review Part V for Grand Circulation Breathing. 

3. Theory of External Jin 外勤篇
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What is External Jin? It is the external ma叫声tation 01 Internal Jin. (The 吧。如，
tiveness 0元)ma叫festing externalJ切力 not only affècted 自y the strength or weak
ness 01 the Internal Jin, but also 向y the physical附ucωre and the skills 01 man
作tation. The 伊cte叼 01the external Ji的 man拆station depends on 加w the 
hands act, the eyes' manner, how the bo吵 moves， actual卢ighting skills, and step
pÍ1留 methods. Consequen吵~ Jin can be categorized as hard Jin, s~斤--hardJin，
and s拼 Jin. There are some (styles) 吵ose external Jins are initiated卢om the 
legs, such as Long Fist and Taijiquan. There are some (sσles) whose external Jins 
are initiated from the waist, such as White Crane. Furthermore, there are some 
(styles) whose external short Jins are Í1由iatedfrom the four limbs. The emitting 
01 external ]in depends on how (the Jin) is stored in the bows and emi衍 from
them. It is said there are卢ve bows in Ta扩iquan. These卢ve bows are the two arm 
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bows, the two leg bows, and the bo吵 bow (i.e. , torso). Other咿les such as'罗为ite
Crane, which is specialized in s，拼-hardJin， 吗 the bo吵 is equ伊ped with six 
boω. For six bows, other than the four boω 0/ the arms and 1.结'5， the bo吵 (i.e. ，
torso) includes two bows: the chest bow and伊ine bow. The spine bow 力 vertical
and the chest bow is horizontal. 

外勤者'内勤颜现於外者也。外勤之表现'不懂取决舆
内勤之强弱'亦取决於身嘘物理之造化舆技巧之黯魂。
外勤之黯现效率取决於手法、眼法、身法、技法、舆步
法。因而勤分别有硬勤、软硬勤、舆软勤。有外勤之勤
静於腿如最拳、太植拳者，有外勤之勤婪於腰如白鹤拳
者，更有些硬短勤者'勤赞於四肢。外勤之楼'取决於
如何蓄号舆放号。大植拳靖身借五弓。五弓者，雨臂号、
雨腿号、舆身号也。其他有事软硬勤之r，派者，如白鹤
拳然，萌身借六号。六号者，除臂、腿四号外'身俱有
雨号'胸号舆脊号也。

There are five basic elements that influence how the Jin is manifested and how 
the fighting skills are carried out. These five elements are: hands (Shou，手)， eyes (Yan, 
眼)， body (Shen，身)， techniques (Fa，法)， and stepping (Bu，步).In
other words, achievement depends on how the Jin is manifested in your hands, the 
level of a1ertness and awareness of your being (which usua11y corresponds to the eyes) , 
how your body stores the Jin in its structure, how the techniques are executed, and 
your skill and firmness in stepping. From a11 of these factors, thousands of styles were 
created and developed and discriminated into hard, soιhard， and so丘 styles. Conse
quentl严 the manifestation of Jin is a1so distinct from one style to another. 

Opening the bω stores the Jin; releasing the bow en仰 the Jin. The φd仰阳5
0/ releasing the bow depent，去 on how skillfo炒 the bows are opened The storage 
0/ Internal Jin depends on the 丑 Qi， and breathing. The storage 0/ External Jin 
is decided on 吵en the root is卢rmed and also how the six bows are opened. Th力
mω15 the boa如s skills (iι pωωres 0/ storag，υ.71乃'he 吃伊庐Cωd叼cy 吃o/t，加b加e Ext.阳ernal伊Jin
E仰x净P附附'510仰0仰n 句en础ds 0仰n t.加b加e s归b归dψ仰nω o/t，加b加e Jiμn伊叫-Lμi 币ι仇.e.ιrιι.叮， j乒b仇叫Cω叫u叫ωs) and t，加b加e ~伊peed
T茹en们φreι" all s哼σ必缸'S h加ave t.劝b加r时i衍rown 仰iωnm咆!gm仰et，劝伽b加od.均5 ω strengthen (the storing 
power ~ρ their boω so as ω increase the speed and ω improve the sha伊ness 0/ 
the Jin-Li. (Because) Jin 力 the key in winning and losing, every s号yle keeps its 
training methods secret and will not reveal them to the outside. However, the 
most important key ω the Jin 's emitting and neutralization is the un~斤ωtion 0/ 
internal and external. That means that through harmol切us coordination 0/ 
internal and external Ji吼
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阔号者'蓄勤也。放号者，勤椅也。放号之效取决於罔
号之巧。内勤之蓄在於意'在於氛，在於息。外勤之蓄
在於根之穗度，在於阅号於六号之巧。此亦即身法也。
外勤之接取决於勤力之脆然舆速度之快慢否。由是，各
各问派都有其事楝之法以强其号'以增其速'以提高其
勤力之脆然。勤乃滕鱼之阔要。由之，各问派都以其言11
楝方法局秘而不轻易外傅。雄然'勤毅、化之最要者，
乃是内外合一。亦即内、外勤之言皆祠'由内而额现於外
也。

In order to manifest Jin powerfully, you must fìrst have a fìrm root. This is espe
cia11y true for those styles that use the root to initiate the Jin. You must a1so know 
how to draw the bows properly so the Jin's storage can reach its highest level. This is 
no different from throwing a javelin in an Olympic competition. If you know how 
to store the Jin in a11 six bows effìciendy, the spear you throw will go far. It is because 
of this that a11 Chinese martia1 arts styles have their own training methods in storing 
the Jin, and this is usua11y kept top secret. A good method of training can not only 
make your Jin's manifestation more powerful, but can a1so shorten the training time. 
Naturally, though the training methods are di能rent， the Dao (i.e. , basic theory and 
principle) remains the same for a11 styles. This Dao is the unifìcation of interna1 and 
externa1. 

4. Theorγof Hard Jin, 5oft-Hard Jin, and 50ft Jin 硬勤、软硬勤、软勤篇

From difJerent Jin manifestation, ]in can be classified as hard J仇， s拼-hard]in，
and呼]in. Hard ]in belongs ω láng and its chara仰ristics are more towards 
the manifestation 0/ the external ]in, }仰 like the manifestation 0/ a hard staff. 
5忻，-hardJins are卢r们听 and then 加rd， and are like rattan in their man伪，
tation. With 吵Jins， Yi and Qj are prima呗 the bo吵们oJt， and the Jin 打
expressed like a whip. 

根擦不同黯勤之方法，勤可分硬勤、软硬勤、软勤也。
硬勤者，踌也，较越於外勤之籁珑'其颜况如棍然。软
硬勤者，先软後硬也，其勤之籁现如藤然。软勤者，身
髓柔软如软鞭也。意氛蒋先，勤之静如软鞭然。

Hard Jins (Ying Jin，硬勤) focus on the training of externa1 Jin. The strength of 
the physica1 body and manifesting this strength externa11y are the major concerns. 
With soft-hard Jins (Ruan Ying Jin，软硬勤)， in order to execute the Jin to its high-
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est level, you must have a concentrated mind which can lead the Qi strongly to the 
arms or legs for the Jin's manifestation. When you execute the so丘 Jins (Ruan Jin, 
软勤)， your mind must reach to a maximum level of concentration so the Qi can be 
led more strongly than in the other two Jins. Therefore, the power manifested from 
the soιwhip Jin can focus on a tiny spot for cavity attacks (Dian Xue，黠穴).

With hard ]ins, the bo吵 is tensed and not loose. Though the Li (i.e叮 muscular
rins are clumsy, dull and shallow. This is because, though 
and the Qi can be strong, due to the tigh切ess 01劝e body, 
stagnant. Consequently, t.劝he Qi ωnnot r，仰'each t，ωo t，劝he correct 
'ed~φ庐
咀"lced Ve1吵JIβ χ l扩f(you.ωÙ are a仰ck肚ed 码句钞y these kinds 01 Jins, 
lallow, they can bou仰 you many meters au仰 It is ω 扩

(you are) struck 高ya truck. W为en (you) are struck, the sound 01 "Ouch" can be 
uttered. 

硬勤者'身萦而不熬。力量住大，然勤拙、纯、浅。此因
海意雄事、氛强，但由於身、销'氛行滞，因而氛未能充
分逮到部位。以此勤擎打沙包'可将沙包弹出甚逮之地。
如海此勤所擎'勤雄j尧纯，谷F可膊敲弹出丈遗。恰如被
卡阜所撞然。被擎之'哎聋而薇。

When you perform a hard Jin, even if you have good concentration, the tension 
of your physical body will cause the Qi's circulation to be stagnant, the speed will be 
low, and the focus area will be big. In this case, the power will not penetrate. If you 
are struck with hard Jin, you may be bounced many meters away, but you will not 
be i时ured internally. It is because of this that, when you are struck, the sound of pain 
can be uttered. 

阳th soft-hard Jins, at the beginni咯 the Yi 们trong and the bo吵 IS re.μxedso 
the Qi can be led to the man~向tingplace (smoothly). However, when the Qi has 
reached the intended place, the body immediately ωrns hard. The Yi remai阳
strong and leat公 the Jin to the target. W为en using this Jin to strike a sand bag, 
劝oug为 the sand bag ωn be bounced au吻 it will not bounce ωo far. This 打
because ha扩01the ßn has entered the target and penetrated， 吵ile the other ha扩
打 stagnant in the sand bag. This ]in can penetrate into the body and injure the 
internalorgans. When struck, tho咆h the sound 01 "Ouch" can be uttered, it can
not come out completely. 

软硬勤者'初始意强、身慈以引氛至所须部位。然常氛
逮到部位後'身即辑硬'意仍强盖膊勤引入裸的。以此
勤擎打沙包'雄可粹沙包弹出，然不甚遗。其因乃一半
之勤入棵的而穿出，另一半却滞於沙包矣。此勤可透入
身髓，侮及内贼。被擎之'哎肇雄楼'然要住童出。
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When you execute a so丘-hard Jin (Figure 41), you must first remain relaxed 
while using your concentrated Yi to lead the Qi to the arms or legs. Once the Qi has 
reached these places, then you tense up and continue to use your concentrated mind 
to lead the Jin into the target. This Jin is more penetrating than the hard Jin. lt is 
said that half of the Jin can enter the body and injure the internal organs, while the 
other half can damage the external structure of the physical body. Since the concen
tration of the Yi is stronger and the target can be smaller, soft-hard Jins can be used 
for some cavity strikes. 

In so斤 Jin， the 刀力 I扩ong， the Qφ'i is abt仰ma均勿吼 and t.劝he b加Of<吵(y haω:s r.仰-eached i均t衍5 

m刷Ul缸ωaxl仰f与切切mη仰1

reach a ve巧Je1η吵y h~告gh ~伊pe，衍'ed a仰nd b加ej乒OCtωιtsed on a tÍ1叨叨2)σy poωtn低2t，矶tι. Th加e Ji切n 1.力s penet扩ratin，咆1譬g 
dρand d坤， and 力 used 伊ecial勒 for at.tacking cavities. If {youυ bo吵 has been 
struck but not the cavity, though the Li is penetrating, (you) will not be bounced 
awψl胁。 USt1气g this Jin to strike a sand 切;g; the Jin penetra的 and passes 
through it. Consequen吵" the sand bag ωII v加ï1te slightly and then stop. 
According ω Chinese aczψuncture， there are more than seven hundred acupunc
ture cavities. Among the1刃:， there are one hundred and eight，二 which include thir
ty-six vital cavities and seventy-two non-vital cavities, that can be used in mar
tial arts. ，罗为en those thir斗y-six vital cavities are at.tacked, through Jing (i.e. , Pri
mary Qi Channels) and Luo (i.e叮 Secondary Qi Channels), the internalorgans 
can be shocked and injured, and death can even be caused. ，罗为en struck, it is 
hard to ut.ter any sound. ，罗为en the seven与y-two non-vital cavities are struc，店" it 
can cause fointi 

软勤者，意强氛旺'身至软至柔美也。因身之软'勤可追
高速益集中之一小黠。勤透而深，毒打穴也。如穴不中，
如被软鞭擎之然。雄力迢，然谷F不弹出也。以此勤擎打
沙包'勤入沙包而穿出。因之沙包微振盏即止。依中罄
穴位'全身言十七百多穴。其中有一百零八穴'中三十六
大穴舆七十二小穴可海武攀上所用。常三十六大穴被擎
之'可由经络震侮内服在而重侮甚而致命。被擎之'肇辩
号去矣。常七十二小穴被擎之'可使人晕倒或麻痹辩以勤
弹。

Due to the extremely high concentration, the intensely strong Qi, the high 
speed, the extraordinarily deep penetration, and the intensity of the focus poi町， so丘

Jin can be used to attack the cavities and shock the internal organs. However, it is 
not easy to reach this level. Even in ancient times, only the old, proficient masters 
ever reached this level. 

Due to its dangerous and harmful potential, normally a master will keep the 
locations of the 108 cavities secret. Moreover, the timing schedule required to attack, 
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Yang 
Phyisical 
hternal 

Yin 
Mental (Spiritual) 

Internal 

Hard 
Tiger Claw 

Soft-Hard 
White Crane 

Figure 41 . Hard, Soft-Hard , and Soft Jins 

Soft 
Taiji 

and the crucia1 training methods were a1so kept highly secret. Usually, only if a stu
dent had stayed with a master and earned his whole trust were these secrets revea1ed 
to a student. 

扩(you) do not know the correct Jín traíníng methods, the lígaments and the 
places where the tendons are attached to the bones β. e. ， joínts} can often be 
ínjured. Traíning hard jín ís the easíest and not dangerous ín traíníng. Thís ís 
1ecause when the jín 打 man拆'Sted， the 应mbs are tightened and the卢
。cked， thus the ligaments and tendons are protected. lt is the same for SG 

rin traíning. Though at the begim仰Ig， the Qi is led 钞 the Yi and the 
-elaxed and s桥~ when the Jin is man拆sted， the 占mbs are tensed, the jo 
ocked, and thus the ligaments and tendons are also protected. Ther，φre， 
ibilities 0/ getting injured are minimal. However, the hardest to train 

easiest to produce ínjury is s~斤 jín. Thís 力 because when the Jin 力 man拆sted，
the bo吵 remains re，μxed and so斤~ so the ligaments and the tendons that attach 
ω the bones can be pulled easily 向y strong jín and inj仰d. Ther，φre， 吵en the 
jín has just reached its maxímum extension, (you) must know how ω bounce it 
back and protect the ligaments and tendons. 扩(you) do not know the tíming 0/ 
pulling bac，品" then injury can result. Those who train must be cautious. When 
(主ou} train S~卢jín， it shou/d not be over twenty to thír沙 mínutes at a time. 
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如不懂得勤之妹法，往往骨腿舆筋骨之交接庭，容易遭
遇受惕。硬勤最易妹'楝之而不危除。其因乃啻勤之费
峙，肢暖、编索，阔苟锁住，骨随舆筋骨交接庭被保莲之。
软硬勤者，亦然。雄在初之以意引氛峙'身嘘慈软。然
在勤赘畴'肢髓编萦'阔部锁住'骨腿舆筋骨亦被保道
之。受侮性因而减低。然最弊楝益最易受侮者海软勤也。
此因软勤在勤费峙，身健仍然暴软'骨腿舆筋骨之交接
庭容易被强勤所拉而受惕。因此在勤膊连室主真峙，必懂
得勤往回拉而保道骨腿舆筋骨。如不懂得在通峙拉田'
则受侮矣。妹者须注意之。每夫楝霄软勤'患不超出二
十分至三十分锺局限。

From scient.泸c stu吵例如ow that the flrmuμ 0/ power manifestation is: 

P = 1 x V= 12 x R 

P=Power 
V: Potential Difference 
1: Current 
R: Resistance 

In manifesting hard Jins, the resistance R is increased, and the current 1 is con
stant due 切 stagnation; thus the power 打 increased In soft Jin仆nanifestation，
the resistance R is decreased since the bo吵 tS re.仰'ed and咐: however, the cur
rent 1 力 increased due ω strong Qi circulation. In addition, when Yi (i.e. ， 叼 b
strong, the current will also be enhanced; ther，φre， the power is incre.忍red. How
ever, in soft-hard Jins' manifestation, at the beginning bej♀re the ]in is emitted, 
the body is kept reμxed and s忻 and the 刀 β.e. ， 叼 is used ω lead the Qi ω 
increase the current flo以 l However, at the moment the ]in is emitted, the lin伪
are tensed ω increase the resistance R. Consequen吵" the power P is increased. 
From the above discussion, it is seen that the theory 0/ the ]in 's 则叫声tation has 
a scientific rooι 

由科牵上之探苟'吾知勤力公式海

P=IxV=PxR 

P: 勤力

V: 雹位差
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1: 雹流

R: 雹阻

硬勤者，雹阻 R 增强'雹流量 I 因滞而保持不缝'由之
勤力 P 增强。软勤者，雹阻 R 因身幢之柔美软而减少，

然雹流量 I 因氛行而增强'再加上意 V 之强势，雹流
量 I 亦随之更强'勤力 P 因而增强。然软硬勤者，在起

初勤未接峙'身幢保持慈软以意 V 引氛增强雹流量 I
，然在勤费峙'却将肢罐、销萦以加强雹阻 R 之量，勤力
P 因而增强。由上可知，勤之，来由有其料牵根掠也。

From this formula, we can see that in order to increase the power P, either the 
current 1 should be increased, the resistance R should be increased, or both current 
1 and resistance R should be increased. In hard styles, the body is tensed and there
fore, the current is stagnant and becomes constant. However, due to the tension of 
the physical body, the resistance R is increased, and consequendy the power P is 
increased. In so丘 styles， due to the mind's concentration, V is increased significant
l严 consequendy the current 1 is also increased by providing a relaxed body. Howev
er, this will reduce the resistance and therefore make the power decrease. Therefore, 
if you don't have a highly concentrated mind to increase the current significandy, 

you willlose power. In soft-hard styles, the body is relaxed and soft at the beginning, 
so the concentrated mind can lead the Qi to the limbs. Once the Qi has arrived, the 
physical body is tensed, so the R is increased. In this case, the power manifested can 
reach its maximum level. 

5. Theory of Long Jin and Short Jin 最短勤篇

In the 0庐nsive and战fensive fighting ranges,]in can be distinguished as long or 
short. L01军]ins are the ]in-Li that are wholly emitted over a long range and are 
commonly used in long range卢ighting. Short ]ins are the ]in-Li that are not com
pletl吵 emitted and are often used in shω range fighting. Hard ]ins 仰伊ciaι
ized in long Jins and long range卢ighting， and劝us are morej告vored钞 the north
ern Long Fist哼les. So卢]ins are specialized in short ]ins and short range卢ighting
and thus are j♀vored钞 southern and internal sty缸. (Howeveυ5忻-hardJins can 
be used as long and short, s~斤 and hard can be altered according to the oppor.ω
nity. However, if (you) do not know the key training methods, and do not prac
tice diligently, it 打 not easy ω reach a pr~卢cient level and use this as (you) wish. 
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由攻防之丧短'勤可分最短也。 j支勤者'勤力全部以丧
距费出，在通用於丧距之攻防。短勤者'勤力不盎然全
部传出，在通用於短距之攻防。硬勤事丧於丧勤舆丧距
之攻防'因而较海北派丧拳各问派所喜好。软勤事楝短
勤舆短距之攻防'因而较海南拳舆内家拳各问派所抹用。
软硬勤者，能失能短'软硬随械而赞。然不懂其寂舆勤
妹'却不易造到随心所欲之境地。

Long Jins (Chang Jin, -k勤) are commonly used for long range fìghting and are 
therefore favored by northern 町les， that specialize in long range fìghting tactics. 
Short Jins (Duan Jin，短勤) focus on short range fìghting, which is favored by south
ern styles and also internal styles, such as Taijiquan. Generally speaking, hard Jins can 
be adopted into long range fìghting much more easily than so丘 Jins ， while so丘 Jins

can be used in short range fìghting much more easily than hard Jins. Still, you should 
not think that so丘 Jins can't be used for long range fìghting. For example, White Ape 
(Bai Yuan，白猿) or Taijiquan (太槌拳) styles also specialize in long range so丘 Jins.
You should also know that many northern styles also train short Jins heavily. 

The best approach is to master both hard and so丘 and exchange them skillfully 
following the situations and opportunities. However, only experienced and profì
cient masters can perform this skillfully. The reason for this is simply that it is not 
easy to alter the so丘 and the hard. In order to do so, your mind must easily be able 
to change according to the strategies, and then the Jins can be manifested accord
ingly. Normally, this takes many years of fìghting experience. 

When (you) practice long s拼jíns， due to the pulling of the ligaments and ten
dons, injuries can easily occuκ The吃而re， those who practice s忻jíno卢en begin 
with short so斤Jins. Howez 
f如r臼evelofp严owe旷r manifestati仰on. This is because the storage of the Jin bows is not 
complete. In long soft Jins, though the jíns can be stored and man拆'sted to a peak 
level, due to the length of range, the accuracy of caviσ strike 打 much lou肌 Thus，
both of劝em have adí 

妹J支软勤畴，因骨腿舆筋之拔拉'较易於受侮。因之'
妹软勤者，皆由短勤著手。然欲速高 F皆段之勤捞，短软
勤谷F较葬。此乃勤号未能全蓄也。 j支软勤者'雄勤较能
蓄至高峰，然由於勤距之丧'打穴率率较低。因之'各
有利弊也。

It is commonly known in Chinese martial arts socie可 that soft Jin training is 
more difficult and carries a higher risk of injury than hard Jin training. The reason 
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for this is that in order to be so丘， you must maintain your musdes and tendons in 
a so仕 and flexible state for the Jin's manifestation. Therefore, if you do not know 
how to tense up the musdes and tendons at the right moment and bounce the Jin 
backward, the ligaments can be i时ured easily. It is because of this that a master will 
let a beginning student train the hard Jins only. Once a student has reached a profì
cient level, he can train soft Jins. 

It is easier to get i叫ured in long so丘 Jin training than in that for short so丘 Jins.

The reason for this is that when you execute your short so丘 Jins ， before the arm is 
wholly extended, you pull your musdes and tendons to bounce it back. Conse
quend严 the ligaments are never extended to a degree that can cause injury. There
fore, when you train soft Jin, you should begin with short Jin instead of long Jin. 

6. Secret of Jin 勤挟篇

The secret 01 Jin is in the Qi, and the circulation 01 Qi d.吧pends on the breath. 
Qi and the breath 's j♀st and slow determine the Jin 's long and short;卢II or 崎斤，
cient gauge Jin 's strong and weak. 

勤之言夫在氛，氛之行决於息。氛息之快、缓'定勤之丧短、
沛漾，测勤之猛睬。

Efficient and powerful Jin manifestation depends on how you coordinate the 
expression with your breathing. In Chinese Qigong practice, breathing is considered 
a strategy that enables you to use your Yi to lead the Qi in a more efficient and 
smooth way. When the breathing is fast and focused, the power can be sharp and 
fast. When the breathing is so丘 and calm, the Jin manifested can also be so丘 and

controlled. 
Oxygen is required for the biochemical combustion processes in the body that 

convert the food essence into energy. When the oxygen supply is abundant, the Qi 
produced will be abundant. For example, when you push a car or li丘 a weight, in 
order to generate strong power, you must fìrst inhale deeply. This will provide plen
ty of oxygen so that energy (iιQi) can be abundandy produced. When the Qi is 
abundant and is led by the Yi efficiendy, the Jin manifested will also be powerful. 

In a batde, in order to conserve your physical strength, in addition to correct 
breathing methods, you must also know how to relax your body. Whenever you 
tense up your body, you are consuming oxygen and also Qi. This is also true for 
swimming and jogging and other physical/athletic endeavours. If you know how to 

regulate your breathing and relax your body, you can last for a long time. In ancient 
times, since a batde usually lasted for several hours, knowing how to conserve your 
energy with correct breathing was crucial to survival. 
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Modulate breath prope吵" Qi will be smooth and exchangeable, and Jin ωn be 
round and ali侃 Ifbreath is held or sealed, Qi ω11 be stagnant and accum仇屹
and Jin will be dull and stiff. 

息拥得宜'氛别1慎掉'勤能圄活。息如罔塞'氛别滞稽'
勤必呆死。

Wu, Yu-Xiang said: "Yi (Mind) and Qi must exchange skillfully, then you have 
gained the marvelous trick of roundness and a1iveness. This means the substantia1 
and the insubstantia1 can vary and exchange."13 In order to reach this goa1, the 
breathing must be regulated correctly. This is the crucia1 key to roundness and agili
可'. If you are holding your breath, the Jin manifested will be stagnant. 

At the beginning of training， 刀 is on the breathing, and Qj will then flllo以
Later, Yi i:s not on the breathing (Qz) but on the opponent. Yi is flrmin，多 Qi will 
grow， 万n will be emitted naturally, and reach the point where, when 刀 arrll剧，
Jin arrives also. 

初行之'意在息，氛随之。踊後'意不在氛，而在彼。
意孕而氯生'勤自然而藉。而终於意到勤亦到之功效。

In the beginning practice of regulating the breathing, the mind is on the breath
ing and the Qi will follow naturally. However, after you have reached a stage of reg
ulating without regulating, you should keep your mind on the opponent. When this 
sense of enemy is established, your Yi will have a target and the Qi can be led effi
ciently. In addition, when your mind is on your opponent, your spirit can be raised 
to a higher level. When the spirit is raised, the Qi's manifestation into physica1 action 
will be more effective. 

The Qi of the Hen-Ha sounds is d.仰rmined 自y breathing. When the breathing 
打 r也ht， then the 年irit ofVitality rises, and the Qi will be卢丘 and emitting 
and withdrawing]ins can reach their highest levels. 

哼哈之氛制於息。息正别精神振'氛可沛然。收楼之勤
亦可追峰。

In addition to the correct breathing method, if you a1so know how to coordinate 
the sounds of Hen and Ha, the Qi can be condensed deeply into the bone marrow 
and stored for the Jin's manifestation, and can also be manifested physica11y with the 
highest efficiency. 
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7. Theory of Storing Jin 蓄勤篇

1均;iquan ancestors said: "The bo吵provides卢ve bows in Ta扩iquan. " What are 
the卢ve bows? The bo吵 (i.e. ， torso) is the major bow while the two arms and 
two legs are four minor bows. The bow is the equipment that stores the Jin. The 
White Crane sσle talks about six bows proviáed 钞 the bo吵( (Ti曰'hi.力's is bec，ω'au.ωtS叹ωj 〈υ
t劝here仰'e are tuω4 
T曰'her.仍φr仰'e t衍t 力 是切now仰n t，伽b归'at i扛tdoe.臼's n删0ωtm仰?饵nat仰t衍抑E旷r t吵lJ吵J功hiωch (Ch仇i力切ne，臼'se，υ}s吵σh比" they all talk 
about (i.e. , s阳吵~ the boω and the methods ofstoring. 

太植拳先哲葫:咱太槌拳身借五号。 F 五号者'身罐主
号也，雨臂、雨腿四副号也。号者'蓄勤之器也。白鹤
拳者亦捐身借六号。身髓主号言十有雨主号:脊号舆胸号
也。由是可知'不输何者问派，都输号舆蓄勤之法。

It does not matter which Chinese style you study, all discuss how to manifest Jin 
externally to its maximum. In order to reach this goal, all include studying how to 
store external Jin into the body's structure. There is no exception for Taijiquan. The 
T与ijiquan ancestor, Wu, Yu-Xiang said: "Single body with fìve bows that are ready to 
emit, spread, cover, match, and swallow should be pondered and studied carefully."14 
This means that Taijiquan recognizes the fìve bows in the body that can store the Jin 
and then emit it. Other than the four limbs that can bend and shoot, the torso is the 
m句or bow. This is what Chinese martial society called "the body skills" (Shen Fa, 
身法). If any style does not study how to use the torso and limbs to store and man
ifest the Jin, then the style is considered shallow. 

Some styles are even more specifìc, such as White Crane, which teaches that 
there are actually two bows in the torso-the spine and the chest. If you can coor
dinate all six bows and store the external Jin to its maximum, the power manifested 
will be marvelously strong and fast. W切g， Zong-Yue said: "Accumulate Jin like 
drawing a bow, emit Jin like (a bow) shooting an arrow."15 He also said: "Power is 
emitted from the spine; steps change following the body."16 All of this explains how 
to store the Jin effìciently. 

TheJ切 in Ta扩iquan is ù仰iatedfrom the leg bows, controlled钞 the waist, with 
the coordination of the spine bow and chest, then enhanced炒 the arm bow and 
户均 ma叫声ted at the卢ngers. Taijiquan c.仰ic said: "The root is at the乒叫
Uin or movement is} generated from the legs, m矶山red (i.e. , controlled) 钞 the
waist and man拆附d (i.e. , expressed) j♀'om the卢ngers. From the feet ω the legs 
to the waist must be integrated, and one un泸'ed Qj developed. When moving 
forward or backward, (you can) seize the opportuni吵 andgain the superior posi
tion. " It again said.' "Once in motion, the entire bo吵 must be light (Qing) and 
气 ile 亿ing)， 。υ especially should (be) threaded together. "From this, it is known 
that the ]ln in Taíjiquan is s~卢Jin that is man~卢附djust lik如 a so斤 wh伊
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太握拳之勤'由腿号楼'主宰於腰'舆脊号、胸号配合，
再而由臂号加强而现於手指。太植拳经云: 电其根在脚'
接於腿'主宰於腰'形於手指。由脚而腿而腰'德须完
整一氛。向前退後'乃能得械得势。 F 又云:吼一悬勤'
遇身俱要轻重'尤须贯穿。 9 由此可知，太植拳之勤'
软勤也，如软鞭然。

Taijiquan emphasizes the Jins oflistening (Ting，辑、)， understanding (Dong，懂)，
attaching (Zhan，沾)， sticking (Nian，在)， connecting (Lian，连)， and following 
(Sui，随). In order to execute all of these Jins e陡ctively， the movements of your 
joints must be agile and the contact with your opponent must be light. The action 
of the entire body is just like a stack of ancient coins that have been threaded togeth
er by a cord. All of the joints, from the ankles, knees, hips, waist, vertebrae, shoul
ders, elbows, and wrists, to the fìngers, are all threaded together and act like a so丘
whip. When this happens, the entire body will act as a unifìed whipping unit. This 
means Taijiquan specializes in the manifestation of so丘 Jins.
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The key location for storing Jins are, Mingmen on the spine, Jiuwei (i.e. , lower 
sternum) on the chesι elbows at the arms, and knees on the t.喀'5. These are the 
pl型的 where the force must be applied when opening the bows. When the forces 
are applied a叶quately， the Jins (man拆'sted) will be powe功l， the target will be 
accurately aimed at, and the percentage 0/ success in cavi纱 5的是es will be high. 
The吃fore， when all styles practice the Jin-Li Gongj元， they all begin from these 
six places. It is the same in Taijiquan practice. In order to have proper bo吵
move1仰眠。ou) must 是now how ω coordinate the chest bow 钞 'ärawing in 
the chest and arcing the back" with the bow 0/ the 伊ine. In order to have the 
joints threaded together (as a single unit), (you) must 是now the theory %pen
ing and closing. In th力 cas巳 the Jin-Li ωn be initiated from the spine. Togeth
er with the coordination with the boω on the legs and the arms, you can choose 
either long or short Jins and you can also decide 扩'ou want ω execute emitting 
or neutralizing Jins, extend or withdraw, or be s~斤。r hard (as wished). 

蓄勤之框、钮，於脊在命 r， ，於胸在喝尾'於臂在肘'於
腿在膝。此些庭乃同号之著力黠也。著力恰到好庭'勤
猛'革唯度、打穴率高。因而各问派楝霄勤力功夫'弃在
不由此六庭著手。太祖拳亦然。渴求身法，必知含胸拔
背舆脊号之配合。渴求贯穿，必知一阅一合之理。如此'
才能力由脊援。再加上腿、臂四号之配合， i支勤、短勤
由我取洪，籍、化依我本意。能伸能缩'能软能硬。
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Jin (勤) is sometimes replaced by Jin-Li (勤力). The reason for this is simply that 
Jin is the manifestation of muscular power (i.e., Li) with the Yi and Qi's internal sup
port. Often, it is also simply called Li. 

Even though Taijiquan emphasizes so丘 Jins ， a proficient Taijiquan practitioner 
must also know how to be hard. Wu, Yu-Xiang said: "When using Jin, (it is) just like 
steel refined 100 times, no solid (strong opposition) can resist destruction."17 He also 
said: (Fist) extremely so丘， then extremely hard. If able to breathe (properly) , then 
(you) can be agile and alive."18 This means that to become a proficient Taijiquan 
martial artist, you must know how to be soft and also to be hard when necessar严
When this happens, you can exchange the insubstantial and substantial skillfully, 
which will confuse your opponent. In order to reach a proficient level, you must 
begin with so丘ness. It is easier to be so丘 and then hard. If you are hard and have 
established a habit of hardness. it is difficult to become so丘.

In order to manifest your Jin efficiently, you must know how to coordinate all of 
the six bows. Initiate the movement from the leg bow, control by the waist, store at 
the spine bow and chest bow, and finally manifest with the arm bows to the target. 
W币， Yu-Xiang said: "Power is emitted 丘om the spine"(Li You Ji Fa，力由脊普). In 
order to store the Jin efficiently in the chest and spine, you must know how t。
"drawing in the chest and arc the back" (Han Xiong Ba Bei，含胸拔背).

However, the most important 0/ all is knowing how to reach h价伊czency m 
using the waist to control (the Jins). The waistis just like the steering wheelo/ a 
car and also like the handle 0/ a soft wh伊. In order to be 皮ght and agile, and 
also φctiv吵 control the Li-Jin, the waist must be 吵 and alive. The coordi
nation 0/ the 刀 and the bo吵 must be highly伊cient， otherwise, even though the 
bo吵 is 50ft, the Jins will not be di附te， 吃庐ctiv吵.

然，最要者，是懂得如何违主宰於腰之效。腰者，问阜
之丰事盘也'软鞭之握把也。海能轻重'均能有效的主宰
力勤'腰身必软、必活。意舆身之铜配舆合作必至高效
率'否则身雄软'等勤必揉成效。

In order to have a high level of Jin control, you must know how to effectively use 
your Yi to direct the body's function. The key is to know the feeling of the body pre
cisel严 Feeling is the language between your mind and body. The more sensitive you 
can feel your body, the more highly refined the control of your body's action will be. 
This feeling will also provide good listening and understanding between you and 
your opponent. 

In addition, in order to control the Jin efficiently, your Yi must be able to con
trol the waist area effectively. The waist area must be so丘 and easily moveable. If not, 
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it will be just like a stuck steering wheel that hinders the control of a car. In order to 
have a loose and so丘 waist， you must first have loose and soft hip joints (Kua，跨).
The hips are the places where the body connects to your root. Whenever the hip 
joints are stiff, your root will be shallow and the movement of the waist will be dull. 
This will influence the effectiveness of your Jin's steering. 

8. Secret of Hen and Ha, Two Qis 哼哈二氯抉

Emitti咆 or storing the Jin d.φends on the YiS re.可ponse ω the opportuni.纱( When 
the Yi ρ stron多 the卢ighting morale 力 high， and the Qi 打 also abundant. How
eveηmω importantρII is the manifestation of the 年iritofVita均 When the 
年irit ofVitality is high, then every action can be carried out as desired. When 
tfJe 年irit ofVitaliσ is low, even 扩伽刀 is stron多 the卢ighting morale ωII still 
be weak. 

勤之号去舆蓄取决於意封峙械之反庭。意高'同志强，氛
亦强。然而最重要者乃精神之巅瑰。精神高昂，别一切
随心庭、手。精神低落，即使意高'同志必弱。

Generally speaking, when your mind is strong, the Qi 出at it leads will be strong. 
The Jin manifested will then be efficient and powerful. However, even if you have 
strong Yi and abundant Qi circulation, if you do not have a highly motivated fight
ing spirit, the power manifested will not be e佐ctive. This means that the quality of 
the Jin's manifestation will not be high. Consequently, you can still be defeated. In 
order to win a battle, you must raise up your fighting morale. When this fighting spir
it is high, the Yi can lead the Qi for power manifestation e岳ctively and efficientl予

In order to reach this goal, you must know how to condense your spirit and keep 
it from scattering. That is why it says in Taijiqzωnαassic that: "Spirit should be 
retained internally" (Shen Yi Nei Lian，神宜内敛). It is also said: ''An insubstantial 
energy leads the head upward" (Xu Ling Ding Jin，虚镇顶勤). This means that the 
practitioner or student should raise up the Spirit of Vitality. 币Tang， Zong-Yue said: 
"(1ηthe Spirit of Vitality can be raised, then (there is) no delay or heaviness (i .e., 
clumsiness). That means the head is suspended."19 This also underscores the impor
tance of raising up the spirit. When the spirit is raised, then your response and action 
will be light and agile. He also said: "(Throughollt your) entire body, the mind is on 
the Spirit ofVitality, not on the Qi."20 This means when your spirit is raised up to a 
high level, the Qi will flow naturally and strongly. In addition, Li, Yi-Yu also said: 
"Spirit condenses. All in all, (if) the above four items (are) totallyacquired, it comes 
down to condensing Shen (iιspirit). When Shen condenses, then one Qi (can be) 
formed, like a drum. Training Qi belongs to Shen. Qi appears activated (iιabun-
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dant) and smooth. The Spirit ofVitality is threaded and concentrated. Opening and 
closing have numbers (degrees of fìneness). Insubstantial and substantial are clearly 
distinguished... "21 

Hen and Ha two sounds are the keys ω making the 伊irit high or low. The Hen 
sound 力 classified as 刀n and is the sound 0/ sorrow. The Ha sound is cl创作d
as Yang and is the sound 0/ cheer. W为en a person is sad and cries or gets depressed, 
the sound 0/ Hen is ~卢en uttered, inhal辛tion 打 longer than the exhalation. At 
this time, the Guardian Qj (\拓i Qi) condenses into the bone marrow and the 
entire bo吵乒els chi.妙~ But 吵en a person is happy, the 仇r;hing sound 0/ Ha is 
often uttered and exhalation is longer than the inhalation. At this time, the 
Guardian Qi e.净ands and the entire bo吵 is hot and sweating. From this it is 
known that吵en the inha印ion is longer than the exhalation with 劝esound0/ 
Hen, the Qj can be condensed into the bone marrow (i.e. , Marrow Qi) (.如i Qi). 
This 力 the secret key to storing the Qj and Jin. Conversely, when exhal理tion is 
longer than inhalation while making the Ha sound, the Qi can expand outward 
and the muscles can be energized to a higher ene叨I state. This 打 the secret key 
to emitting the Qi and Jin. This is 叩ect，均耕ctive 扩the Ha sound 's uttering 
is short, the Jin 力 condensed and the spirit is raised up; then, the emitting 0/ the 
Jin can reach i比 peak.

哼哈二星在二氯乃决定精神高低之寂。哼者，除也'悲锡
之辈也。哈者，踌也'快架之整也。啻人悲侮哭泣或沮
丧之峙'常赞哼聋，同峙吸氛较丧而呼氛较短。此日夺街
氛内做入骨髓'全身赞冷。反之'啻人舆杳快柴之峙，
常接哈笑聋，同峙呼氯较丧而吸氛较短。此日夺街氛阔珉，
全身接熟接汗。由此可知啻吸氛较丧同峙费出哼聋'能
引氛内放入骨髓。此乃蓄氛蓄勤之裹挟。反之'啻呼氛
较丧同峙捞出哈聋，能引氛外族益激费肌肉展力之能量。
此乃放氛沓勤之裹挟。尤其如镣哈聋短暂'勤之号委必集
中'精神上提'勤楼之效可连顶峰。

It is said in Taijiquan Classic: "Grasp and hold the Dan Tian to train internal 
Gongfu. Hen, Ha, two Qis are marvelous and infìnite. Move open, calmly close, 
bend and extend following (your opponent). Slow responds to (slow) , fast follows 
(fast) , the principles must be understood thoroughl严"22 This implies that when the 
Hen and Ha sounds are used skillfully, the spirit can be raised to a high level. When 
this happens, all of the fìghting strategies and skills can be carried out successfully. 

The key to storing the Qi and Jin is to inhale and make the sound of Hen, then 
the abdomen is withdrawn and the Huiyin (Co- I) (舍除) (i.e. , perineum) is held up. 
When you exhale to emit the Qi and Jin, the abdomen is pushed outward while the 
perineum is pushed downward. That means the use of Reverse Abdominal Breath
ing (Fan Hu xi or Ni Hu Xi，反呼吸·逆呼吸) is adopted. 
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PART VIII 

About Pushinl! Hands 
输推手 -

1. Practicing Methods of the Four Directions and Four Corners 四方四隅妹法
(Eight Doors, Eight Trigrams) (八町、八卦〕

1罗加t are the flur directions and flur corners? They are the eight doors. It is also 
the the的 ofEight Trigrams in Ta扩ïquan. What are the flur directio旷 They are 
Peng (i.e. ， 肠rdojf)， Lu 仇， Rollback),]i (i.e. , Squeeze or Pre.时1， andAn (i.e. , 
Push or Press Down). What are the flur corners? They are Cai β.e. ， Pluck), Lie 
(i.e. ， 年丘。， Zhou (i.e. , Elboω1， and Kao (iι Bump). The flur directions are 
the flur main supporting posts (in a building), the m句ior generals (in a battle), 
and are the major Jin pa仰rns ofTa乡;iquan. The flur corners are the flur assis
tant pos比 and are the flur assistant Jin patterns in Taijiquan and are the deputy 
generals. 

四方四隅者，八月也。亦即太桓拳八卦之理也。四方者，
棚、摄、搪、按'四隅者，拣、树、肘、靠。四方者，

四主撑支柱也'主牌也。乃太极拳之主要勤势。四隅者，
四辅助支柱也。乃太植拳之四辅助勤势'副牌也。

Taijiquan is also called "Thirteen Postures" or "Thirteen Patterns" (Shi San 
Shi，十二势)， which includes "Eight Jin Patterns," commonly called "Eight Doors" 
(Ba Men，八问) and "Five Strategic Steppings" (Wu Bu，五步). According to Taiji
quan Classic, the actions of the eight Jin patterns correspond to the eight trigrams 
(Bagua，八卦) while the fìve steppings correspond to the "Five Elements" (币TU

xi吨，五行). The eight trigrams are: Qian (乾) (Heaven) , Kun (坤) (Earth) , Kan 
(坎) (W址er) ， Li (雄) (Fire) , which correspond to the four main sides, and Xun 
(臭) (Wind) , Zhen (震) (Thunder) , Dui (先) (Lake) , and Gen (民) (Mountain) , 
which correspond to the four diagonal corners. The 自ve elements are: metal (Jin, 
金)， wood (Mu，木)， water (Shui，水)， fìre (Huo，火)， and earth (Tu，土) . 
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Peng (棚)， Lu (报)， Ji (靶， and An (按) are the four major Jin patterns that 
have become the four major crucial foundations of the Taijiquan art. Cai (栋)， Lie 
(树)， Zhou (肘)， and Kao (靠) are the four assistant Jin patterns that make the art 
more complete. With the five strategic steppings, the art of Taijiquan becomes a 
complete fighting art. 

Peng ís constructed ftom the two armι shaped as two crescent moons and is 
called 'ärawÍ1啄 in the chest and arcing the back" which can be used as yield切g
to neutralize the coming jin. Arcing stores the Jin in t，劝he b加od吵'y's tuω4 
two bows ar.仰'e t，劝he chest bow and t.劝hq伊pi切ne bow. The.臼'se two plμ罕ce.臼'S ar.仰'et.劝he moωst 
imp口ortant JÍ1切n st，ωor11咆悠 plμace.ω's z切n t，劝he b加0吵~ If (you) know Peng, then (you) will 
knowhow ω5切re. 扩(you) 是now how to store, then (you) will know how 切 en优
Pe喀 Jin ex仰 everywhere in Ta扩iquan. Not only Lu, ji, and An have Peng 
included within, but it is also included in Cai, Lie, Zhou, and Kao. 

棚者，斐月以手臂拱之'稍曰含胸拔背'乃用於嚷以化
来勤'用於拱，以蓄勤於身上雨号。雨号者，胸号、脊
号也。此雨号乃全身最要蓄勤之所。懂得棚'即懂得蓄。
懂得蓄，即懂得籍。棚勤在太植拳中，虎虎皆是。不但
摄、捕、按中有棚'拣、树、肘、靠中亦有棚。

The word Peng (棚) was created in 1马lJ1quan SOCle可 and does not exist in regu
lar dictionaries. This word is constructed from three words: hand (才) and two 
moons (月). The moon is single and therefore implies loneliness in Chinese culture. 
When two moons are put together, it means friends (朋) in Chinese language. Since 
they are friends, they mutually support, help, and harmonize with each other. This 
indicates that the word Peng means to arc both arms like two moons and to coordi
nate them with each other. In Taijiquan, in order to make the arcing harmonious, 
the chest is drawn in while the back is rounded backward. This is an important oral 
secret for storing the Jin and is called "Han Xiong Ba Bei" (含胸拔背) which means 
"draw in the chest and arc the back." When this happens, the body can be used to 
yield and neutralize the incoming force, and can simultaneously be used to store the 
Jin in the body's two bows for emitting. 

As mentioned earlier, the body includes six bows. The two arms and two legs are 
four bows that allow you to store Jin in the posture and then release it. The torso has 
two bows-the chest bow (Xiong Gong，胸号) and the spine bow Oi Gong，脊号).
The force-exerting point for the chest bow is the lower part of the sternum Oiuwei, 
喝尾) (Co-15) while the exerting point for the spine is the Mingmen (Gv-4) (命问).
From these two points the body can be shaped as a bow and Jin can be stored for 
emitting (Figure 42). 

Peng Jin is the first and the most important Jin pattern in 1泣ijiquan. In fact, it 
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Figure 42. Wardoff Jin (Peng Jin) 

can be said that unless you know the essence of Peng Jin, you really don't know 1马1-

jiquan. In order to make the storage of all other Jins effective, Peng Jin can be found 
in almost every Taijiquan posture. 

To train Peng]i刀， (you) allow your training partner ω control your elbows and 
use any possible technique ω push you. His intention is to destr，η your central 
咛uilibrium. You use Peng Jin, which is initiated from your 1.绍几 controlled 妙
。。时 wais民 and then you draw in the chest and arc your back ω man伪t it in 
your arms. Turn your waist ω neutralize， ω arc outward, and ω yield. Repeat 
the practice until the action has become natural. After you have practiced for a 
long time, you will be able to use Peng]in everywhere. 

棚勤楝法，任由友伴拿我肘'而拣取任何方法以推我'
意欲捅我之中定。我以棚勤由脚而梭，主宰於腰'而含
胸拔背拱於手臂'由腰辑以化之'拱之'言装之。反覆妹
霄而至自然之境地。久而久之'自然条虎不存棚勤矣!

There are many ways of training Peng Jin in all Taijiquan styles. However, one 
of the most e能ctive ways for a beginner to build up a firm foundation and sound 
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habits is through elbow controlling practice. In this practice, allow your opponent 
to use both of his hands to control (i.e. , Na Jin，拿勤) your elbows. Since the elbow 
is very close to the center of your body, it is easy for your opponent to fìnd your cen
ter and push you off balance. In order to neutralize, you must turn and also draw in 
your chest, and round your back with the two arms arced outward. When this is 
done, your opponent will have a hard time locating your center. Naturally, it is not 
easy at the beginning. However, a丘er practicing for a long time, it will become eas
ier and more natural. You also will have fam i1iarized yourself with the body's struc
ture, rooting, and waist control. This will allow you to be softer and so丘er m your 
actions and fìnally you can reach the target of using "four ounces to repel one thou
sand pounds" (Si Liang PO Qian Jin，四雨破千斤).

Lu involves using the hands to rollback and neutralize (the comingforce). That 
means using Peng Jin as the major Uin} to yield, lead, and neutralize the com
ingforce ω the left or ω the r.智批 Lu Jin can be c/ass泸ed as Small Rollback 
仅Ïao Lu} and Large Rollback (Da Lu). In small rollback, the circle 0/ coiling 
and neutralizing ]in is smaller. In large rollback, the action is larger, the step
ping is b也er， and the circ/e 0/ coiling and neutralizing 打 a/so on a larger scale. 
When practicing, Lu ]in 打 used together with Ji ]in (i. e.叮 Press or Squeeze Jin) 
and Kao Jin (i.e. , Bump ]in). After Lu, immedian吵flllow ωthJi or Kao. After 
]i or Kao, immedian吵 Lu. Repeat as such. 

摄者，用手报化之意也。以棚勤冯主'膊来势嚷之、引
之、而左右带化之。摄勤可分冯小摄舆大援。小榷者，
罐化勤圈小'步子亦较小。大摄者，圈大、步大、罐化
勤之圈亦较大。楝霄峙'掖勤舆搪勤、靠勤益用。报後
~p捕或靠，榜靠後再薇，反覆而行。

Lu Jin includes Yielding Jin (Rang Jin，言在勤)， LeadingJin (YinJin，引勤)， and Neu
tralizing Jin (Hua Jin，化勤) (Figure 43). For e岱ctive execution, these three Jins all 
include Wardoff Jin (Peng Jin，拥勤). The ancient oral key implies Lu is "leading the Jin 
into emptiness" (Yin Jin Luo Kong，引勤落空). In order to d。由is， you must lead the 
Jin to your side, so you can neutralize it by leading the incoming force into emptin臼乱

In practice, there are two skills of Rollback; they can be classifìed as "Small Roll
back" (元ao Lu，小报) (Figure 44) and "Large Rollback" (Da Lu，大摄) (Figure 45). 
In the execution of Small Rollback, the action of co i1ing, leading, and neutralizing 
is smaller and the techniques are different from those of Large Rollback. Theoreti
cally and practically speaking, to be effective in action, Rollback is always used 
together either with Press Jin (Ji Jin，搪勤) or Bump Jin (Kao Jin，靠勤).
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Yielding 

leading 

Neutralizing 

Figure 43. Rollback Jin (Lu Jin) 

press the other hand's wrist and then pressforward It can also be done 南yusmg
one hand ω press the other forearm and then press forward AII the above Jis are 
usedfor~庐nse and are used to press the opponent's upper bo吵 to destroy 伪 cen
tral equi占brium. In addition, Ji can also be done 钞叩teezing two hm吵 ortwo
arms toward each other. Th打是ind ofJi is mω吵 used to squeeze the opponent's 

elbows ω close off and hinder his ]i]in (PressJ切!)， AnJin (Pωh ]in), or 归 seal
offh力 arms' fonction. Squeezing can also be used to press the opponent's chest 
(i.e. , solar plexus) to make the opponent's Qi卢oat.

播者'小圈攻防也。可施於雯手互叠前捕'可一手播座
另一手之腕而前榜'亦可以一手搪座另一手臂而前捕。
以上之搪竭攻势，用以搪封方知上身部位'以提其中定。
再者'搪亦可由雨手或雨臂封播。封捕者，大都用於搪
散之斐肘'以封挫其之搪勤、按勤、或封锁其臂之活勤。
封搪亦可用之於搪彼之前胸，以浮其氛。
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Figure 44. Smoll Rollbock (Xioo lu) Figure 45. lorge Rollbock (Da lu) 

Figure 46. Press or Squeeze (Ji Jin) (Option 1) 

Ji is a Jin pattern that is designed to be used in shoft range fìghting. Ji can be 
done in differem ways, such as with both hands overlapping each other and then 
pressing forward (Figure 46), one hand pressing the other wrist and then pressing 
forward (Figure 47) or one hand pressing the other forearm and then pressing for-
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Figure 47. Press or Squeeze (Ji Jin) (Option 2) 

ward (Figure 48). When the Ji Jin is applied as such, usua11y it is used for offense and 
aims to destroy the opponent's centra1 equilibrium. This kind of Ji can a1so be used 
to press-strike the solar plexus to in f1ict pain or injury on the opponent's stomach 
and make his Qi f10at (Figure 49). 

Ji can a1so be done by squeezing both hands or arms toward each other. This Ji 
can effectively be used for defense and against an opponent's Ji or An (Figure 50). 
The hands are used to squeeze the opponent's elbows to hinder his intention. Occa
siona11y, this kind of Ji can be used to upset the solar plexus area as well (Figure 51). 

An (Press or Push Down) means to settle the wrist. It is executed 向y using the base 
0/ the palm, either one palm or both palms ωn press and push. An can be divid
ed into 0庐切叫n and材nsive An. In offensive An, the bωe ofthe palm 力
used ω push upward to the chin ω dest1可 the opponent's central equilibrium; to 
the throat to seal the opponent's breath; to push forward to Xinkan Uiuwei) (i.e. , 
soμr plexus area) 切 seal the breath as well as destroy the opponent's central equi
librium or shock his hea叫·ω push downward to the abdominal area to destroy 
the stability 0/劝e lower part 0/ his bo吵 or ω seal his breath. D巧{ensive An is 
used to seal off the coming Jin from the 仰onent. This is commonly done 炒
pressing-pushing down the opponent's shoulders or elbows, which will cause the 
仰onent to lean forward a仇，ill seal off his coming Jin. 

按者'坐腕也。亦即以草掌或受掌根按摩之言自也。按者，
可分攻按舆守按雨者。攻按者，以掌根上按下巳'以才真
彼之中定。按喉，以朗其氛。中按心坎(喝尾)以罔其
氛，以才真其中定'或震聋彼之心贼。下按腹部以才真献之
下定或朗其氛。守按者'用之封化散之来勤也。通常下
带按散之肩或肘使敲前倾而挫敲之来勤。
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Figure 48. Press or Squeeze (Ji Jin) (Option 3) 

The secret of ''An'' that has been passed down by oral tradition is to "settle the 
wrist" (Zuo Wan，坐腕). That means to press the base of the palm forward (Figure 
咒). An Jin can be used either offensively or defensively. When it is used for upward 
attack, the target can be the chin to upset the opponent's central equilibrium (Fig
ure 53) or the throat to seal the breath (Figure 54). When it is used for forward 
attack, the target is the solar plexus area (Xinkan，心坎) (Jiuwei, Co-15，喝尾).
Xinkan is a martial name, while Jiuwei is a Chinese medical name. When this place 

is attacked, you can seal the opponent's breath or even shock his heart (Figure 55). 
Naturally, you can also use it to destroy the opponent's central equilibrium. When 
An is used for downward attack, the abdominal area is the main target (Figure 56). 
When this area is attacked correctly, the muscles can be contracted and will se过 the
breath. 

An is also commonly used for defense, allowing you to seal incoming attacks 
such as Ji or An. When it is applied for this purpose, the shoulders or elbows are 
pressed downward to hinder the incoming attack (Figure 57). 
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Cai means, to pluck and then take away. Cai does not mean， ω grab. When 
(you) graι you tighten up and the Jin will be dull and not ali毗 and can be 
used 钞 the 仰onent. If(y例 use Grabbing Jin, the bo吵 must be 叫fJand the 
upper bo吵 will be t.也 t. W记en the upper body is tightened, the opponent can 
ttlke this oppor.仰仰。odt泸'atyou}. Cai mω2s 切 use the thumb and index fin
ger or middle finger to pluck and pull au呢y. Pluck also means to press the cavi
ties, and pull away means, to destr，η the 俘沪onent's central equi占 'rium. Gener
d炒 speaking， the places for pluckù气~ and pulli咆 are shoulders, elbows, and 
wrists. 隅。1 it is used for the-shoulders, it is used to control the Jianjing or Jian
net占ng ωVtσ~ \胁。1 it is used for the elbows, it 打印 pluck and press the Quchi 
and Shaohai two cavities and then pull downward and sideways. W为en it is used 
for the wri.脯~ it 打 to pluck 加肺结uan ωvity and伽n pull it downward and 
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Figure 49. Pressing Ihe Xinkan Cavity Figure 50. Using Squeezing 10 Neulralize Ihe 
Opponenl's Push 

Figure 51 . Using Squeezing 10 Press 
Ihe Xinkan Cavity 
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Figure 52. Settle the Wrist (Zuo Wan) 

Figure 53. Upward to Push the Chin Figure 54. Push the Thr∞t 
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Figure 55. Push the Xinkan Cavity Figure 56. Push the Abdominal Area 

sideways. Ifthe situation allo例.， (you) may use both hands 切pluck and press any 
two places. 附en (you) use Cai, (you) must pluck and lead the opponent until 
he loses his central equiωrium. If(you) stop midway, the opponentωn easily use 
his Zhou (Elbow) or Kao (Bump) to counterattack you. Those students must be 
叫 carefol about this. Additionally， 即 pli以 must be户ι Ifslow, it can also 
be used 高y the opponenι 

抹者'抹带之言商也。才采拌抓也。抓之别素'勤呆死不活，
易海敲所用。况乎'抓勤身必硬而上身、销。上身、销索'
散可乘之。拣之'亦即以姆拮舆食指或中指扣带之也。
扣者'扣其穴也。带之'据其中定也。一般言之'扣带
之所海肩、海肘、海腕。抹肩，才口其肩井或肩内陵穴也。
抹肘者，扣其曲池舆少海雨穴而倒下带之者也。抹腕者'
扣其内阔穴而下带也。如情势可'可受手扣抹任何南虎
矣。愿用峙，才采化必抹至散失其中定。如拣至半途而靡'
则散易以肘或靠而反擎之。营者'必特别防意也。不但
如此，抹勤必速。缓拣'亦海敲所防所乘也。

When you use Cai Jin, you should not grab. If you grab, the arm will be tensed and 
the body will be stiff. This will provide a good opportunity for your opponent to fìnd 
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Figure 57. Push Ihe Opponenl's Elbow 
10 Neulralize Press 

Figure 58. pluck Ihe Opponenl's Wrisl 

your center. When you pluck, normally you use your thumb and index or middle 且n
ger (Figure 58). It is common that when you pluck, you pr臼s the cavities as well. When 
cavities are pressed, it can cause numbness and this will prevent 由e opponent from get
ting awa严 Common cavities for this on the shoulder are Jianjing (GB-21) (肩井) and 
Jianneiling (M-UE-48) (肩内陵)， on the elbow are Quchi (LI-1 1) (曲池) and Shaohai 
(H-3) (少海)， and on the wrist is Neiguan (P-6) (内脯) (Figur臼 59 and 60). 

When you apply Cai Jin in combat, once you have plucked the opponent and 
begin pulling to destroy his central equilibrium, you must continue your pulling 
until he has lost balance, otherwise he can use his elbow or shoulder to bump you 
(Figure 61). In addition, pluck is used in a fast action. If you are slow and your inten
tion is sensed by your opponent, he can easily create an advantageous opportunity 
for his attack. 
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L化 means to 伊占t both 01 (youυ arms in opposite di时tions and use the j♀'ont 
arm to attack diagonally. The two arms are oppωite divided and become mutu-
al 刀n and Ytmg.When there i￥ d 刀n and Ytmg balance, the central equilibri-
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Quchi 

(L1-11) 

Neiguan 
(P-6) 

Figure 59. Jianjing (GB-21 ) Cavity Figure 60. Jianneiling (M-UE-48), Quchi (L卜 11 )，

Shaohai (H-3 ), and Neiguan (P-6) Cavities 

j仇。ou} must卢ηt pluck the opponent's wrist or elbow. 扩{you} do的是nowhow
ω pluck the opponent and appfy {yo叫 Lie Jin, then {youυ opponent can easify 
use this oppor切切与y and attack you with h打 elbow.

树者，雨臂反向分阅而以前臂例攻也 。雨臂反向'互沟
除畴也。一除一畴，攻势可持中定也。太植拳中，楠雀
尾、斜戒势、野局分需者'乃树勤之势也。施#1勤必去口
棚勤。不知棚勤'树勤辫期其效，亦易失其中定也。例
勤遍用於防散之肘舆靠。施刺勤'必先抹献之腕或肘'
不知拣而草创列勤'必J鸟敲之肘所乘。

Lie (桐) means to spli t. In order to generate a split action , you will need two 

forces executed in opposite directions (Figure 62). One is used to attack the oppo

nent while the other is used to balance the attacking force. In this case, you can 

maintain your balance and center. When you use Lie Jin , you must have Peng Jin 
within. Without Peng Jin , the spine and chest bows will not be able to store the Jin 

in the posture. In addition , wi出 Peng Jin , you can protect your center easily. In order 

to make Lie Jin effective and place yourself in a secure position, you must fìrst pluck 
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Figure 61 . Opponent Uses Bump (Kao) 
Against my Pluck (Cai) 

Figure 62. Split Jin (lie Jin) 

your opponent's elbow or wrist. If you do not do this, your opponent can easily use 
his elbow to attack you. 
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Zh加ou mηuan彻1幻s t，ωo use t.劝he elbow t，ω.0 neutral占ïz，巳 tωo at彷tack走ι or t，ωocωotμl. Th加e neutraliza
tio仰nofZh加0叼r仰E
nen毗zt.以tι.~扩fy川our el，品boz削Uω's a71仰e pl;μ'ucked， contr，仰70η.ol岭f必'ed， sealed, or squeezed, then you must 
阳e the Zhou Jin with the coordination of Peng ]in ω neutralize it. The at.tack 
of the elbow mω be 臼ecuted in short range卢~hting (i.e. , small circ/e). To exe
cute Zhou ]in, you must have entered the central door or have occupied the oppo
nent's empty doo r, so Zhou Jin can be used 扩you have already plucked the oppo
nent's wrùt, you can use your elbow to press his elbow upward to control his arm. 
When you execute your Zhou Jin, you must be very cautious to guard yourself 
against the opponent's Lu ]in (i.e叮 Rollback ]in). 扩your opponent 力 good at 
using Lu ]i九 (he) can pull your root and destroy your central equilibrium. 
Therφre， (you) mω be very ca71φl to pre仰zt this from happeni 

肘者'以肘化、攻、握之葫也。肘之化'在防我之樊肘
梅敲所扣、所措也。如我之肘被扣、被拿、被封、被捕'
我必以肘配合棚勤掉化之。肘之攻'必在短距(小
圈)。欲施肘勤'我必已入中问或已推估献之空问'肘
可用矣。如我已扣敲之腕'我可以肘上顶其肘以擒其臂。
我施肘勤'必慎防散之提勤。敬如善用摄勤'可拔我根'
摸我中定'不可不防也。
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The skill of Zhou Jin can be used for neutralization, stroke, or even to coil the 
opponent's arm for control. When it is used for neutralization, it is commonly used 
to prevent your opponent from plucking, controlling, sealing, or squeezing your 
elbows. Through circling your elbows with Peng Jin, you will be able to re-direct the 
opponent's force and neutralize it. This will prevent him from locating your center 
and destroying it (Figure 63). When you and your opponent are in a short range 
fìghting situation, if the opportunity allows, you should use your elbow to strike the 
opponent's vital areas. When you execute your strikes, you must have already taken 
an advantageous position, such as occupying the central door or entering his empty 
door. If you have not placed him into this urgent position, he can easily counter you 
by controlling your shoulder or elbow and destroying your balance (Figure 64). The 
elbow can also be used in Qin Na techniques. For example, if you have grabbed your 
opponent's wrist with one hand, you can use the elbow of the other arm to coil his 
elbow and lock him up (Figure 65). When you apply Elbow, you must be alert to 
prevent your opponent from using Lu Jin (i.e. , Rollback Jin) to counter. 

Kao means 切切e part 0/ your own bo吵 ω bump the opponent's bo吵印刷品r
him lose his central equi占 rium. Kao Jin can be divided into shoulder Kao, chest 
Kao, back Kao， 仰 Kao， and knee Kao， 优. Kao Jin is the same as Zhou Ji九
which must be 咽plied when the仰onent is near. The1φre， the skills 0/ how ω 
occψry the central door and enter the emJ.叼 door must be expert and alive; (you) 
can then create an advantageous opportuni片y and establish a desirable position. 
As with ZhouJ切， when (y叫 apply Kao Jin， 。叫 must be cautiωω guard 
yourse扩against the opponent's Lu Jin. If the opponent is good at using Lu Ji九
(he) can pull (your) root and destroy (youυ central equilibrium. Therefore, (you) 
must be ca吃向1 to prevent this from happening. 

靠者，以己身之部位靠撞献身使之失其中定也。靠勤可
分肩靠、胸靠、背靠、臀靠、膝靠等程稽。靠勤'如同
肘勤者'必施於近身。因此推中问、入空间之技必先善
活，才能刽械立势。如同肘勤之施，施靠勤'必慎防散
之摄勤。散如善用摄勤'可拔我根'摸我中定'不可不
防也。

Kao and Zhou Jins specialize in short range fìghting situations. To apply Kao, you 
m可 use any part of your body to bump your opponent out of balance. For example, 
you may use your shoulders, chest, back, hips, knees, etc. to bump your opponent off. 
Since Kao is a short range fìghting technique, you must already have an advantageous 
position when you use it to avoid your opponent's attack. Only when your opponent is 
in an urgent situation can you get closer to his body without taking too much of a risk. 
If you are interested in knowing more about these Taijiquan eight basic Jin patterns, 
ple甜 refer to the books: Ta扩ï Chin ^如 or Taijiquan-Classical Ytmg Sty企 byYMAA.
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Figure 63. Using Elbow (Zhou) to Neutralize the Figure 64. Opponent Applies Control (Na) to my 
Opponent's pluck (Cai) Elbow to Neutralize my Bump (Kao) 

Figure 65. Using Elbow (Zhou) for Qin Nα 
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2. Practicing Methods of the Five Steppings 五步楝法 (Five Elements) [五行〕

What are the卢ve steppings? They are advancin.多 r仰r:ating， beware 0/ the left, 
look ω the right, and central equilibrium. The eight doors are the Jin patterns 
fore~注1Jt directions and the卢vesf<φpings are the sf<φping actions 0/ the four sides. 
1l0wever, in order 归是eep a stea.吵 and卢rm (center and root) in the stepping 
action, (you) must卢rst t吵 for central equilibrium. This haωsb如een discωed i切n 
detai.μ1 earli.占i仰er凯Fχ:1丑泣泊均ij陶i问qu山an Classic said' "Ti乃'he r，仰oot 力 at t.劝hej乒告忱E叫t， (伊7万f占zn or movemen 
iωs) gen附eratedj斤F阳om刀1 t，劝hele.ψgs， ma.硝ωst，化eri仰r:d (iβ.ι cont.仰ro/'品~ed) 码妙y t.劝he waist and man叫1~泸卢'st
ed (i.e. ， 已xpressed) through the fingers. " "To generate Jin from the legs" during 
stationary or moving出uations， you search for the legs' rooting and stabili沙 and
the bo吵s central 呵uilibrium. In the stepping movements, the legs' actions are 
h沪t and agile and the Jin can be man拆'Sted as wished When (you) practice the 
卢ve st，伊pings， (you) should begin from a stationary position. Train to keep (the 
bo吵 and minds) central equi占brium_ and to comprehend the bo~如s emitting 
and neutralization. After that, begin the practice 0/ stepping movements. 

五步者，前造、後退、左额、右盼、中定也。八问勤势
海八方之势，而五步海四面步勤之势。然海持步勤穗定
之势'必先求中定'前已祥迫之。经云: 电其根在脚'
接於腿'主宰於腰'形於手指。 P 其籍之於腿即在定步
舆勤步中，腿之根能紫穗'身能持中定之势。勤步中，
腿之移步轻巧'勤能随心所欲而接化。楝霄五步'须徒
定步妹起。由定步中去持中定、去懂身键之籍、化。之
後，才能步入勤步矣。

Even though the 自ve strategic steppings are considered stepping actions, most 
Taijiquan practitioners realize that the strategic actions of advance, retreat, beware of 
the le丘， look to the right, and central equilibrium should also be applied in station
ary pushing hands. From stationa叮 training， a practitioner will be able to build up 
his awareness, alertness, and strategic body actions, such as shi丘ing the body for
ward, yielding backward, turning to the le丘， and neutralizing to the right. In addi
tion, a student willlearn how to coordinate these fìve strategic body actions with the 
eight strategic Jin patterns harmoniously and smoothly. Naturally, in order to exe
cute these four body actions, you must fìrst have a fìrm and stable central equilibri
um. It is because of this that most Taijiquan teachers will teach a student how to 
apply these fìve strategic actions in stationary pushing hands fìrst. 
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Stance is mainly used for advancing, ~庐nse， and sealing, while Fo阶Six Stance 
is mai吵 used for retreatin.多 defen屹 andyieldi咯 Beware 0/劝e left and look 
ω the right are carried outßom the upper bo吵s turning and maÍ1吵 used for 
leading, neutra占:zing， and controlling. 

定步中定之势舆定步之造、退、额、盼由定步推手操起。
中定者'平衡、絮根、顶勤之言育也。造、返者'由腰而
上身键之造舆退也。此造退由蹬山步(号箭步)舆四六
步之搏换而成。蹬山步主造、主攻、主封'四六步主退、
主守、主嚷。额、盼者'由腰而上身键之辗掉而成'主
引、主化、主拿也。

The fìrst step in practicing stationary pushing hands is learning how to protect 
your center and keep it in a state of equilibrium. In order to reach this go址， youmust 
be able to fìrm your root, maintain your center, and keep your body in balance. That 
means the torso is upright and the head is suspended. In order to reach all of these 
goals, you must know how to be relaxed and so丘. Without these two criteria, your 
body will be tensed and the mind will be scattered. Naturally, the root will be shal
low and your listening and understanding Jins will be dull. 

Stationary advancing forward and retreating back are done by changing the 
stance from Climbing Mountain Stance (Deng Shan Bu，蹬山步) into Four-Six 
Stance (Si Liu Bu，四六步) and vice versa. When you are in Climbing Mountain 
Stance, you enter the central door and occupy the advantageous position for attack
ing and sealing (Figure 66). Once you change into Four-Six Stance, you are yielding 
and become defensive (Figure 67). You should remember that it does not matter if 
you advance forward or retreat back, your torso should be kept upright, your head 
suspended, and the tailbone tucked in at all times. The strategic body actions of 
beware of the le丘 and look to the right in stationary pushing hands are accomplished 
by the body's turning and are used for coiling, turning, and controlling (Figure 68). 
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From the j为na切nentalpractice 0/ single pushing hands, advancing into double 
pushing hands, (you learn) to listen, understand, advance forward, retreat back
ward, beware 0/ the l析~ and look ω the r告-ht. When (you) have reached a nat-
ural reactive stage 0/ using the 刀 without the }亏" then (you) may enter the prac

g pushing hands. 但oweveη you should know that} in movingpl 
úning, the practice 0/ advance forward, retreat backward, beu 
必 ω the r智以 and central 呵Ul肋rium also start from single pl 
s main goal is to train central equilibrium so 元 can harmonize 
ivance forward, retreat backω叫 beware 0/ the left, look 归
自ehant，击~ the tJ吼 thebody mo仰nents， the techniques, and the s 

ping can be coordinated and harmonized with each other, then (you can) enter 
the practice 0/ double pushing hands， μrge rollback, and small rollback 0/ step-
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Figure 66. Using Climbing Mountain Stance 
(Deng Shan Bu) to Occupy the Central Door 

Figure 67. Using Four-Six Stance (Si liu Bu) 
to Neutralize the Coming Press (Ji) 

Figure 68. Turning the Body to 
Neutralize the Coming Force 
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ping moving pωhing hands. Afterward, (you can) enter the practice o/Ta乡iiquan
与parring. From the practice 0/ sparrin，乡。ou} should continue ω search deeper 
flr pro.βund understanding, experience, and applications. After a 10咆period 0/ 
practice, the moving 0/ the卢ve steppings ωn be carried out as wished 

由定步草推手晋均受推手之基本妹霄中'而慕、而懂'
而造、而退、而额、而盼。在适乎意不离意之自然反鹿
後'即能步入勤步推手楝霄。勤步之造、退、额、盼、
舆中定亦由草推手始。其主要目的在吉11楝行步中之中定
舆步伐之造、退、额、盼也。在手、眼、身、法、步能
合言皆拥配得宜後，即步入樊推手舆大、小履之勤步楝宵。
之後'即可步入太植散手之楝霄。在由散手封妹中去寻
求更深之睹解、短输、舆庭用。久而久之'五步之行随
心所欲也。

A丘er you have mastered a11 of the basic skills for your body's strategic actions and 
are familiar with the techniques of applying the eight basic Jin patterns in stationary 
pushing hands, then you can start your moving pushing hands. If you have not mas
tered the basic stationary pushing hands skills, but rush into moving pushing, your 
body will be tense and stiff. The centra1 equilibrium will not be maintained, the step
ping root will be sha110w, and the techniques will not be highly effective. Building 
up good habits and basic skills is the key to reaching a profound level ofTaijiquan 
pushing hands. 

When you advance to moving pushing hands, again you must start from single 
moving pushing hands, progressing to moving double pushing hands. From these 
practices, you learn how to maintain your centra1 equilibrium while you are stepping 
and rurning. A丘er you have reached a comfortable level where the Yi does not have 
to be there (i.e. , natura1 reaction) , then you can proceed to large and sma11 rollback 
training. Gradua11y, you proceed into sparring and other advanced Jin skills such 臼
spira1ing, coiling, control1ing, borrowing, etc. (Figure 69). 
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3. Practicing Methods of Centra1 Equilibrium 中定楝法

切tral equilibrium is the most important in the Five Steppings. Central equi
brium ii needed {when you are} in a stationary position. It 打 also needed {when 
IU are} in moving situations. If central equilibrium is not kφt， then (you) lose 
1lance. Once you have lost (yo叫 baμ町e， then (you are in) an urgent si阳命
。n. 而ur opponent can easily take advantage of this oppor，ωnt ，切 Central equi
brium re{eis ω the equilibrium of the physical body. The Yi 打仰tat the Real 

ture of肌扩i state. 
Taijiquan Classic said: "If there is a top, there 打 a bottom; if there is a fro毗
there is a back; 扩劝ere is a leJt, there is a 咆吵bινt." In sun仰?
Th.归'at means t.劝he cαentral e，呵quil占ïbri证umηt 吃oft.劝he Real Dan 刀;an.

中定者'五步中之最要者也。定步须中定'勤步亦须中
定。中不定'员IJ 失平衡也。失平衡'别急迫也。易布散
所乘矣。中定'乃身髓物理之中定'乃意守真丹田'氛
舍之守之定也。此乃燕植之势。经云:咱有上即有下'
有前必有後'有左必有右。 F 踌纳之'乃一黠之定'亦
即真丹田之定也。

Central equilibrium requires the balance and stability of the Real Dan Tian 
(Zhen Dan Tian，真丹田)， which is located at the center of gravity or physical cen
ter. Therefore, it is a point instead of a line. If you can keep this point in equipoise 
either in stationary or moving position, your opponent will have a hard time fìnd
ing your center and destroying your root. 

In order 归是呻 the central equi，占brium of the p均ysical center， 府'adiness of伽
Qi 's entrance and exit, and stabi.占沙 of the Xin {i.e. , emotional mind} and η 
{i.e. , wisdom mind}. The most important thing is to keep the waist and Kua 
{thighs and h伊joints area} loose. The ωist is the connecting pμce of the upper 
bo吵 and the lower bo吵( When the waist 力 loose， the root can be卢rm and the 
top and the bottom can be harmonized with each other. When the waist is loose, 
the bo吵 will naturally be lo仰. When the bo吵 can be loose, then the η can be 
concenirated. When the Yi can be concentrated, the Xin will be peac，φl When 
the Xin is peacφ1， then the伊irit will have its center. When the 伊irit has its cen
的 then the bo吵 and the mind are all 
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In order to keep yourself in a good state of central equilibrium, the fìrst require
ment is to keep this central place (i.e., Real Dan Tian) loose and comfortable. When 
this central place is loose and comfortable, the Qi can flow in and out easily, and the 
mind can be sensitive in this place and stead严 In this case, you can protect your cen
ter and keep the equilibrium. In order to keep this center loose and comfortable, you 
must 且rst learn how to keep your waist and the hip joint area loose. When these 
places are loose, you will be able to protect your root. When your root is fìrmed, the 
center can be protected. 

The practicing method flr maintaini喀 central equilibrium 打印 allow your 
partner ω control your elboω and 卢nd your center. His intention is ω destr，η 
your central equilibrium. }谷u will 01吵 be 崎fènsi侃白e Peng ]in and turn 
(yo时 waist and legs ω neutralize the coming Jin. Taijiquan Classic said. "If 
you foil to catch the oppor阳nt，σ andgain the s叩eriorposition, (youυ body will 
be disora必red To solve this problem, (you) must look ω the waist and t.喀':5." Use 
the waist and the legs to卢nd the net仰'alizingJin. Use the posture 01 Peng to卢nd
central equilibrium. After long practice, the root will be卢rmed and the central 
equilibrium is established 

其妹法'由妹伴拿我肘盖寻我之中心'其意欲捅我之中
定也。我僵防守而不攻，以棚勤舆腰腿辑化来勤。短云:
电有不得械得势庭，身便散乱。其病必於腰腿求之。 F
此即其意也。由腰腿上'求千匕勤。由棚勤势上'寻中定。
久而久之'根萦矣!中定矣!

The way to protect your central equilibrium is to keep the waist and hips loose 
and to also know how to turn the waist to re-direct the incoming force to the sides 
to neutralize. The way of training this is to let your opponent control your elbows 
and put you in an urgent situation. Then you èan use your waist and legs to neu
tralize the urgent situation, rolling and directing the attack into emptiness. 

4. Method of Rooting 絮根法

I与ijiquan Classic saiρai材f叫址d必: "Th加e root is at tJ劝hej乒专忱E叫t， (伊7万zn or m仰0仰仰
j斤♀'om tJ劝he legs, mωtered (i.e. , controlled) 高'Y the waist and man拆'sted (i.e叮
仰的sed) from the卢ngers. From the feet to the legs to the waist must be inte
grated, into one un泸ed Qj. When movingforward or backward, (you can) then 
catch the oppor.阳nity and gain the sψerior position. 扩 (you) βdω catch the 
oppor.阳nity and gain the Stψerior position, (your) body will be disordered. To 
solve th叼roblem， (如ou) must look to the waist and legs. [争 and down, flrward 
and backward, left and r智ht， it's all the Sa1侃 All 01 this is done with the 刀
(mind), not externally." Th打 has clea吵 11ψlied that the rooting is the most 
important (point) in 1均ïquan's~庐nseand材nse. When the root is firmed, the 
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central equilibrium will be stea吵 and the Jin can be emitted 向ffectively}. If the 
root is floati咆; then the central equilibrium will be damaged, the mind will be 
m附red， and this can be taken advantage 01向y an opponent. 
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I与ijiquan is a martial style that specializes in middle and short range fighting dis
tances. Because of this, the most important concern in a fight is how to maintain 
your center and root. If you have lost your root and center, your mind will be scat
tered and your body willlose its balance, and also the Jin you manifest will be shal
low. That means you have lost. Taijiquan Classic points out three important things: 
1. The root is the origin of Jin. 2. When you have lost balance and root, your mind 
and body will be scattered. You should re-establish your rooting and stability 
through the waist and legs. 3. All of this balance and rooting must be accomplished 
through internal (i.e., Yi) understanding and feeling, as well as external understand
ing and feeling. 

The most important thing in the training ~汇fìrming the root is that all the joints 
must threaded together and fonction as a single Qi (i.e. , single unit). In order to 
thread the joint together, (you) must first know how to 是eep the joints light and 
agile. According to theory, the entire bo吵 can be divided into tψpeη middle， and 
lower sections. From the knees and below is the lower section, ftom the knees ω 
Xinkan (i.e. , Jiuwei) is the middle 即tion， and j子'om Xin缸nω the neck and 
head is the upper section. When the root 01 the lower section is卢rmed， the mid
d必 section c，ω't1n b加e r，仰rμxed， and t.劝he卢n man~拆伪festedj卢辛rom t.劝he 纠ψppe旷r lev倪evel c，ω'an be 
st，扩仰ron咯Ig. To reach t，加b加E珩adi切n倪2e，优rι二5五'ss a 
muωst be喀φ'gt切n (y，归仰0ωur trai切11刃nt切f切ng)少)j斤L均阳0ωmη2 ankles, 是nees, and hips, these three joint places. 
扩these three pμω can be loosened, s桥~ agile, and alive, then the root can be 
卢rmed. However, the most important 01 all is to keψ the waist area 咐 l胁。1
the waist 力 5饼; you can control the Jin, and emitting or neutralizing can be 
sw拆 and naturaL In that ca.吭 it will be hard flr (youυ opponent's Jin ω reach 
your center and pull your root. 
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萦根之首要'在於铮铮贯穿，全身完整一氛。渴求贯穿'
必先懂得阔静之轻重。依理而言'全身可分局上、中、
下三盘。由膝而下海之下盘，由膝至心坎海中盘'由心
坎至硕顶海上盘。下盘跟穗，中盘能葱'上盘之勤颜必
强。渴求下盘之根穗，必先由躁、膝、跨三庭阔部著手。
若此三阔部能葱'能软'能重'能活，则根可定。然最
重者'乃是秦基腰。腰秦基别勤可海我主宰'籍、化重活自
然。如此，散之勤必辫连於我之中心'立在拔其根。

The entire body is connected by joints. Through these joints, your opponent's 
power can reach your root and destroy it. In Taijiquan, the body acts as a single so丘
whipping unit. Jin is initiated 丘om the root, is controlled by the waist and mani
fested in the fìngers. In order to make this happen, the joints must be so丘 and
relaxed (i.e., light) and activated. These conditions are required not just for the Jin's 
manifestation, but a1so to prevent the opponent's power 丘om reaching your root. 

As mentioned in Part 1, the entire body can be divided into three sections (San 
Pan，三盘); from the knees down, from the knees ro Xinkan (心坎) (or Jiuwei, Co-
15) (喝尾)， and from Xinkan to the crown. Xinkan is a martia1 arts term for the cav
ity named Jiuwei in Chinese medicine (Figure 70). Xinkan is the lower part of the 
sternum. In Chinese martia1 arts training, the lower section (from the knees down) 
is considered the most important since it is related to your root and stability. If you 
do not have a fìrm root and good stabili町" your mind and physica1 body will float, 
and your concentration and spirit will be sha110w. In this case, your power cannot be 
manifested effectively, and you have provided your opponent with an advantageous 
position 丘om which to destroy your center and take you down. 

In order to have fìrm root and stability, you must fìrst have strong legs, especia1-
ly the joints in the ankles, knees, and hips. You must a1so be able to control them 
effìciently so they can be so丘 and loose as well. You must have a waist that can be 
controlled by your mind effìciently. For a11 of this, you must a1so learn precision of 
control so that when it is necessary to be hard, the joints can be hard, and when they 
must be so丘， they can be soft. When this happens, your mind will be able to govern 
the middle and the lower section of the body e他ctively for any defensive or 0佐n

slve sltuat10n. 

Genera妙1， the distance between your p句'sícal center (i.e. , gravity) and the 
ground registered iηoursωconscious mind was constan吵 adjusted as you grew 
taller. From this subconscious mi以 we can pull our root any time and walk. 扩
this distance in our subconscious mínd is ωo long, then the root will be too deφ 
and it will be hard to step. 扩劝is distance in our subconscioω mind is 例如叫
then the root is卢'oating and you can foll. Normally, in order ω increase the level 
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Upper Section 

Middle Section 

Lower Section 

Figure 70. Three Sections of the Body (San Pan) 

ofstabi均 ιe. ， rooting) 附 sink down to lower the phy巾-al center. Consequent乡，
the distance between the gravi.σ center and the ground is extena如d into the 
ground Thus, we are rooted. 

人越物理中心舆地面之距离住，一般人之滑意哉，随身键
之成美而言周筋。由此潜意哉'吾等可随峙拔根而步行。
如此潜意裁之距离住太袭'则根沈而推行。如此潜意裁之
距离在太短'则根浮而易倾。平峙，均增加身趣之穗度，
我例下蹲身势以降低身键之物理中心'同咛潜意哉理物
理中心舆地面之距离住，往地袒伸展。由此'根萦矣。

Theoretically, since the day you learned how to walk, your mind has been regis
tering the distance between your physical gravity center and the ground (Figure 71). 
This distance was adjusted during the course of your growth. It is 仕om the recogni
tion of this distance that you can walk. If the distance in your mind is longer than 
this distance and sinks into the ground, then you cannot walk. On the contra町; if 
the distance in your mind is shorter than this distance, then your mind is above the 
ground and you are not rooted in walking. In this case, you will be floating and awk
ward. Generally, in order to build up a stronger root, you squat down to lower your 
physical center of gravity and in addition to the physical strength built, this allows 
your mind to go underneath the ground to establish a fìrm root (Figure 72). 
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Figure 71 . Distance Belween the Center 
。f Gravity and the Ground 

Figure 72. Shorten the Distance Belween 
the Center of Gravity and the Ground 

In Chinese martial arts training, there are two ways of establishing a stronger 
root, one is through the physical stances and the other is through breathing and 
mental training that allows you to extend the distance from physical gravity center 
into the ground. Both kinds of training are required. 

The next important thing in rooting practice 打 the endurance and strength of the 
legs. When the legs are str01气'5 and t， 宫 endurance is high, then the root and sta
biliσωn be maintained Otherwisι the root can be pulled easily. To train the 
legs'endurance and stren，抖" genera妙。ou can} begi1收mdoi喀彻icsta町'es on 
stakes. Genera似 the stances are: Horse Stance, Mountain Climbing Stance {Bow 
and Arrow Stance}, Four-Six Stance, Tame the Tif{er Stance, Golden Rooster 
Stand with One Leg Stance, False StanDι Swallow Stance, and Unicom Stance. 
B锣inners should (jìrst) stand on the ground flr about 卢ve minutes {in each 
stanc，υ. After a long period of p阳"fÍce， (you) should be able to stand flr thir.σ 
minutes without feetûzg tired This is the time to begin the practice ofstanding on 
stakes. You may use wood stakes or even masonη bricks. Stand on the stakes while 
the mind 打 under the stakes. After a long time, the mind can be a few inches 
under the feet. To make the root even deeper, (you) may flllow the same method 
钞 increasing the he钞t ofthe sta阳. After (you) step down from the stake.ι the 
root can be a few feet under your j去'et. In this case, the root is rea吵 de，伊. In order 
to have lightness and agility of the ankles, knees, and h伊儿。'ou} may circle (youυ 
lower section as wished while standing in Horse Stance or Mountain Climbing 
Stance, etc. In this case, the feeling on the bo仿om of the feet will be enhanced and 
the Root]in can be established The句th of the root句ends on the levelofsen-
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sitivity feeling on the bottom ofyour feet. If the sensitivi.σ level is high, the root is 
deep and 扩the sensitiviσ level 打 low， the root 打 shallow.

紫根之友要'在於腿之耐力舆强勤。腿力强'耐力高'
则根穗可持。否则'根易被拔。楝霄腿之耐力舆强勤'
一般由基本站椿著手。站椿庄势一般有局步、蹬山步(号
箭步)、四六步、伏虎步、金辫确立步、虚步、吞步、
麟麟步等等。初牵者，站於平地上'以五分锺海度。久
而久之'可站至三十分锺而不劳累。此峙即可步入站椿。
可用木椿或平常之啤魄。站於椿上，意於椿下。久而久
之，意可连足底数寸。欲速更深之萦根境地，可加高椿
高，依法楝霄。在椿去後'根可连足底数尺'根深矣。
渴求躁、膝、跨之轻重舆君这软'可在局步、蹬山步等站
庄畴'下盘幸事圈自如。如此，增强脚底之戚凳立在树立根
勤。根之深浅'由足底之敏戚度而定。敏戚度高，根深'
敏戚度低'根浅。

There are many ways to train your legs and make them strong. One of the most 
common ways in Chinese martial arts training is through fundamental stance train
ing. From fundamental stance training, you gradually build up strength in your legs 
(Figure 73). You should stand for a few minutes fìrst until the endurance and 
strength develops. Then you can extend the time. You should later start to stand on 
some wood stakes or even bricks (Figure 74). In order to maintain your stability, you 
gradually train your mind and extend it downward to the bottom of the bricks. A丘er

long practice, your mind can register this distance anytime you wish. When this hap
pens, once you have removed yourself from the bricks, your mind will be a few inch
es under the ground, and you are rooted. 

In order to allow your mind to control your legs effìciently during this tense 
standing, you should also train using a circling motion (Figure 75). This will gradu
ally allow you to control the muscles, tendons, and ligaments required for maneu
vering actions. Through this training, you will be able to build up higher sensitivity 
on your soles. This is also a key to rooting. 
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Rooting practice with a p旷的er through the俨me 01 tug 01 war. That means you 
and your partner stand in Mountain Climbing Stance and face each other, the 
front hands holding each other (like a handshake). During competition, both 
sides try their best to pull the opponent off balance (in any direction). When there 
is any 劝拆 in rooting, then the one who shij♀~ his root loses. From this practice, 
(you) can master the skills olleading and neutralizing the comi咆 Jin， 切 see
clearly and ω feel the opponent's central equi占brium and root. After practicing 
for a long time, the root can be卢rmed. The students should pond以 comprehend，
and practice this game and catch its 是ey tricks. 
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Figure 73. Horse Stance (Ma Bu) Figure 74. Standing on Bricks 

Figure 75. Circling the Knees 
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Fígure 76. Centeríng Competítíon wíth 0 Partner Fígure 77. Centeríng Competition with 0 Partner 

舆友伴楝霄萦根之法，可以拉拒鞍行之。亦即舆友伴蹬
山步封立'前手相握。比赛峙，盏力想膊封方拉倒。根
一勤即败。在此楝霄下'可熟悉如何将来勤引化'可洞
悉戚凳封方之中定舆根源，久而久之'根定矣。牵者常
自霄之以悟其寂。

Rooting can easily be trained with a partner. Simply face each other and squat 
down in Mountain Climbing Stance with the 丘ont hands holding each other (Fig
ure 76). Then, both parties try their best to pull the opponent either sideways, for
ward, or back with the intent to pull the opponent off balance. Naturally, both part
ners must be rooted and very sensitive and alert about the opponent's intention and 
power so the incoming attacks can be neutralized. In order to neutralize the attack
ing force , you must know how to change your Mountain Climbing Stance into 
Four-Six Stance and also how to use your waist to turn your body skillfully (Figure 
77). Both partners must be able to feel and sense the opportunity of this advantage 
and take it without hesitation. A丘er you have practiced this for a while, youwill see 
how fast this will help you build up your root and center. 
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5. Method of Uprooting 拔根法

Uprooting is used against the opponent, to destrη 伪 root， and ω put him ata 
disadvantage. In order ω pull伪 root， (you) must卢rst destroy h打 central equi
librium. W为en the central equilibrium is disrupted, his mind will be disordered 
and his Qi will float. Seize this opportuni沙 tmd pull his root off. In order ω 
destr，钞， his central equilibrium, (you) must know Listeni，咯 Following， Attach
tn多 andAdhering Jins. Attach to h打 αnter and adhere ω his skin anâ muscles, 
另n and Yttng mutua!.如 exchang，ι capωre h打 central dooη and occupy h打 empty
door to C01侨Ise his mind. In this ωe， (y，叫 willput (y，ωυ opponent in切 a dis
advant写geous position that can be used 句， vou to destr，η， h力 central equilibrium. 
l励en the central equilibrium 力抢'Stroyed， the root can be easily pulled. 

拔根乃我封待敲人，以提其根'盖置散於不利之地。欲
拔敲根，必先提其中定。中定损'其意必乱，其氛必浮'
趁此良械'拔其根也。欲才真其中定'必懂辑、随、沾、
都之勤。沾其中心'和其肌膺，除陈交替，拾其中问'
估其空问'以高L其心。如此，必置敲於不利'海我所用
益提其中定。中定摸'根易拔矣。

In order to create an opportuni可 for your attack, first you must put your oppo
nent into a defensive and urgent situation. One of the most common ways is to 
destroy his balance and root. When this happens, your opponent must pay attention 
to his balance and root and try to re-establish it. In this case, you will have created 
an advantageous situation for your attack. However, in order to reach this goal, you 
must first be good in the skills of Listening, Understanding, Following, Attaching, 
and Adhering Jins. With the skillfulness and e他ctiveness of these Ji时， you will be 
able to place your opponent into a defensive situation. You must also be an expert in 
using the exchangeable Yin-Yang strategies to confuse your opponent. Once you 
have created these advantageous opportunities, you should then immediately occu
py the central door (Zhong Men，中间) or reposition yourself and enter his empty 
door (Kong Men，空问). The central door is the mid-way position between you and 
your opponent (Figure 78). Once you have occupied this position, you will have put 
your opponent into an urgent position. Empty door means the door is opened that 
allows you to step in for an attack. For example, if your opponent's right leg is for
ward, then his le丘 hand side is one of the emp可 doors (Figure 79). Once you have 
seized this door, your opponent will feel naked and exposed to your attack. 

Taijiquan Classic said: γthere 打 a top, there 打 a bottom; 扩there is a j辛'ont，
there is a ba硝 ifthere is a left, there iS a r，结ht. 扩刀 (wisdom mind) wan打印
go ψward， th打 imp占es considering downward. (This means) ~扩f (y归ouωJu
t￥伊♀ and 攻#阳'atan 0ψpponent， you must fir:附'Stc，ω'ons切sid珩er his 仰仰0侃ι wí罗万励P协'hen t.劝heopponen价必
r仰'oot is b衍仇rok，如如切'en矶n凯1弘， h加r ωII inez仰u附仰evωωvitab均lyb加r 攻侨feated quic，均 andc例ai吵 "This ω n be 
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Figure 78. Central Door (Zhong Men) Figure 79. Empty Door (Kong Men) 

done through the application 0/刀n and ya咆 strategies 0/ exchange. When the 
opponent's mind 力 disordered， the root can be pulled In order to pull his ro矶
。'ou) must卢rst trick him with downward tactics 归 entice his mind upward 
W为en his mind is upward, you immediately take this opportunity to pull h打
root. Knowing is easier than actually executing it; the1吃fore， learners shou/d问
practicing until the skills can be car 

短云"有上即有下'有前即有後'有左即有右。如意
要向上'即寓下意。若将物掀起'而加以挫之之意。斯
其根自断'乃壤之速而黛疑。"此即意除畴交替而用，
敲心一乱'根可拔矣。欲拔其根'必先寓下意，以引散
上提之意。敲意一上提'我即趁械拔其根也。知易行辩，
牵者必多霄之以海效。

In order to pull the opponent's root, strategically, you must know how to use 
insubstantial (i.e. , Yin) and substantial (i.e., Yang) tactics skillfully. This will confuse 
your opponent. For example, in order to pull up, you must fìrst pull down. When 
the opponent resists with upward intention and action, then you follow his action 
and immediately pull up. In order to make him fall to the left, fìrst you apply pres
sure to his le丘 (your right). Once he has initiated a reactive action against your force, 
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then you immediately change your force to your le丘 and make him lose balance. 
Through these on-off and 。正on actions, you will put your opponent into a defen
sive and disorienting position that you control. 

6. Practicing Methods for Listening, Following, Attaching, and Adhering 
辑、、随、粘、和楝法

wí罗罗励J茄b加仰'at is打SL品i打5府te肌enz归加1ρi切;切ng:矿F汀It i力s t，加b加ecωon町tou.ω仰:sn仰leSS and t，伽b加ej乒告hμωeli占'in咆~b吃功而re and after conta町ωct t 
wωit.劝h t，伽b加r仰0仰n附en肌ι 1附罗励恪加切at i吵φf伽必阳仙ωwωvtng:矿ρF汀均It i扛sa mozωz 
t劝he 0.ψpponent's will with a connection. What is at.taching? It is the intercepting 
action - a bridge between no contact and contact. It also rφrs to at.taching and 
connecting action onto the opponent's center t吵4
able ω pull h伪打仰仰0侃ι Ad拗'heri仰;切n咆~me.ω'ans 吧4斤er att阳hin咯』乡~， you stick with 伽 oppo
nent without s，φaration， listening to his Yi and flllowing his movements, con
nect and adhere 应ke glue and like lacquer. 

捷、者'封散接崩前舆接崩後之意、域和戚竞也。随者，跟
徙追随献意而勤之意也。粘者，未接崩而至接崩之截接
也'亦海已接崩造而粘连散中心以拔其根之葫也。和者，
粘之後'萦速而不雄也。穗彼之意'随彼之勤，速和如
滕如漆也。

Listening Jin (Ting Jin，聪勤) in Taijiquan implies sensitivity and alertness to the 
opponent's intention and action before contact, and also implies the perception of 
the opponent's attempts to manifest Jin a丘er making contact. Follow (i.e., Follow
ing Jin) (Sui Jin，随勤) is done without double weighting (Shuang Zhong，受重)
(iιmutual resistance) - simply follow the opponent's action. When this happens, 
you can yield (i.e., Yielding Jin) (Rang Jin，言在勤) and this will allow you to lead (i.e., 
Leading Jin) (Yin Jin，引勤).

Attaching Jin (Zhan Jin，粘勤) has a double meaning. One is to attach to the 
opponent's incoming attack just as he initiates it. The skills of this attachment are 
very important in combat, since your opponent will not make contact with you right 
at the beginning. Therefore, you must fìrst attach to his incoming attack and then 
you can follow and adhere. The other application of attaching Jin is to attach to the 
opponent's center after you have already made contact. Naturally, this is a higher 
level of attaching. Once you can attach to his center and affect his central equilibri
um, you will make his mind confused, destroy his balance, pull his root, and make 
his Qi float. When this happens, you may put him into an awkward and defensive 
sltuatlon. 

Adhering (i.e., Nian Jin，在勤) means to connect to the opponent without sep
aration. You must fìrst be able to follow, then you can adhere. Once you can follow 
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and adhere, you can connect (Lian Jin，连勤) your thought to your opponent's 
thought. When this happens, you can establish a very sensitive understanding and 
reach a stage of "when the opponent does not move, you will not move; when the 
opponent slightly moves, you move fìrst."24 

As said above, to 品ten 打印 sense and to feel the opponent's mind either bφre 
) must listen, so you can then unde 
e. (You) must practíce 切th 码 -erel
'2e's 0庐nsive and 战fensíve techníqu 
e with many people, (you) can avOl 

吵níques so (you) can handle 硝f!erel
md understandíng bφre contact Wíl 
lttackíng methods ω charge each otht 

After a long timeofpractíce, (yωJ can then ínterpret ρhe 咿'jJonent's) intentions. 
When you begin 版practice， it is appr，仰ate ω move slow如 Only after (y，仰
ar.υ familiar with the (句 'jJonentυ coming attacks, can you then increase the 
与þeed In order to attach 仰 thea阳cks) and adhere ω them， (your) eyes' reaction 
must be 忍ft and the hands' action must be quick. Therφre， (you) mu叩ractice
ke，伊ing your eyes opened wi劝out b应nking for at least five minutes. Next comes 
the practice ollistening and understanding. 1加 must be achieved in pushing 
hands. For the same reasons, start slowly卢rst and拼er (you) are familiar with 
the coming Jins, increase the speed. After practicing for a long time, (you) wíll 
surely be able ω listen and understand as wished and as an enlíghtened beíng. 

如上所言'果、者，在查凳敲勤接崩我身前後之来意。慕
之'而後懂之。其如霄捂言然。其妹霄必舆不同之楝伴
楝营。其因不外乎每人之攻防手法舆营性皆不同。舆不
同多人楝霄，可避免惯於同揉攻防手法而能患付不同之
情况矣。楝霄未接躏之慕、懂，可彼此以不同之攻擎手
法互相攻擎。久之'必懂其来势。如霄言吾言然，初阔始
楝峙'以慢海宜'在营惯於来势後，即可渐渐加快。海
能粘接，眼必明手必快。因而须妹眼睁而不朗之能至少
五分锺馀。妹接崩以後之辑舆懂'须由推手楝霄著手。
同理之'以慢蒋先。在熟悉来勤後，始渐加快。久之'
必能随心所欲'果、懂如神。

Mter listening, you can have an understanding (Dong Jin，懂勤) of your oppo
nent's intention and know how to deal with the situation. In order to listen to the 
opponent￥ attempts continuously二 you must know how to follow his action so you 
can adhere with him without separation (Sui Jin，随勤).

Developing a high level ofUnderstandingJin is the same as learning a language. 
You must keep practicing until it becomes natural. You must practice with di能rent

partners. If you do this, you will not build up a routine habit from a single partner. 
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Since Listening Jin can be divided into situations before contact and a丘er contact, 
Understanding Jin can also be divided into two situations. To train Understanding 
Jin before contact/until contact, you must ask different partners to attack you with 
different options and learn how to intercept the incoming attack by attaching and 
following. To train Understanding Jin a丘er contact, you must practice pushing 
hands with different partners. All of these aim for high alertness and sensitivity 
through sensing and feeling. Once you have reached a high level, you will recognize 
any slight intention and movement initiated by your opponent. 

What ís followíng? It mω1s to move 句I followíng the comíng force. In 0功r to ω 
j乒'òl.品'lot以4马J， t，劝hen仰'e mu.ω:st not be dotωtble u 
dou.bleωW仰E智htín咯!g， t.劝hen t，劝here的Eυi打5S邱tagnatíon and yo刷0ωu.μcannotj乒'òl品~ow. If (you) can foι 
low, then (ýou.) are able to affach and adhere. 扩(you.) can affach and adhere, ihen 
(you.) ωn connect and stíck. If (you.) can connect and stíck, then (you.) can lead 
the comíngforce ínto the emptíness, neu.tralíze the comíngjín, and u.se 
to neu.tralize one thou.sand pou.n崎. All 01 these important points mu.j 
乒'om experience and ponderíng 01 Ta扩iqu.an pu.shíng handspractíce 
tíonary síngle pωhí咆 hands practi鸣。tablísh a卢rm fou.ndatíon;卢
叫 dou.ble pu.shíng 归功; search for the ~庐仰 and 吃fense opp例
movíng pu.shíng hands and large and small rollback practíce, learn h 
dínate wíth the卢ve steppíngs. To comprehend the keys ollísteníng, t 
zn乡 affachíng， and adheríng when the entíre bo吵 ís ín the actíons oj 
retreatíng, beware 01加顷~ and looking to the r.结凯 practíce fo 
schedu.le -and do not advance 印0卢ι Ifyou. advance ωo qu.íckly, yo 
wíll not be deep. 伪ou. adva仰d仰F仰g伊7陌-ad.彻uωaL侬8如~ noton吵0加Cω仰'an (y，伊'ou.υj乒§协ω'elí占.喀
ωn th加rηb如e strate.喀gz，ι正ι; bu.t í切n addítío仰n t.劝he Qí必(击t Cdir衍'Cu.lμ'lt，仇tí，仰i切on wωlJt矿íll aLsω 0 

After a long períod吧。即tic，ι every action can foLlow (you.r) wísh in (you.υ heart， 
and reach a stage 01 actíon wíthou.t 刀:J nψtlatíng wíthou.t regu.latíng. 

随者，随敲之来势而勤也。 ~ñ且随'必不能受重。斐重
别滞而不能随也。能随，才能沾粘。能沾粘'才能连惑。
能速和'才能引造落空，能化解来势'能四雨破千斤。
此些要目，皆由太植推手中去越瞧，去思索。由定步革
推手奠基'由定步樊推手中求攻守'由勤步推手舆大、
小薇楝霄中去配合五步，去睹解全身造、退、在票、盼之
辑、、吕立、粘、和之寰。按步楝之'不可速造。速造者不
j束。渐造者，不但凳深意玄，氛之行亦能 J'民然。久之而
随心所欲，条意而勤'不拥而胡也。

This paragraph has summarized the theoretical concepts and basic requirements 
of pushing hands. You must fìrst listen (i .e., sense and feel) and understand the 
opponent￥ intention. Then you must attach to the opponent￥ incoming attack (i.e. , 
intercept). In order to attach skillfully, you must know how to follow and then 
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attach. Once you have attached to the opponent's body, then you adhere and con
nect with him without separation. In order to reach all of this, you must not com
mit the common mistake of double weighting (Shuang Zhong，赞重) (i.e., mutual 
resistance). If you commit this mistake, you will be in a situation of competing forces 
with your opponent. In this case, you have lost the basic principle of using four 
ounces to repel one thousand pounds. 

7. The Practice ofYin-Yang Taiji Cirde 除畴太桂圈之楝霄

E旦亏ι}拍匀切n咆!g 7茹h均#伊i οσ~r4陀C必 Cο'oi品lin喀!g Practi町Cαe 1.力's aj卢知切切na均垃切切mental t扩rainin咆!g c，仇on咆g 吃ofTa均1)1户F 

qtωn的'spuω5劝bμzn咆!gh加'a7吵'， jù切n的ú emittin咆!gandnet
wh加o practic，α'e t，伪he mη1ar付ûμal aspec比 of Ta乡iiquan must know th打 training. (This 
training) 打 called "Chan Si jin" (i.e. , Silk Reeling ]in) in Chen s号yle and is 
called "Yin- Ytmg 7均i Circle Sticking Hands" in Yang s沙le. This is because the 
E扩i circle can be c如sifiedω 刀n and Yang, two different ci比如. The Yang cir
cle emphasizes 吃庐n屹 seal, adva即e， and is circling clockwise. The Yin circle 
emphasizes 攻fense， neutralization, withdrawing, and circling counterclockwise. 

除踢太植圈罐手楝霄'乃太植拳推手、勤之赞化、舆自
由散手之基本功。霄太植拳武牵者必须知之。在陈氏太
握拳稀之海罐待、勤'杨氏却稿之海除踢太植圈罐手也。
其因海太植圈之楝霄分局险、 R暴雨手。陈手主攻、主封、
主造'以右旋冯主。除手主守、主化、主退，以左旋冯
主。

In order to train a beginner in how to use the waist to lead the Jin and then man
ifest it into the extremities, almost all soft martial s可les have developed their own ways 
of training. This training has four goals: 1. to improve the communication of the mind 
and the waist so the mind can control the waist efficiently; 2. to keep the joints so丘 so

the Jin can be led from the waist to the extremities without stagnation; 3. to manifest 
the Jin as a so丘 whip; and 4. to use the mind to lead the Qi from the Real Dan Tian 
to the extremities so the Jin can be manifested with maximum efficiency. 

Since Taijiquan is a so丘 style and its Jins act like a so丘 whip with the waist as a 
controlling handle, it also emphasiz臼 the above training so the Jin can be manifest
ed efficientl予 Chen style called it "Chan Si Jin" (罐扬、勤)， which means "Silk Reel
ingJin." From this training, a practitioner learns how to use the mind to lead the Qi 
from the Real Dan Tian to the extremities and also how to use the waist to direct the 
Jin to the desired target withour stagnation. A similar training has also been used in 
Yang style and is called "Yin-Yang Taiji Circle Coiling and Spiraling Training" 
(晗踌太植圈罐手操霄) or "Yin-Yang Taiji Symbol Sticking Hands Training" 
(除畴太植圈粘手操霄).
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In the Taiji symbol clockwise 力 class~斤edas}加多 while counterclockwise is c/as
sified as }句t. In the practice o[ the Taiji Circle, the hand moves flllowing the 
symbol and circles, rotates, coi击， and spiraι The motion is initiated from the 

ottom o[ the j去et， is controlled from the wais民 and is then mani衍'Sted into the 
卢ngers. From the bottom o[ the feet to the卢ngers， e仰:y阳tion o[ each joint foι 
lows the symbol and circles, rotates, coils, and伊irals. This is to train the entire 
bo吵 ω be threaded as a single Qi (i.e. , s切!gle unit). From the bottom o[ the feet 
ω the卢ngers a硝 as a吵吵伊. From the circlin多 rotating， coili咯 and伊iraι
ing in the Ta乡ii symbol (we also) search flr the root o[ the Jin's emitting and neu
tralization through the entire bo吵'. Furthermore, from practice, (we a时 aiming
flr t，伽b加en吨气号g仰tin咆'g t仰m叫n~功β彻r11仰?
cuLμ印'lt.ωi切on. 丹om the /ast stage o[Bagua Taiji stepping training, (Wt少仰rn how ω 
comprehend, fomiliarize, and e.叩erience the secret keys to the Five Phases step
pmgs. 
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In this training, the Yin and Yang aspects of the 1￥iji symbo1s are classifìed. 
When performed on the right hand side, the Yang Taiji symbo1 rotates clockwise and 
is used for 0旺ense (Figure 80) while the Yin 1泣iji symbo1 rotates counterclockwise 
and is main1y used for defense (Figure 81). In the Yang symbol, the Jin is originated 
from the 1egs, the coiling is initiated from the center of the waist (i.e., Rea1 Dan 
Tian) and then gradua11y expands outward with circling, rotating, coili吨， and spi
ra1ing motions until it reaches an imaginary opponent￥ body. From this training, a 
practitioner 1earns how to use the mind to 1ead the Qi from the Rea1 Dan Tian to 
the extremities and a1so how to use the waist to direct the motion from the center to 
the target. In the Yin symbo1, again the Jin is originated from the 1egs, the coiling is 
initiated 丘om the opponent's body, and through circling, rotating, coili吨， and spi
ra1ing motions, the circle is gradua11y reduced toward the center until it reaches the 
Rea1 Dan Tian. This symbo1 is used to neurra1ize and is main1y for defense. 

There are many stages ofTaiji symbo1 training. From solo to matching, from sta
tionary to moving, and from straight 1ine to Bagua circle stepping (Figures 82-84). 
Through rotation, the circle can be vertica1, horizonta1, 1arge, and sma1l. From this, 
you can see that the entire action is a1ive and variab1e. The fìna1 stage of two person 
Bagua circle stepping training is used to train the practitioner to step correctly with 
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Figure 80. Yang Taiji Yin-Yang 
Symbol (Right Hand) 

Figure 81. Yin Taiji Yin-Yang 
Symbol (Right Hand) 

the Taijiquan's fìve strategic stepping techniques that coordinate with the Five Phas

es (Wuxing，五行) (i.e., metal, wood, water，自re ， and earth). 

188 

At the beginning of training, one hand moves following the pattern of劝e clock
wise Ytmg Ta彷伊mboL First practice solo, follow the Ta仰伊mbol to circle and 
coil. After becoming familiar with the symbol patten见。ou} can enter two-pe俨
son practice. 日!o-person practice can be cμssified as stationa吵~ advance and 
retreat moz叫;， advance and retreat parallel moving, and卢nally Bagua 1均t Ct俨
cle stepping practice. Aj卢7知加r旷r {yo仰uh加dω nωteri斤'ed t劝hemo仰
1丑h均#伊isymbo叫lt劝hen φou c.ω'an时V start i切n t，劝he叩practicαeoft劝hecounte1i陀dock是缸wωl矿i町'se Y卫Ïn 1丑h均#彷i 
sy伊/厅mηtb加01. Its practice procedures are the same as those ofYang Taiji symbol from 
solo to the two-person Bagua Taiji circle stφping. After {you} have practiced 
enough to reach a pro.斤'cient level and all of the movements have become natur
al then mix the clockwise and counterclockwise pattern in your practice. 1古b
willlead ω 劝e practice 0/斤'ee 吵h 刀n-Yang Taiji symbols 仰tching. In this 
stagi的另;n and Yang, insubstantial and substantial strategies can be varied; seal
ing, emitting, neutralizing, and controlling as you wish. The opponent does not 
切ow you but you 切ow the 咿ponent.
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Figure 82. .5010 Toiji Symbol 
Sticking Hond Troining 

Figure 83. Two-Person Toiji Symbol 
Sticking Hond Troining 

Figure 84. Boguo Circle Toiji 
Symbol Sticking Hond Troining 
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初楝峙'手依右旋畴式太植圈之型冯主而勤。先由各人
猜自楝霄'依太桂圆辗掉而勤。在熟悉圆型後，即可步
入斐人楝霄。斐人楝霄'可分定步，前造舆後返勤步'
前造舆後返平行勤步'最、终点是八卦太槌行步之楝霄。在
熟悉右旋踌式太桂圆之勤後，即可步入左旋除式太桂圆
之勤。楝霄程序舆右旋踢式太植圈之楝法同。由各人之
楝霄'而终至斐人八卦太植行步之楝霄。在楝到一切勤
作成自然後'右旋踌式舆左旋除式即混合著妹，而成梅
自由除踌太桂圆封妹。到此程度，除陈、虚责由我赞，
封号去化拿随我意'散不知我'我谷p知散。

Once you have mastered both Yang and Yin Taiji symbol sticking hands train
ing from solo until Bagua Taiji circle, then you begin to mix them up. Through these 
Yin-Yang interactions, hundreds of techniques are derived. In this case, Yin and Yang 
can be exchanged, and the insubstantial and substantial strategies are alive and con
trolled. When this happens, you will put your opponent into an urgent and disad
vantageous situation and under your control. You will know your opponent but your 
opponent will not know you. From this, you can see that Taiji symbol sticking hands 
training is the essence and the root ofTaijiquan fìghting arts. That is the reason it 
has always been kept secret in the past. 

8. Six Turning Secrets of Taijiquan 太植拳之六掉抉

Eight Doors and Five Sti伊pings are the main essence and jùndamental structures 
of Ta 扩iquan. From t，劝he.町'se t.劝刷bμlr附teen p ω 阳r吼E幻矶5儿， it βι.e，ι.叮，Ta均lp句qω n蚓j β卢trt.劝he旷r e 仰J扣'vedd 
andr，附E臼'SUl
t劝hemoωst impo旷rtant (c仰r臼'Ssenc.ωυ of1丑h剖均4扩伊jiquan's pu，ωshμzn咆!g h.加andsa仰and~铲par仇7忖证切n咆'-g~咱ppli占iCω'a
tions. 扩those who learn Taij句uan can ponder and comprehend these 此 turn
zng sec附 th仰ughly and apply them skilljùlly and with livelin凹 then their 
achievement in Taijiquan will surely reach the pea走向fthe art). 

八月五步乃太植拳之主要精髓舆基本结椿。由此十三势
造而演、锋出六千固活用之辑勤技巧'海太桂拳推手舆散打
雇用中之首要。牵太握拳者'如能参透舆澈底的去领悟
此六辑挟益活用之'别其太极拳之造言旨，必能登峰。

The entire art of Taijiquan is constructed from thirteen basic actions. These 
thirteen actÏons are commonly called "Thirteen Postures" (Shi San Shi，十三势)
which are constructed from the eight basic Jin (勤) (i.e. , power manifestation) pat
terns and fìve basic stepping strategies. Therefore, the "Thirteen Postures" are also 
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Figure 85. Six Turning Strategic Actions of Taijiquan 

commonly called the "Eight Doors" (Ba Men，八月) and "Five Steppings" (Wu Bu, 

五步). "Eight Doors" is used simply because 丘om these basic eight Jin patterns, the 
eight directions including the four formal directions of front, rear, left, and right, 
and also the four diagonal corners can be effectively protected and techniques can 
be executed. 

In addition, the development ofTaijiquan is built upon the concepts of "round" 
and "circling" actions. With the thirteen postures and the concept of roundness, six 
turning secrets can bediscerned (Figure 85). In fact, these six turning secrets are the 
most important fundamentals ofTaijiquan's pushing hands and 仕ee fìghting appli
cations. Taijiquan practitioners who are interested in 1￥ijiquan pushing hands and 
丘ee sparring and who ponder, study, and practice these six turning secrets diligently 
can achieve a profound level of skill. 

l罗'hat are the six turning secrets? They are circling, spinning, rotating, twisting, 
coiling, and φira占ng. ，罗'hen circling is app占ed in the st.ψping， it is the living 
app占cation of "Five St，ψpings." From the steadiness 01 "Central Equilibrium" 
(Zhong Ding), with the coordinatio仰n of adva仰ancin咆!%:}乒vrwan叫d， r.仰-etrea耐'atin咆!%:bωack走ι-
ω 叫 b加rωr仰r 吃oft，伽b加E 盼峨~ and lω0ωokμ胁i切n咆g ω t加b加ert哗￥协b凯t， t.加b加ecm功de i扛s}乒b切r1仰F
st，吃φppμing. W协en the circling 力 used in the body's maneuveríng, it is the circling 
(or half circling) of the touching hands which can thus be used to lead and neu
tralize (the coming power). 
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六丰事言央者'圈搏、自辑、旋辑、扭掉、罐辑、舆螺旋辑
也。圈辑之用於步伐，乃五步之活用。由中定之定'配
合前迭，後退、左额、右盼而成步圈。圈辑之用於身法，
海八问搭手之辗辑〔半辑圈〕舆引化。

Of the six turnings, circling is the largest action, and can be used for stepping or 
the body's maneuvering actions. From stepping-circling, you can enter the oppo
nent's emp可 door (Kong Men，室内) which can provide you with an opportuni可
for attack. In addition, through stepping-circling, you can evade the opponent's 
aggresslve 岛rward or sideways attack. In a fight, if you step in a straight line, it is 
easier for your opponent to follow you and to corner you. However, if you know how 
to step with a circling action skillfully, then it will be very difficult for your oppo
nent to trap you m a corner. 

When the circling action is used in the body, it initiates the arms' circling action. 
From the arms' circling, you can yield, lead, and then neutralize. In fact, the success 
of using "four ounces to repel a thousand pounds" relies on how skillfully you are 
able to circle your arms. 

What is spinning? Under the conditions of "Central Equilibrium" and a/so the 
stillness of the axle, the bo吵伊zns so as ω neutralize the coming flrce. 牛mnzng
打just like the steering wheel of a car. Under the condition ofstillness in the axle, 
the steerin~ wheel can be turned clockwise or countercloc，是wise as wished. Conse-

1fu叫 t即ec…
o~吵(y's a缸'X!.衍rdP汀Itυi: is打:s our b加0吵's gravi句σ cent，化el巧 t，劝he Lowe旷rDa仰n 丑an凯:， t，劝hec，α'ent扩7陌-al(臼area)j 
0劝伽e w.ωd以 and is t，劝her，仰'00ωtofCαent仰ralEquωuiLωi必b衍bri仰'lU仰1m. From the stillness and equi
li如ium of this cent，问 the waist is able ω spin as wished, and (then the Jin) can 
be manifested at the卢ngers. Taijiquan Classic says: "The root is at the feeι Oin 
or movement is) generated from t为e legs, ma由red (i.e. , control/ed) 高y the waist 
and man拆sted (i.e叮 r不pressed) from the卢ngers.

自丰事者'乃在中定不赞之下'由轴心不勤之前题下'身
髓自搏以引化来势。自丰事者，如同阜之搏盘也。在轴心
位置不移勤之下'而丰事盘可1慎峙、逆峙盖十而搏勤，阜翰
因而搏向自如。身键之轴心者'身幢之重心也'下丹田
也'腰之中心也'中定之本根也。由此中定'腰之自持
如意'而颜现於手指。太植拳经云:吨其根在脚'接於
腿'主宰於腰'形於手指。 F 即此意也。

Spinning takes place without any movement of the center or axle-the edge is 
turning. In the human body, this center is the center of gravity where the Real Dan 
Tian (Zhen Dan Tian，真丹田) is located. If you can stabilize this center, you will be 
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able to reach the goal of Central Equilibrium (Zhong Ding，中定) in T马ijiquan. In 
order to maintain this equilibrium, your waist area must be exceedingly so丘， relaxed, 
and mobile. To reach this goal, your Kua (跨) (i.e. , hip joint area) must also be loose 
and soft. If your Kua area is tensed, your waist will also be tensed and stiff. 

The body's spinning is controlled by the waist and is the most important key to 
neutralizing incoming power, and for Jin manifestation. Those who know how to 
keep the waist area so丘 and use it efficiently should be able to lead and direct the 
incoming power easily. 

What is rotating? It is turning while sh~斤ing position. That 认 the bo吵与pins
while the center 0/ the bo吵 is moving. It is just like the wheels' spinning and the 
axle's moving. Thus, (the caυ is able to roll forward, roll backu柳d， roll ω the 
left, and roll to the r结ht. In Taijiquan, under the condition 0/ Central E伊ilib
rium, the bo吵 rotates with the coordination of乒仰ard， backward， 夜ft， and 
r告ht sf<ψping actions. Cαonse，呵'quen削t吵#如1， f<伽b加eb加0吵打 able ωr仰ollj乒a
zωva硝'an叫d， roll ω t伽b加r 盼协; andr，叫0μ1ft，ωo f<伽b加e r，咿智钞b加t so a.ωf ω fω'eadμandn仰eu扩仰ω'ali.β'ze t，加b加e c.仰01仰仰mη2-
i切ngj乒brCα'e and als，ωFω'0 t，切'0 seωet tψψ tactic.α'S and maneuvers. 

旋持者'移丰事也'亦即身墟中心移勤中之自辑也。如阜
翰之旋辑舆斡轴心之移勤，因而可掉造、掉退、滚左、
滚右。太握拳中'在中定之下'身键之旋丰事舆造、退、
左、右步伐之配合行勤也。由此身髓之幸事造、蒋退、滚
左、滚右，以引化来势，以定玄械也。

Rotating is di他rent from spinning. In spinning, the center or the axle does not 
move. However, in rotating, the center or the axle is also moving while spinning. 
Since there is a sh的ing of the center, you can yield while at the same time neutral
izing the incoming force through spinning. In fact, rotating is one of the keys to neu四

tralizing and repositioning yourself in moving pushing hands and sparring. Rotating 
is also a key to neutralizing the opponent's elbow stroke (Zhou，肘) or the oppo
nent's bumping (Kao，靠) techniques. 

ÙJisting refers to the t切ting 0/ the joints. From the twisting 0/ the ankles, knees, 
andh伊; t乡r 织pper body can be spun and rotated, and can there.，而re 均dand
neutralize 伽 coming force. From the tw力ting 0/劝e opponen t's wris队 elbows，
and shoulders, you can seize and control his jotnts. Furt7ùrmore, ftom the twist
ing 0/ my joints, you can store your Jin and be ready ω emit. 

担丰事者'阔箭之扭丰事也。由足、膝、跨阔静之扭丰事崖生
上身之自持舆旋掉'因而可引化彼之来势。由腕、肘、
肩阔部之扭搏'我可擒拿扣制彼方之阔筋。更由我阔箭
之扭掉'我勤得以蓄稽'待之而藉。
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Most of the twisting actions in Taijiquan are in the joint areas. The body's spin
ning and rotating actions are initiated from the twisting of the three leg joints. If 
these three joints can be twisted and controlled carefully and effìciently, you will be 
able to keep your upper body upright and centered. In addition, the fìrmness of the 
root is determined by how so丘 and how f1exible you keep these three joints as well. 
From this, you can see that the neutralization effìcacy of the body is decided by the 
f1exibility and mobility of your leg joints. Not only that, many Jins are stored 
through the legs twisting position. Note that you should train the knee areas espe
cially with extreme care. Your goal is to encourage opening, strength and f1exibility 
of the joint, and not to push it to its limits. 

When you apply the twisting action to the three joints of your arms, you can 
seize and control (i.e. , Qin Na，擒拿) the opponent's joints. In the same manner as 
with the leg's joints, through twisting, you can store Jin in the arms. 

In coiling, you use (your) hands to coil around the opponent's arm so as 归
exchange the 刃n and Ytzng (maneuvers). Consequen吵~ the opponent's joints can 
be positioned under your palms for your control. Furthermore, from coili咯 you
can open your opponent's s。每ht (Tian Chuang) and ground window (Di Hu) 
for your use. ，万'at is spiraling? It mω2s ωlingforward or backward. Fro叫t
raling, you can coil the opponent's arm and move from one joint to another joint, 
which could therφre prevent the opponent from escaping. This 打 the pro..卢cient
level ofNaJin (i.e. , ControllingJin) in Taijiquan pushing hands training. 
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Coiling in 1汪ijiquan means to coil your hand around the opponent's arm like a 
snake coiling around a branch. This coiling action is two-dimensional, and allows 
you to change the Yin to Yang and vice versa. For example, if your wrist is under the 
opponent's palm, you will be in a defensive and disadvantageous situation (i.e. , Yin 
situation). If you know the skill of coiling, you will be able to coil around his wrist 
and position your hand above his wrist and thus change your defensive and disaι 
vantageous situation into a favorable one (i.e. , Yang situation). In addition, through 
coili吨 action， you will be able to open the area above his arms (i.e. , sky window) 
(Tian Chuang，天窗) or under his armpit area (i.e. , ground wicket) (i.e. , Di Hu, 
t也户) for attack. 
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Spiraling is slighdy di旺erent from coiling. Spiraling refers to moving forward or 
backward while coiling. It is just like a snake that wraps around a branch and moves 
forward. In Taijiquan, this skill allows you to move from one joint to another. In 
fact, coiling and spiraling are the two m斗or keys of the Na Jin (拿勤) (i.e., Control
ling Jin) in Taijiquan pushing hands and sparring. 

wî劝 the above six turning即re衍， η;n and Ytmg can be exchanged skil协lly in 
three dimensions. This is the crucial secret in pushing hands and 与parring (train
ing). They allow (you) to change a disadvantageous situation into an advanta
geous SI阳ation， to attack or 均作nd as wished, and to put the opponent in a con
卢sed and dazed condition. The opponent does not know you, however, you know 
the opponent. To reach the proficin叼 01 these six turning secrets, (you) must 
practice 而l- Ytmg Ta扩i Circle Coiling, searching for clear comprehensio刀， skill
卢lness， and their living app占cations. Those who practice Taijiquan should pon
de川hem carefu协

由上六蒋挟'除踌可互键在三度空罔中，海推手、散打
之要言矢。可丰事逆势於1慎势，可攻、可守如意自由，可置
敲於恍惚之中。散不知我，我谷F知献。此六掉挟'海能
顺手'必由太植圈罐手中去楝霄，求慎解、熟妹、舆活
用。霄太植拳者'患慎思之。

IfTaijiquan practitioners wish to seriously study and understand the essence of 
Taijiquan martial applications, they must fìrst ponder, comprehend, and practice the 
skills of these six turning secrets in three dimensions. The ancient Taijiquan master, 
Li, Yi-Yu (李亦舍)， said: "In the insubstantial, (the techniques) vary following the 
opportunity (i .e., situation). The marvelous (tricks) are found in the round."23 
Round is the key to the six turning secrets. 
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PART IX 

About Sparring 言命劳失手

1. Taijiquan's Kicki吨， Striki吨， Wrestling， and Na 太植拳之踢、打、摔、拿

Taijiqωn is an internal哼le 0/ Chinese martial arts. All Chinese martial哼缸，
after a thousand years 0/ practice and experience, understand that in order ω 

ave an φ'ctive w.句I 0/ fighting, they must acquire 伽four skills 0/ kicking, 
strikin乡 wrestling， and Qjn Na. The skil击 0/kicking and striking are good for 
subduing Qin Na, wrestling 力 good ωωnquer kicking and striking, and Qin 
Na can -be used against wrestling. Four 0/劝em mu阳d吵 compensate and s叩
port each other. If there is one missin，乡 then the art is not complete. It is for this 
reason that every Chinese martial style emphasizes the practice 0/ the techniques 
0/ kicking, s的是i咯 wrestlin多 and Qjn Na that are used ω match the internal 
Gong's (i.e. , internal Gongfu) practice. 

太植拳者，中国之内家武牵也。中因之各派武牵'短座
千百年之嫌陶舆短翰，深知欲速到有效之攻防技巧'必
须俱借踢、打、摔、拿之技。踢打者，善制擒拿手也。
摔跤者，事克踢打也。擒拿者，可敲摔跤也。四者互海
捕缺'互海赞助。缺一而不金。由於如走'中圈各问各
派皆著重於踢、打、摔、拿之法'以配合内功之修妹。

It is commonly known in Chinese martial arts society that every style must 
acquire four categories of fighting skills. Without all four of these categories, the art 
will not be complete and can be defeated easily. These four categories are: kicking 
(Ti，踢)， striking (or punching) (Da，打)， wrestling (Shuai，摔)， and Qin Na (Na, 
拿). These four skills mutually compensate, counter, and support each other. 

However, these four skills are the external manifestation of the internal under
standing (i.e. , mind) and Qi. Therefore, all Chinese martial artists must also culti
vate internal understanding of the arts and learn how to build up the Qi to an abun
dant level. When this Qi is led by the mind to the physical body for manifestation, 
its power can reach to a more highly efficient level. That is why it is said: "Internal 
and external are unified as one" (Nei Wai He Yi，内外合一). Gong (功) means 
Gongfu (功夫). Any study or task that will take a great deal of time and effort to 

accomplish is called Gongfu. 
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Kíckín多 stríkín乡 wrestlíng， and Qín Na are s加ped externally. Theφ'ctíveness 
01 theír applícatíons 打 d卢nctíon 01 the dφth 01 the ínternal Gong's cultívatíon. 
What ís ínternal Gong? lt ínvolves usíng the 刀 to lead the Qi, so that ít can be 
man伪ted externally. Because 01 th认 all 功les also emphasíze 劝e practíα 01 
ínternal Gong's breathíng and usíng the 刀 to lead the Qí. Th切~ 1均;íquan prac
títío即rs should practíce both ínternally and externally; only then ωn (they) 
reach the pr，φund understandíng 01 the Ta扩íquan essence. 

踢、打、摔、拿者外形外象也。其之庭用效率决之於内
功之涵善。内功者，以意引氯而接於外技也。由走'各
同各派又著重於内功呼吸舆以意引氛之氛功楝宵。因此，
太植牵者患内外兼修，才能逮到暗解太植拳精髓之境地。

AB mentioned, in order to become a profìcient Taijiquan practitione巳 you must 
not just know the external physical actions of the art. You must also practice the 
internal aspects. These internal aspects include: the cultivation of the Qi until it 
reaches an abundant level; the use of the mind to lead the Qi so it can circulate in 
the body smoothly; and the manifestation of the Qi into external physical actions. 
Furthermore, you must also keep pondering the Taijiquan theory until your com
prehension has reached a profound level. Only then can you become a profìcient Tai
J1quan pract1t1oner. 

2. Taijiquan's Attaching and Adhering 太植拳之粘黎

To stíck means to attach. It means ω get contact and then stíck and connect. To 
adhere means ω stíck together wíthout separatíng. The most 码庐cult thíng ín 
Taijíquan sparríng traíníng ís the Jín olattachíng. If (you) are able ω attach， 
then you are able to adhere, connec儿 andfollolμ Attachíng can be c如sified ínto 
two kínds: t.劝heat彷tachÍ1咆飞悠g)斤手讪'om t.劝he b加od吵ys not beÍ1ρ{切F气悠g connect，衍edt，ωo connectíng多; and 
t伽b加ea刷tt.归ta町吵ch而bμíng ín t，仰b加仰'at t，加b加e bodí川d仰ve厅'e alr，叫

ι 0咿'Ppo仰nent必S CIα'ent，衍'er t.ωo tψψset h打 r仰'00侃

粘者，沾也'接崩而粘速之意也。和者，紧接而不分雄。
太植拳散手楝霄中最弊者，即是沾粘之勤。能沾粘'才
能都速而随。沾粘可分雨款:由身嘘未接精而接蜻之沾
舆身瞌已接崩由粘连敲中心而提拔之粘。

Attach (Zhan，粘) and then Adhere (Nian，在) are two di的rent Jins. These two 
Jins are considered two of the most diffìcult Jins to understand and practice for 1比
jiquan practitioners. Attaching is an action of contacting and then connecting. 
Adhering means a丘er contacting, then you stick together. In order to do so, you 
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must maintain your contact and follow your opponent's movement. It is just like fly 
paper that sticks on your opponent's hands and cannot be separated. 

Attaching can be distinguished into two kinds. The first kind of attaching is to get 
in touch with 出e opponent￥ body and then connect. Naturally, this is to build up a 
connection ftom a separated original position. The second kind of attaching is a丘eryou
and your opponent's bodies have connected, then you find the attachment of your Jin 
to his center and root. Normally, in Taijiquan pushing hands training, both parties are 
constantly searching for each other's center so the opponent's center can be damaged 
and the root can be pulled. Once you have attached to this center, you will stick with 
it, and keep connecting and following. This will place your opponent in an urgent and 
defensive position at all times. Therefore, this kind of attaching Jin is always associated 
Wl出 Growing Jin (Zhang Jin, i是勤). Growing Jin is a continuous Jin through which 
you can attach to the opponent's center and grow into it until it can be destroyed. 

At the beginning 0/ a卢萨ι the opponent and you do not have any contact. {In 
th力 case}， even ifyou haz叩ecial e.咿ertise in pushing hands skills, you still can
not use it. (There.，西时 in order ωωe your pushing hands skills ω 战feat the 
opponent, you must卢刚 understand how to connect with the opponent with 
Attaching Jin. (Aj♀er attaching), then (you) immediately flllow with the Jins 0/ 
Adhering, Connecting, Listening, and Following, thus placing the opponent into 
a position that allows neither advance nor withdrawaL To apply this Ji丸。ou}
must wait flr the opponent's卢rst attack, then flllowing (his/her) coming pos阳w
and attach with it. If the opponent does not a仰ckfi叫 then you must use a false 
attacking posture to induce (his/her attack). When he emits his hant击 immedi
ately attach with them. 

初庭散之睬'敲我尚未接崩。即使我有特高之推手技能'
亦集才是雇用。渴求以己推手之技以侮散人之强'我必先
懂崩接沾粘之勤。紧接著和速聪随，以置散於造退不得
之地。此勤之用可候敲之首攻，再随来势以沾粘之。如
散不主攻，我必以虚势引之。待其手籍之降'再沾粘之。

When you first encounter an opponent, you are not in a connecting position 
that allows you to apply your pushing hands expertise. Therefore, you must first 
attach to your opponent's arms so you can place him into the disadvantageous posi
tion for your further attack. The best way to build up this attachment is waiting for 
the opponent's attack and then following it and attaching to it. However, if the 
opponent does not attack first, then you must present a false opportunity, or use a 
faking action to induce his attack. 

This kind of training exists in almost every style and is commonly called Inter
cepting (Jie，截). However, the di他rence is that once a proficient Taijiquan fighter 
attaches to an opponent, he will not separate. 
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仍our opponent and you have built tψ a connection and his pushing hands skills 
are not wo附加n yours, and if the opponent's Xin is peac，写作land his Qi 打 har
monious, if his Qj moves na阳rally with the Yi, and if his Jin emitφllowing the 
Yi, then it will be hard to 禹作athim. In order to win, you must be able ω卢nd
his center and connect with it with Attaching Jin to damage 伪 central equilib
rium, pull伪 roo克 irritate his Xin, and to make h打 Qj float. However, in order 
to execute this ]in efficien吵~ (your) sensitivi沙 exercises 0/ attachin，多 adhering，
connecting, and following 1仰st have reached a prlφund level. 

如敲我已接崩而散推手之技舆我不相上下'散心平氛和，
氛随意勤'勤随意援。在此之降'必辩输赢。海能致滕'
我必能以沾粘之勤接其中心'以提其中定，以拔其根'
以躁其心'以浮其氛。然局逮此勤'粘和追随之知凳连
勤必速高峰。

In a different situation, in that the anaching Jin is applied after you and your 
opponent have already connected with each other, and are in the exchange of push
ing hands skills. In this case, if you know how to anach your feeling and Jin to his 
center, follow it, and fìnally damage his balance; you will fìnd his mind is irritated, 
his Qi is floating, and his root is shallow. Naturally, you are in a position of winning. 

However, if your opponent is also a profìcient pushing hands expert, then your 
sensitivity (i .e., Listening Jin) of attaching, adhering, connecting, and following 
must be higher. Otherwise, you will be in an awkward situation. Because of this, you 
must keep practicing your sensitivity in these Jins. In addition, in order to keep the 
Attaching Jin connected with your opponent, you must also know how to apply 
Growing Jin (Zhang Jin，最勤) e佐ctively.

What are the sensitivity exercises 0/ attaching, adh加E旷erzn咯!g， CIω'on即ctin咯~， andρl岭'low
i切ng:矿?ì拍án咆ig， Ban-Hou said' "W加t is attaching? It means to raise t铲 andpull to 
a higher)osition. What is adhering? It means reluctant to pa叫 and entangled 
with (thi opponent). W汤at 打 connecting? It means to give up yourself and with
out being apart from (the opponent). What is following? It means吵en theoppo
nent 打 yield.切多 you respond (with follow). 什óu) should know that without 
clea吵 understanding attaching, adhering, connecting, and following, a person 's 

conscious feeling (i.e.叮 sensitivity) and movements will not be developed (Infoct), 
the Gong{u 0/ attaching, adhering, com町ting， and following is veη 们ifìned. " 
What hi said is very reasonable. 
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This is an excerpt from Yang, Ban-Hou's thesis that describes the importance of 
the four Jins. 

3. Taijiquan's Kicking 太植拳之踢

Kick means to use the j告et ω kick the opponent's vital places. In the small circle 
卢ighting range, kicking is comm01吵 used to tr伊 the opponenι to kick the oppo
nt!nt 's lowersection or legs, as well as 伪 knees， ω destrη his balance. Kicking 
techn勾ues and hand techniques are cμssifìed ω one 刀n and one láng, one on 
the top (i.e. , láng:) and one on the bo仿.om (i.ι 刀材" mu阳ally s织þporting each 
other. 

踢者'以足踢擎散之要害也。在小圈攻防峙，踢者亦惯
用之於衅倒散人或踢擎敲之腿根部舆膝以提献之中定平
衡。腿法舆手法一除一隋'一上一下互海用之。

Kicking (Ti，踢) is one of the four fìghting ca.tegories in Chinese martial arts. 
Kicking is the technique of using the legs to attack the opponent's critical areas. 
Kicking is also commonly used to trip an opponent who is specialized in the middle 
and small fìghting range. A profìcient fìghter will use both kicking and hand tech
niques and know how to exchange them mutually and skillfully. The hand tech
niques, which can be seen easily, are generally classifìed as Yang, while the kicking, 
which cannot be seen easily in middle and short range fìghting, is classifìed as Yin. 

Taijiqωn is specialized in the middle and small circle卢ighting ranges and is 
goodat stickù气~and adheri咆必il击. Therefore, to protect the root's steadiness and 
avoid the卢'oating 01 the lower section， 吵ich can be used 钞 the opponent, Tai
jiquan 's kicking usua炒， pays more attention ω low attack. Fu衍仰4旷川r功t劝hern仰?
P仰racti，仰cal ωu阳se a high kick in the middle and short fighting 仰'ge and also can 
expose your vital area flr an attack ωily. 

太植拳者，善於中小圈之粘和技擎也。因之'海防根之
不穗'下盘轻浮'离散所乘，太植拳之踢均著重於低踢。
况乎中小圈之高踢，不切责降'易暴露己之要害。

When you fìght in the middle and short range, it is not easy for you to initiate 
a high kick. If you do, you can easily lose your balance and root. Furthermore, a high 
kick in these two fìghting ranges will also offer your opponent an advantageous 
opportunity to attack you. Since Taijiquan is a style that emphasizes the middle and 
short fìghting range, normally, high kicks are not desirable. 
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l阴罗励汤知加切en 1均h均#拘i句iqu伊uan价's kμ拗tC，渊ck.揣hμm咆'g t.打.s used in midd必ι-ran咿'ge卢危g炉庐b加htin咯J多~， t扛t 力 仰m仰?
ω attack 是 t劝he 0ψpponent's abdomen凯1儿， gr'仰'oi切n， and k1切nee c，句'aps. W罗阶恪知en 1茹h均lJt，句quan's 是tC是ι-
m咆'g is used in small-range fightin，必 it is 阳ed to kick ρhe opponent's) shin and the 
sides ofhis calf The hook kick is also common/y used to hook the heelofthe oppo
nent to ωmble the opponent's center. In the small fighting range, Taijiquan is 
d击o good at using the knee to attack the opponent's groin or bump his knee ω 
dest1η his root. 

太植拳之踢於中圈之用'惯於攻擎献之腹部、下险、舆
膝盖骨。太握拳之踢於小圈之用'却惯於踢擎小腿之前
腔舆例骨。晓腿亦善被用之以勾提散之後腿根'以衅倒
敲之中定。在小圈之下'太植拳亦善用膝以攻擎散之下
除或靠散之膝以拔其根。

Since Taijiquan is good at the middle and short fìghting ranges, almost all of the 
legs' attacks focus on the lower section of the opponent's body. The groin is always 
the fìrst choice since it is hard to protect, and the attack can be very fast and effec
tive. Other places such as the knee caps, shin, sides of the calf or thighs are all com
mon targets. Therefore, Taijiquan practitioners who are good at using the legs to 

attack also know how to protect their own vital areas since the opponent will have 
the equal chance. 

Those who are good at usi咆 the l.φ to attack all know how ω balance them
selves on the top and bottom, as well as the 刃n 】公ng theory of coordination of 
the hands and l.号:1". [争 zψ and bottom boηom， 刀n 刀n and Yrmg }áng, insub
stantial insubstantial and substantial substantial sudden/y on the top and sud
den /y at the bottom, these (maneuvers) make the opponent not know how to han
dle the situation; the Xin and 刀 are floating (i.e. , confusea口" and (the1φre) th打
can be used 再y you. However， 扩you do not have a卢rm root and a good ce1附r，
then all of the kicking tech1叼ues are useless. 
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In order to initiate a fast, powerful, and accurate leg attack, you must fìrst have 
a fìrm root and good balance by yourself. Without these requirements, the kicking 
will be slow and ineffective. Furthermore, your body will be tilted backward or side
ways and naturally this will provide your opponent with a good opportuni可 to

attack you. 
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In addition, to make the attack effective and successful, you must also know how 
to cheat your opponent. The attacks 丘om top and bottom should be skillfully 
exchanged; the hands and legs coordinate with each other so the attacks can be either 
insubstantia1 or substantia1. This will make your opponent confused and finally you 
will prevail. 

When encountering an opponen瓦。ou) must be aware 0/ h力是icks. Attaching, 
adhering, listening, and flllowing, the hands are not even a moment separated 
from the opponent's (bo吵I). Whenever (the opponenυjωt initiates a kicking 
intention, you immediately push him doωω叫 press him over, bump him o}f, 
or pluck and pull him off balance, to subdue his kicking. The拼ctiveness 0/ this 
M仰咿inst kicking) is decided by how good your sensitivity exercises are (i.e. , 
aler.阳ess and awareness). W协en the opponent's shoulder just sligh吵 moves，
immediately be aware 0/份是icking. After practicingfor a long time, (you) will 
be able to apply these defensive keys as wished. 

庭敲峙'必防敲之腿法。粘和果、随，手不雄散'稍一有
腿之勤意'我即下按之、搪之、靠之、或扣带之'以制
克敲之腿擎。此防敲之效'取决於己身之知竞连勤。敲
肩稍一有勤'即防其腿。楝霄久而久之'自然随心所欲。

In order to prevent a kick from your opponent, the main key is to keep contact 
and stick with him. With this contact, whenever you sense a kicking attack, imme
diately destroy his ba1ance and root by pushing, pressing, pulling, or bumping. This 
will hinder his attack immediately and e他ctively. Norma11y, when your opponent is 
initiating a kick, his shoulder will move slighdy backward first. How to apply a11 of 
these into the actua1 situation depends on how sensitive you are. That means your 
Listening and Understanding Jins must be proficient. Natura11y, it will take you a 
long time of practice to build up this sensitivity and awareness. 

4. Taijiquan's Striking 太植拳之打 (Cavity Press) (黠穴篇〕

均ïquan's]in is a soft万n.l均iiqua的 offense and defense belong to the middle 
and small ranges. Thenφre， l均iiquan is good at striking cavities and is a /so spe
cialized in short ]in 's emitting and neutralizing. In order ω catch an advanta
geous opportunity and create a favorable situatio凡 under the conditions 0/ 
attaching, adhering, connecting, and flllowin，乡 youmωt卢nd the way ω situate 
your hands either inside or above the opponent's two arms. In this case, (you) will 
be able to put加仰onent i仰 d 苟材拗/斤fen仰1
y川ouω1) t，ω"0 t切nitiate an a 彻ck是左• No町to仰nly t，劝ha矶t， di均u阳r ω the exposure 0/ the opponent's 
vital cavit，町~ it will provide you with an opportunity to attack. However, in 
order to create an advantageous opportunity and establish a J告vorable situation, 
you must know and be good at Coiling Jin (Chan ]in), thus (you) can vary the 
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SI阳ation ofl亏n (i.e. , insubstantial) and Yang (i.e叮 substantial). In addition, you 
must have mastered the skills 0/ Control ]in (Na ]in), otherw肘~ you will lose 
your oppor.阳nity and beco仰砖fensive.

太植拳之勤'软勤也。太拯拳之攻防'中小圈也。因之'
太植拳善打穴道益善於短勤之赞化。渴求先械立势'在
彼我粘和追随下'必求己手在於敞手或臂之上或在其内。
如此可置敞於防街而不利於攻擎之势。不但如此，献之
要穴亦暴露於我而海我所打擎。然而，均能刽械立势'
我必懂得益善用罐搏之勤'以易除畴之势。甚之'我之
拿勤必已钝熟'否则我必失势而海下凤也。

Taijiquan specializes in so丘 Jin that is manifested as a so丘 whip. Due to its so丘，
ness, and the high level of mental concentration, the Jin can be focused onto a tiny 
point and the speed can reach a very high level. When this so丘 Jin attacks the vital 
cavities, through the sudden change of Qi in the meridians, the internal organs can 
be shocked. 

Because of the emphasis on the skills of listening (i.e. , touching-feeling) , under
standing, adhering, connecting, and following, 1￥ijiquan also specializes in the mid
dle and small fìghting ranges. Therefore, once you have attached to the opponent￥ 
arms, pushing hands skills become critical in determining who will win. During 
pushing hands, in order to create a favorable situation and establish an advantageous 
opportunity, you must keep your hands either inside or above his arms. When this 
happens, you have automatically placed your opponent into a defensive and disad
vantageous sltuatlon. 

In order to create or reverse the situation, you must know two crucial skills: Coil
ing (Chan Jin，罐勤) and Controlling Jins (Na Jin，拿勤). Coiling Jin allows to 
change Yin to Yang and Yang to Yin; thus insubstantial and substantial strategies can 
be exchanged smoothly and skillfull严 Controlling Na allows you to control the 
opponent's joints and place him into a defensive and disadvantageous position. 
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雄然我已估其侵势，然而海求攻擎之效，我必知刽械。
惯用之械海先提散之中定舆其平衡。此峙，敲必先稽、其
根'持其中定。其意已乱'其氛已浮。此海我造擎其要
穴之良械。因之'提散之中定盖拔其根海推手剖楝之主
要要目。

During pushing hands, even if you have gained the advantageous position, it 
does not mean that you have an opportunity to initiate your attack. That is because 
your opponent's hands are also adhering. Whenever you initiate an attack, he will 
know, through feeling, and easily neutralize your attack. In order to make your 
attack e能ctive， you must create a favorable situation so that you are able to disturb 
your opponent's feeling and concentrated mind. To reach this goal, you must destroy 
his balance and central equilibrium. Once you have put your opponent into an 
unbalanced situation, he must immediately regain his balance and maintain his cen
tral equilibrium. Otherwise, he can be uprooted easily. In this situation, his mind 
will be disturbed and his Qi will also be floating. This will provide you with an 
opportuni可 to attack. It is because of this reason that the training of how to destroy 
the opponent's balance and central equilibrium is the major training in 1马lJlquan
pushing hands. 

In addition, in order ω create a fovorable opportuniσ and establish an advan
tageous situation, you must also know how ω occupy the central door, to seize the 
empty doo r, to enter the s句， window. and ω go in the ground window. In this 
ω队。'ou} can place your ψponent into an urgent situation that you can usιh 
order to make these (tactiω 吃fJecti叫IOU must切ω the knack o/.，卢ve steppings, 
and be fomiliar with the appropriate opportunities for advancing, retreating, 
beware 0/ the le.ft, and look to the righι Insubstantial (can be) insubstantial and 
substantial (can be) substantial, substantial (can bυ substantial and insubstan
tial (can be) insubstantial, the opponent does not know you but you 是now the 
opponent. Control {youυ opponent as in the center 0/ your palms and街向ted
ηyou. 

不但如此，点是求刽械立势，我亦必懂得拾估中问，李其
室内'造天窗'入地户。如此，可置散於迫急之境'而
海我所乘。渴求此效'我必知五行步之寂，晓造、退、
在员、盼、定之械。虚虚责霄，黄黄虚虚，敲不知我'我
惟知散'置敲於我掌中'海我所算。

As explained earlier, central door (Zhong Men，中问) means the mid-point 
between you and your opponent's centers (Figure 86). Once you have placed your 
opponent into a disadvantageous and defensive position, you should immediately 
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Figure 86. Central Door (Zhong Men) Figure 87. Empty Door (Kong Men) 

occupy this central door. This will put your opponent into an urgent position and 
agitate his mind's concentration and the Qi's natural smooth flowing. 

If your opponent stands with his right leg forward, then there are two empty 
doors (Kong Men，空问) for your attacks. One is on his le丘 (Figure 79) and the 
other is on his right (Figure 87). Again, through stepping, if you are able to attack 
through your opponent's empty doors, you will put him into a defensive and urgent 
s1tuatlon. 

The empty space above your opponent's arm is a sky window (Tian Chuang, 

天窗) (Figure 88) , while under the arm is a ground wicket (Di Hu，地户) (Figure 
89). These two spaces allow you to attack the opponent's vital areas. When you use 
your hand to seal the opponent￥ arm down so the area above his arm is exposed for 
your attack, it is called "open the sky window" (Kai Tian Chuang，阔天窗) and if 
you push the opponent's arm up to expose the area under his armpit area for your 
attack, it is called "open the ground wicket" (Kai Di Hu，阔地户).

In order to occupy the central door and seÎze the empty door, you must know 
how to step and reposition yourself to your advantage. In order to open the sky and 
ground windows, you must also know how to se址， neutralize, coil, and how to use 
the insubstantial and substantial strategies. These two strategies should be exchanged 
with skiU and liveliness. 
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Figure 88. Sky Window Figure 89. Ground Wicket 

The hand techniques for ωvity strike can be varied according ω 硝fferent posi
tions 0/ cavitiω. There are: vertical卢~st， horizontal卢ι phoen炊 eye卢ι Gong
word hand, thumb hand, hammer hand, hand 切拉 sword sec阶 and palm 
press, etc. All applications follow each individual 's expertise and maste吵 The
execution 0/ techniques focuses on the co仰ntration， speed, and accuracy 0/ the 
pωer. To be φctive， 。叫 must a击。如ω the Qi and 伪od's major j元w
according to the timing. In the e1町re body there are a 印talof108 ωvities-36
饨 cavities and 72 small cavities-that ωn be used for cavity a仰ck. The tech
niques and the timing for caviσ strikes are usually 是伊t secret in every sσleand 
not revealed ω the outside easily. This is because all 0/ these secrets are rel理ted to 
hum刷版 and moraliσ Those who learn 伽'se skills must be very cautious 
when they use them. 

打穴手法依不同穴位而定'有立拳、平拳、戚眼手'工
字手、姆指手、锺手、手刀、刽挟、掌按等等。依各人
各派所丧、所事而用。打穴之技舆勤力，必求力亭，快
速舆率度。不但如此'必懂氛血子午流注之行'才能致
效。全身言十有一百零八穴'三十六大穴，七十二小穴，
可海打穴之用。穴位之打法舆峙辰'各派皆持密中'不
轻易外傅。此因其有阔人命道德也。牵者知之'不可不
慎用之。
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According to Chinese martial society, out of more than seven hundred acupunc
ture cavities, there are one hundred and eight that can be used for martial arts attacks 
and cavi可 press massage. Seventy-two of them are not vital when attacked, while the 
remaining thirty-six will maim or kill. Normally, to be e丘ective ， the attacks to those 
vital cavities must match the time of the da)λlt is known from acupuncture that the 
major Qi and blood flows in the body are influenced by the time of the day. This is 
called "midnight and noon m习or flow" (Zi Wu Liu Zhu，子午流注).

In addition, to be e旺ective， a special hand form and skill must be used and 
trained so that when the cavity is attacked, the power can penetrate to the meridian 
and shock the organ. Usually, the timing of the major Qi flow and the special attack
ing skills are kept secret in every style. The reason for this is simply that once any
one knows these skills and the timing, he can easily injure or kill others. 

5. Taijiquan's Wrestling 太植拳之摔

5hzωi means 5huai Jiao (i. ιzumtfind-lkisd mdruddrttbdtUSEsdifflrtotrLp, 
pull down, and topple the opponent. Because Taijiquan is an art that is speciaι 
ized in middle-and-short-circle fighti咯 it is also good at the techniques oJ5huai 
Jiao and Qjn Na. Generally speakin，多 5huai Jiao is a skill that 打 specially
designed against the skills 01 kicking and striking in martial arts. However, 1函，
jiquanj♀vors th打 art due to its theoη 01 using the s~卢 against the hard. When 
the opponent is hard, the bo吵 and the root are all tightened and the咐re not 
solid tmd rooted. This can be used easily 妙 you. Ta均#扩i句句ω n 打 an ar.付t t，劝hat 打 pr;仔i户-
mη2ari吵ly good at tI均b切切切mη2a唔~in，咆Ig t.劝he 0.伊pponen玲 αcen 衍仰r and de.挂h切切加'st附附t勿扩rψq钞?
(th加e oppo 仰2tω5) c，α.enter a仰and r，仰oot h加'ave b如een d珩es抑W钞咿F叫 0仰ou immediate吵ly) follow 
(i.e. , borrow) th打 advantageous si阳ation ω take (the opponenυ down. 

摔者， '摔跤也。乃利用技巧以、伴倒、拉倒、推倒散人之
武街也。太握拳因善於中小圈之攻防'因而亦善於摔跤
舆擒拿之技也。摔跤在一般武牵上'本事封付於踢打之
衔。太握拳谷F借重之於以软制硬。敲硬'身连根皆、编景
而不霄，易海我所乘。太植本善於才真敲之中定舆拔献之
根。在中定搞舆根拔之峙， )慎势摔倒也。

Shuai is an abbreviation of Shuai Jiao (摔跤) and means wresding. Generally 
speaking, there are four categories of fìghting skills commonly used in every style of 
Chinese martial arts. These four categories are: kicking (Ti，踢)， striking (Da，打)，
wresding (Shuai，摔)， and Na (i.e., Qin Na，擒拿). Wresding can be used to con
quer kicking and striki吨， Qin Na is capable of subduing wresding, and kicking and 
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striking can be used against Qin Na. All these categories mutually support each other 
and can conquer each other. 

Though wrestling can be used against kicking and punching effectively, in 1油田
jiquan, due to its expertise in middle and short fighting range, wrestling is used to 

take the opponent down when his balance and root are destroyed. Thus, Taijiquan 
wrestling is so丘 and not hard, is round and not square, and is relaxed and not 
tensed. Therefore, it is able to put the opponent into a disadvantageous situation 
during a fight. 

Wrestlíng is primarily used as defen屹 not 0庐仰 f，呐d attacking tactics and 
opportunities斤'om defensive maneuvers. Ther，φre， it uses the strategy o/stillness 
and waiting flr the opponent's action and uses 战向se as 0庐nse. (但卫ow仰阳Je剧'el仰y
t蜘b加e 01，仰po仰ne仰nta功lso 削肌幻 t伽b加r 砖#阳阳n衍sive stra剧tψ1， then the tactics 0/ wrestling will be 
hard to execute. In this case, (you) must know how to create an oppor.阳nt可yand
establish an advantageous situation. Creating an oppor阳nt，斗y and establishing 
the advantageo阳 situation is derived from the Eight Doors and Five Steppings 
oι Thirteen Postures). From the skil协lness o/]ins in the Eight Doors, create 
the insubstantial and substantial (可portunities) to entice the opponent to change 
而is/her) strategy from 吃fense ω ojj专nse， and then卢nda way ω neutralize it. In 
addition, (如ou) must als。如ow fJOW 切 use the Five Stl伊pings to approach the 
咿ponen民 to create the opportuni与其 and to establísh the advantageous situation 
that allows you to use wrestling. 

摔跤本主守而不主攻'而在守中求攻势舆攻械。因而以
静待勤'以守梅攻。如敲亦抹守势，别摔策要住以轨行。
此峙必懂得去造械立势。造械立势'概徒八问五步中、毡
育演、每出来。徙八月巧勤中去造虚霄，去引敲反守海攻，
再求化解。盖徙五步中去逼身、去造城、去立势而海我
之摔跤所用。

Wrestling is a defensive tactic. Normally, you wait for your opponent's attack and 
then find the opportunity to take him down. The reason for this is simply in order 
to take your opponent down, you must approach into short range, and this allows 
you to grab him or bump him off balance. When you approach your opponent, you 
enter his punching and kicking range. Therefore, if you use wrestling as offense, you 
must know how to create an appropriate opportunity and establish an advantageous 
situation. All of these possibilities depend on how skillfully you are able to apply the 
eight basic Jin patterns (i.e., Eight Doors) and your ability to step 丘om far to near. 
Normally, these fighting maneuvers must be learned 丘om an experienced teacher. 

In order to damage the opponent's centering and destroy his root, your center and 
ba仰α must卢rst be secu叫 andyour root must be solid and firm. 份ou do not 
have this prior condition, then even though the advantageous situation is estab-
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líshed, it is hard to execute. This 力 because you do not have a卢rmfouna如wn
that allows you to take the opponent dou叫.. consequen吵~ the opponent does not 
t咿ple and on the con仰ryyou ω11 be bumped ojf balance. In 0功r to create the 
opportuni.与y and establish the advantageous situation, you must be fomiliar with 
the skillfulness 0/ the 地ht Doors anâ Five Steppings; more importan吵，。叫
must also know the trick 0/ how to occupy the Central Door, enter the Empty 
Dooη open the opponent's Sky Window and Ground Wicket. Without knowing 
these, ii will be hard ωωe wrestling to d拚'at the opponenι 

局提散之中定舆拔其根'自己之重心舆中心必先穗固，
根必紫赏。如我未有此先决倏件，别蜂械势已立'必要住
成行。此因我煞有摔倒散人之根基'散人不倒'我反被
弹出也。海南包刽械造势'除了我必熟悉八问五步之巧'
更要镣解如何推中问、入空问、阔其天窗舆地窗之寂。
不知此，摔跤制散'必要住行之。

The most important condition for applying wrestling techniques is that you 
must have good balance and a fìrm root. Without this prior foundation , you will be 
in a position of imbalance and you will be floating. Consequently, your body will be 
tensed and this will 0佐r your opponent an advantageous opportunity to defeat you. 
Therefore, to become an expert in wrestling, you must fìrst practice your balance and 
rootmg. 

In addition, other than knowing how to apply the skills of the Eight Basic Taiji
quan Jin patterns and Five Basic Steppings, you must also be familiar with the tac
tics of occupying the Center Door, entering the Empty Door, and opening the oppo
nent's Sky Window and Ground Wicket. As mentioned earlier, Central Door 
(ZhongMen，中间) is the central point between your opponent and you. When you 
are in an advantageous situation, you should occupy this door immediately and this 
will put your opponent into an awkward defensive position. Empty door (Kong 
Men，室内) means the door that allows you to step in and put the opponent into an 
urgent situation. If your opponent's right leg is forward, there are two emp可 doors;

one on his le丘 between his legs, and one on his right back shoulder. When you step 
in the fìrst door, he will lose balance and expose himself/herself for your attack. 
When you step in the second empty door, you will be able to bump him off balance 
easily. Sky window (Tian Chuang，天窗) and ground wicket (Di Chuang，地窗)
mean above and under the opponent's arm. 
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However， 仄your opponent has occupied the advantageous oppor.阳nity and put 
you into a disadvantageous position for him to take you dou吼 the卢rst and t.为r
most important thing is to stabilize (youυλ~in (i.e. , emotional mind) and 如r
(youυη (i.e. ， logical mind) clear, and not be alarmed. Once aL理rmed， the bo吵
will be tensed and tightened and your root will be卢'oating and your central bal-
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t ance will be damaged. nηb伪isprovid珩旨es t，劝he 0.ψpponentwωiJt肋劝 anopp严or付tt仰mt句斗σY t，ωo e.早J必0i以
To av仰ωoid b如bein咆:g- taken do伽b切W1
clμ'1riJ.βy (y，归'ouυη" (you) must know how to create the oppor阳nity and establish 
an advantageoω situation 归 solve your 码庐cult position. The keys are three 
important skills.' PengJin (i.e. , wardojj), s拼 and re，μxed， and also turning and 
rotating. If (you) know the skill 0/矿raωng in the chest and arcing the back' in 
PengJ切， then (you are) able 切如吃p (youυ center. If (you) know the trick 0/ 
being s~卢 andreμxed in all 0/ the joints, then you are able to protect your root. 
If (you are) hard, (youυ root will be pulled for sure. If (you are) good at the 
maneuver 0/ωt1飞g rotation and turning, then you are able to change the situa
tion and rez肝'Se the Qjan and Kun (i.e. ， 刀n and Ytmg), following the oppo仰的
attacking posture and neutralizing and changing it, to re-establish a new situa
tion that can be used 钞you.

然而，如敞已占先榄而置我於被摔之不利境地峙，其首
要在心定意明'切忌慌报。一慌'别身髓编萦矣'根浮
矣，中定才真矣。此正中敞言十而海其所用。防献之摔'除
先要心定意明外，须知造械立势以解己之困。其寂在於
棚勤'在於慈软'在於辗辑三要。懂棚勤含胸拔背之技'
别能保中定。能君这软骨部连串之巧'别能保吾根，硬必
被迫根拔起。善於身键之辗掉'别能樊其势，逆辑乾坤。
}慎其势而化之'丰事换之'才足新立势而海我所用。

If you are already in a disadvantageous situation that allows your opponent to 

use his wrestling on you, you should not be alarmed and tense, and lose your center. 
The fìrst step is to sink your gravity center downward to fìrm your root. In order to 

reach this goal, you must be relaxed and so丘. In this case, it will be hard for your 
opponent to pick you up and destroy your rooting. You must also know how to use 
wardoff Jin (Peng Jin，棚勤) to protect your center. Once your chest is drawn in and 
the back is arced with both of your arms expanded outward, your opponent will have 
a hard time to fìnd your center. From the above two efforts, you will save yourself 
仕om a disadvantageous position into a neutralized situation. Then, if you know how 
to use the two skills of rotating and turning, you can change the entire situation to 

one more favorable to you. 

日ose who know the martial art 0/1均;iquan must know how ω use wrestling 
and Qin Na together. 仍ou} are able ω Shuai and also Na, then (y叫 ωn exe
cute (youυ卢ighting tactics as you wish. If (you) only know how to wm吵~ it can 
be seizedωily 句I Na. If (you) only know how 切 use Qin 胁， then it is hard to 
apply it and its φctiveness will be low. The two 必ills 0/ wrestling and Qjn Na 
are both good for the middle and small circle fighting ranges, and they talk about 
the advantageous angle and the theory 0/ leverage. Bo劝 are closely reμtedω each 
other, which should not be 伊ored li拚吵 Therφre， those wh。如ow wrestling 
are also good at Qin Na, and vice versa. 
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牵太植拳武牵者'须懂摔、拿盖用。能摔能拿'才能随
心所欲。只懂摔'易被拿。懂知拿，拿王在问路'其效必
低。摔跤、擒拿二衔，均善於中、小雨圈之鞍'靖利我
角度舆捍竿原理之用。雨者相阔甚切'不可忽视。因而'
一般善於摔跤者，亦善於擒拿。反之亦然。

Since both wrestling and Qin Na are specia1ized in using advantageous angles 
and leverage，。丘en one who is good at wrestling is a1so an expert in Qin Na and vice 
versa. If you are able to apply these two skills mutually, you will be an expert in mid
dle-and-short -range fìghting. 

6. Taijiqua的 Na 太棒拳之拿

Na means Qjn Na. It includes: dividing the muscles/tendons, misplacing the 
bones, sealing the breath, b/ocking the vessels, grabbing the tendons, and grap
p占ng the cavzties. Qin Na is mainly used when-the opponent and you have-ún
tacted each other, and in exchanging the techniquω 0/ attaching, sticki咯 con
necting, and flllowing. It is the major skill 气 ainst Shuai Jiao ρ.e. ， wrestling). 
The skills 0/ dividing the muscles/tendons and misplacing the bones are φecial
ized in controlL切Ig t加 joints. When the joints are loc.是ed and contro lLed, they 
cannot move. Then flllow with ShuaiJ仰，是ickin乡 or striking 印刷bdue the 
opponent. The skill 0/ sealing the breath is done 钞 ωing the hand to grab and 
control the opponent's throat ω seal the breathing pipe. Alternatively, it can be 
done 向y using the hand to press and push the opponent's abdominal area to cause 
the muscles' contraction (around the lungs), thus sealing the breath. Blocking the 
vessels 打 done 句I sealing the arteries (on -the neck) connecting to the brain ω stop 
the oxygen supply to the brain, which results in j♀intù络 Grabbing the tendons 
is done 向y graGbing the opponent's large tendons to hinder his movements. Grap
p占ng the cavities is to grab the opponent's cavities that cause numbing or foin在
mg. 

拿者，擒拿也。包括分筋、错骨、朗氛、断版、抓筋、
舆扣穴等技。擒拿主用於敲我已接崩、粘和追随，梅克
制摔跤之主要技能。分筋错骨者，事制阔蹄。阔部一被
扣销'不能勤弹，罐之以摔或踢打以制献。阔氛者'以
手扣制彼之咽喉'以朗其氛管，或以手按摩其腹部收缩
其肺以罔其氛。断月底者，截其通脂之勤月底，以断其腾氧
氛之供给，而致晕倒。抓筋者，抓其大筋以妨其行勤也。
抓穴者，抓其麻穴舆荤穴也。

This paragraph summarizes the categories of Qin Na skills and their basic con
trol theories. These categories include: dividing the muscles!tendons, misplacing the 
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bones, sealing the breath, blocking the vessels, grabbing the tendons, and grappling 
the cavities. 

Qin Na in Taijiquan app占ωtions is good at using the round and turning (tac
tics). 丹'Om neutralizing the comingJin, use round (movement.以 ω lead the oppo
nent into your trap so he can be seized钞you. Theji扣Li used in Ta扩iquan Qin 
Naare咐 When you look at it, it is hard to卢!gure it out and吵enyo吵el iι 
it 打 not clear. Consequen吵1， it can pl型ce the opponent into a state of myst;泸ca
tion (i.e. , unclear mind) ω be seized 钞you without being aware. According ω 
the achievement, Qin Na can be distinguished in three levels. In the beginning 
level the techniqtω are executed 向y the musc仰rpower of the arms. In the mid
dle level (the power and moveme1饰 are) executed from the bo吵'. In the high 
levelofQin 胁， the 刀打 used to lead the Qi, with the coordination of breath
ingand bo吵 movement to execute the techniques. There are more than a hun
dred Qin Na 's used in Ta扩iquan; however， 扩(yωω'sh ω reach a highly pro.斤
cient level (you) must learn from a renowned teacher. 

太槌拳之擒拿'善於圈掉。在化来勤之下'以圈引之'
使敲垦入我之陷阱而海我所擒。太植拳之擒'其勤力也
软。祝之辩明，凳之不清'置敲於碟曦之中'在不知不
竞下被擒拿。依程度而言'擒拿之街可分三等银。初、级
之拿，以臂力行之。中、级之拿，以身法行之。高、银之擒
拿别以意引氛，再配合呼吸舆身法行之。太桂拳之拿言十
不下上百之数，然欲速高明熟用之境地，排得名句指等
不可。

Jin is the manifestation of Qi into physical form, while Li is physical strength 
commonly demonstrated by the muscles. The main difference between Taijiquan 
Qin Na and those of external styles is that the applications ofTaijiquan Qin Na are 
round and use the body's turning to set up the neutralizing and controlling angles. 
Moreover, the power used in Taijiquan Qin Na is so丘 and difficult for your oppo
nent to notice. There are many Qin Na applications. Most people are able to learn 
some basic applications. However, to reach a profìcient level, a qualifìed teacher is 
often necessary. 

For a Qin Na beginner, the techniques are normally executed 丘om the muscu
lar force of the arms. Therefore, the Jin is clumsy and the skills are forceful. This level 
of Qin Na can be detected easily by the opponent and defended against. However, 
when you have mastered Qin Na to a good degree, then you start to use your body, 
especially the waist and chest, to execute the techniques. When this happens, not 
only can the power generated be stronger, the techniques can also be executed with 
round movements. This will make them less detectable by the opponent. However, 
the highest level of Qin Na is reached from the uni自cation of both internal and 
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external. That means with the coordination of the Yi, Qi, and breathing, the tech
niques are executed through round body movements. 

7. TaijiquaI白 Long and Short Fighting Strategies 太植拳之丧短攻防

Ancestors said: "To use the long to attack the short is to battle with force (i.e叮
advantage). To use the short 切 attack the long is a battle (which needs) wisdom. 
Use the enemy's long to attack the enemy's short and use the enemy's short ω attack 
the enemy's long, then it is called enlightened combat. " 1均iquan is good at the 
midd.们nd small circle fighting ranges. Thelφre， those who learn martial Tai
jiquan must know how to pl理ce the opponent into the middle and small circle 
ranges, thus using the self's long (i.e. , advantage) ω attack the opponent's short 
(i.ι disadvantag，υ.σn addition,) Ta扩iquan a/so specializes in the skil击 ofusing
战fense as ~庐nse， using stillness to subdue movement, and using peace ωωn
quer irritabili伊 when the opponent does not mov乙 you do not move, and when 
the opponent sl~拚吵 moves， you move卢rst. The11φrt二 it is the maneuver ofωzng 
four o-unces ω neutralize one thousand pounds. 【U协Jn伪d珩加必如r t，伽b加es必而走却i伊胁tl仇ness ofA仰d
i切n~多~， Ad品'he旷仇rtn咯!g， Li扛st.化'en加un咯!g， and Fol品'1mωlJtn咯~ t.劝hi.扛:s is t.劝he 是均σ 5阳ecr.附r:t t，ωo put t，劝he 0.咿pp严0-
nent i切nt.ω'0 a condition where (伪》加e/s.协h~υ) c，ω'annot advanc，ι withdraw， or even tiuit. 
This is using the self's long ω 吃feat the opponent's short. 

古云:吨以丧攻短'是海内力。以短攻头，是海内智。
以敲之丧'攻散之短，以献之短'攻献之丧'别海内之
以神。 F 太植拳者，善於中小圈之攻防也。因之'霄武
牵太植拳者，必懂得如何置散於中小圈内，以己之袭'
攻其之短。太植拳亦善於以守海攻，以静制勤'以安克
躁之鞍技。因而，散不勤，我不勤'敲微勤'我先勤之
四雨破千斤之法。在粘黎慕随下'置敲於造退不可，欲
琵不能之挟寂。此局以己之丧'攻其所短也。

Here "long" (Chang，最) means advantage, and "short" (Duan，短) means dis
advantage. For example, if you are strong and use your strength to defeat a weaker 
person, your strength is called long. Therefore, if you have an advantage, you will 
naturally use this advantage to defeat the enemy. However, if you are on the disad
vantaged side, you will not be able to defeat your enemy through your weakness, so 
you must use your wisdom in a fight. To use your opponent's advantage to reveal his 
weakness, and to use his weakness to attack his advantage, is called fighting with 
enlightenment. For example, if your enemy is strong and muscular, he may be slow, 
so you must use your speed to defeat his strength. Or if your enemy has a long 
weapon, he will not be effective in short range defense, so you should specialize in 
short range attack. If your opponent specializes in high and long kicks, his root must 
be shallow, so you should attack his root. This is using his short to defeat his long. 
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You can use his long against his short if, for example, he specializes in long-range 
kicking. If you stay in the long range you will encourage him to confìdently attack. 
This will give you the opportunity to slip past his attack and attack at short range. 
If you are able to do all this, it is called enlightened combat. 

Taijiquan specializes in a few important things. First, Taijiquan is a martial train
ing that is good at middle and short range fìghting. Second, Taijiquan uses defense 
as offense. Therefore, it specializes in using calmness to react to irritability, using the 
soft against the hard, and using four ounces to neutralize a thousand pounds. In 
order to reach this go址， a Taijiquan practitioner must have mastered the skills of Lis
tening, Understanding, Attaching, Following, Sticking, and Connecting Taijiquan 
Jins. Without good skills in the crucial Jins, the Taijiquan 且ghting maneuver will 
almost never succeed. However, if you are skillful in these important trainings, you 
will adopt all of these skills into your fìghting and put the opponent into a disad
vantageous s1tuatlon. 

Not only that, those 吵。 are good at Taijiquan 归rring must 加 aware of伽
opponent's long range and问e circle's 0庐nse and 战fensι 仰，/5，材 mu.叩ay
special attention ω the opponent's kicking. These are the self short (i.e" disad
vantages) and ther.φre you should avoidthem as much as possible, However， 扩
the仰onent is also fJood at the middle and small circle.句庐nseand战fense， then 
you must know and be α:pert in using the insubstantial and substantial (strate
gies), the theory ofsoft and hard, andgood at changing卢ighting ma即ωers; con
sequen吵1， the opponent does not know your intentio肌 This is the卢ighting of 
(using) wisdom, 

不懂如是，太植拳善载者，必慎防散之-&距大圈之攻防'
更必最防献之腿法。此乃己之短'庵佳量避之。然，如
敲亦善於中小圈之攻防'则我必懂得善用虚霄'软硬之
理'善樊载策，使敲不知我之所向。此海内之以智也。

Since Taijiquan is a middle range fìghting style, any good Taijiquan fìghter must 
know how to avoid long range fìghting, especially with those who are good at long 
range kicks. These are your disadvantages. 

However, if you encounter an opponent who is also good at the middle and short 
range fighting skills, then not only must you have mastered the skills of Listening, 
Understanding, Attaching, Following, Sticking, and Connecting, you must also be 
an expert in using the insubstantial and substantial strategies, applying the so丘 and
the hard interchangeably, and keeping the fighting maneuvers alive , This will con
fuse your opponent and put him into a defensive position. This means you must 
fìght with your wisdom. 
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However, the most important thing in sparring 力是nowing yourself and 走now
ing the opponent. Only under the condition 0/ knowing yourse扩and the 咽po
nent， ωn -(you) play the strategies 0/ using the opponent's long to attack his short 
and using his short to tψet his long. 扩(you) do not know your opponent and 
yourself, then this 卢~hting strategy ω11 be hard ω exec仰. Therefore， 吵en
encountering the opponenι at the beginnin.多。ou) must fi川的t the opponent 
and know the opponenι Be extremely cautious and do not e.平lore (your) e.咱作
tise and allow your opponent to know your root and foundation (i.e. , major 
skills). Once you 切ow the opponent and yourself for sure, then plan your strate
gies and raise ψyour卢ìghting伊irit to encou仰r the coming attacks and also ω 
create the advantageous oppor.阳ntσ and establish a J告仰'tlble situation (for 
yourse在). This is the卢ìghting 0/ enlightenn 

然而'散载中'最要者'乃是知己知敞。在知敲我之情
况下'才能以散之丧攻其之短，以其之短攻其之丧。如
不知敲我，此策辫行也。因此'初逢敲手'必先拭散'
或散。千禹小心'不可健露身手，令敲知我根基。我一
但唯知敲我'即饰鞍咯，提我精神'以庭来势'以刽械
立势。如此，即问之以神也。

Sun Zi (557 B.C.) (礁子) said: "Knowing the opponent and knowing yourself, a 
hundred battles without a 10ss."24 This means on1y if you know your opponent and 
yourself, can you set up an effective strategy and execute it successfully. Therefore, 
when you fìrst encounter your opponent, you shou1d test him and see how skilled 
he is. At this time you must doak your expertise as much as possib1e so your oppo
nent will not know you. Once you have a sense of him, then raise up your fìghting 
mora1e, and bring your a1ertness and awareness to the highest 1evel. When you do 
this, not on1y can you respond to the opponent's actions natural1y, but you will also 
1earn to create opportunities for yourself, and maximize any advantages that you dis
cover. 

8. Strategy of Attacking Timing 攻峙咯
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(When) the enemy's attacking 刀 is forming and his postt附加 notyet su功ced，
you sudde吵 d彻ck and disturb his 刀:， stopping him ftom forming the pω阳re.
(This) is reaching 毛nlightenment. " (This timing) is the best among the best 
strategies (see 1 0/ Figure 90). 

敲擎意己孕，而势未瑰，我廓然反攻以高L其意'挫其势
之孕形'走局通乎神明'乃 J岛上上策。
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Yi & Jing 

2 3 4 5 

Opponent Offense Yi 

Opponent Offense Jing 

Figure 90. Yi, Qi, and Jin 

tOpponent De但n四丫!

Opponent 
Defense 
U立，

Remember - Yi is always ahead of Qi, and where the Yi is, there is the Qi also. 
When you have developed your Qi you can use it to support your Jin as you express 
it through your posture. Therefore, when you sense the enemy's Qi, it means that his 
Yi is forming, and his Qi is not yet strong enough to support Jin. If you attack just 
when you sense his intention and Qi, you can disturb the forming of his Yi and Qi 
and put him into a passive, vulnerable situation (Figure 90). It takes a great deal of 
experience to sense the opponent's intention. This is one of the timings used for 
"Cold Jin" (Leng Jin，冷勤). When you reach this stage, you have reached "enlight
enment." Naturally, this is the best among the best timings in attacking the enemy. 

(ì万'hen) the enemy's attacking Yi shows, and his Jin is about 切 emit but hasn't 
yet, you borrow this oppor.ωni4y tostqp fbb dudckJ dndinurn-otbis 刀 andpos
阳re. σt is) normally among the best strategies (see 2 0/ F~毕lre 90). 

敲擎意己魂'而勤膊出未出'我借此械，阻其意、其势'
乃上平策。

When the enemy's Yi is almost complete, his Qi is generated and is ready to sup
port his Jin. If you take this time to interrupt his Yi and stop his Jin, the Jin he gen
erated will bounce back at him. Since his Yi is almost complete it is totally concen
trated on attacking, and he will not be able to instantly stop his attacking Yi and 
withdraw his Qi and Jin. his Jin will therefore be bounced back. This is the fìrst tim
ing of "Borrowing Jin" Oie Jin，借勤). Taijiquan ancestor Wu, Yu-Xiang (武禹襄)
said: "the opponent does not move, you do not move; the opponent moves slightly, 
you move fìrst."25 This is the timing of "Borrowing Jin." 
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(When) the enemy's attacking 刀 is compLeted and Jin is emitted, you must卢rst
stop his (attacking) posture (and) then counterattack. (This is) the most common 
strat，ψ 仰 3 0/ Figure 90} 

敞攻意己成'势亦己楼'我必先阻其势而反挚，乃平策。

When the enemy's Yi is completed and his Jin is emitted, you must intercept or 
avoid his attack fìrst, and then counterattack. This timing is a common one that 
most martia1 artists can perform. 

门罗万en} the enemy's attacking Yi 打 weakening and his attacking posture is 
strongest, you borrow his ]in and reverse (the situation) to check h力 pωture.
(This is) 硝庐cu/t but one 0/ the best strategies (see 4 0/ Figure 90) 

敲攻意渐踊匠，攻势正盛'我借其勤而反挫其势，是海上
辫策。

When the enemy's Jin has reached its maximum, his attacking Yi will be weak
ening. However, at this time his Jin will be the strongest. If you know how to bor
row his Jin at this moment, you will be able to bounce him away. This is the more 
diffìcult level of "Borrowing Jin" (Jie Jin，借勤).

n励en} the enemy's attacking 刀打 ended and his 攻fensive 刀 is about to be gen
erated, and his post;仰 moves back for defense, you borrow t，伪 opportuni沙 and
foLLow his posture and attack. (It is) the easiest, and one 0/ the best strategies (see 
5 0/ Figure 90). 

敲攻意己盏'守意膊生'势正回守'我借此械而反攻，
是点是上易策。

When the enemy's attacking Yi is ended and his Yi is abollt to withdraw, you 
should take this opportunity and attack in along his extended limb before he with
draws it. When his Yi is abollt to withdraw, his defensive capability is weak, and vita1 
areas are exposed because his arm is extended. If you take this moment to attack just 
as he is starting to withdraw, you will certainly get him unless he is very good in 
sticking hands. 

9. Fighting Strategies of Sun Zi 拣子载咯 Sun Wu (557 B.C.) 礁武
Sun Wu (礁武)， also known as Sun Zi (Mister Sun，挤、子)， (known in the West 

as Sun Tzu) , was a very famous strategist who lived around 557 B.C. His book Sun 
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Zi's R注hting Strategies (Sun Zi Bing Fa，扬、子兵法) (0丘en translated as "The Art o[ 
l场r") has been studied by Chinese soldiers for centuries, and has become required 
reading in most military schools throughout the world. Although phrased in terms 
ofbattles and troop movements, the book applies equally well to individual conflicts. 

K肌lJing the opponent and knowing yourself, a hundred battles without a loss. 
Not knowing t7ù opponent but knowing yourself, one victory one loss. Not know
ing the opponent and not knowing yourself, every battle ωII be lost. 

知彼知己，百载不殆。不知彼而知己'一腾一鱼。不知
彼'不知己'每载每败。

In a battle, if you know your opponent and yourself, you will be able to set up 
your strategy according to the situation, and win every time. When you know your
selfbut do not know the enemy, you are at the mercy of chance and have only a fìfty
a丘y chance of winning. If you know neither y'严r咱our附lfno创r y'归ou盯ro叩pp严on时en叽t飞， tl出he阳lenαny归ou
willlos民ef岛Or certain. 

In a battle, use regularity to combine (engage), (but usυ surprise to win. The one 
who is good at using surprise, (his strat，旬，) is limitless 应是'e heaven and earth; 而打
wisdom) is not dry, (it 材 like a river or stream. The conduct 0/ battle is nothing 
but using regularity and surprise. The exchange 0/ suψrise and regularity (is) 
limitless. Surprise and regulari与y mu阳ally grow, like a cycle with no end. Who 
ωn limit 勿 {i.e. ， figure it out complet，吵';?

凡载者，以正合，以奇腾。故善出奇者'条第如天地，
不竭如江河。革戈势不遇奇正，奇正之键，不可滕舅也。
奇正相生'如循壤之五在端'孰能茹之?

Regularity (Zheng，正)， in the sense of both fìxed organization and standard 
operating procedures, is Yang. Surprise, or change (Qi，奇)， is Yin. Regularity in 
organization and operating procedures allows your units to combine and work 
together for greater strength. Regularity also means developing routines and tech
niques that allow you to effectively develop and use maximum power. However, if 
you always follow these routines your opponent can develop ways to defeat them, so 
you must also use surprise, or alternate the routines, to keep the enemy off balance 
so he cannot e伯ctively mobilize his strength. In individual training and fìghting, 
you must develop set routines, but you must never be bound by them. You may do 
something several times so that the opponent expects you to do it again, but then 
you must change in order to surprise him and win. If you can skillfully alternate reg-
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ularity and surprise (which can be ca11ed substantia1 and insubstantia1), you will be 
able to respond to the opponent's actions with a limitless variety of actions. 

The吃fore， when using soldiers, the ultimate shape is to have no shape. 扩there is 
no shapι then it is li.是e a deep mountain ωrrent that cam例如卢thomed， and 
(even) a wise person cannot set up a strategy 向tgainstyou}. Everyone (thinks he) 
understands ho叫IOU win the vicωries from the shape (they can see), but they 
don't know the shape of how you really win the victoψ Thenφ斤。ou} do not 
repeat the tactics of(your} victories, and (your) response to shapes (situations) 力
unlimited. 

故形兵之植'至於燕形。燕形别深洞不能窥，智者不能
媒。人皆知我所以滕之形'而莫知吾所以制滕之形。故
其载腾不役，而患形於条窍。

When fìghting, the ultimate strategy is to seem to have no strategy. If the oppo
nent cannot determine what your strategy is, or if it seems that you have no strate
gy, then he will not be able to devise a strategy against you. If the enemy thinks he 
knows you well, he will be able to set up a good strategy and will seem to be win
ning. However, because your strategy is actually shapeless, he is basing his actions on 
illusion, and he willlose in the end. When you attack, he thinks he knows what you 
plan (your shape) , and he can counterattack. But it is only a feint used to draw him 
out and make him act. Once his plans have taken shape, you base your strategy on 
that shape and act accordingly. Since your strategy is not tied to any particular form , 
it can change through an endless number of variations and never repeat itself. 

In conclusion, soldiers (strategies) are like water. The shape (nature) of u刷er (is 
to) avoid the high and卢ow ω the low. The shape 仕orrect di.伊osition} ofsoldiers 
(is to) avoid the substantial and attack the insubstantiaL ，场ter comes over into 
a stream due to the shape of the ground, soldiers gain the victory through co附
伊onding to the enemy('s shapυ. Thenφre， soldiers do not have a卢:xed status 
(posture, di.伊osition) and water does not have a fixed shape. (Being) able ω 
change in re.伊onse to the enemy's strategy and win the battle is called Shen (.年zr
itual Enlightenment). 

夫兵象水。水之形'避高而越下。兵之形'避贵而擎虚。
水因地而制流，兵因敲而制腾。故兵杂常势，水集常形。
能因敲樊化而取滕者，言育之神。

币'ater avoids the high and flows to the low. When conducting soldiers or fìght
ing, you must avoid the substantia1 (i.e. , strong points) and attack the insubstantial 
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(i.e., weak points). Just 臼 water can become a powerful stream by following the 
shape of the land, so too can soldiers become a strong attacking force by responding 
to and corresponding to the shape of the enemy. Basing your strategy on the strate
白r of the opponent is the way to victory, and is considered Spiritual Enlightenment. 
In Taijiquan, this is called giving up yourself and following the opponent. If you do 
not resist the opponent, and stick to him wherever he moves, he will never be able 
to find you and effectively attack you, but you will always know where he is and 
what he is planning. Because of this you are certain to defeat him. 

10. Strategy of Hard and Soft 刚柔咯

When using the s忻印刷bdue the hard, the s拼 must be skillful and adaptable. 
Using s~卢 to con扩'Olso斤力 harder than hard. Using hard against hard, skill and 
Li are (both) stagnarlt and sluggish. 扩'you use hard ω defeat呗 your power 
and skill will be dull and hard to 仰ly. Hard and吵 mutually assisting and 
cooperating 打 the best strat.ψ· 

以柔克刚'柔必巧熟。以柔制柔，戴上加葬。以刚患刚'
技力远纯。以刚克柔'技死鼎展。刚柔相溃，乃 j马上策。

If you use the soft against the hard, you must be skillful in yielding, adhering, 
and sticking. Like a snake wrapping and coi1ing around a branch, you must adapt to 
whatever the opponent does. When you meet an opponent who is also skilled at soι 
ness, then it will be extremely difficult to defeat him. You must be more skillful than 
he is, otherwise you will not be able to apply your techniques. If you use the hard to 
resist a hard attack, your actions will be stagnant and your power sluggish. If you try 
to use the hard to subdue the soft, your techniques will be dead and impossible to 
apply. The best approach is to exchange hard and soft appropriately. This mutual 
assistance and cooperation will make your techniques alive and useful. 

11. Strategy of Fast and Slow 快慢咯

When using the slow 归拗'at the声儿 Qi must be emphasized. When ωing the 
如ω beat the slow, the Yi goes first. 附en卢rt and slow are used at the right 
time, and}亏; and Qi exchange skillfully, it 打 called light and agile (Qing-Ling). 

以慢敲快，以氯海重'以快侮慢'以意蒋先。快慢患得
峙'意氛丰事得巧，是海轻重。

When you use the slow to defeat the fast, you must be calm, and concentrated, 
so the Qi can be abundant and your sensitivity of alertness can be high. Only when 
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your Qi is abundant and stimulated are you able to generate the power needed for 
both defense and 0岳阳e. However, when you intend to use speed to beat the slow, 
your Yi must always go first. This means that, while you are defending, your Yi is 
already on attacking, and while you are attacking, your Yi is already aware of the 
opponent￥ attack. However, the best fighting strategy is to match his speed so that 
fast follows fast and slow follows slow. If you can do this while skillfully exchanging 
your emphasis on Yi and Qi, your movements and thinking will be light and agile. 

(TiηÏJe s刷u町tC，α'Ce.ω'ss 吃ofp严r矿功♀rmt切n咆!g)才)s必w (nω 
i切ngandadh加r仇rm切句吻n咆咯~. (吁亨衍y川'ouω<)dl均on仰删ot t仰mdl珩'erstand at仰1切achi咋f切呛n咆~andadh加ertn咆!g]i切n吼I儿 t，劝b加加enn 1 

slow (mane仰u削vers) c，ω'annot be executed. In addition, in order ω be slow, (you) 
must also know the skills of centering and rooting. (歹you) do not understand 
centering and rooting, then the app占cations of attaching, adhering, connecting, 
and flllowing ω11 not beφctive. 

慢重於粘和二勤。不懂粘在之勤'慢燕以行之。慢亦须
懂中定舆萦根之巧'不懂中定舆紫根之囊，粘在追随条
以成效。

When you act slowly in a 自肿， not only must your sensitivity be high and your 
Qi abundant, but in order to follow and connect with the opponent, you must also be 
skillful in attaching and adhering Jins. In addition, you must have a balanced center 
and firmed root so you can neutralize the incoming force or emit your Jin e能ctively.

f厅Th加es刷uc，ωCαωωrωω'ss 0仲f仆Pφn仰?
ω仰'eness and伊伊eed. When the Yi moves, the bo吵 immediatl吵叫onds. 仇。rder
ωbυj告5瓦。ou} must be skilled at the two ]ins of Listening and Understanding; 
able ω listen and able ω understa叫: able to feel and able to re.伊ond; and拼'er
liste1叫~， immediately respond. All of these d.伊end on the reaction generated 
fromj去'eling and natural 只听exes

快重於重活轻巧'决於械重。意勤身勤，毫不远滞。快
重於捷、懂二勤。能辑、能懂，能成能庭'随聪即戚，随懂
即庭。此乃知凳连勤之反庭也。

In order to be fast, you must be agile and de丘. Furthermore, your decision must 
be quick and precise. In order to reach this stage, your Listening and Understanding 
Jins must have reached a proficient level. In this case, your feeling will be sharp, 
responsive, and the reaction will be fast and accurate. 
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。ou) should not lose (the 叫pabilities ~ρ Listening， Following, Connecting, and 
Adhering. Then (you) will be able to establish the situation and create the oppor
阳nity ω C01咖e (youυ opponent and put 而im) in a vulnerable position. 

然'善於较技者，皆善於快慢相稽'拥配得宜。核快别
快'接慢别慢。不揄快慢'不失蜷随连在。如此，能造
势立棋，置敲於疑惑之中矣。

A good fìghter should be profìcient at a11 skills that a110w him to fìt in any com
bat situation. He should a1so be good at using the fast and slow tactics anytime nec
essar予 When this happens, he will be able to control the entire fìght, confusing his 
opponent and taking advantage of the vulnerability this creates. 

12. Strategy of Advancing and Retreating 造退咯

An ancient document said: "1吁you) use an advance as an advance, the advance 
will not be 禹作nsible. 吁l叫 use a withdrawal as a withdrawal, the with
drawal will be 材'ated. (If you) use a withdrawal as an advance, the with
drawal will create an advance. (仍0叫ω 弘阳usean a，础dva仰'an町2C，α'ea.ωsa wi肋t劝-hd仇rat仰(J的ω/扭彷叫'al，叫l， advan町仰2C，α E 

tu吼 1ωvit，劝-hdraw on毗ι Adz
Cωiμ'aL炒ïyi仰mp严or，仰tant 打 f仙w顷功ai剖tin唔![;j乒vr t，劝-he righωυ opp严ortu仰nzσ~ When the opportunity is 
missed, ihen advance and withdrawal are both difficult. " 

古云: 咱以造j每逢，其造不守。以退点是退'其退必肢。
以退海造'退以成造。以造海退，造以成退。造之者二'
退之者一。造返相衡'尤贵械先。械先一失'别造返雨
辩矣。'

This paragraph emphasizes the importance of deception. You must keep the 
opponent confused so that he never knows if what you seem to be doing is what you 
actua11y are doing. If he can see clearly that you are advancing, he may be able to react 
e岳ctively and defeat you. If he can see clearly that you are retreating, he can press his 
anack and defeat you. If you want to advance, pretend to withdraw, and your advance 
will take him by surprise. Likewise, if you want to withdraw you must fìrst advance 
so that you will be able to safely withdraw. To win a banle it is usua11y more impor
tant to advance than to withdraw二 but the two must be ba1anced in the right propor
tion. Above a11 it is most important to act only at the correct time. You must wait for 
the right opportunity and then act, for if you miss the opportunity, it may not come 
again, and you will surely lose. The Taiji classics refer to this as grasping the moment 
and seizing the opportuni可'. Substantia1 and insubstantia1 should exchange skillfully. 
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The most ímportant 均's to succe.呐1 advancíng and wíthdrawíng are a hígh 
level of alertness, an understandíng the appropríate 伊portuníty， and knowledge 
of the opponent and yourselj W为en advancíng and wíthdrawíng are approprí
at.ι then (you) can create the opportuníσ and establísh the advantage. Use wíth
drawal as an advance, and use advance as a wíthdrawal. Advance provídes the 
opportuníσfor wíthdrawal and wíthdrawal ímplies the intention of advancing. 
Among the strat.结ies of advancÍ1飞g and withdrawing are: enter with insubstan
tíal and attack with substantíal, enter with substantial and withdraw with 
insubstantial. Advance, advance, wíthdrawal, withdrawal, the opponent does 
not know you but you know the opponenι You are not only able to create the 
opportuni沙~ but are a/so able to create a desírable sítuatíon. As a result, you can 
say that you know the opponent. 

造退之要在於警凳，在於悟械，在於知敞知我。造退得
宜'乃能造械立势，以退海造'以造局退。造即是退械，
退即是造意。在造返中，虚造责出，责造虚退。造造退
退'散不知我，我却知敞。先横在我，造势亦在我。如
此可菊知散矣。

To advance or withdraw successfully require a high level of alertness and aware
ness. You must know the right opportunity to execute your decision and also know 
your opponent￥ capabili可 and yours. Only then are you able to create an advanta
geous opportunity or situation for your actions. Advance and withdrawal must be 
used skillfully and exchangeably. Both can be an insubstantial or substantial strate
gic action. This will make your opponent confused and unable to discern your real 
intention. In this case, you have already controlled the encounter. 

13. Theory of the Fight of No Fight 敲而集散输

The meaníng of the fight of no fight ís: when e町ounteríng the opponent, there 
ís no opponent; when there is a response (to an actíon), there is no re丁rponse; when 
there 打 d 刀切， t.劝here厅r: is no X刀t1仇优n衍1钉; and when t.伪here仰r: is an η丑， t，劝here ís n仰0η. All oft，劝he
qφ庐仰仰ve and 攻材拗f卢h仰阳r:ns仰仰F衍仰仰1幻仇仇Slω仰i仰「切忱ve 打 n叫at刷t阳ur.叫'tll. Ti阳b份ís ís t.伽b加e l.ωev附叫vel 吃of r.仰r:a町础chí何n咆'g enl均J
The~伊pírit ís the master, and the Yí ís not on the 刀" so the Qí wíll círculate auto
matically and natura协

散而燕敲者'面敲而燕献，庭患而集庵，有心而燕心'
有意而条意'一切攻守反虑自然。此乃通乎神明矣。神
冯主宰'意不在意，氛行自如。

When you have reached a profìcient level of fìghting skills, you are in the state 
of fìghting without fìghting. That means, even if there is an enemy right in front of 
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you, it seems there is none. You are natural and not 丘ightened or nervous at all. 
When you respond to an action from the opponent, your r臼ponses are so natural 
and automatic, it seems you do not put any effort into the response at all. Your emo
tions are agitated, yet are under control. When you have an intention, it is so natur
al that your opponent does not even know there is an intention initiated. In this case, 
you are the master of the entire conflict and control the situation. You know your 
opponent but your opponent does not know you. Success depends on the status of 
your spirit. When your spirit is high, fìghting morale will be high, and all of the 
action will be natural and automatic. Your Yi should not be on the Yi, otherwise, the 
Qi will be stagnant. Your Yi should be on the sense of enemy (Di Yi，散意)， then 
you have high alertness and awareness. 

To reach this level (you) mωt practice a hundred times or even a thousand times 
diligen吵 and ceaseles.吵~ After practicingfor a long time, all 01 the reactions are 
natural. At the beginning an encounterwith an opponent, the 刀 is concentrat
ed and the willis strong. Keψ aware 01 the opponent without any carelessness all 
the time. St，φ 高Y st，φ watch the opponent closely, and proceed cautiously. This is 
卢~hting with 刀. After you have encou仰red many opponents many times, your 
experience will be abundant. σn this case), Yi 打 no longer necessary in the戎~ht
and all 01 the responses are natural. When the opponent sl~拚吵 move.儿 you
already knω and rea们呻onsively. You do not have to think or make any effort. 
At this time, use the 伊irit ω master the entire situation. Even when there is an 
enemy, it seems there is none; even where there is a battle, it seems there is no bat
tle. Isn 't this reaching the stage 01 the卢~htolno卢~ht?

j每逢此境地，必须千锺百燥，勤妹不息'久而久之'一
切反患自然。初庭散畴，意事志强'随峙防散不懈'步
步主T人'昂昂慎行。此乃问之以意也。患敲久之'经革命
充足，问之燕意'一切反患自然。敲意微勤'我已知之'
反庭之。不用思索，不用费心。此峙，以神宰之'有散
似集散'鞍如朵载'此遣散而集散之境地乎?

In order to reach a state of fìghting with spiritual enlightenment, you must prac
tice ceaselessly二 and then continue to practice even more. Through the accumulation 
of experience, you will reach a state of natural reaction against any action. When this 
happens, you have reached the state of the fìght of no fìght. However, at the begin
ning of training, you must keep your Yi at a high level of alertness and awareness. 
Only then are you able to build up the level of sensitivity to know your opponent 
and responding to his incoming attacks naturally. Once you have reached the state 
of fìghting of no fìghting, then you should train to keep your spirit in a highly 
refìned state. When this happens, the Qi can circulate smoothly and abundantly. 
When your spirit is high, the morale will also be high. Naturally, your alertness and 
awareness will be sharp and accurate. 
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Conclusion 系冬言命

1. Theory of Reaching Enlightenment 通乎神明输

In the practice ofTaijiquan pu必ing hands, Taiji circle sticking hm仇 and Tai
jiquan ftee卢ighting， etc叶。ou} must practice until (you) have reached a stage 
where there is no discrimination of the opponent. That means it is the stage 
where the opponent is you and you are the opponenι both are one. As a result, 
you know yourse扩andyou also know your opponent. 拍u are in an active posi
tion and the opponent's action is driven 钞 you. 什'óu are} able ω put the oppo
仰tt in your pa加s. ，阴罗叼茹加切en t.劝here 打 d仰an i切nt，仰enω仰ntion ofμ仰m仰仰OVl咋n咯Ig， y'仰0ωu 切仰 i仰mηm仰m附?
仰叫(y. ，附罗励恪加切en 劝仙扛 b切d呼rppens儿吵~(yω b加ave r，仰-ea阳d町ched t，加b加e st.咐d嗒ψ~e~仰f王m卢危弄g庐μb加hting ωth enligh￥μ抉ht-萨
enmen t. At the beginning, the keys 向f training) are in listenin，多 flllowin，多
attachin乡 and adhering - flur crucial words. If (you) are not able ω use these 
flur important keys (skillfu吵~， then (you) will not be able ω communicate with 
the opponent and understand the situation. Afterward, the keys 旷training) are 
on leadin多 neutralizing， coilin.多 and turning. 扩(you) cannot apply these flur 
keys 向fJèctively}， then the coming Jins will not be neutr.仰rali.ιlized and di.町S扫'Solved (Í乌钞y 
y严ouωi} a仰and t.劝hu.ωs (yoUoωi} wω/矿i拟II not b如eab伪h 切 ωntrol (yo仰u叫υ0ψ'Pponn
(yoUoωi) are able ω reach t，劝heab加ove巧e (ei智'%，μ，乡加b加twω()ωlorc，必ls)， then the techniques such as Cai 
(i.e.叮 pluck)， Lie (i.e. ， 与plit)， Zhou (i.e. , elbo时" Kao (i.e. , bump)， 刀。.e吁 kick
ing), Da (i.e. , striking), Shuai (i.e. , wrestling), and Na (i.e叶 ChinNa)， 优 ωn
be executed as you wish. 

太槌拳推手、太植圈罐手、太植拳自由散手等楝霄须妹
到敲我不分。亦即敲即是我'我即是献之境界。如此，
我知我，我亦知散'我冯主勤，敞海我所使。置敞於掌
中，稍有勤意'即海我所知。如此可通乎神明。起初'
裹在於辑、、随、粘、和四字。不能适用此四挟'别条法
潺通敲情。之後'裹在於引、化、罐、持四字。不能连
用此四挟'别来勤杂法化解，不能置敲於掌中。能绚如
此，抹、树、肘、靠、踢、打、摔、拿等任我所便。

When you practice Taijiquan skills to a high level and have reached a state of 
咀ght of no fight' (i.e. , regulating without regulating) , then every action is ultimate
忖 natural， comfortable, skillful, and e他ctive. This is the stage of ‘自ghti吨 with
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enlightenment.' In this stage, you know yourself and you also know your opponent. 
You are the one who controls the entire fìghting situation. 

The keys to reaching this stage of training are in the eight crucial practices. At 
the beginning, you must practice listening (i .e., feeling) , following, attaching, and 
adhering until you become profìcient. If you can do so, you will be able to commu
nicate with your opponent easily. Only then can you perform the skills of leading, 
neutralizing, coili吨， and turning effectively. In fact, these eight key words are the 
crucial secrets of executing all of the Taijiquan fìghting techniques successfully. 

In beginning 0/ your training， 伽flcus 打 on regi吵ting the bo吵~ and then on 
regulating the breathing, regulating the Xin (i. e吁 emotional mind), regulating 
the Qj, and then regulating the spirit. Its卢nalstage 力 to regu/'军te the 伊irit until 
no regulating is necessary. Th打打 the stage 0/ regulating without regu/'理ting. If 
(you) rea吵 are able to reach th力 level your enlightened伊irit will be flcused on 
it乒吻 7加 is the Dao 0/ reaching en成功te仰

其楝霄程式'阔始在於铜身'再於拥息、拥心、胡氯、
拥神著手。其最终之境界，在於拥神而至拥而不捐'不
拥而自拥之境界。果连此境地'神明贯注焉。此乃通乎
神明之道。

In order to reach the fìnal stage of enlightenment, you must regulate your body, 
and then your breathing, mind, Qi, and fìnally spirit. Once you are able to reach a 
stage at which your whole spirit is in the actions without any effort, then you have 
reached the stage of enlightenment. This is the level of action without action. 

Genera炒. speaki咯 to reach enlightenment is ω comprehend the meanù气'5 0/
p伽icallife， to cherish allliving things， ω 切ow the mandate 0/ heaven, and to 
卢伊11 the will 0/ heaven. That means, during the training process 0/ killing and 
survtvmg in Ta扩iquan practice， ω comprehend the reasons flr human l桥， ω
cherish the value 0/ millions o/living things, to search flr the rules 0/ heaven 
Dao, and fina吵 ω achieve the great Dao 0/ heaven and human 's unification. 
This 力 the or，结nal meaning 0/ Taijiquan 's creation 炒 the Daoist乒mily in 
Wudang mountain. 

度羔而言'通乎神明者，在悟生理'在惜生重，在知天
命'在连天意。亦即在楝霄太植生毅之理中，去悟解人
生之道理，去珍惜禹物生命之可贵'去寻求天道之理，
盖臻天人合一之大道也。此乃武宫道家刽太祖拳之本意。

Taijiquan was created at the Daoist monasteries on Wudang mountain. The fìnal 
goal of Daoist spiritual cultivation is to reunite the human spirit with the heaven's 
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(i.e., natural) spirit. To reach this goal, fìrst we must comprehend the meaning of our 
lives, cherish allliving things, search for the mandate of nature, and fìnally fulfìll this 
mandate. From this, we can see that, though Taijiquan was created as a martial art, 
it does not mean to destroy or to kill life. On the contrar严 it is the tool for us to 
understand life. From selιunderstanding and discipline, we learn how to control 
ourselves and to appreciate life everywhere. Only then can we have a pure and kind 
heart to understand nature and its mandate. All of these are the required procedures 
for the unifìcation of human and heaven's spirit. 

2. Discussing the Song of Taijiquan￥ Rea1 Meaning 输太植真羔歌

The Song ofTaiji 's Real Meaning咿灿shape， no shadow. Entire bo吵仰ns
parent and emp沙 " This means that (you) have reached ‘协e stage of flrgetting 
self" and have attained "the level ofWuji state. "No shape and no shadow means 
th，叫叫 have flrgotten the existence of the self's仰ical body. (份叫 are able 
to be re，μxed， 吵~ reach extreme calmness, and can transport your Qi anywhere 
without stagnation, then the physical body ωII gradually di呻pear. This 打 the
j去eling of trm叩arency of the entire p句此'al bo吵 and this means that (you) have 
reached the h妙。t Wuji stage of the body's reg;仰ting.

太桂真羡歌云: 电条形集象。全身运空。 F 此乃适乎「忘
我之境」蜻乎「朵拯之地J 也。燕行条象者，忘我物理
之存在也。能植黎软。能槌静'氛燕不行。物理之嘘'
渐越条形。此即海全身运空，踌於最高铜身燕植之境界。

When you have reached the fìnal stage of regulating the body, the body is 
extremely relaxed and the mind is in a deep and profound meditative state. When 
this occurs, the Qi is ultimately smooth and can circulate and radiate anywhere in 
the body without the slightest stagnation. k a result, you will feel that your physi
cal body has disappeaèed. In order to reach this stage, your mind must be in the cen
ter of your physical body (i.e., Real Dan Tian) , which is located in the physical cen
ter of gravity. Since this physical center is also the residence of our original Qi, this 
is the state of Wuji. 

cannot be restrained ana will become wild and untamed Like a stone ~ chime 
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suspended from \拓'st Mountain imp应。 there is control during the pro.，而und
meditative state: free but not u阳ontrolled， forget yourse扩but restrained. This is 
the highest cultivatiz们tage of regulating the mind in meditation. 

又云: 电忘物自然。西山憨磐。 F 此蕴意之「随心所

欲J r 海阔天空 J 但存乎「冥中有宰」也。忘物自
然者，不拥而拥之自然、境界也。如此，别能随心所欲，
是所不行。然而，其中必有主宰。条宰'别神仙驰而不敛，
性野而不;酬。西山憨磐者，冥中之宰也。逍遥而不放，
忘我而束然。此海静修最高胡心之境界。

A丘er you have reached the stage of feeling transparent in your physical body, 
then gradually you will reach a stage of forgetting your surroundings. You are in a 
semi-sleeping state, comfortable and so natural. This is the state of regulating with
out regulating. When this happens, your mind and spirit are able to travel anywhere 
in the universe and are not restricted by time. Even then there is a control that always 
connects your spirit in residence to your spirit alo丘.

The Song ofTa扩i 's Real Meaning also s，伊刀igers roaring, monkeys screeching. 
Clear fountain, peac，φl wa的 "T!伪 tells you "to卢nd calmness within move
仰F硝 andto卢d刀n within Yang. " Tigers roaring, monkeys screeching describes 
the releasing of the Xin and Yi's action and the raising of the 拍ng spi优 Clear
fountain and pe，配φl water means the Yi 's restraining and the Xi的 convergence，
and this imp占es the Xin is peac，φl and the 伊irit is clear. This is the stage of reg
ulating the Xin and entering the stage of regul军ting the spirit. 

又云: 飞虎吼猿鸣。泉清水静。 F 乃指「勤中求静，踢
中觅除」之言自也。虎吼猿鸣'乃心意放勤舆陈神上提之
意。泉清水静'乃意收而心敛，心平神清之意。此均由
拥心而至拥神之境界。

In 1马ijiquan， even if you are in a physically active Yang state, you must always 
seek the peaceful and calm Yin mind. From this, you are able to maintain your spir
itual center while in action. From this training, you are able to raise up your spirit, 
and also still be able to control it. This is the coordination of the emotional mind 
and the spirit. 
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its or.告in. This is the root and flundation 0/ l拆扩you know the meaning 0/ 
death, then you know the value 0/悦 From appreciating the value 0/1桥" you 
comprehend (youθ human nature. From knowing (your) human nature, you 
understand the meaning 0/ nature. From knowing the meaning 0/ nature, (you) 
are able ω end your human na阳re and卢nally reach the goal 0/ reg仰ting the 
spirit-the un伊'cation 0/ heaven and human. 

又云: 电翻江阔海。主性立命。 F 翻江闹海者，悟命也。

由命之悟而知连天命。由知这天命'了性返本。此海立
命之根基。知死而知生'由知生而悟性，由悟性而知天
命，由知天命而了吾性立在佟臻於天人合一最高之铜神境
界。

All human cultures have experienced four stag臼 of spiritua1 evolution. These 
four stages are: self-recognition (Zi Shi，自端)， selιawareness (Zi Jue，自凳)， self二
awakening (Zi xi吨， ZiWu，自醒·自悟)， and fina11y selιliberation from spiritua1 
bondage (Jie Tuo，解脱). From the ugliness of humanity's history of death and 
destruction (i.e. , turbulent river and stormy ocean) , we recognize how low our spir
it can be and how vile we can become. From this self-recognition, we can enter the 
stage of self二awareness. From this selιawareness， we learn to understand each other 
and our environment. Then, we can come to a stage of awakening. From this awak
ening, we comprehend that the truth of nature is that we must love each other and 
harmonize with each other. Without love and harmony, we will destroy each other 
completely. If we continue this pursuit, we will be able to free ourselves 丘om a11 spir
itua1 bondage such as glory, jea1ousy, dignity, pride, etc. These spiritua1 bonds were 
set up in the past to fulfill persona1 desires. Only if we are able to set ourselves 丘ee

from these bonds (i.e. , to end our human nature) can we reunite our spirit with the 
spirit of great nature. Without this evolutionarγprocess， we will not be able to exist 
and harmonize with other spiritua1 beings from beyond this earth. 
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ApPENDIX A 

Translation and Glossary of 
Chinese Terms 

Abraham Liu 剧振寰

One of Cheng, Man-Ching's disciples, who currently resides in California, 
United States. 

An 按

Means "pressing or stamping." One of the eight basic moving or Jin patterns 
ofTaijiquan. These eight moving patterns are called "Ba Men" (八问) which 
means "eight doors." When An is done, first relax the wrist and when the 
hand has reached the opponent's body, immediately settle down the wrist. 
This action is called "Zuo Wan" (坐腕) in Taijiquan practice. 

An Jin 按勤

The martial power generated from the An moving pa忧ern of Taijiquan. 

Bagua (Ba Kua) 八卦

Literally, "Eight Divinations." Also called the Eight Trigrams. In Chinese 
philosophy, the eight basic variations; shown in the Yi Jing ( 易短 ) (Book of 
Change) as groups of single and broken lines. 

Ba Men Wu Bu 八问五步

Means "eight doors and five steppings." The art of Taijiquan is built from 
eight basic moving or Jin patterns and five basic steppings. The eight basic 
moving or Jin patterns that can be used to handle the eight directions are 
called the "eight doors" (Ba Men，八问) and the five stepping actions are 
called the "five steppings" (Wu Bu，五步).

Bai He 白鹤

Wh ite Crane. A style of Chinese martial arts. 

BaiYuan 白猿

White Ape. A style of Chinese martial arts. 
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8aihui (GV-20) 百舍

Hundred Meetings. Name of an acupuncture cavity which belongs to the 
Governing Vessel. Baihui is located on the crown of the head. 

8ao-Xi (2852-2737 B.C.) 包截

Also named Fu Xi (伏是). The first important and uni今ing ancestor of the 
Chinese Han race (漠族) . 

8iXi 鼻息

N ose breathing. 

8u 步

Stepping. 

Cai 拣

Plucking. 

Cai Jin 抹勤

The martial power of plucking. 

Can Si Jin Chan Shou Lian Xi 罐林勤握手楝霄

Silk reeling Jin coiling training. One of the important basic trainings in Tai
pguan. 

Chan 罐

To wrap or to coil. A common Chinese martial arts technigue. 

Chan Jin 罐勤

The martial power of wrapping or coiling. 

Chan Si Jin 罐林勤

Means "Silk Reeling Jin." 

Chang ~是

Long. 

Chang Chuan (Changquan) 去拳

Means "long range fist or long seguence." Chang Chuan includes all north
ern Chinese long range martial styles. Taijiguan is also called Chang Chuan 
simply because its seguence is long. 

Chang Jin 丧勤

Long Jins. The Jins that reach the long fighting range. 

ChangJu 丧距

Means "long range or long distance." 
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Changqiang (Gv叶最强

Long strength. Name of an acupuncture cavity which be10ngs to the Gov
erning Vessel. 

Changquan (Chang Chuan) 最拳

Means "long range fist or 10ng sequence." Chang Chuan includes all north
ern Chinese 10ng range martia1 sty1es. Taijiquan is a1so called Chang Chuan 
simp1y because its sequence is 1ong. 

Chen Shi 辰峙

The time period from 7 to 9 A.M. 

Chen, Yan-Li n 悚炎林

A well-known Taijiquan master in China during the 1940's who wrote a book 
entit1ed: Tai Chi Chuan: Saber, Sword, Staf了 and Sparring , 

(太植拳，刀、剑、捍、散手合蝙)， Reprinted in Taipei , Taiwan , 1943. 

Cheng, Gin-Gsao (191 1-1976 A.D.) 曾金灶

Dr. Yang, ]飞W再νImg-扣.

Cheng, Man-Ching 莫郭~:曼曼 i清青

A well-known Chinese Taijiquan master in America during the 1960's. 

Chi (Qi) 氯

The energy pervading the universe, including the energy circu1ating in the 
human body. 

Chi Kung (Qigong) 氛功

The Gongfu of Qi, which means the study of Qi 

Chin Na (Qin Na) 擒拿

Literally meansμseize control." A component of Chinese martia1 arts which 
emphasizes grabbing techniques to contro1 your opponent's joints, in con
junction with attacking certain acupuncture cavities. 

Chong Mai 街服

Thrusting Vessel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 

Da 打

Striking. N ormally, to attack with the pa1ms, fists or arms. 

Da Jia 大架

Means "large posture-" 
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Da Lu 大摄

Large Rollback. One of the common Taiji techniques. 

DaQia。搭椅

To build a bridge. Refers to the Qigong practice of touching the roof of the 
mouth with the tip of the tongue to form a bridge or link between the Gov
erning and Conception 、电ssels.

Da Zhou Tian 大周天

Literally, "Grand Cycle Heaven." Usually translated as "Grand Circulation." 
After a Nei Dan Qigong practitioner completes Small Circulation, he will 
circulate his Qi through the entire body or exchange the Qi with nature 

Dai Mai 带脉

Girdle (or Belt) Vessel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 

Dai Mai Xi 带服息

Girdle 飞仨ssel Breathing. A special Qigong breathing technique. 

Dan Lu 丹墟

Means "elixir furnace ," where the Qi (i.e. , elixir) can be produced. 

Dan Tian 丹田

Literally: Field of Elixir. Locations in the body which are able to store and 
generate Qi (elixir) in the body. The Upper, Middle, and Lower Dan Tians 
are located respectively between the eyebrows, at the solar plexus, and a few 
inches below the navel. 

Dao 道

The "way," by implication the "natural way." 

Dao DeJing 道德锺

Morality Classic. Written by Lao Zi (老子) during the Zhou Dynasty (1122-
934B.C.) (周朝)

Dao DeJing (而o Te Ching) 道德短
Morality Classic. 飞rVritten by Lao Zi. 

Dazhui (Gv.14) 大椎
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Deng Shan Bu 蹬山步

Climbing Mountain Stance. One of the basic fundamental stances in north
ern martial arts. Also called "Bow and Arrow Stance" (Gong Jian Bu，号箭步) . 

DiHu 地户

Ground Wicket. A martial arts term. 

Di Shi 低势

Low Stance or low posture. 

DiYi 散意

Sense of enemy. 

Dian Xue 黠穴

Dian means "to point and exert pressure" and Xue means "the cavities." 
Dian Xue refers to those Qin Na techniques which specialize in attacking 
acupuncture cavities to immobilize or kill an opponent. 

Dihe (M-HN-19) 地合

An acupuncture cavity located on the face. 

Dong 懂

U nderstanding. 

Dong Jin 懂勤

Understanding Jin. One of the Jins which uses the feeling of the skin to sense 
the opponent's energy. 

Dong Mei Xi 冬眠息

Hibernation Breathing. One of the breathing techniques in Qigong practice. 

Dong Mian Fa 冬眠法

Hibernation Technique. A Qigong technique that trains hibernation breath
mg. 

Du Mai 督服

Usually translated "Governing Vessel." One of the eight Qi vessels. 

Duan 短

Short. 

Duan Jin 短勤

Short Jins. Those Jins which are used for short range fighting. 
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Dui 允

One of the Eight Trigrams. 

Fa 法

Techniques or methods. 

Fan Hu Xi (Ni Hu Xi) 反呼吸·逆呼吸

Reverse Breathing. Also commonly called "Daoist Breathing." 

Fan Tong Hu Xi 返童呼吸

Back to childhood breathing. A breathing training in N ei Dan Qi电gon
through which the prac仗ti挝tioner tries to regain control of the muscles in the 
lower abdomen. Also called "abdominal breathing." 

Fengfu (Gv-16) 凰府

飞再'ind's Dwelling. Name of an acupuncture cavity belonging to the Govern
ing Vesse1. 

Fu Shi Hu Xi 腹式呼吸

Literally, "abdominal way ofbreathing." As you breathe, you use the muscles 
in the lower abdominal area to control the diaphragm. It is also called "back 
to (the) childhood breathing." 

Fu Sui Xi 庸髓息

Skin and marrow breathing. Skin breathing is considered as Yang while mar
row breathing is classified as Yin. 

Fu Xi 腹息

Literally, "abdominal way ofbreathing." As you breathe, you use the muscles 
in the lower abdominal area to control the diaphragm. It is also called "back 
to (the) childhood breathing." 

Fu Xi 庸息

Skin Breathing. One of the Nei Dan Qigong breathing techniques in which 
the Qi is led to the skin surface. 

Fu Xi (2852-2737 B.C.) 伏蔬
The first impo巾nt and unifyi吨 ancestor of the Chinese Han race (漠族).

Gao Shi 高势

High stance or posture. 

Gen 民

One of the Eight Trigrams which represents mountains. 
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Gong (Kung) 功

Energy or hard work. 

Gongfu (Kung Fu) 功夫

Means "energy-time." Anything which will take time and energy to 1earn or 
to accomp1ish is called Gongfu. 

Gu Shen 谷神

Valley Spirit. 

Gu Shen 固神

Gu means to firm and solidi今 An exercise for 吨u1ating the Shen in which 
you firm and strengthen the spirit at its residence. 

Gui 鬼

Ghost. When you die, if your spirit is strong, your soul's energy will not 
decompose and return to nature. This sou1 energy is a ghost. 

Gui Oao, Gui Lu 鬼道、鬼路

Ghost path. The path of death. 

GuiXi 毡息

Turtle breathing. In Chinese Qigong society, it is believed that a turt1e is ab1e 
to 1ive for a 10ng time because it knows how to breathe through its skin. 
Therefore, skin breathing in Qigong is called turtle breathing. 

Guo Oang 裹稽

Means to wrap the groin area by turning the knee inward to protect the groin. 

Ha 哈

A Yang sound that is used to manifest martia1 power to its highest efficiency. 

Hai Oi 海底

Sea Bottom. The Huiyin (Co-l) cavity or perineum. 

Han Xiong Ba Bei 舍胸拔背

Means to contain or draw in the chest and arc the back. 

Han, Ching-Tang 棒魔堂
A well-known Chinese martia1 artist, especially in Taiwan in the 1ast forty 
years. Master Han is a1so D r. Yang Jwing-Ming's Long Fist grandmaster. 

Hen 哼

A Yin Qigong sound that is the opposite of the Yang Ha sound. This sound 
is common1y used to 1ead the Qi inward and to store it in the bone marrow. 
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This sound can also be used for an atlack when the manifestation of only par
tial power is desired. 

Hou Tian Qi 後天轧

Post-birth Qi or post-heaven Qi. This Qi is converted from the Essence of 
food and air and is classified as "fire Qi" since it can make your body too 
Yang. 

Hua 11:. 

"To neutralize." 

Hua Jin 化勤

The Jin (martial power) used to neutralize the opponent's attacking. 

Huan Jing Bu Na。遗精捕脂

Literally, to return the Essence to nourish the brain. A Daoist Qigong train
ing process wherein Qi that has been converted from Essence is lead to the 
brain to nourish it. 

Huang Ting 黄庭

Yellow yard. 1. A yard or hall in which Daoists, who often wore yellow robes, 
meditate together. 2. In Daoist Qigo吨， the place in the center of the body 
where Fire Qi and Water Qi are mixed to generate a spiritual embryo. 

Hubei Province 湖北省

One of the provinces in southern China. 

Huiyin 舍陪

Perineum. An acupuncture cavity belonging to the Conception Vessel. 

Hun 魂

The soul. Commonly used with the word Ling, which means spirit. Daoists 
believe that a human being's Hun and PO originate with his Original Qi (Yuan 
Qi，元氛)， and separate from the physical body at death. 

Hu。火

Fire. One of the five elements in the Five Phases. 

Huo Lu 火路

Fire path. One of the paths in Small Circulation meditation. 

Ji 措

Means "to squeeze" or "to press." 
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Ji Gong 脊弓

Spine Bow. The bow formed from the spine, which is able to store the Jin. 

Ji Jin 椿勤

The martial power of pressing or squeezing. 

Jia Dan Tian 假丹田

False Dan Tian. It is called Qihai (Co-6) (氯海) in acupuncture. This place 
is able to produce Qi. However, it cannot store Qi efficiently. 

Jiaji 失脊

Squeeze the Spine. The Daoist name of a spot on the spine in Small Circu
lation meditation practice. This spot is called "Lingtai" (Gv-l 0) (重台) (i.e. , 
spirit's platform) in acupuncture. 

Jianjing (GB-21) 肩井

Shoulder Well. An acupuncture cavity belonging to the Gall Bladder chan

nel. 

Jianneiling (M-UE-48) 肩内陵

Shoulder's Inner Tomb. Name of an acupuncture cavity. A special point. 

Jie 截

Intercepting. 

Jie Jin 借勤

Borrowing Jin. One of the Jins in martial arts power manifestation. 

Jie Tu。解脱

Set the self free from spiritual and emotional bondage. 

Jin 金

Metal. One of the 且ve elements in the Five Phases. 

Jin (J ing) 勤

Chinese martial power. A combination of "Li" (力) (muscular power) and 

"Qi" (氯)

Jin, Shao-Feng 金绍峰
Master Yang Jwing-Ming's White Crane grandmaster. 

Jin-Li勤力

Means "martial power." 
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Jing 静

Calrn. 

Jing 短

Prirnary Qi Channel. Sornetirnes translated as "rneridian." Refers to the 
twelve organ-related "rivers" which circulate Qi throughout the body. 

Jing (J in) 勤

Chinese rnartial power. A cornbination of "Li" (力) (rnuscular power) and 
<'Qi" (氛).

JingQi 精氯

Essence Qi. The Qi which has been converted frorn Original Essence. 

Jing-Shen 精神

Essence-Spirit. Often translated as the "Spirit of Vitality." Raised spirit 
(raised by the Qi which is converted frorn Essence) which is restrained by the 
Yi. 

Jiuwei (CO-1S) 喝尾

Wild Pigeon's Tail. An acupuncture cavity belonging to the Conceptional 
Vessel. 

Kai Di Hu 罔 ii!z.乒

Open the ground wicket. This rneans to open the opponent's lower body area 
for an attack. 

Kai Tian Chuang 罔天窗

Open the sky window. This rneans to open the opponent's upper body area 
for an attack. 

Kan 坎

One of the Eight Trigrarns, rneaning "water." Referred to in "Kan and Li 
(fire )." 

Kao 靠

Means "to lean or to press against." In Taijiquan, it rneans to burnp sorneone 
off balance. 

Kao Jin 靠勤

The rnartial power of burnping. 

Kao, Tao 高潘
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming's 自rst T马ijiquan rnaster. 
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Kong Men 空问

Empty doors. The doors you can step in to initiate an effective attack. 

Kua 脖

The area on the external hip joint is called "external Kua" (Wai Kua，外跨)
whereas the area on the inner side of the hip joints (i.e. , groin area) is called 
"internal Kua" (Nei Kua，内跨) . 

Kun 坤

One of the Eight Trigrams. 

Kung (Gong) 功

Means "energy"or "}1ard work-" 

Kung Fu (Gongfu) 功夫

Means "energy-time." Anything which will take time and energy to learn or 
to accomplish is called Kung Fu. 

Lao Zi 老子

The creator of Daoism, also called Li Er (李耳). Lao Zi is also the name of 
the book, Dao De J ing (道德短).

Laogong (P-8) 静宫

Labor's Palace. A cavity name. On the Pericardium Channel in the center of 
the palm. 

Leng Jin 冷勤

Cold Jin. One of the Jins in martial arts' power manifestation. 

Li力

The power which is generated from muscular strength. 

Li理

Natural rules and principles. 

Li雄

One of the Eight Trigrams, meaning "fire." Referred to in "Kan (water) and 
Li." 

Li, Mao-Ching 李茂清
D r. Yang, Jwing占1ing's Long Fist master. 

Li-Qi 力轧

Li is muscular power, while Qi is inner energy. Li-Qi means "to manifest the 
inner energy into physical power," which means "Jin." 
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Lian 速

To connect. 

Lian Jin 连勤

The martial power of connecting. 

Lian Jing Hua Qi 楝精化氛

To refine the Essence and convert it into Qi. 

Lian Qi Hua Shen 、味氧化神

To refine the Qi to nourish the spirit. Leading Qi to the head to nourish the 
brain and spirit. 

Lian Qi Sheng Hua 操氛弄革

To train the Qi and sublimate it. A Xi Sui Jing training process by which the 
Qi is led to the Huang Ting or the brain. 

Liang Yi 雨傲

Two Poles. It means "Yin and Yang." 

Lie -11 
Means "to rend" or "to split." 

Lie Jin 拥勤

The martial power of "split" or "rend." 

Ling 重

The spirit of being, which acts upon others. Ling only exists in highly spiri
tual animals such as humans and monkeys. It represents an emotional com
prehension and understanding. When you are alive, it implies your intelli
gence and wisdom. When you die, it implies the spirit of the ghost. Ling also 
means "divine or supematural." Ling is 0仕en used together with Shen (Ling 
Shen，重神) to mean "supematural spirit." It is believed that Qi is the source 
which nourishes the Ling and is called "Ling Qi" (重氯)， meaning "super
natural energy, power, or force." 

Ling Gen 重丰良

The root of Ling. Means "the life or the foundation of a spiritual being." 

Ling Shen 重神

Supematural spirit or the divine. 
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Lingtai (Gv斗。}重叠

Spiritual Station. In acupuncture, a cavity on the back. In Qigong, it refers 
to the Upper Dan Tian. In Daoist society, the Lingtai cavity is called "Jia Ji" 
(失脊).

Liu He 六合

Six Harmonies or six directions, which include north, south, east, west, up, 
and down. It means the universe or heaven. 

Liu Shi Si Gua 六十四卦

Sixty-Four Trigrams. 

Liu Yi 六蕃

The six arts-consisting of 飞凡lriting， music, archery, chariot driving, learning 
rhetoric , and mathematics-which ancient Chinese scholars were required 
to master. 

Longmen (M-CA-24) 麓问

Dragon Gate. Name of an acupuncture cavity that belongs to the Miscella
neous Points. It is the groin in the human body. 

Lu 摄

Means "to rollback." 

Lu Jin 报勤

The martial power of rolling backward (rollback). 

Luo 格

The small Qi channels which branch out from the primary Qi channels and 
are connected to the skin and to the bone marrow. 

MiHu 密户

Closed Door. A special Daoist Qigong term that means the Mingmen cavity 
(Gv-4) (命问) in acupuncture. 

Mingmen (Gv-4) 命问

Life's Door. Name of an acupuncture cavity that belongs to the Governing 
Vessel. 

Mu 木

Wood. One of the Five Elements. 
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Na 拿

Means "to hold" or "to grab." However, when Na is applied in Taijiquan, it 
is a technique in which you use your hands to stick with the opponent's joints 
so as to irnrnobilize his further action. Na is also cornrnonly used as an abbre
viation of Qin Na (擒拿) (i.e., seize and control). 

Na Jin 拿勤

Controlling ]ins. The ]ins that are able to control the opponent through his 
joints or tendons. 

Naohu (Gv-17) 瞄户

An acupuncture cavity belonging to the Governing vessel. 

Nei Kua 内脖

The internal upper thighs near the groin area. 

Nei Shen 内膏

Literally, internal kidneys. In Chinese rnedicine and Qigong, the real kid
neys; while Wai Shen (外肾) (external kidneys) refers to the testicles. 

Nei Shi 内祠，

Literally, internal vision. It irnplies feeling to the inner body. It also rneans 
"internal inspection through inner feeling." 

Nei Shi Gongfu 问祝功夫

N ei Shi rneans "to look internally," so N ei Shi Gongfu refers to the art of 
looking inside yourself to read the state of your health and the condition of 
your Qi 

Nei Wai HeYi 内外合一

Internal and external are unified as one. This rneans the harrnonization of 
the internal (i.e. , rnind and Qi) and external (i.e. , physical body) 

Nei Wai Xiang He 内外相合

Unification of internal and external. This rneans the harrnonization of the 
internal (i.e. , rnind and Qi) and external (i.e. , physical body). 

Neiguan (P-6) 内阁

Inner Gate. An acupuncture cavity belonging to the Pericardiurn channel. 

Ni Hu Xi (Fan Hu Xi) 逆呼吸·反呼吸

Reverse Breathing. AIso cornrnonly called "Daoist Breathing." 
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Ni Wan or Ni Wan Gong 泥丸·泥丸宫

Mud pill, or mud pill palace. Daoist Qigong terminology for the brain. 

Nian 季占

To stick or to adhere. 

Nian 念

Thoughts that stay with you and do not go away. 

Nian Jin 和勤

The martial power of adhering. 

Nian Tou 念踊

Means "the initiation of the Nian (i.e. , thought) , that is the beginning of new 
thought." 

Ning Shen 凝神

To condense or focus the spirit. 

Peng 棚

Means "to ward off." 

Peng Jin 棚勤

The martial power of warding off. 

P。魄

Vigorous life force. The PO is considered to be the inferior or animal soul. It 
is the animal or sentient life which is an innate part of the body which, at 
death, returns to the earth with the rest of the body. When someone is in 
high spirits and gets vigorously involved in some activity it is said he has PO 
Li, which means he has "vigorous strength or power." 

Qi 奇

Means "surprise or change." A thought or action that is unexpected. 

Qi (Chi) 乳

Chinese term for universal energy. A current popular model is that the Qi 
circulating in the human body is bioelectric in nature. 

Qi Huo 起火

To start the fire. When you start to build up Qi at the Dan Tian. 
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Qi Jing Ba Mai 奇短八服

Literally: strange channels eight vessels. Commonly translated as "extraordi
nary vessels" or "odd meridians." The eight vessels which store Qi and regu
late the Qi in the primary channels. 

QiXi 氛息

Qi breathing. 

Qi Yan Ji Xing 氛沿脊行

Qi circulates along the spine upward. 

Qi-Li氯力

Qi is inner energy while Li is muscular power. Qi-Li means "to manifest the 
inner energy into physical power," which means "Jin." 

Qian 乾

One of the Eight Trigrams. 

Qiangjian (Gv斗7) 强罔

Between Strength. An acupuncture cavity on the back of the head that 
belongs to the Governing 飞1essel.

Qigong (Chi Kung) 氯功

The Gongfu of Qi, which means the study of Qi. 

Qihai (Co-6) 氛海

An acupuncture cavity belonging to the Conceptional vessel. 

Qin (Chin) 擒

Means "to catch" or "to seize." 

Qin Na (Chin Na) 擒拿

Literally means "seize control." A component of Chinese martial arts which 
emphasizes grabbing techniques to control your opponent's joints, in con
junction with attacking certain acupuncture cavities. 

Qing Qian Long (1736-η96 A.D.) 清乾隆

An emperor during the Chinese Qing Dynasty. 

Qiu 酋

One of the twelve Terrestrial Branches (i.e. , 5 to 7 P.M.). 

Quchi (U-ll) 曲池
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Rang Jin 壤勤

Yielding Jin. The martial power that is used to yield to incoming force. 

Ren Mai 任腺

Usually translated "Conception Vessel." 

Renzhong (Gv-26) 人中

An acupuncture cavity under the nose. 

Rong 戎

Ruling and martial affairs of the countries. 

Ruan Jin 软勤

Soft Jins. The manifestation of soft Jin is like the supple but sharp action of 
a whip. 

Ruan Ying Jin 软硬勤

Soft-hard Jins. This kind of Jin manifestation is so丘 at the beginning and 
turns into hard at the end. 

5an Guan 三阔

Three gates. In Small Circulation training, the three cavities on the Gov
ernmg 飞'essel which are usually obstructed and must be opened. 

5an Pan 三盘

Three sections. The entire body can be divided into three sections: from the 
knees down, from the knees to Xinkan (心坎) (or Jiuwei, Co-15) (喝尾)， and 
from Xinkan to the crown. 

5an 5hi Er Gua 二十二卦

Thirty-Two Trigrams. 

5hang Dan Tian 上丹田

Upper Dan Tian. Located at the third eye, it is the residence of the Shen 
(spirit) . 

5hang Dynasty 商朝

A dynasty in Chinese history during the period 1766-1122 B.C. 

5hang E 上辑

The palate of the mouth. 

5haohai (H-3) 少海

Lesser Sea. Name of an acupuncture cavity belonging to the Heart channel. 
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Shaolin 少林

A Buddhist temple in Henan Province, famous for its martial arts. 

She Gen 舌丰良

The root of the tongue. 

Shen 神

Spirit. According to Chinese Qigo吨， the Shen resides at the Upper Dan 
Tian (the third eye). 

Shen 身

Physical body. 

Shen 深

Deep. 

Shen Fa 身法

The body's moving skills. 

Shen Gu 神谷

Spirit valley. Formed by the two lobes of the brain, with the Upper Dan Tian 
at the exit. 

Shen Qi Xiang He 神氛相合

The Shen and the Qi combine together. The final stage of regulating the 
Shen. 

Shen Shi 神室

The residence of the spirit. 

Shen Xi 神息

Spirit breathing. The stage of Qigong training where the spirit is coordinat
ed with the breathing. 

Shen Xi Xiang Yi 神息相依

The Shen and breathing mutually rely on each other. 

Shen Yi Nei Lian 神宜内做

"Spirit should be retained internally." 

Sheng Men 生问

Life Door. A Daoist term that implies the navel. 

Sheng Tai 重胎

Holy embryo. Another name for the spiritual embryo (Shen Tai). 
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Shenzhu (GV.12) 身柱

Body Pillar. An acupuncture cavity that belongs to the Governing Vessel. 

Shi Er Jing 十二挫

Twelve Primary Qi Channels. They include the Yang prima可 Qi channels 
(The Large Intestine Channel of Hand - Yang Brightness; The Small Intes
tine Channel of Hand - Greater Yang; The Triple Burner Channel of 
Hand - Lesser Yang; The Stomach Channel of Foot - Yang Brightness; 
The Urinary Bladder Channel of Foot - Greater Yang; and The Gall Blad
der Channel of Foot 一 Lesser Yang) and the Yin prima可 Qi channels (The 
Lung Channel of Hand - Greater Yin; The Heart Channel of Hand 一
Lesser Yin; The Pericardium Channel of Hand - Absolute Yin; The Spleen 
Channel ofFoot - Greater Yin; The Kidney Channel ofFoot - Lesser Yin; 
and The Liver Channel of Foot - Absolute Yin). 

Shi Liu Gua 十六卦

Sixteen Trigrams. 

Shi San Shi 十三势

Thirteen Patterns. Taijiquan is also called Shi San Shi, since it is construct
ed from these thirteen moving or acting pa仕erns.

Shou 手

Hands. 

Shou Shen 守神

To keep the mind at the spirit. A Qigong meditation training. 

Shuai 摔

Means "to stumble, to fall , or to throw down." 

Shuai Jiao 摔跤

Means "wrestling." 

Shuang Xiu 变修

Double cultivation. A Qigong training method in which Qi is exchanged 
with a partner in order to balance the Qi in both people. 

Shuang Zhong 赞重

Means "double weighting or double layering." It means when the opponent 
has placed a weight or pressure on you, you respond by meeting that pressure 
with equal or greater pressure of your own. The consequence is stagnation. 
When this happens, mutual resistance will be generated. 
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Shui 水

Water. One of the Five Elements. 

Shui Lu 水路

Water Path. One of the meditation paths in which the Qi is led upward 
through the spinal cord (i.e. , Thrusting 飞1essel ， Chong Mai，街服) to nourish 
the brain. 

Si 丰巳

Religious rites or services. 

Si Liang PO Qian Jin 四雨破千斤

Means to use four ounces to repel (i.e. , neutralize) one thousand pounds. 

Si Liu Bu 四六步

Four-Six Stance. One of the basic stances in northern styles of martial a由 training.

Si Xiang 四象

Means "Four Phases," which are derived from the Two Poles. 

Song Shan it 山

Song mountain. One of the five sacred mountains in China, located in 
Deng Feng county, Henan Province (河南省·登封韩、). It is also called 
"Zhong Yue" (中获) and means "central mountain." 

Sui 随

Means "to follow." 

Sui Jin 随勤

Following Jin. The martial power which is used to follow the opponent's 
acbon. 

Sui Qi 髓氯

The Qi circulating in the bone marrow or brain. 

SuiXi 髓息

Sui means "the marrow or brain." Therefore, Sui Xi means the Qigong 
breathing technique which is able to lead the Qi to the bone marrow and 
brain. 

SunWu 拣武
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Sun Zi ~辈子

Mister Sun. Sun 飞机1 (掠武). A famous strategist who lived around 557 B.C. 
He wrote a book: Sun Zi's Fighting Strategies (Sun Zi Bing Fa，礁子兵法).
This book is commonly translated as 'The Art of 飞t\1ar."

Sun Zi Bing Fa 拣子兵法

Sun Zi's Fighting Strategies. Name of a book which is commonly translated 
as The Art of War. 

Tai Chi Chuanσaijiquan) 太植拳

A Chinese internal martial style which is based on the theory ofTaiji (grand 
ultimate). 

TaiXi 胎息

Embryonic Breathing. One of the final goals in regulating the breath, 
Embryo Breathing enables you to generate a "baby Shen" at the Huang Ting 
(yellow yard). 

Taiji 太植

Means "grand ultimate." It is this force which generates two poles, Yin and 
Yang. 

Taiji Quan Chan Shou Lian Xi 太植圈罐手楝霄

Taiji circle sticking hands training. One of the most important trainings in 
Yang style Taijiquan. This training is used to train listening, understanding, 
sticking, adhering, connecting, and following. In Chen style, it is called "Silk 
reeling Jin coiling training" (Chan Si Jin Chan Shou Lian Xi , 
罐栋勤罐手楝霄).

Taijiquanσai Chi Chuan) 太植拳

A Chinese internal martial style which is based on the theory ofTaiji (grand 
ultimate). 

Taipei 台北

The capital city of Taiwan located in the north of Taiwan. 

Taipei Xian 台北韩、

A county in northern Taiwan. 

Taiwan 台湾

An island to the southeast of mainland China. AIso known as "Formosa." 

Taiwan University 台湾大牵

A well-known university located in Taipei, Taiwan. 
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Taizuquan 太祖拳

A style of Chinese external martial arts. 

Tamkang 淡江

Name of a University in Taiwan. 

Tamkang College Guoshu Club 淡江圃街社

A Chinese martial arts club founded by Dr. Yang when he was studying in 
Tamkang College. 

Tao Te Ching (Oao Oe Jing) 道德短

Morality Classic. The Way of Natural Virtues. Written by Lao Zi. 

Ti 踢

Means "to kick." 

TiXi 髓息

Body breathing, or skin breathing. In Qigong, the exchanging of Qi with the 
surrounding environment through the skin. 

Tian Chi 天池

Heavenly Pond. The place under the tongue where saliva is generated. 

Tian Chi Shui 夭池水

Heavenly water. The water generated in Tian Chi (天池) (i.e. , Heavenly 
Pond) 

Tian Chuang 天窗

Sky Window. The area above the arms. To open the opponent's upper body 
area for an attack is called "Kai Tian Chuan" (阔天窗) (i.e. , open the sky 
window). 

Tian Ling Gai 天重盖

Literally, heaven spiritual cover. A person's head is considered to be heaven, 
and the crown is called "heaven spiritual cover" by Daoist society. This place 
is called Baihui (Gv-20) (百舍) in acupuncture. 

Tian Ren He Yi 天人合一

Literally, "Heaven and man unified as one." A high level of Qigong practice 
in which a Qigong practitioner, through meditation, is able to communicate 
his Qi with heaven's Qi. 

Tian Yan 天眼

Heaven Eye. The third eye or Upper Dan Tian. 
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Tiantu (CO-22) 天突

Heaven's Prominence. Name of an acupuncture cavity. It belongs to the 
Conception Vessel. 

Tia。拥

A gradual regulating process, until what is regulated has reached its harmo
nious state with other things. 

TiaoQi 铜氯

To regulate the Qi. 

Tiao Shen 拥神

To regulate the spirit. 

Tiao Shen 拥身

To regulate the body. 

TiaoXi 铜息

To regulate the breathing. 

Tiao Xin 拥心

To regulate the emotional mind. 

Ting 辑

Listening. 

Ting Jin 聪勤

Listening Jin. A special training which uses the skin to feel the opponent's 
energy and uses this feeling to further understand his intention. 

Tong San Guan 通三阔

Means "to get through the three gates." A special term used in Small Circu
lation. 

Tui Na 推拿

Means "to push and grab." A categ。可 of Chinese massages for healing and 
lnJu可 treatment.

Tuo Yue 囊俞

Bellows, a tube which is used to blow up the fire in a furnace. 

Wai Kua 外跨

External upper thighs near the groin area. 

Wai Shen 外肾

External Kidneys. The testicles. 
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Wang, Zong-Yue 王宗岳

A well-known Taijiquan master during the late Qing Dynasty. 飞，vang， Zong
Yue wrote many comprehensive Taijiquan documents and is popularly stud
ied by Taijiquan practitioners today. 

WeiQi 街氯

Protective Qi or Guardian Qi. The Qi at the surface of the body which gen
erates a shield to protect the body from negative external influences such as 
colds. 

Weilu 尾罔

Tailbone. A Daoist name. This cavity is called Changqiang (Gv-1) in 
acupuncture. 

Wen Hu。文火

Scholar fire. Through soft and slender breathing, the Qi (i.e. , fire) can be 
built up gently at the abdominal area. 

Wilson Chen 睐威伸

D r. Yang, Jwing-Ming's martial arts friend. 

Wu 午

One of the twelve Terrestrial Branches (i.e. , 11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.). 

Wu Bu 五步

Five steppings. They include: forward , backward, left, right, and center. 

Wu Huo 武火

Martial fire. Through fast and short breathing techniques, the Qi (i.e. , fire) 
can be built up to an abundant level for the physical manifestation in a short 
time. However, through this technique, though the fire can be built up in a 
fast way, it is hard to keep it in the body. 

WuXin 五心

Five centers or five gates. The face , the Laogong (劳宫) cavities in both 
palms, and the Yongquan (涝泉) cavities on the bottoms of both fee t. 

Wu Xin Xi 五心息

Five-gates breathing. 

Wu Xing 五行
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WuYu 五育

Five educations, which include science, art, mathematics, literature, and 
physical education. 

Wu, Yu-Xiang 武禹襄
A well-known Taijiquan master during the Chinese Qing Dynasty. He is the 
creator ofWií style Taijiquan. 

Wudang Mountain 武官山

Located in Hubei Province (湖北省) in China. 

Wuji $.在植

Means "no extremi甘"

Wuji Hu Xi (Wuji Xi) 摇撞呼吸(朵植息)

Wuji Breathing. Keeping the mind at the Real Dan Tian during breathing 
pracbce. 

Wushu 武街

Literally, "martial techniques." 

Wuyi 武蕃

Literally, "martial arts." 

Xi 知

Slender. 

Xi 80 Hou 西伯侯

Marquis Xi Bo, the feudal ti t1e of King Wen (Zhou Wen Wang，周文王)
before he rose in arms against emperor Zhou (纣王) during Chinese Shang 
Dynasty (商朝) (1 154-1122 B.C.). 

Xi $ui 洗髓

Washing the marrow or cleaning the brain by Qi nourishment. 

Xia Dan Tian 下丹田

Lower elixir field. Located in the lower abdomen, it is believed to be the res
idence of water Qi (Original Qi) (Yuan Qi，元，筑). This cavity in acupunc
ture is called Qihai (Co-6) (氯海) which means "Qi ocean." 

Xia Pan 下盘

The Chinese express the concept of root generated by the legs as the "lower 
disk." From the thighs to the feet is called Xia Pan (lower disk) , the waist area 
is called "Zhong Pan" (中盘) (middle disk), while the chest and the head are 
"Shang Pan" (上盘) (top disk)." 
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Xian Tian Qi 先天氯

Pre-Birth Qi or Pre-Heaven Qi. Also called "Dan Tian Qi." The Qi which is 
converted from Original Essence and is stored in the Lower Tian. Consid
ered to be "water Qi ," it is able to calm the body. 

Xiao Jia 小架

Small posture. It means the small circle for short range fighting purposes. 

Xiao Lu 小报

Small rollback. 

Xiao Zhou Tian 小周天

Small heavenly cycle. Also called Small Circulation. The completed Qi cir
cuit through the Conception and Governing Vessels. 

Xiayin 下陪

Groin. 

Xin 心

Means "heart." Xin means "the mind generated from emotional distur
bance." 

Xin Ling 心重

Means "heart, soul, spirit, or mind." 

Xin Yuan Yi Ma 心猿意局

Xin-monkey and Yi-horse. Xin (i.e. , heart) is related to the emotional mind, 
is like a monkey, and is hard to keep steady and calm. Yi is wise and logical 
thinking, which is like a horse that can be calm and keep still. 

Xing 性

Human Nature. 

Xinkan 心坎

A martial term. It is the solar plexus area and is called Jiuwei (Co-15) (喝尾)
ín acupuncture. 

Xinzhu Xian 新竹韩、

Birthplace of D r. Yang, Jwing-Ming in T与lwan.

Xiong Gong 胸弓
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Chest bow. The bow formed from the chest, which is able to store the Jin sig
nificantly. 



Appendix A: Translation and Glossary of Chinese Terms 

Xu Ling Ding Jin 虚镇顶勤

An insubstantial energy leads the head upward. A secret Taijiquan phrase 
which helps a Taijiquan practitioner keep the head upright and the neck 
relaxed. 

Xuan Pin 玄轨

Means "Concealed Female" or "Mysterious Female." A Daoist Qigong term 
originated from the Dω De Jíng (道德挫).

Xue Wei H u Xi (Xue Wei Xi) 穴位呼吸(穴位息)

Cavity Breathing. It means while in the deep abdominal breathing, keep the 
mind at the Real Dan Tian. Another name of "Embryonic Breathing" (Tai 
Xi，胎息).

Xun 翼

One of the Eight Trigrams which represents "wind." 

Yan 眼

Eyes. 

Yang 畴

Too sufficient. One of the two poles. The other is Yin. 

Yang, Ban 

Yang, Lu-Shan's second son. Also called Yang, Yu (椅缸) . 

Yang, Jwing-Ming 椿俊敏
Author of this book. 

Yang, Yu (1837-1892 A.O.) 榜缸
Yang, Lu-Shan's second son. Also called Ban-Hou (班侯). A second genera
tion practitionerofYang style Taijiquan. 

Yang-Shen 畴神

Shen (i.e. , spirit) is classified as Yang, therefore, it is commonly called "Yang 
Shen." 

Yangqiao Mai 畴晚服

Yang Heel Vessel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 

Yangwei Mai 晴雄月底

Yang Linking Vessel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 
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Yi 意

Wisdom mind. The mind generated from wise judgment. 

Yi Jin 易筋

"Muscle!Tendon Changing." It means to change the physical body from a 
weak to a strong condition. 

YiJinJing 易筋短

Literally: Changing Muscle!Tendon Classic , usually called The Muscle!Ten
don Changing Classic. Credited to Da Mo around 550 A. D. , this work dis
cusses Wai Dan Qigong training for strengthening the physical body. 

YiJing 易挫

Book of Changes. A book of divination written during the Zhou Dynasty 
(1 122-2归 B.C.，周) . 

Yin 晗

Deficient. One of the two poles. The other is Yang. 

Yin Jin 引勤

The Jin (martial power) of leading. 

Yin Jin Luo Kong 引勤落空

Means "to lead the coming Jin into emptiness." It means to neutralize the 
incoming force. 

Yin Shui 陪水

Yin Water. The Qi stored at the Real Dan Tian is called "Yin Shui," since 
keeping the Qi here may keep you calm. 

Ying Jin 硬勤

Hard Jins or physical Jin. 

Ying Li硬力

Hard muscular force. 

Yinjiao (Co-7) 陪交

Yin's Junction. An acupuncture cavity that belongs to the Conception 飞仨s

sel. 

Yinqiao Mai 险境服

Yin Heel 飞lessel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 

Yintang (M-HN-3) 印堂

Seal Hall. An acupuncture cavity that belongs to Miscellaneous Points. 
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Yinwei Mai 除锥服

Yin Linking 飞仨ssel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 

Yongquan (K叶涌泉

Bubbling Well or Gushing Spring. Name of an acupuncture cavity belong
ing to the Kidney Primary Qi Channel. 

You 悠

Long, far, meditative, continuous, slow and soft. 

Yu Huan Xue 玉瑕穴

Jade Ring Cavity. Another Daoist name for the Real Dan Tian. 

Yuan Ji 元植

Original Extremities. It means "the beginning of life." Here it means Taiji. 

Yuan Jing 元精

Original Essence. The fundamental , original substance inherited from your 
parents; it is converted into Original Qi. 

Yuan Qi 元氯

Original Qi. Created from the Original Essence inherited from your parents. 

Yun 匀

Uniform or even. 

Yuzhen 玉枕

Jade pillow. One of the three gates of Small Circulation training. 

Zhan 占

To occupy. 

Zhan 沾

Attaching. 

Zhan 辗

Halιrotating or halιturning. 

Zhan 帖

Attaching or sticking. 

Zhan Jin 枯勤

The martial power that is used to attack the opponent's body. 

Zhang Jin 丧勤

Growing Jin. One form of the martial power trained in Taijiquan. 
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Zhang, San-Feng 最三丰
Zhang, San-Feng is credited as the creator of Taijiquan during the Song 
Dynasty in China (960-1127 A.D.) (宋朝) . 

Zhang, Xiang-San 强祥三
A well-known martial artist in Taiwan during the 1960's. 

Zhen 震

One of the Eight Trigrams which represents "thunder." 

Zhen Dan Tian 真丹田

Real Dan Tian (i.e. , physical center of gravity). 

Zhen Xi 真息

The real breathing. Means the breathing has been regulated to a deep and 
profound level. 

Zheng 正

Regularity, formal action or thinking. 

Zheng Fu Hu Xi 正腹呼吸

Formal Abdominal Breathing. More commonly called "Buddhist Breath
mg. 

Zheng Hu Xi 正呼吸

Formal Breathing. More commonly called "Buddhist Breathing." 

Zhong Dan Tian 中丹田

Middle Dan Tian. Located in the area of the solar plexus, it is the residence 
of fire Qi. 

Zhong Ding 中定

To firm the center. 

Zhong Jia 中架

Middle-sized postures that are used for middle-range 自ghting.

Zhong Men 中问

Central door. In Chinese martial arts, central door means the center line 
between you and your opponent. 

Zhong Shi 中势

Middle high stance. 

Zhou 肘

Elbow. 
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Zhou Jin 肘勤

The martial power generated from the elbow. 

Zi 子

One of the twelve Terrestrial Branches (i.e. , 11:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.). 

Zi Jue 自凳

Selιawareness. 

Zi Shi 子峙

Midnigh t. The time between 11 P.M. to 1 A.M. 

Zi Shi 自端

Selιrecognition. 

ZiTu。自肮

Set yourself free from emotional or spiritual bondage. 

ZiWu 自悟

Selιawakening. 

Zi Wu Liu Zhu 子午流注

Zi refers to the period around midnight (11:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.) , and Wu 
refers to midday (1 1:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.). Liu Zhu means "the flowing ten
dency." Therefore: a schedule of the Qi circulation showing which channel 
has the predominant Qi flow at any particular time, and where the predom
inant Qi flow is in the Conception and Governing Vessels. 

Zi Xing 自醒

Selιawakening. 

Zou Huo Ru M。走火入魔

Walk into the fire and enter the demon. This means the Qi has entered the 
wrong path and the mind has entered a delusional state. 

Zuo Wan 坐腕

Seule down the wrist. 
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78 , 120-121 
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advance 224 
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AnJin 158-161 
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Attaching Jin 183-184, 222 
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143-144 
bump 165-167 
Cai Jin 161-163 
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calmness 22, 79-80, 86 
cavities 103-105 
Cavity Breathing 80-81 
center 32, 174-175 
center of gravity 229-230 
central door 181-182, 210-211 
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170-171 , 173, 193 
Chong Mai 13 
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Climbing Mountain Stance 168-170 
coiling 雪-7 ， 194-195
Conception Vessel 44-46, 95-99 
connecting 146 
conscious mind 91 
controlling 165 
Controlling Jin 195 
corners 151-152 

crucial practices 228 
cultivation 40 
Dai Mai 13-15 
Dan Tian 5-7, 17-18, 42, 48 , 59-60, 66-68 , 73 , 

100, 107, 120-121 
Dan Tian Qi 63-64 
Dan Tians 43-44 
Dao 2, 10 
Daoist 127-128 
Daoist cultivation 11-13 
deception 223-224 
defense as offense 24-25 
Deng Shan Bu 168-170 
DHEA (Dehydroepiandrosterone) 78-79 
double cultivation 39-40, 51-52 
double weighting 183-184, 186 
Eight Basic Taijiquan 210-211 
Eight Doors 18-19, 191-192 
EightTrigrams 1, 2, 13, 16, 18-19, 151-152 
eight vessels 42 
elbow 154 
elbows 58δ9 
electromotive force 51-52, 74-75 , 93 
Elixir Field 74-75, 100-102 
elixir furnace 46 
Embryonic Breathing 47, 63-65, 73-74, 77-78, 

81 , 120 
emotional bondage 92 
emotional mind 11 , 16, 21 , 33, 85一邸，邸-89
emptiness 79-80, 128-129 
empty door 181-182, 206-208 
enlightenment 48, 123-124, 228 
essence 120-121 
externalJin 130-131 , 134-135, 136-137 
fat 46, 74-75 
feeling 54, 90-91 , 147-148 
fìghting 148-149 
fìghting skills 197-198, 208-209 
fìghting without fìghting 224 
Five Gates Breathing 65 
Five Phases 28-30 
Five Steppings 191 
following 146,182 
Four Gates Breathing 71 , 107-109 
Four Phases 2, 3弓， 9-10 ， 16-18 
Four-Six Stance 168-170, 180-181 
freedom from emotional bondage 88 
ghost 30 
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Girdle Vessel 13-15, 42-43, 67-68 
Girdle Vessel Breathing 65 
Gong 18 
Gongfu 31-32, 197-198 
Gongfu of Interna1 Vision 90-91 
Governing Vessels 48, 95-96, 98-99, 100 
grabbing 161-163 
Grand Circulation 102-103, 109-110, 115-116 
Grand Ultimate 133 
Grasp Sparrow's Tail 10 
groin 57-58 
ground wicket 210-211 
Guardian Qi 毡，旬， 51-52， 67， 80， 96-99
Gui 30 
Guo Dang 57-58 
Ha 149-151 
hands 135-136 
hard Jin 136 
hard styles 142 
hardness 26 
heaven eye 当O
Hen 149伊 151
Hibernation Breathing 65 
hip joint 173 
hip joints 59-60 
hips 148 
hormones 44-46, 98-99, 121-122 
Huiyin (Co- l) 13, 78-79, 81-82 
immortality 47 
insubstantia1 147, 182, 219 
insubstantia1 Yin 10 
intention 22当
interna1 cultivation 39-40 
interna1公eling 31-32 
internal Jin 130-132 
internal Yin 17-18 
Jade Ring Cavity 76-77, 78 
Ji Jin 157 
Jin 129-130 
Jin manifestation 113, 130, 131 , 135, 142-144, 

148-149 
Jin pattern 156-157 
Jin patterns 151-153, 167-168 
Jin skills 35-36 
Jin storage 24-25 , 149-151 
Jin training 35-36 
Jing-Shen 30 
Jiuwei (Co-15) 13-15 
joints 55-57, 175-176 
Kao Jin 165-167 
kidneys 75-77, 78-79 
Kua 55-穷， 193
Lao Zi 79-80 
Laogong cavity (P-8) 66-67 
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lead the Jin 58-59 
Leading Jin 183-184 
leg joints 194 
legs 56-57, 178-180 
Li, Qing-An 64 
Li, Yi-Yu 148-149 
limbs 145 
Ling 29 
Lingtai (Gv-10) 13-15 
Listening Jin 38, 146, 181-183, 222-223 
10吨 Jin 142 
LuJin 154-155, 165 
Macrocosmic Meditation 102-103 
Marrow Breathing 80-81 
Marrow Washing Qigong 49 
Marrow/Brain Washing 17-18, 48-49，如，刃，

73-74 
marrow/brain washing Qigong 37 
martia1 applications 25-26 
meditation 64, 88-89, 91 , 101-102 
meditation training 94-95 
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mind 10-11 , 16, 21 , 54, 77, 125, 129-130 
minds 79-80 
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morale 33-34, 148-149 
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114-115 
Muscle/Tendon Changing Qigong 48 
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muscular power 147 
NaJin 195 
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Ohm's Law 133 
opponent 216, 219 
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Peng Jin 58-59, 153, 163-165, 211-212 
perineum 81-82 
pivotal force 8 
plucking 162, 165 
posture 54 
postures 35 
power 60 
power manifestation 190-192 
practicing 36-37 
Press Jin 154-155 
pushing hands 167, 185-186 
pushing hands drills 60-61 
Qi22 

breathing 63-64 
channels 41 , 42, 95-98 
circulation 32, 41 , 98-99 
cultivation 198 
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exchange 51与2
flow 95 , 105, 173 
gates 27-30, 103-105 
reservoirs 95-96 
storage 51-52, 149-151 
manifestation 48 

Qigong 11-13, 17-18, 36-37 
practice 30-31 
training 48 , 50-51 

Qin Na 208-209, 212-213, 2日-214
rational mind 89-90 
Real Dan Tian 74 
regulate 30-32, 54 
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regulating breathing 32-33, 61 , 62-63, 63-64 
regulating the body 54, 59-60, 229-230 
Regulating the Emotional Mind 85 
regulating the spirit 33, 36 
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regulating your mind 37 
reincarnation 124-125, 128 
retreating 223-224 
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134-135 
root 55-60, 103-108, 136, 170-178, 182-183 
round 23 195-197 
saliva 82-83 
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self二defense 38 
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sense of enemy 87, 113, 133-134, 225 
Shen 13, 125-126 

Shuai Jiao 208-209 
Si Liu Bu 168-170 
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sink 211-212 
Sixteen Trigrams 16-17 
Skin and Marrow Breathing 65 
Skin Breathing 80-81 
sky window 206-207, 210-211 
slow 221-222 
slowly 36-37 
Small Circulation 48, 95-98, 101 , 109-110 
Small Rollback 154-155 
so丘 32
soft against the hard 25-26 
softJin 137-140 
soft Jins 146 
soft styles 141-142 
soft-hard Jin 138 
so丘-hard styles 141-142 
softness 26, 147 
soles 103-106 
sou128-30 
sound manifestation 13 
sounds 13 
spinning 192-193 
spiraling 5-7, 195 
Spirit 125-126 
Spirit ofVitality 30, 33-34 
Spiritual Breathing 65 
spiritual cultivation 37, 127-128, 228-229 
spiritual energy 50 
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spiritual enlightenment 88 , 120, 221 , 225-227 
spiritual evolution 231-233 
spiritual valley 49-50, 123 
split 163 
stance training 178-180 
stances 35-36, 177 
stationary training 167-168 
stepping 59-60, 135, 170-171 
stepping techniques 188-190 
stepping-circling 192 
steppings 167-168 
sticking 146 
sticking hands 190 
strategy 220 
subconscious mind 91 
substantial147, 182, 219-221 
substantial Yang 10 
Sun Tzu 218-219 
Sun Zi 216 
Surprise 219-220 
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Taiji Ball Qigo吨 114-116
τ马iji symbol190 
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Taiji symbols 187-190 
Taiji theory 8 
Taij叩lan 7, 9-10, 16, 30-31 , 36-37, 40, 87 
Taijiquan training 51 与2
techniques 135 
telepathy 120, 123-124 
testicles 75 , 78 
thighs 55-58 
third eye 50, 119 , 122-125 
Thirteen Postures 18-19, 190-192 
Three Gates 102 
Thrusting Vessel13 , 43, 48-49, 125-126 
Tiantu (Co-22) 13 
Tiao 31 
Tiao Shen 54 
timing 217-218 , 223-224 
timings 100 
tongue 82-83 
torso 145-146 
turning 195-197 
turnings 192 
卫mle Breathing 65 
twisting 194 
Two Polarities 2 ， 3弓， 13 ， 16-18
understanding 146, 181 , 184 
UnderstandingJin 20-21 , 24-25 , 38 , 222-223 
Understanding Jins 38 
uprooting 181 
Valley Spirit 121-122, 124 
vibration energy 119-120 
vigor 28-30 
Wai Kua 55-57 
waist 56-58, 147, 173, 175, 180 
waist area 55-57 
Wang, Zong-Yue 7-8, 145 
WardoffJin 58 , 154 
whipping 55-57， 146 ， 17予176
wisdom mind 11, 16, 21 , 24-25 
withdrawal 224 
wrestling 208 , 210-211 
Wu, Yu-Xiang 145-146 
Wuji2， 3弓， 7-9, 229-230 
Wuji Breathing 17-18, 65, 80 
Xi Sui 17-18 
Xin 11 , 16, 21 , 33, 85-86 
Xin-monkey 21 
Xinkan 175-176 
Xuan Pin 124-125 
Yang Shen 112 
Yi 24-25, 33, 85 
Yi Jin 17-18 
Yi Jing 7-8 
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Yielding Jin 154-155 
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Yin and Yang 3-5 , 7-10, 16, 19, 22-23, 127-128, 
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Yin and Yang exchange 19, 23 
Yin vessels 82, 113 
Yin-Yang 17-18, 68-69 
Yin-Yang polarities 5-7 
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Training 186-187 
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Yin-Yang theory 20-21 
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Yongquan breathing 103-107 
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